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PREFACE 

For the uninitiated layman, viewing from a distance the great 

flood of literary criticism, it must be a puzzle what all those books 

about books can be saying. The student of fiction, having waded 

through some of that flood, often tends to despair of saying any

thing fresh about such well-thumbed worthies as George Eliot and 

Thomas Hardy. And at times the scholar committed to the production 

of so mru1y thousand words on his approved topic is tempted to unkind 

thoughts about those who unduly increase his reading list. 

Nevertheless, it is perhaps one of the marks of great art that 

it can absorb such an inundation of' critical atten·tion and still 

live for the reader. This study seeks to achieve a fresh per-

spective on these two major Victorian novelists by following up in 

a detailed. and systematic analysis of some of their works the 

rhetorica-1 approach to literature established by such critics as 

Wayne Booth and Sheldon Sacks. The focus in each case is on the 

author's personal vision of life and the technical means whereby 

it is transmitted to the reader. This thesis is based on a view 

of the literary work as an act of self-expression intended for an 

audience and as a representation of an individual apprehension of 

reality. I am, then, primarily concerned with the effect of the 

work, with its impact (intended or unintended) upon the reader 

rather than with its intrinsic, self-contained structure. 
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The three major factors in the rhetorical equation are obviously 

the author, the work, and the reader. In analyzing particular nov

els I have sought to define and discriminate between the variable 

relationships existing in George Eliot and Thomas Hardy between 

author and fictional characters, between reader and characters, and 

between author (as embodied in or speaking through his work) and 

reader. To a limited extent, I have attempted, through the use of 

contemporary reviews, to place these relationships in some historic

al perspective, though primarily concerned with the way the novels 

strike the reader today. As for technical analysis, I have con

centrated mainly on the rhetorical handling of plot and point of 

view with little attention given to style and imagery except as they 

are subsumed under the subject of point of view. 

I am happy to have 1~s opportunity to acknowledge my consider

able indebtedness to my supervisors in the English Department at 

the University of Otago - to Professor E.A. Horsman for his guidance 

and consideration at an early stage when it was intended to inclLrle 

Dickens along with George Eliot and Hardy in this study; and espec

ially to Dr. L.O. Jones for his careful, patient criticism of each 

draft as it painfully emerged chapter by chapter, and for years of 

stimulating teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. 

I would also like to thank the Master ru1d Cotincil of Knox College, 

Dunedin, for tangible and intangible sustenance without which this 

point might never have been reached. 
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1., G-ENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Stated most broadly, this thesis attempts to answer the question, 

'What are George Eliot's and 1'homas Hardy's views of life, and how are 

their views embodied in specific novels?' The term that simply cries 

out for definition is 'view of life'; that phrase is as -vricle as the 

novel itself. I am not presenting a compendium of all the multifari-

ous beliefs and opinions that ca:.fl be elicited from each of' these nov-

els with their abundance of created life (what was George Eliot's view 

of' marriage or Harc1y' s atti tuc1e to encroaching mechanization), although 

many of' these attitudes do emerge in the course of discussion. Nor am 

I attempting a thoroughgoing a~d systematic analysis of each author's 

formal philosophy (this type of 

Bernard J.Paris on G-eorge Eliot 

study has been ably carriea_ out by 

1 
and by Harvey C.Webster on Hardy), 

though something of both the conscious philosophy of life ana. the the-

ory of fiction of each novelist is sketched in to provide a framework 

for the examination of particular works. The view of life mediated 

by a novel is something much less abstract and more alive than a col-

lection of opinions or a comprehensive intellectual system. 

1 I believe,' wrote Virginia ~:roolf in 1924, 'that it is to express 

character ••• that the form of the novels, so clumsy, verbose and un-

2 dramatic, so rich, elastic, and alive, has been evolved.' Therein 

1 See ExDeriments ~~ Lif~:_Q-e9rge Eliot_.'.13__9_uesi__f_~J.:...Yal,\:-_~ (Detroit, 

(
. 19~5) ana. O_r_l_ ·} D exklj.ng_ PJ.:.ci~.:..:_ Th~ .Art ~£..ho~g__~~--q_f_ Tl-!2.~~-~c!.Y 
CJncago, 194-7 • 

2 11l:Ir." Bennett ano_ r.rrs. Brmm., II in The C_?.ptain' s Death Bea. and 
,9the_E: E_~sa,ys_ (Loncbn, 1950), p. 97. 
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remains the novel's raison a.'etr~, even though the concept of charac-

ter has undergone some startling redefinitions (not least in the nov-

els of Virginia Woolf) since the Victo:r:-ian era. But it is not simply 

the characters in themselves that matter. ~~at the novel provides is 

people in Hardy are inseparable :f'rom his brooding apprehension of th:air 

doomed humanity, a~d in George Eliot from the firmly critical, though 

sympathetic, regard in which they are held. If character is central 

to a novel's life, then character judgements are central to its mean-

ing; for, as Sheldon Sacks argues, 1 a novelist not merely may but 

must subtly control our feelings about the characters, acts, and 

thoughts represented at each stage of the novel if it is to have a 

coherent effect.'3 We discover what the effect of a particular novel 

is-intended to be by studying the author's evaluation of the charac-

ters; what the effect of the novel actually is depends upon the ex-

tent to which the reader's estimation concurs with the author's. 

That is, not only must the novelist malce his value judgements clear, 

he must also work to win the reader's acquiescence in those judge-

ments, since serious disagreement defeats his artistic aims. Thus, 

as Wayne C. Booth has demonstrated, the novelist is inevitably a 

3 !._iction ~nd_ the S~J2..e o:r_.E_0-_~ef (Berkeley, 1967), p. 65. My 
indebtedness to this book is considerable - not in terms of specific 
judgements but of general approach. Much of the inspiration of this 
thesis stems from Sacks's demonstration of the notion that 'the nov
elists' beliefs, opinions, and prejudices are expressed in the judge
rents he conveys of his characters,. their actions, and their 
thoughts' ( 66). 
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rhetorician, committed to the art of persuasion.4 

The novelist is intent upon presenting a vision of life that can-

not be embraced by logical formulations, one that involves imagina-

tive, intuitive apprehension. Unl:L.~e the philosophical treatise, the 

novel is an endeavour to pl,esent an immediate experience o~ life, not 

detached rationalizations about it. From that experience, as from 

life, the reader can abstract a number of conceptual statements, or 

'themes,' even though the novel, unlD(e allegory, does not exist for 

the salce of the themes (it is the experience not the ideas implicit 

in it that dominates). As has been suggested, the novel's thematic 

burden emerges primarily through the author's judgements of his 

characters. 

The novel forces an author to reveal his attitudes and commit-

ments in a.n especially full and detailed way - in a much fuller, more 

detailed way tha~ any other literary form requires -because he must 

order and evaluate all the wide diversity of human experience the nov-

el contains in order to present a coherent vision. Inescapably he 

conveys not just a general estimate of each character but distinct re-

actions to their specific deeds and motives at every point in t~e 

plot. The novelist therefore expresses a more intimate and compre-

hensive (though less systematic) view of life than the philosopher, 

the historian, or the theologian, and usually a more comprehensive 

and more representative view than the poet or the dramatist. This 

4 See Th~-Jl~ets>_l;"'ic of_Jfj._c~io]~ (Chicago, 1961), especially Chs. i-iv, 
This impressive book must sure1y rank as one of the classics of modern 
criticism, and no student of the novel can help but be in its debt. 
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necessary degree of authorial self-revelation has been noted by 

Sheldon Sacks who remarks: 

A number ofnovelists have commented on the fact that readers of 
their novels sometimes act as if they knevi them personally by 
virtue of having read their novels. This is not surprising. 
Vlben we have read a good novelist's vwrk it is af if vre have had 
an opportunity to hear him speak to us of his beliefs and also 
have been able to observe for years hovr in fact he reacts to 
people we have been allowed to know performing actions whose mo
tives have been made comprehensible to us for ends with which we 
sympathize or which we dislike. 5 

In more precise terms, then, this study examines particular char-

acter estimates in George Eliot and Thomas Hardy in relation to the 

author' s moral outlook and narrative teclmique. In other words, it 

seeks to discover the extent to which general values are reflectea. in 

specific judgements and how those judgements are communicated to the 

reader. Each author is considered independently; there is here no 

attempt at a systematic comparison, though cross-references are made 

at various points where these help define or illumine the practice of 

the particular novelist under discussion. 

To a modern reader it is at once amazing and, to a degree, under-

standable tPBt a prominent reviewer should have t~~en the first in

stalment of ~ar from the I.Ia~g Crowa. to be by George Eliot. 
6 

When 

we move from the novels of George Eliot to those of Hardy there is a 

sharp sense of transition; we have passed from one distinct 'world' 

to another. Yet the differences are all the more intriguing in light 

of' the many factors that place the two together. 

5 ~it., pp. 271-2. 

6 The reviewer, probably R.H.Hutton, ·wrote in. the Snectator (3 Jan.
uar-<J 1874) , 'If Far- from the I.rag_dir~_g__ Crowd is not v1ri tt~n by ·Gear ge 
Eliot, then there is a nm7 light among novelists. 1 See R.L.Purdy, 
Thomas Hardy: i'l. Biblio(Va_nhical S!,;2:1ib.: (London, 1954-), pp. 16-17. 
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Hardy ana Eliot stand apart from the other Inajor Jiillglish novel

ists of the nineteenth century in the heterodoxy of their beliefs. 

Both reje ctea their eerly Christian faith (George :Eliot's that of low 

church evangelicalism, Hardy's that of high Anglicanism) under the im

pact of the 'higher criticism' of German biblical scholars and the 

rationalism of such thinkers as Schopenhauer, Comte, Mill, Darwin, 

Spencer, Huxley and Leslie Stephen. The conse~uent pressing need to 

find some moral order in an indifferent, non-providential world gives 

their fiction a. radical ~ue.li ty ~ui te lacking in Dickens, Thackeray, 

or Trollope, who a.o not ~uestion the foundations of conventional be

liefs - though they do attack the hypocrisy with w:b.ich they are up

held. Simply the fact that they were abreast of current intellectual 

developments distinguishes George Eliot al1d Hardy from the non-philo

sophical Dickens and Thackeray. Of the two, George Eliot has very 

much the finer mind, while Hara_y exhibits a richer, more intense 

imagination. 

Along with their intellectual radicalism, George :Eliot and Harcty, 

like many English tr~ers, exhibit an emotional conservatism. 

Tl1rough the fiction of each there runs a. strongly nostalgic strain, 

a deep attachment to the vanishing patterns of existence in simple 

rural communit~es. ';7i th George Eliot the nostalgia is more the pro-

duct of personal deracination, so that she is not as pessimistic about 

1 progress 1 as is Hardy, who laments the passing of a. whole way of life. 

Nevertheless, they share a reverence for tradition. that provides them 

with a critical stance for juc1ging the innovations of modernity. 

Closely allied to this habit of mind is their devotion to the 
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lives of humble, insignificant people. The moral basis of their 

fiction is a conviction of the dig.aity and worth of the common man. 

In each a similar weight is placed upon the values of altruism, fel-

low-feeling, hc'trmony with the natt"Lral environment, and the accepta..Ylce 

of one's insignificance in the total scheme of things. But, as we 

shall see, their reactions to those who fail in these virtues differ 

markedly. 

Both take a more serious view of the place and f1.mction of the 

novelist's art than many of their contemporaries, though Hardy, in 

particular, was forced to bend to the pressures of conventionality. 

Both were very much concer-.aed with the· moral impact of their viork 

and of literature in general. Interestingly, they attacked the didact-

ic and dogmatic novel on moral not aesthetic gro1.mds, and in almost 

the same terms. 'It may seem somethin8 of a paradox,' wrote Hardy, 

'to assert that the novels which most conduce to moral profit are like

ly to be among those written ~~thout a moral purpose.• 7 Ana. George 

Eliot questioned 'whether the direct exhibition of a moral bias in the 

•vri ter will make a book really moral in its influence. •8 George Eliot 

and Hardy, alike, were deeply concerned with the verisimilitude of 
q 

their art, with fidelity to the complexity of life as they Jmew it."' 

7 "The Profitable Reading of Fiction 11 (1888), in Th<;?!U.§-S E.§£§.ti 
Personal Yfritin£12., ed. Harold Orel (London, 1967), p. 118. 

8 "The l.Iore.li ty of Y!il!}.:?lm E~istern ( 1855), in Essa.Ys .?f George 
Eliot, ea.. Thomas Pinne:;v (London, 1963), p. 1lr-5. 

9 This is not to suggest that they work on identical levels of 
reality. As we shall see later, He.rdy's aesthetic gives less weight 
to sm--face realism than does G-eorge Eliot's. 
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.At the same time they were intent upon fronting out the essentials of 

life, on delving to universal truths. It is their success in recon-

oiling the demands of tra...11sient and eternal, particular and universal, 

that gives their fiction its lasting stature and contemporary value. 

But if these similar values anB. concerns make it natural (a...~d 

rrofi table) to consider George Eliot and Thomas Eardy together, the 

differences between them are so various and complex as to emerge aB.e

g_uately only through a a.etailed study of their individual works. 

Their inO.ividuality is such that comparison and contrast goes only a 

limited way in revealing the essential character of each. 

One further element in which the two novelists demonstrate diver

sity in 1..11J.i ty is that of techn.ique. Both use the omniscient point of 

view, yet this fact but serves to emphasize the great variety of nar

rative methods that are usually blandly subsQ~ed under that blanket 

phrase. Until recently twentieth-century criticism tended to see real 

craftsmanship in t:r.e novel form as not beginning till the end of the 

nineteenth century with the advent of James and Conrad. The new self

awareness that these writers brought to the novelist 1 s craft led to a 

bias against the onmiscient technique (with its associated authorial 

commentary) of the Victorian giants. .A dominant theme in criticism 

was the necessary,effacement of the author in order to preserve the 

tillusion of reality' and the novelist's objectivity. Probably the 

definitive answer to this school of thought has been provided by Wa~rne 

C.Booth who, in The Rhetoric of Fiction, has shown that complete ef

facement of the author is neither possible nor desirable; authorial 

neutrality or objectivity is just as lacking in twentieth-century, non-
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omniscient fiction as it was in the novels of Fielding, Dickens, 

George Eliot or Hardy. 

However, one aspect of this call for neutrality demends further 

comment. Some critics attack the omniscient narrator for judging 

characters instead of leaving the reacter to make up his ovm mind. 

For instance, Dorothy Van Ghent writes of Ad~]?ede, 'the nomniscient11 

point of view allows the author to load the dice against Hetty in 

such a way that we become uncomfortably conscious that vre are not be

ing given the opportvni ty to make up 8·% Oi'ffi minds but are having a 

_par::li.J!.~is forced upon us. 110 ;7hat such critics fail to recognise is 

that the author's judgement does not preclude the reader's judgement. 

The reader is presented with the dramatically-realized portrait of a 

character as well as the author's evaluation of that character. On 

the basis of the dramatic portrait the reader may make a different eval-

uation - then so much the worse for the author. 

It must be added, though, that the author can 'load the dice' ag-

ain:st a character -· by attributing to him deeds that are not 1 in char

acter' in order to damn him. 11 There are grounds for arguing that Thack-

eray, for instax1ce, does this with Becky Sharp in Vani~ Fair: her mis-

treatment of young Rawa.on is quite out of keeping with her characteristic 

good humour. But this kind of dice-loading can be carried out by any 

author: it is not a danger to which the omniscient novel is peculiarly 

susceptible. As v.iayne Booth comments, the 'impression that the author 

10 Th~glish Nov~: Foi'E'- ana. F1..mction (N. York, 1953), pp. 401-2. 

11 If this is the point Hrs Van G-hent is making about Adam Bede her 
critic ism j_s perhaps valid. But it seems to me she is not critic ising 
George Eliot's attitude to Hetty (which is open to criticism) so much 
as the fact that she judges her at all. 
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has weighed. his characters on d.ishone·st scales •••• depends not on wheth-

er the author explicitly passes judgement but on whether the judgement 

he passes seems defensible in the light of the dramatized facts. 112 

Authorial omniscience has come under attack this century on philo-

sophical as well as a~sthetic grounds. Typical of' this critical :posi..,. 

tion are the assertions of' Scholes and. Kellogg that 'the authoritarian 

monism of the fully omniscient mode of narration has become less and. 

less tenable in modern times,' and. that 'In an age of relativity the 

absolute posture of omniscience is likely to succeed. only in a deliber-

ately anachronistic work like The Sot-Weed Factor, or in works which 

otherwise abandon the novel's traditional empirical and representation-

al predilections.' 13 Jean Paul Sartre, in his famous attack on Fran-

9ois Manriac, united the aesthetic and philosophical objections to 

the mode: 

Like most of our writers, he has tried. to ignore the fact that the 
theory of relativity applies in full to the universe of fiction, 
that there is no more place for a privileged. observer in a real 
novel than in the world of Einstein •••• :M.Mauriac has ••• chosen 
divine omniscience and omnipotence. But novels are written £x men 
and. for men. In the eyes of' God, Y'll1o cuts through ap:9earances and. 
goes beyond. them, there is no novel, no art, for art thrives on 
appearances. God. is not an artist. Neither is :M. 1;Iauriac. 1Lf. 

This insistence on the relativity of all values is, of COLWse, indica-

tive of a contempora1~ loss of faith. But, though the novelist has are-

sponsibility to reality, it is a responsibility to reality as he sees it. 

To a greater or lesser degree, every writer is influenced. by the atti-

12 9~~tt., p. 79. 

13 Robert Scholes and. Robert Kellogg, The Hatu~~?_f)T~rative 
(N. York, .1966), pp. 276, 279. 

14 ''Fran9ois llauriac anct Freedom," in ~i terary _§lnd Philosophical 
Essays, trans, .Annette Hichelson (London, 1955), p. 23. 
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tudes of the society and age in which he finds himself, but his vision 

is primaxily a personal one, his work the expression of a distinctive, 

idiosyncratic outlook. George Eliot ana_ Thomas Hardy vmre both decis

ively influenced by the gro1ring scepticism of the time, but their out

looks are far apart. Eliot found asstirance in a posi ti vis tic 'Relie;ion 

of Humanity, 1 while Hardy lived out his days in stoic pessimism. Dick

ens and Thackeray, by further contrast, continued to write within the 

context of traditional belief. To deny the validity of their vision 

is to mru(e relativism itself a paradoxical form of absolutism. 

J.i'urthermore, such rigid insistence on relativism denies the very 

basis of art. Not only is art the expression of a personal vision, it 

is also a selected, ordered. view of life. In the world. of the novelist 

all the bafflL~g, seeatngly inconsequential detatls of experience take 

on a new meaning and significance, Without such selection ana ordering 

coherent art is impossible. Great art (as witness Shakespeare) thrives 

not on appearances but on the cliscrepancy betvreen appearances and real

ity. God is, in fact, the supreme artist. The very life blooa. of om

niscient novelists like Hardy and George Eliot is their revelation of 

the ironic discrepancies between what people are in themselves and the 

way others jua.ge them, bet-ween human aspirations and their realization, 

betVTeen the world as men think it is arr8..J.'"lged and the way it actually 

operates. Novels are written 'by men for men,' but by men of heightened 

awareness who cut through appearances for men of duller insight. 

There has been a more radical, recent attack on the nineteenth

century omniscient narrator. Bernard J. Paris argues that 
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If ••• the novelist has an obligation to plumb to universal val
ues and to make his moral ordGrings clear, then he nill usually 
fail; for as an interpreter of experience the novelist is usual
ly no wiser or more consistent than other men. The real trouble 
with the narrative technique of much nineteenth-century fiction 
is that the implied author i'\-S interpreter usually cloes not know 
what he is talking about. i) 

This statenent raises the wide theoretical question of i7hether or not 

the interpretative and evaluative is an essential or even viable -e·le-

ment of realistic fiction. There is not space to deal adequately nith 

that issue here, and I have already ina_icated briefly why I think e::val-

uation is essential to the successful work. However, rightly or wrong-

ly, authorial evaluation is a part of the novels of G-eorge Eliot and 

Hardy, and the body of this thesis examines the validity in their case 

of Paris's stricture. Is the narrative technique employed by these 

novelists adequate to its task? Are their authorial judgements consist-

ent with their representation of life? Are failures in judgement due 

to the failure of teclmique or to inadequate authorial values? These 

are the sorts of issues that have to be confronted in analyzing spec-

ific novels. For Paris is quite right in arguing that an author who 

does judge must convince us that his value judgements are valid, or else 

the work fails. Unless the value judgements are in accord with the dram-

atized reality the novel will be disunified. Thus a consid.eration of 

moral values is inescapable in estimating the artistic success of a work. 

I have argued that all novelists give themselves away in disclosing 

(consciously or unconsciously, explicitly or implicitly) attitudes to-

wards their characters. The demands of the omniscient novel are espec-

15 11Form, Theme, and Imitation in Realistic Fiction," No~, I 
(Winter 1968), 146. 
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ially great because the·author's moral commitments appear more explic-

itly. In first-person narratives the author can hide behind a shield 

of irony directed at the narrator, disguising his mv.n deficiencies by 

malnng few positive commitments. Occasionally, it is true, an omnis-

cient novel of almost indiscriminate cynicism appears - as witness Van-

ity F~iJ:; but this is only possible when the author peoples his world 

exclusively with knaves and fools. 

Since the omniscient n~~~ator is such an apparent part of his own 

creation, the success of the novel depends &~eatly upon his qualities 

of mind and character. As Wayne Booth remarks, 'An author who intrudes 

must somehow be interesting; he must live as a character. Jl..nd in hund-

reds of works from Fielding to the present, dull minds have produced 

dull spokesmen who emphasize their dullness by claiming to be brilliant.' 16 

But the 'intruding' author must be more than interesting; his comments 

must be consistent, just, and relevant, as well as lively and imaginative. 

We spurn commentary that is illogical or trite, commentary that is bias-

ed, insensitive or sentimental, commentary that is superfluous to the 

dramatized world of the novel (though relevance in this sense must be 

widely interpreted). In short, the sum of the author's artistic, intel

lectual, moral, and emotional qualities determines the stature of his 

commentary. Jl.~d not of the commentary alone. If we cannot respect the 

author in his explicit judgements, we are not likely to be sympathetical

ly disposed towards the whole work. For, as Booth has shown, the 'implied 

author' is the whole work; the work is the sum of the dramatic and 

16 ~cit., p. 219. 
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h t · 1 h ' ' · 1· a 17 r e or~ca means w ereoy ne ~s rea ~z.e • For this reason, 'it is 

not what a great writer has shown us he believes that matters, it is 

what he is and hovT his work reflects his being that counts.' 18 Hope-

fully, something of the essential character of the implied author in 

the novels of George Eliot ana Hara.y, a sense of each being as well as 

his beliefs, will emerge in the following chapters. 

However, it is impossible to consider in any one novel all the form-

al devices by which the author's character is conveyed. This thesis is 

~ attempt to examine sufficient technical devices to reveal the central 

pattern of judgement in each novel. Since criticism is by nature sche-

matic, no critical analysis can do justice to the work of fiction; each 

reading will emphasize different strands in the overall texture to the 

neglect of others. This study, by concentrating on the protagonists, 

tends to underplay the importance of Clym Yeobright in The Return o~ 

the Native, of Angel Clare and Alec d'Ur~erville in Tess of the d'Urber-

villes, of Tom Tulliver in The Mill on the Flos.E_, and of several charac-

ters in l.Iiddlemarch. The conuern has been to discover the centre of -----
the author's imaginative and moral commitments rather than to trace their 

ramifications to the peripheries of each fictional world. 

The examination of particular novels concentrates, too, on what 

seem to me to be the major critical problems of those novels: the am-

biguity in the portrait of Eustacia Vye in Th~Return of the Jfative; 

the apparent loss of perspective on Maggie Tulliver and the associated 

17 See The Rhetoric of Fiction, pp. 70-75, for an outline of the 
I implied authO:r'conc-epC___ -

18 Sheldon Sacks, ~:?:.t. , p. 253. 
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problems of the ena_ing in The Mill on the Flos~; in Tes~ the success 

of Hardy's thesis that his heroine is 'A Pure 'Homan'; -:in Middlemarch 

the supposed idealization of Ladislaw and Dorothea. This may appear to 

have resulted in a negative emphasis upon faults rather thru1 merits. 

In so far as this is so, it is indicative of a feeling that the essential 

strengths and successes of George Eliot and Thomas Hardy have been well 

elucidated by a host of critics, ana. that the main function of further 

criticism is to define the limits of that success. Unfortunately, 

criticism often seems better able to analyze the flaws than to explain 

the successes of literary creation. Past a certain point, the critic 

faced with great art can only accept it with humble gratitude. Critic-

al analysis is too coarse an instrument to convey the living essence; 

it can only point a reader on his way. But it is in the service of 

such timeless art as George Eliot and Thomas Hardy achieve that crit-

icism finds its justification. 

Finally, a word of explanation is required. Hardy is dealt with 

before George Eliot because this order facilitates the sort of compara-

tive evaluations I ·wish to make. This is not to suggest that George 

Eliot is consistently better than Hardy or that the novels discussed 

are arranged in ascending order of merit, though it is true that the 

thesis ends with the most successful of the four. Sine e this study 

is not concerned to trace influences from one novelist to the other 

but regards their works as discrete, self-contained achievements, it 

seemed not improper to treat them in non-chronological order. 



PART I 

THOMAS HARDY 
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2. THOMAS HA..T?.DY: INTRODUCTORY 

At first sight Hardy's overt attiJ..;ude tovlards fiction is rather dis-

.concerting. After receiving a copy of Joseph Yrarren Beach's book, The 

Teclmiaue of Thomas Ha:rd.y, he is reported to have commented, 'There isn 1 t 

any technique about prose, is there? It just comes along of itself.'
1 

Earlier in his life, while still actively engaged in novel-writing, he re-

ferred to his craft as 'mere journeJ~ork,' and claimed his ambition as a 

novelist was 'merely to be considered a·good hand at a aerial. 12 Such 

disparaging remarks were accompanied by a seemingly life-long conviction 

that poetry was his true vocation, and a marked concern y;ith commercial 

considerations in novel-writing. The pressures of serial publication find 

him at times - most notably li1 Tess of the d 1Urbervilles - making a reluctant 

but (in his own words) 'unceremonious concession to conventionality.• 3 

Hence it is not altogether surprising that many critics have denied Hardy 

as novelist the status and consideration of the serious artist. Until 

quite recently, Albert J. Guerard's was a fairly representative judgement: 

1 this is the conclusion to which we are driven - that Hardy was a great 

popular novelist and not a great deliberate artist. •4 

1 Quoted in Carl J. Weber, Hardy of Wessex: His Life and Literary 
Career (New York, 194-0; _rev.ed., 1965), p.222. 

2 Florence Emily Hm. ... dy, The Early Life_ of Jhor::as Hard;V, 184.0-1891 
(London, 1928), pp.235, ·131. ':Phis and the subsequent volume, _The Later 
Years_2f Thome.s HP...rj.JJ_ 1892-19_28 (London, 1930), take on an especially 
piquant quality with the revelation that they form 'in reality an auto
biography,' prepared for posthumous publication by Hardy himself. See 
R.L. Purdy, Thorr..as Hardy: A Bibliographical Stu_?...y (Lono.on, 1954), pp. 
265-7, 272-3. 

3 Early ~ife, p.291. 

4 Thomas Hardy, the Novels ana. Stories (New York, 1949), p.157. 
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. 
But) although Hardy's attitude towards his craft was at times less 

serious than one could wish, it is a gross distortion to suggest (as some 

critics have done) that he was unconscious of technique in his approach to 

fiction, or that he merely stumbled upon greatness while intent on catering 

for the popular appetite. The evidence contradicts Hardy's retrospective 

assertions that he was driven. to fiction by pecuniary need, and the re-

visions he carried out, even e£ter he had ceased to write novels, indicate 

his deep concern for his art. 5 Many of the comments in his notebooks and 

journals show a keen awareness of and interest in the author's role in 

shaping his materials, in the working of the personal idiosyncrasy on the 

objective facts of life. In a journal entry for Easter Sunday 1885, 

Hardy comments on the evidence of art in biblical narratives: 

They are written with a watchful attention (though disguised) 
as to their effect on their reader. Their so-called simplicity is, 
in fact, the simplicity of the highest cunning. And one is led to 
inquire, when even in these latter days artistic development and 
arrangement are the qualities least appreciated by readers, who was 
there likely to appreciate the art in these chronicles at that day? 

Looking round on a well-selected shelf of fiction or history, 
how few stories of any length does one recognize as well told from 
beginning to end! The first half of t-his story, the last half of 
that, the middle of another •••• The modern art of narration is yet 
in its infancy. 

But in these Bible lives and adventures there is the spherical 
completeness of perfect art. P~d our first, and second, feeling 
that they must be true because they are so impressive, becomes, as 
a third feeling, modified to, 1Are they so very true, after all?""" 
Is not the fact of their being so convincing an argument, not for 
their actuality, but for the actuality of a constunmate artist who 
was no more content with. what Nature offered than Sophocles and 
Pheidias were content?'6 

5 See Purdy, ppo281-2, 285-6, 288, and Weber, pp.63-7, 219-21. 

6 Early Lit~, pp.222-3. 
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This excerpt is quoted at length because it reveals several important 

aspects of f~dy1 s literary theory that are relevant to an understanding of 

his practice. Firstly, although Hardy certainly lacked the literary 

sophistication of Flaubert or James, he was not totally oblivious to the 

values of formal balance and symmetry, 'the spherical completeness of per-

feet art.' In one of his few essays on fiction, Hardy comments at some 

length on the desirable (and often lacking) 1 structural qua.li ty' of nar-

ratives, on the pleasure derived from 'a beauty of shape,' outlining as 

his criterion a notion of organic form derived from Addison. 7 

More importantly, the passage shows that Hardy thought of narrative 

technique largely in rhetorical terms. That is, the author's art is not 

17 

regarded as being there for its own sake, to create a beautiful objet d'art, 

but as totally directed towards the reader; it is employed primarily in 

order to evoke a particular response. The true artist, then, is always 

writing with a calculating eye, 1 a watchful attention, 1 upon the effect 

his narrative is likely to have upon his audience. In Hardy's novels his 

rhetorical concerns predominate, often at the expense of that 1 structural 

quality' which he sees as a secondary virtue. His technical resources are 

primarily aimed at evoking a strongly sympathetic reaction to his characters, 

and sometimes, in striving for this effect, he upsets the artistic balance 

of his work - either by illogical or excessive use of commentary (as in his 

at times almost desperate efforts to vindicate Tess) or by overly-complex 

7 "The Profitable Reading of Fiction, 11 in Thomas_Hardy:'s Personal Writings, 
ed. P...arold Or:e-1 (London, 1967), pp.120-2. Hardy later praised Anatole 
France for his recognition of 'the value of organic form and symmetry' at a 
time 'when the literature of narrative and verse seems to be losing its 
qualities as an art, and to be assuming a structureless and conglomerate 
character' (Later Years, p$159). 
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and improbable plotting (often a stumblli~g block in The Return of the 

.Native). 
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This notebook entry also shows Hardy's awareness of the potential con

flict between the author's rhetorical interests and truth to life. He sees 

that the artist may alter nature for his own ends, but that in so doing he 

runs the risk of destroying the illusion of reality, of provoking the seep-

tical query, 'Is this so very true, after all?' This tension between his 

pragmatic and mimetic impulses is central to Hardy's own work, and one which 

he never permanently resolved. Even in his most successful novels, like 

Tess, where the balance is best maintained, Hardy occasionally sacrifices 

verisimilitude to pathos. It is necessary at this stage, however, to con

sider just what sort of verisimilitude or 'truth to life' Hardy in fact 

sought to achieve. 

II 

One of the most recurrent themes in Hardy's notes on literary theory 

is his rebellion against the dogma of the naturalists, like Zola, who thought 

literature should keep as close as possible to the surface details of life, 

and aspire to somethL~g of the precision of observation of the nat1n,al 

sciences. To Hardy this was a complete contradiction of the true nature 

and value of art. Uhlike George Eliot, who thought the writer should be 

as objective as possible, and who regarded unavoidable subjectivity as a 

lamentable flaw in the mirror held up to nature, Hardy regarded the individ

ual vision of the artist as the essential source of value in fiction. 

Indeed, without it, fiction was not fiction at all. In "The Profitable 

Reading of Fiction11 he comments on 'the assumption that a novel is the thing, 



and not a view of the thing': 

It forgets that the characters, however they may differ, express 
mainly the author, his largeness of heart or otherwise, his culture, 
his insight, and very little of any other living person • • • and would 
taJce the narrative out of the category of fiction; i.e., verbatim 
reporting without selective judgement.S 

Hardy sees the true artist, or 'seer; as trying to give expression to his 

quite personal, 'idiosyncratic' outlook: 

As, in loolcing at a carpet, by following one colour a certain pattern 
is suggested, by following another colour, another; so in life the 
seer should watch that pattern among general things which his idio
syncrasy moves him to observe, and describe that alone. This is, 
quite accurately, a going to Nature; yet the result is no mere 
photograph, but purely the product of the writer's own mind. 

And again: 'Art consists in so depicting the common events of life as to 

bring out the features which illustrate the author's idiosyncratic mode of 

regard; maJcing old incidents and things seem as new. •9 

In order to give full expression to his distinctive 'mode of regard,' 

the author must select and manipulate the raw materials of life. 

Art is a changing of the actual proportions and order of things, 
so as to bring out more forcibly than might otherwise be done that 
feature in them which appeals most strongly to the idiosyncrasy of 
the artist. 

Alternatively, 

Art is a disproportioning - (i.e. distorting, throwing out of propor
tion) - of realities, to show more clearly the features that matter 
in those realities, which, if merely copied or reported inventorially, 
might possibly be o1)served, but would more probably be overlooked. 
Hence 'realism' is not Art.10 

These two notes clearly indicate that, for Hardy, the feature 'which appeals 

most strongly to the idiosyncrasy of the artist' and the 'features that 

rna tter' are one and the same. 

8 Personal Vlri til'!_@, p.1 ~-· 

9 Earl~y L~fe, pp.198, 294. 
10 ~~' p.299. 

Thus, though rejecting surface realism as 
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oppressive and more germane to journalism than to fiction, Hardy does not 

see himself as thereby falsifying life. On the contrary, he has a roman-

tic's faith in the ability of the individual artist's imagination to reveal 

a truer, more essential order of reality underlying externals. The author's 

selection and reordering of life is done 'with an eye to being more truthful 

than truth (the just aim of Art).• 11 The result is that 'the best fiction, 

like the highest artistic expression in other modes, is more true, so to 

put it, than histors or nature can be.• 12 This truth is a truth as to the 

inner nature of things. 

expression of things 

visible.' 13 

0 •• 

'My art, 1 writes Hardy, 1 is to intensify the 

so that the heart and inner meaning is made vividly 

But even in its fidelity· to inner truth, fiction could not wholly deny 

the claims of surface realism. Hardy repudiates the didactic novel as 

'so generally devoid of vraisemblance as to teach nothing but the impossib

ility of tampering with natural truth to advance dogmatic opinions.• 14 

He wan1s readers against a failure 'to understand that attention to access-

ories has its virtues when the nature of its regard does not involve blind-

ness to higher things; still more when it conduces to the elucidation of 

higher things. 115 .And he wanted to disassociate the work of the imagina-

tion from a fanciful creation, a mere 'invention': what the imagination 

reveals 'by seeing into the 9eart of a ~~ing ••• is realism, in fact, 

though through being pursued by the means of the imagination it is confounded 

11 "The Science of Fiction," Personal Wr~, p.134. 

12 "The Profitable Reading of Fiction, 11 Personal \Vrit~, p.117. 

13 Earl~~ife, pp.231-2. 

14 "The Profitable Reading of Fiction' II Personal w~ tings' p.118. 

15Ibid., p.119. 



16 vdth invention, which is pursued by the same means.' Still, it was the 

inner reality that was Hardy's chief concern and which determine_d his 

whole literary style, including his presentation of the natural world. 

I feel that Nature is played out as a Beauty, but not as a 
Mystery. I don't want to see la..."ldscapes, i.e., scenic paintings 
of them, because I don't want to see the or-iginal realities -as 
optical effects that is. I want to see the deeper reality under
lying the scenic, the expression of what are sometimes called 
abstract imaginings. 

The 11 simply natural" is mteresting no longer. The much 
decried, mad, late-Turner rendering is now necessary to create 
my interest. The exact truth as to material fact ceases to be 
of importance in art- it is a student's style -the style of~ 
period when the mind is serene and U.Ylawa...'lcen.ed to the tragical 
mysteries of life; when it does not bring anything to the 
object that coalesces with and translates the qualities that 
are already there, - hal±~ hidden, it may be - and the two uni tea. 
are depicted as the A11.17 

This, then, is h01v Hardy's fiction relates to life. His art neither 

totally disregards 'material fact~~ nor is wholly subservient to it; 

instead it is a translation of the qualities 'that are already there,11
: 

albeit hidden from the 'unawakened' mind. Hardy's rebellion agaLYlst 

the realism or 'copyism' of the naturalists was not an absolute denial 

of their aesthetic, but a desire to extend the concept of 'realism' be-

yond a literal-minded preoccupation with the material to a conce~1 with 

what he considered were tmiversal truths implicit within material appear-

ances. 

16 Ear~y Life, p.190. 

17 Ibid., pp.21+-2-3. 
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III 

In Hardy's work, this attention to a subjective inner reality reveals 

18 itself in a number of ways. It is apparent, firstly, in the use of 

setting. Consider, for example, this passage from the description of 

Talbothay1 s dairy in Tess: 

Long thatched sheds stretched rom1d the enclosure, their slopes 
encrusted with vivid green moss, and their eaves supported by 
wooden posts rubbed to a glossy smoothness by the flanks of 
infinite cows and calves of bygone y~ars, now passed to an 
oblivion almost inconceivable in its profundity. Between the 
posts were ranged the milcher.s, each exhibiting herself a.t the 
present moment to a whimsical eye in the rear as a circle on two 
stalks, down the centre of which a switch moved pendulum-wise; 
while the sun, lowering itself behind this patient row, threw 
their shadows accUrately inwards upon the wall. Thus it threw 
shadows of these obscure and homely figures every evening with 
as much care over each contour as if it had been the profile of 
a Court beauty on a palace wall; copied them as diligently as 
it had copied Olympian shapes on marble fagades lonf ago, or 
the outline of Alexander, Caesar, and the Pharaohs. 9 

22 

18 Thou@1 it would be highly convenient, it does not seem possible to pro
vide a satisfactory single tag for Hardy's 'idiosyncratic mode of regard.' 
A.J.Guerard (op.cit.) has employed the term 'anti-realism' in discussing 
Hardy in terms of conflicting impulses to realism and anti-realism; but 
this label seems misleading since Hardy considered his subjective art not as 
opposed to realism, but as portraying a more essential realism. Terms such 
as 'symbolism,' 'impressionism,' and 'romanticism' have a certain validity 
when applied to Hardy, but are either not wholly applicable or too vague end 
general to be of much use. Irving Howe's seems an accurate assessment: 
'In most of his important novels Hardy was a writer struggling towards 
expressionist and symbolist fiction at a time when the only tradition immed
iately available to him was the conventional realis~ of the nineteenth cen
tury' (Thomas Hard;y [London, 1966], p.61). Frederick R.Karl attempts to 
have it both ways by terming Hardy's art 'symbolic realism' ("Thomas Hardy's 
Mayo£ and the Changing Novel," in A Reader's Guide to the Nineteenth Ceptury: 
British Novel [New York, 1965 J, p.296J 

19 Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p.89. All references are to the Norton 
Critical Edition 1New Yor~965), ed. Scott Elledge, and are hereafter 
inserted parenthetically in the text. 
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There is no pretention to objectivity here, no attempt at photographic 

accuracy. The view is that of a quite distinctive and active mind at 

work on the scene, not of a passive recorder. Occasionally the picture 

created is merely 'whimsical,' as when a cow from the rear is seen as a 

circle on two stalks. Sometimes this leads to an indulgence in the od.d 

and grotesque for its mm sake - as with the heart-shaped blood stain in 

the ceiling after the murder of Alec d'Urberville. Usually, though, it 

is Hardy's serious thematic concerns which dominate the visual scene. So, 

in the above quotation, Hardy uses the appearance of the sheds to evoke an 

infinite historical perspective in which individual lives are as insignific-

ant as grains of sand on the sea shore. lind the care with which the sun 

draws the shadows of the milchers is used to illustrate another character-

istic Hardy theme, that of the indifference of nature to human values; 

the profile of a Court beauty or a famous marble bust would be outlined 

no more accurately by the slm than that of a cow. 

Often even the seemingly whimsical has a haunting, indefinable power 

that is an essential part of Hardy's quite unique vision: 

Skirting the pool she followed the path towards Rainbarrow, occasion
ally stumbling over twisted furze-roots, tufts of rushes, or oozing 
lumps of fleshy fungi, which at this season lay scattered about the 
heath like the rotten liver and lungs of some colossal animal.20 

This appalling image of general death and decay is strangely apt as 

Eustacia moves over the desolate heath to her own death. 

Sometimes, as in the above scene from Tess, Hardy comments on his 

scene to bring out those features that demonstrate his 'idiosyncratic mode 

of regard.' But commentary is not always needed; some scenes achieve 

20 The Return of the Native, p.359. All references are to the Macmillan 
Papermac Edition C:Londo;;-1965), and are hereafter inserted in the text. 
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the self-sufficiency of true symbolism. . The memorable scene of the death 

of the Durbeyfield horse early in Tess seems to contain the whole tragedy 

in miniature. The morning mail-cart speeding along the lanes on 'noise-

less wheels' is a potent image of the swift, silent Fate that moves uncon-

sciously but surely towards Tess's destruction. Having fallen asleep, 

Tess is oblivious of the disaster bearing dm~ upon her; so in her inno-

oence before Alec, her child-like trust in Angel, and her generally unf'or-

fending approach to life, misfortune overtakes her with crushing unexpect-

edness. For Tess, disaster always seems to come with this brutal and 

ironic suddenness: 111Why, I danced and laughed only yesterday!" she went 

on to herself'. "To think t:b..at I was sucha :f'ool!'"(27). The darkness 

of' the night and the easily extinguished lantern suggest the benighted 

state of' lllc'ln on this 'blighted star,' a view which so much else in the 

novel goes to supporto Tess's utter helplessness and her one futile 

gesture ('In her despair Tess sprang forward and put her hand upon the 

hole, with the only result tr~t she became splashed from face to skirt 

with the crimson drops') mirror her future powerlessness to avert her doom, 

while the splashes of' blood prefigure its final form. Even the horse, 

Prince, evokes something of Hardy's larger vision of' suff'eringJ and of man's 

(and animals') courageous, but pathetically doomed, resistance: 'Prince 

also stood firm and motionless as long as he could; till he suddenly sank 

down in a heap'(27). As Tess awaits help after the departure of the mail-

cart the scene starkly embodies Hardy's view of nature's relation to man. 

The atmosphere tm'l1.ed pale, the birds shook themselves in the hedges, 
arose, and twittered; the lane showed all its white features, ~~d 
Tess showed hers, still whiter. The huge pool of blood in front of 
her was alreaay assuming the iridescence of coagulation; and when 
the sun rose a hundred prismatic hues were reflected from it. 
Prince lay alongside still and stark; his eyes ha1f' open, the hole 
in his chest looking scarcely large enough to have let out all that 
had animated him. (27) 



As Dorothy Van Ghent remarks, we are here made aware 'of the oblivious 

manifold of nature stretching infinite and detached beyond the isolated 

human figure; the iridescence of the coagulating blood is, in its incon-

grui ty with the d.ark human trouble, a note of the same i..Yl<lifferent cosmic 

chemistry that has brought about the accident.• 21 This awareness comes 

directly from the description of the scene without the need for authorial 

commentary to draw an analogy or to outline the implications of what is 

there. The larger meanings that the image invokes are inherent in its 

concrete particularity, for the scene is what it ~uggests. The accident 

is not merely a metaphor of the fate that overtakes Tess, but is an 

essential item in the whole ca~lly-linked process begun by Parson 

Tringham's discovery and resulting in Tess's disastrous attempt to 'claim 

kin' of the d'Urbervilles. Coleridge's definition of symbolism seems 
~ 

perfectly applicable here: a symbol, as distinct from other tropes,. 

'partakes of the reality which it renders ~1telligible.• 22 

Not all the scenes in Tess have quite this degree of symbolic suggest-

iveness; but most have the same detailed particularity coupled with a 

significance that goes beyond .the specific details. The harsh, bleak 

landscape at Flintcomb-Ash reflects the emotional desolation of Tess's 

life following her rejection by Clare, just as the rich sensuousness of 

spring in the fertile Froom mirrors the resurgence of life and hope in 

Tess after her .first misfortune. Such settings objectify Tess's inner 

21 The EngJJsh Novel: Form and Function (New York, 1953), Harper Torch
book Edition, pp.198-9. My debt to Mrs. Van Ghent's brilliant commentary 
on this incident will also be apparent in one or two of the foregoing 
remarks. 

22 Quoted in William Flint Thrall, Addison Hibbard, and C. Hugh Holman, 
A Handbook to Literature (New York, 1936; rev.ed. 1960), p.478. 
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life, yet can scarcely be called symbolic - they have too much independent 

life of their own, and are as much ca~l agents as metaphors. Here 

Hardy's art hovers indefinably between naturalism and symbolism. Hardy 

has managed to convey 'the deeper reality underlying~the scenic' and at 

the same time maintain complete fideli·ty to observed fact. It is true 

that 'often in Hardy, verisimilitude is subordinated to internal pressures 

of theme and vision,• 23 but here internal pressures ro1d external verisim-

ilitude are perfectly in accord. 

In The Return of the Native, there is the same primary concern for 

the underlying reality, yet ofteh without the powerful actuality of setting 

which, as Dorothy Van Ghent observes, gives the 's~~bolism' in Tess a 

secure foundation in concrete fact. 24 Despite the magnificent evocation 

of the sounds of the heath, Egdon is not nearly so intensely visualized 

as, Flintcomb-Ash or Talbothays. This is perhaps why the once much-

lauded opening description of the heath is, to modern taste, stagy and 

pretentious. Throughout the novel~ Hardy is more concerned with the 

atmosphere than the appearance of the heath; he has eschewed 'landscapes' 

as 'scenic paintings.' He uses setting in an attempt to create a grand 

sombre backdrop to heighten the tragic mood of the action. Heightened 

rhetoric and evocative associations of night, wildness, and storms are 

employed to build atmosphere; but the associations are too often alleged 

without springing naturally from the scene: 

23 Irving Howe, p.86. 

24 See The English Novel, p.201. 
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It was a night which led the traveller's thoughts instinctively to 
dwell on nocturnal scenes of disaster in the chronicles of the world, 
on all that is terrible and dark in history and legend - the last 
plague of Egypt, the destruction of Sennacherib's host, the agony 
in Gethsemane. (359) 

The description is often too generalized, asserting rather than conve~~ng 

the heath's qualities - 'majestic without severity, impressive without 

showiness, emphatic in its admonitions, grand in its simplicity' (12). 

But if the presentation of Egdon seems at times rather forced, it 

does show clearly that Hardy is not interested in setting merely for its 

'optical effects' but for its emotive and thematic connotations. In The 

Return of the Native, Hardy attempts to give setting a symbolic value in 

a more systematic manner and on a much more comprehensive scale than in 

Tess. Egdon Heath is intended to symbolize the general conditions of 

human existence; it is designed as a microcosm of the modern world as 

Hardy sees it. 25 In its 1 sombreness 1 and 'swarthy monotony'(13) it is, 

in his view, a much more accurate reflection of the terms of life than 

' smiling champaigns of flowers and fruit' ( 12). But the symbolism is too 

abstract; it lacks the strong immediacy of the scene at Flintcomb-Ash 

which conveys Hardy's view of the bleakness and harshness of modern life 

much more vividly: 

The upper half of each turnip had been eaten off by the live-stock, 
and it was the business of the two women to grub up the lower or 
earthy half of the root with a hooked fork called a hacker, that it 
might be eaten also. Every leaf of the vegetable having alreaa.y 
been consumed, the whole field was in colour a desolate drab; it 
was a complexion without features, as if a face, from chin to brow, 
should be only an expanse of skin. The sky wore, in another colour, 

25 This is to state the function of the heath in broadest terms. A mo.ce 
detailed discussion of the complex of ideas lying behind the setting 
occurs in the following chapter. 
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the same likeness; a WQtte vacuity of countenance with the lineaments 
gone. So these two upper and nether visages confrontea. each other 
all day long, the white face looking dovm on the brown face, and the 
brown face looking up at the white face, without anything standing 
between them but the two girls crawling over the surface of the f'ormer 
like flies. (237-8) 

The success of this passage derives from the precision of observed detail; 

because the scene is so well visualized, the horrifJ~ng metaphors (the 

landscape and sky seen as featureless faces) and the 'image of diminution' 

(the two girls as flies on the blank visage) have compelling force. An 

acldecl reason for the scene's effectiveness is that it is no set-piece, 

but is fully integrated into the plot. Likewise, the more particularized 

ancl 'integrated' passages on the heath - such as that describing the sound 

of the wind on the heath-bells (61) -are more successful than the opening 

chapter. 

Hardy's concern to plumb to universal ana eternal values in particu-

lars also has a marked influence on his portrayal of character. Almost 

all of the people of the Wessex world are unsophisticated, simple figures, 

so drawn as to stress their representative quality rather than their per-

sonal idiosyncrasies. This was quite obviously Hardy's conscious intention. 

In the General Preface to the 1912 Wessex Edition he states that, despite 

the limitation of setting, 'the people in most of the novels ••o were meant 

to be typically ancl essentially those of any and every place where 

Thought's the slave of life, ancl life time's fool, 

- beings in whose hearts a.ncl minds that which is apparently local should 

be really universal. •26 When Hardy did attempt to araw a. complex, 

sophisticated character he failed. Most readers agree that Clym Yeobright 

26 Personal Writin_g~, p.46. 
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and Angel Clare are interesting conce~tions that are never fUlly realized. 

Generally, though, Hardy's characters are given a strictly li.mitea. number 

of traits. This allows their essential features to be seen with greater 

intensity ru1d clarity. Irving Howe's statement on the characterization 

in The Return of the Native is valid for most of Hardy: 

The characterization is block-like, unshaded, monochromatic. Hardy 
reaches intuitively toward the few basic facts of humru1 psychology 
and does not trouble to modulate or muddy them with psychological 
analysis. Usually his figures are in the grip of a si.iJ.gle desire •••• 
Like figures in traditional romance or ballad, they are embodiments 
of a ruling passion, or like figures in moa.ernist fiction, they are 
agents of a tyrruLnical obsession,27 

Some figures, like Tess Durbeyf'ield, Michael Henchard, or Bathsheba Ever-

dene, do, it is true, seem more.complete individuals, but this is usually 

because of the intimacy with which we get to know them, not because they 

are varied and complex persons. Even Tess, whose individuality is tri-

umphantly asserted throughout the novel, is a representative figure. 

Tess feels this herself, though she tries to ignore it: 

1 
••• what's the use of learning that I am one of a long row only -

finding out that there is set dovm in some old book somebody just 
like me, and to know that I shall only act her part; making me sad, 
that's all. The best is not to remember that your nature and your 
past doin~have been just like thousands' and thousands', and that 
your coming life and doings'll be like thousands' and thousands'.'(10~ 

It may seem that Hardy's predominantly external presentation of charac-

ter is at odds with the internality of vision that I have been attempting 

to trace through his statements of intent and actual achievement. But 

here, as with natural setting, the external and accidental is used as an 

index to the internal and essential. Though there is little psychological 

analysis of character (and what analysis there is lacks the finesse and 

27 ~it., p.62. Hardy himself declared his primary interest in 
t the elementary passions I of human nature (Personal vrri ~~ng~, p.45). 
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and subtlety of George Eliot's), his people are vividly realized and clearly 

revealed through their actions. Personalities like Angel Clare, for whom 

no consistent 'objective correlative' is found in action, rarely, if ever, 

comes alive in the reader's experience;
28 

characters like Gabriel Oak 

and Tess live in the memo1~ precisely because they are so fully seen in 

action. Hardy's choice of action and concept of character are thus 

intimately related. 

IIardy rebelled against the realist's penchant for portraying the min-

utiae of social manners because, for him, this obscured the universal 

truths of human nature, failing to 1 distinguish truths which are temporary 

from truths which are eternal, the accidental from the essential, accur-

acies as to custom and. ceremony from accuracies as to the perennial proced-

ure of humanity. ' 29 His adherence to simple characters and unrefined ways 

was the consequence of a belief that 'social refinement operates upon 

character in a way which is oftener than not prejud.icial to vigorous port-

raiture, by making the exteriors of men their screen rather than their 

index, as with untutored mankind. ' 30 Rejecting the world of manners, 

Hardy creates, instead, a realm of intensified emotions and compressed. 

experience where the lineaments of character are often captured. in short 

symbolic tableaux of almost visionary power. Henchard. taming the wild. 

bull; Bathsheba admiring herself in the mirror atop the wagon; Troy's 

sword-d.rill; the blind Clym singing at his furze-cutting; Tess cowering 

before Alec on the wheat-rick - all these scenes d.istil something of the 

28 A comparison with the relatively inactive Casaubon in Eid.cUemarch 
reveals the markedly different order of Hardy's and George Eiiot's charac
terization. 

29 "The Profitable Reading of Fiction," personaJ. ','/r:h_tin.:;:s, pp.118-9. 

30 Ibid. , p. 124. 



essence of character, and perhaps suggest more than Hardy was consciously 

aware of. All are part of the general heightening of Hardy's world, a 

world in which the melodramatic is a controlled and integr-ated element. 

This is not to suggest that Hardy never goes too far and indulges his love 

of the strange and extraordinary for its own sake. Even some integral 

symbolic sequences, like the sleep-walking in Tess, teeter parlously close 

to the brink of gross improbability and sentimentality. But more of this 

problem anon. 

Though he uncovers the deep, primitive passions that are largely ex-

eluded from her world, the area of experience in Hardy's novels is more 

limited than in George Eliot's. His chief preoccupation, besides which 

all else sinks into secondary importance, is the subject of sexual love. 

In the Preface to The Woodlanders, Hardy declares his concern in that and 

other novels with 'the immortal puzzle - given the man and woman, how to 

find a basis for their seA~ relation.' It is natural enough that the 

centrality of this theme should lead to frequent comparison between Hardy's 

fiction and that of D.H. Lawrence. In Hardy's view (a view no doubt col-

oured by his ovm marriage), sexual relations were not only central to man's 

life, but also almost invariably unhappy in result: 

Life being a physiological fact, its honest portrayal must be largely 
concerned with, for one thing, the relation of the sexes, and the 
substitution for such catastrophes as favour the false colouring best 
expressed by the regulation finish that 'they married an<l were happ~ 
ever after,' of catastrophes based upon seA~al relations as it is.) 

Increasingly in his fiction Hardy comes to see sexuality as a destructive 

force that will not be denied. His earlier emphasis on rational control 

31 "Candour in English Fiction," Personal Wri tinM, pp.127-8. 
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gradually gives way to overwhelming sympathy with the tempted, the tor-

.mented- and the fallen. 

In broader terms, action. in Hardy, like character, focuses on the 

representative; it involves the archetypal conflicts of man and destiny. 

He was concerned, as he put it, with 'great dramatic motives- setting 

forth that "collision between the individual and the general" - formerly 

worked out with such force by· the Periclean and Elizabethan dramatists.• 32 

For Hardy the result of the collision be~veen the individual and the gen-

eral forces of his environment was inevitably tragic; the individual may 

resist the pressures of fate, but his struggle is doomed from the begin-

ning; the individual must always conform to the general. This is the 

essential truth to which he sought to penetrate by eschewing the realist's 

'exact truth as to material fact'; for Hardy, life always assumed a tragic 

aspect when 'the heart and inner meaning' is made plain. His heightened 

realism was, then, designed to reveal 'the tragical mysteries of life.' 

On at least one occasion, Hardy suggested that his preoccupation with 

the darker side of life was merely· the product of personal idiosyncrasy. 

Differing natures find their tongue in thE presence of differing 
spectacles. Some natures become vocal at tragedy, some are made 
vocal by comedy, and it seems to me that to whichever of these 
aspects of life a writer's instinct for expression the more readily 
responds, to that he should allow it to respond. That before a 
contrasting side of things he remains undemonstrative need not be 
assumed to mean that he remains unperceiving. 33 

However, more commonly, he tended to view his presentation of life as being 

a truthful reflection of the essential nature of things. In a letter to 

32 

J.B. Priestley, he criticized Meredith for ignoring 'the tragedy that always 

32 Ibid., pp. 126-7. 

33 G·eneral Preface to the 1912 Wessex Edition, Pe:J;:_sonal W:t_:'itin_g_e., p.49. 



underlies Comedy if you ·only. scratch it deeply enough. 1 34 
33 

To the 

charge that his writines wer>e pessimistic, he replied, 

It must be obvious that there is a higher characteristic of philosophy 
than pessimism, or than meliorism, or even than the optimism of these 
critics -which is truth. Existence is either ordered in a certain 
way, or it is not so ordered, and conjectures which harmonize best 
with experience are removed abov~ all comparison with other conject-
ures which do not so harmonize. )5 · . 

Elsewhere he suggested that the method of fictional presentation most in 

accordance with the prevalent contemporary view of life 1 seems to be by a 
im- 36 

procea.ure mainly ,passive in its tone and tragic in its developments. 1 

I 

But just what were the 'tragical mysteries of life' that Hardy sought 

to portray in his fiction? First, it must be noted that Hardy himself 

did not claim to have a consistent, systematic philosophy of life; instead 

he repeatedly referred to the views of life presented in his works as mere 

1 impressions,• 37 even 'a confused heap of impressions, like those of a 

bewildered child at a conjuring show,• 38 and as 1 seemings, provisional 

impressions only, used for artistic purposes because they represent approx-

imately the impressions of the age, and are plausible., till somebody pro

duces better theories of the universe.• 39 Neverthe~ess, however tent-

ative his metaphysic, Hardy did work within a distinctive conceptual frame, 

and it is perhaps worthwhile to outline some of its features. 

It is well known that Hardy in young adulthood lost his early Christian 

faith under the influence of the sceptical, rationalist thought of the day. 

34 Later Years, p.257. 

35 General Preface, Personal Writings, p.49. 

36 "Candour in English Fiction, 11 Personal '.'Tri ti~, p.126. 

37 See, for instance, the Pl~eface to the fifth edition of Tess and the 
Preface to the first edition of Jude the Obscure. 

38 Later Yeexs, p.219 • . 
39 Ibid., p.175. 



Thus the world of his novels is devoid of the presence of divine provid-

ence, of the beneficent power that is presupposed, if not always strongly 

felt, in Dickens' world .• In a 1896 notebook entry, Hardy could make the 

confident assertion that 'the Supreme Mover o:t' .Movers, the Prime Force oi! 

Forces, must be either limited in power, unknowing, or cruel -which is 

obvious enough, and has been for centuries.•40 The latter possibility 

was never (consciously) taken seriously by Hardy, though he sometimes 

wished it could be - then some satisfaction might be gained from stoic 

resistance and a sense of 'ire tuunerited.• 41 For him the cause of things 

was not malign, but quite indifferent to man, 1 neither moral nor immoral, 

but unmoral.• 42 'The world,' he wrote at the age of 25, 'does not des

pise us; it only neglects us.• 43 Still it is interesting that, while 

denying a providential order, Hardy was unable, unlike Conrad, to deny 

ultimate direction to the unj_verse; he had to posit a controlling force, 

some principle in which all natural processes could be subsumed. 

Just what this force was, and why it operated as it did, Hardy never 

very successfully explained. His most definitive formulation took place 

in The D:vnasts where he introduced the conception of the 'Immanent Will,' 

an unconscious force of destiny pulsing through all things. But even 

this description was inadequate: in a letter to Edward Wright, he wrote, 

'the word "Will" does not perfectly fit the idea to be conveyed -a vague 

thrusting or urging intern.al force in no predetermined. direction. •44 

40 Ibid., p.58. 

41 "Hap," The Collected Poems of Thomas Hardy (London, 1930), p. 7. 

42 Letter to Alfred Noyes, Later Yea.:r·s, p.217. 

43 Early Life, p.63. 

44 Later Years, p.124. 
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Hardy was, of course, greatly influenced by Darwin and, as a result, 

there is a strong element of naturalism in his works. While unable to 

see Purpose in the scheme of things, he did lay considerable stress on the 

determined processes of natural law; but, like the naturalists, he could 

not present everything that took place in terms of observable cause and 

effect.45 The large element of unexplained chance which enters his plots 

seems, at least in part, the consequence of Hardy's need to preserve 

mystery in a mechanistic universe; 46 but this problem is discussed more 

fully in the next chapter. 

But if Hardy could not account for wgy things were as they were, or 

even fully explain how they came to be that way, he did have a definite 

and deep-seated conviction of what things were like for man. The central 

calamitous fact in Hardy's universe is that man has been given, desires and 

needs which, in the nature of things, cannot be Hatisfiedo For man, the 

world is grossly imperfect being unable to 'supply the materials for 

happiness to higher existences.'47 The tragic disparity between man's 

m ture and his environment is the freakish consequence of uneven evolu-

tionary development: 

Law has produced in man a child who cannot but constantly reproach 
its parent for doD1g much and yet not all, and constantly say to 
such parent that it wouJ.d have be en better never to have begun do
ing than to have overdone so indecisively; that is, than to have 
created so far beyond all apparent first intention (on the emotional 
side), vdthout mendLDg matters by a second intent and execution, 
to eliminate the evils of the blunder of overdoing. The emotions 

35 

45 See William Newton, "Chance as Employed by Haruy and the Naturalists," 
Philolog_ical Quarterly, xxx (April 1951), pp.154-75, for a discussion of the 
greater significance given to chance in Hardy as compared with, the naturalists. 

46 Late in life, Hardy confessed h:i..mself 'utterly bewildered to understand 
how the doctrine that, beyond the knowable, there must always be an unknown, 
can be displac~d' (Later Years, p.168). 

- 47 Early L~f.e_, p.286. 



have no place in a world of defect, and it is a cruel injustice 
that they should. have developed in it. 48 

This situation can only result in human misery and frustrated hopes, with 

the compounded irony that it is the most thoughtful and sensitive charac-

ters who suffer most; the dull, unimaginative, and unambitious are 

reasonably content since they· are oblivious of the true situation. 

Not only is man in Hardy's world frustrated by his environment, he 

is also in large measure cond.itioned by it. The laws governing the 

natural world also work through man who, despite his aspirations, is in-

extricably tied to the scheme of nature. Thus he is subjected to the 

laws of time and change, and of sexual attraction, and must enter into the 

general struggle for survival along with lower forms of life. Since man 

is so largely determined by his heredity and environment, his degree of 

free will is slight, and he is not to be held fully responsible for his 

actions. Even the villains in Hardy are as much the victims of the 

forces of destiny as the commendable characters. In this Hardy differs 

from George Eliot,who also sees the area of human free will as limited, 

yet regards man as holding a significant degree of responsibility for his 

actions. 

Vlhile Hardy is reluctant to ascribe responsibility to his characters, 

it would be misleading to suggest that he never judges them. The tre-

mendous compassion he feels at the spectacle of human (or even non-human) 

suffering leads him, perhaps illogically, to judge those characters who 

36 

cause others to suffer. In a world of such prevalent pain the golden rule 

48 Ibid., p.192 • 
. --
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is for Hardy the supreme and only absolute stru1dard for human conduct.49 

This, however, leads to difficulties of judgement when the interests of' 

two sympathetic characters conflict. Since he feels that the world should 

be ordered for the satisfaction of human needs, Hardy sympathizes intensely 

with indiv'idual aspiration; and is therefore torn between sympathy and 

judgement when a chc~racter's desires cause him to act indifferently toward 

the feelings of others. This problem occurs in acute.form in The Return 

Moreover, through the novels one can trace a pattern 

(albeit irregular) of increasing identification with the rebelling and 

aspiring characters. 

and The ~9odlander~, the moral emphasis is placed upon restraint and self-

denial for the sake of others; but by the time he reaches Tess and Jude, 

Hardy acquiesces in the protagonists' drive for fulfilment and laments 

not so much their failure to adapt to reality, as reality's failure to 

supply their desires. The Ret~of'_the N~~i ve is, as we shall see, in 

rather painful tension between these two patterns of judgement. 

IV. 

Before turning to examine Hardy's specific patterns of judgement in 

individual novels, mention must be made of one further factor in Hardy's 

aesthetic, ~~ one which has a marked effect upon the consistency of the 

49 The close connection between this moral imperative and Hardy's preter
natUl~al awareness of suffering is apparent in one of his slightly more hope
ful notes: 'Altruism, or the c:olden Rule, or whatever "Love your Neighbour 
as Yourself" may be called, vlill ultimately be brought about I thj_nlc by the 
pain we see in others reacting on ourselves, as if we and they were a part 
of one body. Manlcind, in fact, may be and possibly will be viewed as mem
bers of one corporeaL :frame' (Earl_LY_i_:f_~,, p. 294). 



view of' life he presents. Along with the serious, considered view of the 

human predicament, there exists in Hardy's art the impulse of the popular 
/ 

story-teller. He felt that one of' the tasks of' the novelist was simply 

to keep his readers entertained, and that this called for unusual situa-

tions and striking events. 

The real, if' unavowed, purpose of fiction is to give pleasure 
by gratifying the love of' the uncommon in human experience, mental 
or corporeal. 

This is done all the more perfectly in proportion as the 
reader is illuded to believe the personages true and real like 
himself'. 

Solely to this end a work of' fiction should be a precise 
transcript of' ordinary life: but, 

The uncommon would be absent and the interest lost. Hence, 
The writer 1 s problem is, how to strike the balance be t\veen 

the uncommon and the ordinary so as on the one hand to give 
interest, on the other to give reality. 

In working out this problem, human nature must never be made 
abnormal, which is introducing incredibility. The uncommonness 
must be in the events, not in the characters; and the writer's 
art lies in shaping that uncommonness while disguising its un
likelihood, if' it be unlikely. 50 

A later notebook entry pursues the same idea: 

A story must be exceptional enough to justify its telling. 
We tale-tellers are all Ancient ~furiners, and none of us is 
warranted in stopping Wedding Guests (in other words, the hurrying 
public) unless he has something more unusual to relate than the 
ordinary experience of every average man ru1d woman. 

The whole secret of fiction and the drama - in the con
structional part - lies in the adjustment of things unusual to 
things eternal and universal. The writer who knows exactly how 
exceptional, a~d how non-exceptional, his events should be made, 
possesses the key to the art. 51 

The uncommon and exceptional plays a large part in Hardy's art, and appears 

in several guises. It is seen in the folk lore of the VTessex peasants, 

38 

with their tales of supernatural happenings and their superstitious customs; 

50 I~id., pp.193~. 

51 Later Years, pp.15-16. 
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there is the gothic element "involving odd, grotesque appearances and 

·strange actions; there is the use of coincidence and exceptional con-

catenations of events; and not least, it appears in the intensified and 

heightened emotions of the characters and in the melodramatic plots. 

All thsse features are at times significant elements in Hardy's 

'idiosyncratic mode of regard. 1 They each constitute part of the heigh-

toned realism with Tihich Hardy sought to embody his vision of the human 

predicament; and they may also be included simply for their entertainment 

value. 52 For instance, folkways may be used to heighten the sense of 

inevitable doom awaiting a character (as with Susan Nun such's burning of 

the effigy of Eustacia), or they may be used merely for the sru(e of local 

colour o:::- comic relief (as with the superstitious fears of Christian Cantle). 

Similarly, the grotesque elements of a scene may be brought out to intensify 

our tragic expectations (Tess' confession scene), or merely to give vivid-

ness to the action (the nocturnal gambling scene on Egdon heath). 53 

Coincidence can impress upon us the irony of life, and the extent to which 

it is beyond human control, or it may enable the author to further his plot 

without having to create convincing motivating factors. The problem, then, 

is to decide when these features reflect Hardy's serious, considered view 

52 See Hardy's intriguing defense of the Gothic element in "Barbara of the 
House of Grebe": 'But supposing "Barbara of the House of Grebe" to be indeed 
a grisly narrative. A good horrorhas its place in art. Shall we, for in
stance, condemn uAlonzo the Brave 11 ? For my part I would not give up a single 
worm of his sku11' (Letter to the P~ll i.:alJ. G~ett~, 10 July 1891, p. 2. 
Quoted in J,iichael Millgate, T'nomas Eardv: Eis Careey as a Novel~t [London, 
1971], p.289). The combination of (seeming) ingenuousness and flippancy 
makes this passage peculiarly difficult to place. But the a~bivalence of 
tone is, at least in part, a reflection of the ambivalence of Hardy's re
sponse to the Gothic. 

53 It must be notea., too, that at times Hardy's delight in the bizarre and 
macabre gets the better of his sympathy for suffering. '?le find, for example, 
the extraordinary aesthetic detachment with which he vie•us a public hanging: 



of life (his attempt 'to show more clearly the features that matter'), 

and when they are used merely for interest's sake (to make the story 

•exceptional enough to justify its telling'). Since the impulses of the 

seer and the popular entertainer tend in similar directions, it is often 

exceedingly difficult to distinguish what is intrinsic and what is ex-

trinsic to Hardy's vision. 

But when all is said and done, when all approaches have been essayed, 

and when all the novel's elements have been scrutinized, the despairing 

critic finds that the most memorable and distinctive quality of Hardy's 

vision has eluded the critical net. It is t.hrough a number of striking-

ly visualized scenes that Hardy's world lives in the mind. Ultimately · 

such scenes cannot be explained by reference to the author's control of 

literary technique, but only by a visual imagination of extraordinary 

power.54 Hardy's insight into human character is limited,and his view of 

life often simplistic or disto1~ed; what we do take away is the sensuous 

40 

'I went there really for a jaunt. The hanging itself did not move me at all. 
But I sat on after the others went away, not thin.ldng, but looking at the 
figure (it was a woman) turning slowly round on the rope. And then it be
gan to rain, and then I saw - they had put a cloth over the face - how, as 
the cloth got wet, her -~~at~~ came through it. That was extraordinary. 
A boy had climbed up into a tree nearby, and when she axopped he came down 
in a faint like &~ apple dropping from the tree. It vms curious the two 
dropping together' (Recorded by Elliot Felkin, "Days with Tho!J'l.as Hardy: 
From a 1918-1919 Diary," Eng_<2.~ter, XVIII [April 1962 J, 29). Felkin added 
that Hardy 'tells these things with a sort of gaiety and a sort of 
~illardise. ' 

54 Note the great difficulty critics have always had in attempting to 
reconcile Hardy's power with his often awkward, lumbering style. J. I .1.~. 
Stewart, for example, sees Hardy's visual power as largely 1 unaccow"'ltable,' 
as his effect is often 'superior to the language in which it is conveyed' 
(Tho~ H~: A Critical B:l.:Qg_~~hx [Lorlclon, 1971], pp. 82, 84). 



experience of a world that has been intensely felt and vividly seen -

seen, perhaps, as are· the rustics around the Egdon bonfire: 

The n~ble flames towered, nodded, and swooped through the surrounding 
air, the blots of' shade a.n.d flakes of' light upon the countenances of 
the group changed shape and position endlessly. All was unstable; 
quivering as leaves, evanescent as lightning. Shad.owy eye-sockets, 
deep as those of a. death's head, suddenly turned into pits of' lustre: 
a lantern-jaw was cavernous, then it was shining; wrinkles were 
emphasized to ravines,or obliterated entirely by a changed ray. 
Nostrils were dark wells; sinews in old necks were gilt mouldings; 
things with no particular polish on them were glazed; bright objects, 
such as the tip of a furze-hook one of the men carried, were as glass; 
eyeballs glowed like little lanterns. Those whom Nature ha.d de
picted as merely quaint became grotesque, the grotesque became pre
ternatural; f'or all was in extremity. (24) 

If Hardy's conception of human possibilities is bleak and drab, the world 

he creates never is. 

41 
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3 • Th"E RETURN OF THE NATIVE 

Like its heroine, The Return of the Native is an instance of over-

reaching ambition. The boldness of the book's conception, the lofti-

ness of the author's aspiration, are apparent from the very first chap-

ter with its daringly inflated rhetoric on Egdon Heath, Hardy's most 

famous Wessex setting. Hardy, the frustrated poet, may at times have 

disparaged prose fiction as an inferior literary form, but the struc-

ture, imagery, and tone of this novel indicate no lowly aim. Its 

!:_Yhor was clearly intent upon challenging comparison with the work 

of Shakespeare and the tragedians of eJlcient Greece. Hardy's ambition 

does not stop there. Besides attempting to endow the novel with the 

dignity of classical tragedy, he was seeking, as he had not done before, 

to dramatize the post-Danvinian consciousness of 'modern' man no longer 

at the centre of an ordered universe. Hence the marked 'darkening' of 

vision, as well as heightening of style, which most readers have felt 

in moving to The Return of the Native from Hardy's earlier fiction. 

For many readers and critics alike Hardy's heightened style and 

buried archets~es have successfully evoked the grandeur of classical 

tragedy. The author of the closest textual study of the novel to date, 

John Paterson, claims that the book's action 'is placed in a medium of 

analogy, a frame of reference, that creates the illusion of antique 

nobility and grandeur. It puts on, in the incorporation of classical 

allusions and in the establishment of a Promethean frame of reference, 



1 the imposing air of classical tragedy~ 1 Such a view stems from a 

4-3 

quite m~critical response to the way in which the classical references 

actually function in the novel. Unfortunately, in a more critical 

view, the book's lofty rhetoric seems quite overblown. The Return of 

the_Na~~ye misses the level of high tragedy, firstly, because Hardy 

fails to give his protagonists heroic sta±ure. The exotic imagery 

and allusions surrounding Clym, Eustacia, and the heath are simply not 

supported by the action and dialogue. There emerges a disconcerting dis-

~ity between what is claimed for the characters and what they dram-

atically substantiate. 

But tnere is an even more fundamental reason why The Return of the 

Native cannot be ranged alongside the works of Sophocles and Shakes-

peare. Classical tragedy demands not only characters of heroic stature, 

but also characters who have some control over their fate, and who, 

while essentially noble, are yet responsible for (and thus partiqlly 

deserving of) their destruction. Hardy, as we shall see, creates no 

such world. His characters are continually subject to the cosmic 

irony of fate, and are visited by a doom which, he seeks to convince 

us, is not of their making and is cruelly short of their deserts. In 

other words, the novel's pattern of judgement calls for a pathetic not 

a tragic response. 

1 The MakinB o:(__~he Re~~~-_2_L'!:J.!.~!:i. ve (Berkeley and Los .Angeles, 
1960), pp. 167-8. In f'airness to Paterson it should be noted that he 
has since modified his view of the novel somewhat. See his Introd.uc
tion to the Standard Edition of the novel (New York, 1966), pp. ix
xxviii. 



Even e.s e. work of pathos, The Ret_~rn of the Nat~~ is less than 

a complete success because Hardy cannot wholly convince either himself 

or the reader that his protagonists ~ devoid of responsibility for 

their dO'Imf'e.ll. Particularly in his attitude towards his heroine, 

Eustacia Vye, Hardy is at times seriously ambivalent and a.t others 

uncritically indulgent. His indulgence and identification with 

Eustacia are, of course, closely bound up with (and almost indis

tinguishable from) the aforementioned problem of rhetorical over

inflation. In seeking to substantiate this argument, I wish first 

to examine in general term~through setting a~d plot,the fictional 

world Hardy creates, and then to turn more specifically to his juige

ment of that masterpiece of sensuality, Eustacia Vye. 

II 

Hardy's vision of the terms of human existence is given concrete 

embodiment in the novel's setting. Eg~on Heath becomes a concentrat

ed image of the 'arena of life' (215) as it appears to scientific, 

modern man. The heath does not symbolize nature so much as the gener

al conditions which nature has produced. It has e. symbolic directness 

almost akin to allegory. In its 'sombreness' it reflects the real-

ities of life more accurately than fairer scenes: 'Fair prospects wed 

happily with fair times; but alas, if times be not fair!' (12). To 

Glym Yeobright, the heath crushingly reveals man's place in the evolu

tionary scheme of things: 'its oppressive horizontality ••• gave him 
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a sense of bare equality with, and no superiority to, a single living 

thing under the sun ' (215). The initial description of Egdon evokes 

a dimension of time and an indifferent process which reduce the indiv-

idual to inconsequence. Later in the novel, this is made explicit in 

Clym's experience. After le~~ing of Eustacia's part in his mother's 

death, he retur-ns home in white-hot fury, bu·t his passion is dissipated 

by the natural setting: 

Instead of there being before him the pale face of Eustacia, and a 
masculine shape unknmm, there was only the imperturbable counten
ance of the heath, which, havi.Tlg defied the cataclysmal onsets of' 
centuries, reduced to insignificance by its seamed and ~l1tique 
features the wildest turmoil of' a single man. (329) 

Above all, the heath is 'untameable, Ishmaelitish,' (14) quite re-

sistant to attempted cultivation or the forces of ciVilization. So 

life, in Hardy's estimate, is finally intractable to man's efforts to 

mould it after his desires, to make it subservient to his will. The 

heath, then, is as much the embodiment of a state of' mind, a mental 

outlook, as an objective landscape. And it is the reflection of an 

outlook which concentrates on the dark ana. disastrous in man's exper-

ience. In this view, the heath becomes an archetype: 'it was found 

to be the hi the_rto unreco~:h~ed _?riginal of those wild regions of ob-

scurity which are vaguely felt to be compassing us about in midnight 

dreams of flight and disaster, and are never thought of after the 

dream till revived by scenes like this' (13; my italics). 
man 

While revealing the conditions of' life which has to endure, the 
I 

heath also discloses the effect of those conditions - since it is as 

much subject as man to natural processes. In its 'chastened sublimity' 
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it is, says Hardy, 'a place perfectly accordant with man's nature -

neither ghastly, hateful, nor ugly; neither commonplace, unmeaning, 

nor tame; but, like man, slighted and enduring ••• '(13). In Hardy's 

world man achieves dignity (even sublimity) by stoic endurance, but 

he is never master of his destiny; his desires, his aspirations and 

intentions are all too often 'slighted' by an unsympathetic universe. 

So it is that in modern times the 'old-fashioned revelling in the gen-

eral situation grows less and less possible as we uncover the defects 

of natural laws, and see the quandary that man is in by their opera-

tion' (174). 

Within this physical and intellectual setting, Hardy sought to 

create a tragedy centred on the marriage of Clym and Eustacia. He 

was obviously aiming for a mode of high tragedy comparable to that 

of Greek and Elizabethan drama with a simplified, heightened. fiction-

al world in which the unities were approximately observed, ru1d the 

characters, imbued with an elemental force of feeling, clash in 

passionate conflicts that rend their lives while fate pursues its 

course regardless of mortal pain.
2 In a note significantly dated 

2 Late in life, Hardy singled out The Retun1 of the Native as the only 
prose work in which he had consciously at tempte-d to preserve the unities; 
the main action occupies precisely a year and a day, and Hardy prepared 
a sketch-map for the first edition in order to demonstrate the novel's 
unity of place (see Later Year~, p. 235 and Earl;y:~ife., p.160). More
over, in Hardy's original plan, the five books of the novel were intended 
to correspond to the five acts of classical drama. It is significant 
that before he began The Return of the Native, Hardy reports that he 'had 
planned some tragic poems, being anxious to get back to verse if I could,' 
but Leslie Stephen 'seemed disinclined, as editor, to tru~e up the idea,' 
so he turned once again to the novel form (with tragedy presumably still 
in mind). See F.W. :Maitland, The Life and Letters of Leslie Ste·phen 
(London, 1906), p.276. -
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April 1878 (that is, just after the writing of The Return of the Na-

ti~), Hardy seems to conceive of tragedy as having its roots in hum-

an character and its shortcomings: 

A Plot, or Tragedy, should arise from the gradual closing in of 
a situation that comes of ordinary human passions, prejudices, 
and runbi tions, by reason of the characters taking no trouble to 
ward off the disastrous events produced by the said passions, 
prejudices, and ambitions. 3 

This could serve as a not-inappropriate description of much classical 

and Elizabethan tragedy. That Hardy had, in fact, created a tragedy 

after the classical patten1 few, if any, of his pre-war critics 

doubted. Carl J. Weber, for instance, concluded: 'Hardy had made of 

the English novel, as no other English novelist has done, a completely 

satisfactory medium for high tragedy. That is one reason why he has 

been called "the Shakespeare of the English novel."' .And Weber twice 

proclaimed The Return of the Native to be'Hardy's most nearly perfect 

work of art. ' 4 

Yet this concept of tragedy appears strangely out of place when 

we approach the actual novel. As has been suggested, this is not a 

tragedy in the classical mould in which free agents, through some de-

feet of character, bring about their own destruction, but one in 

which the characters are always the victims of fate, and are therefore 

not held responsible for the catastrophe. It becomes, then, a work 

of pathos, not tragedy, in which the ill-made universe, not man, is to 

3 Earli ~ife, p. 157. 
4- Qp.cit. (1965 edition), p. 226; (1940 edition), pp. 73, 131. 
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blame for human misery. 5, In one of his very few articles on fiction, 

Hardy proclaimed that 'the crash of broken commandments is as necess-

ary an accompaniment to the catastrophe of a tragedy as the noise of 

drum and cymbals to a triumphal march.' 6 However, it soon becomes 

apparent that those broken in The Return of the Native are not command-

ments Hardy could respect, or, if they are, then the characters are to 

be seen as acting under irresistible pressures, and are not to be 

judged. 

Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the character of Damon 

Wildeve. Though less one-sided than Alec d 'Urberville, Wildeve is 

in some respects the villain of the piece. Yet, at his death, he too 

is seen as a victim deserving our compassion: 

Less repose was visible in his face than in Eustacia's, but the 
same luminous youthfulness overspread it, and the least sympa
thetic observer would have felt at sight of him now that he was 
born for a higher destiny than this. The only sign upon him 
of his recent struggle for life was in his fingertips, which 
were worn and scarified in his dying endeavours to obtain a 
hold on the face of the weir-wall. (383) 

The last sentence is remarkable in its precise, detached observation; 

yet, for all its detachment, the graphic detail heightens the pathos 

of Wildeve's desperate last struggle. Such evocati~e touches are 

5 This emphasis is recognized, too, by Leonard W. Deen, "Heroism and 
Pathos in ~ardy' s Return. of the Native," Nin~-:teent~-Ce:r:!.tu£L!iction, xv 
(Dec. 1960), 207-19. See also Norman Friedman's distinction between 
the 'pathetic' and the 1 tragic 1 plot ·in "Forms of the Plot, 11 in The 
Theor~ of the Novel, ed. Philip Stevick (N.York, 1967), pp. 145-~ 

6 "Candour in English :B'iction," Pel::£l.2_J!8.1 Wr:_i t~, p. 129. 
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characteristic of Hardy's vision. His description of Angel Clare in 

Tess of the d1 Urbervilles might well be applied to Hardy himself: 

'Wnat arrested him now as of value in life was less its beauty than 

its pathos' (282). 

Hardy's c1.esire to create a work of pathos is apparent in almost 

all his major artistic choices as well as in the details of the novel. 

It is interesting to note how many happy events are omitted or seen 

through the eyes of someone for whom they bring no happiness. Clym 

and Eustacia's wedding is not presented dramatically but is imagined 

in detail by Mrs. Y<:edbright, so that the emphasis is not on their joy 

but her misery. Similarly, Wildeve and Thomasin's marriage is not 

seen from their point of view or that of the ow1iscient narrator, but 

is reported by Venn - again the character for whom the event holds 

most pain. The moments we see of Clym and Eustacia's courtship are 

always those in which their happiness is tinged with a sense of the 

transience of love or of the implacable opposition of Mrs. Yeebright. 

They are never seen in a state of unaclul terated joy; not surprisingly 

they disappear from view for some time after the wedding, and the 

weeks of early conjugal bliss are summarized in one paragraph. At 

the novel's end, instead of concentrating on the comic celebrations 

following the marriage of Thomasin and Venn; Hardy focuses his atten

tion on the outsiders, Clym and Charley. In the poignant picture of 

these two, united in grief, looking in from outside upon the celebra

tions at which they are quite forgotten, and whose spirit is totally 

at odds with their mood of sorrowful resignation, the novel exhibits 
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its characteristic tone. The book fittingly ends with this scene, 

a striking emblem of Hardy's vision of man, cut off from happiness, 

chastened by experience, ana alone. The manipulation of all these 

incidents consists with Hardy's criticism of Meredith: 'He goes on 

all right ana then just when he might put in a touch of pathos he 

doesn't ao it. I wonder he didn't know better.'7 But it is only 

through a consideration of Haro.y' s rhetorical handling of plot that 

the consistency of the pathetic pattern emerges. 

III 

One of the most distinctive features of Hardy's 'idiosJ~cratic 

mode of regard' is the ironic perspective he casts on human aims ana 

actions. His plots are loaded with ironic reversals of characters' 

expectations ana intentions. The Return of the Native displays a 

remarkable number of such reversals even for a Hardy novel. The 

central irony of this sort is Eustacia's marrying Clym (at least 

partly) in order to escape the heath, ana finding that marriage only 

binds her to it more firmly than ever. Similarly, Clym studies with 

especial intensity in an effort to secure a position outside Egdon as 

quickly as possible, but in so doing ruins his eyesight, forcing a 

much longer and (for Eustacia) more degrading stay on the heath than 

would have been necessary had he worked less conscientiouslye 

7 Elliott Felkin, p.28. 
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Such thwartings of' ,human plans are a feature of' Hardy's world 

and do not affect the major characters alone. The devoted Charley 

lights a bonfire at G-uy Fawkes in the hope of' giving Eustacia some 

pleasure and of' arousing her from melancholy. In actual fact, the 

fire is aeen by Vlildeve as a signal f'rom Eustacia; ancl, as a result, 

it leads directly to Eustacia's suicide- the very fate from which 

Charley had been trying to save her. 

Mrs. Yaobright's scheme to use Venn's rival suit to pressure 

Wildeve into marrying Thomasin has, as the omniscient narrator 

points out, quite the opposite effect to that intended: 'By far the 

greatest effect of' her simple strategy on that day was, as often ha~

~ns, in a quarter quite outside her view when arranging it. In the 

first place, her visit sent Wildeve the same evening after dark to 

Eustacia's house at Mistover' (108; my italics). The narre.tor's 

comment is important here in emphasizing that such dissociations of 

intent and ef'f'ect are chro .. acteristic of' the human lot. Uncharacter-

istically, however, in this instance a double irony is involved, and 

Mrs. 'le<;Pright gains her end unconsciously by indirect means. Not 

only does her stratagem send Wildeve to Eustacia, but it also ensures 

the breaking off' of' their liaison because Eustacia is immediately dis

enchanted with Wildeve when it appeexs he is no longer the object of' 

Thomasin's desire. The irony in this second reversal is especially 

piquant since Thomasin is, of' course, still deeply in love with Wildeve, 

and he himself' is the deluded agent of' his undoing with Eustacia. 

The irony of' fate is most bitterly apparent in the machinations of 
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Diggory Venn, the colourfUl reddleman. Particularly crucial is his 

interference in the transfer of the guineas. In his effort to pro-

teet Thomasin's interests from her not-too-scrupulous husband, Venn 

mistakenly gives her the money designea_ for Cl;yrn as well as her own, 

and so precipitates the disastrous quarrel between Eustacia and Mrs. 

Yeobright. The same devotion to Thomasin's cause later leads Venn 

to use intimidation in an attempt to force Wildeve to cease his sur-

reptitious night visits to Alderworth. His action only causes Wild-

eve to go in the d.ay-time, instead, resulting in the coincidence of 

visits which leads to Mrs. Yeobright's death and the destruction of 

ClJ~ and Eustacia's marriage. It might also be noted that it was 

Venn who persuaded Mrs. Yeobright to visit Clym when she dia. in an 

endeavour to bring about a reconciliation of mother and son. In 

each case Venn's acts are inspired by a worthy motive, yet have dis-

astrous consequences. 

All these ironic reversals serve to emphasize the inability of 

human beings to control the workings of fate; they demonstrate the 

inevitable ineffectiveness of human efforts to improve the conditions 

of life. As in The Ma19r of Casterbridge, it almost seems that there 

exists an 'ingenious machinery contrived. by the Gods for reducing hu-

•b•l•t• f 1" t• t . . ,s man poss~ ~ ~ ~es o arne 1ora ~on o a ~n~mum. Also apparent is 

the completely gratuitous nature of much human suffering. The most 

obvious manifestation of tlus is, of course, the disastrous results 

of Venn's well-intentioned acts; but Venn himself suffers in the same 

way. As a result of Mrs. Yeobright' s stratagem, he is led to believe 

8 Ch.xliv, p.319 (Macmillan Papermac edition). 
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byWildeve that he is noN regarded as a likely suitor for Thomasin. 

Consequently, he goes to propose again with much higher expectations 

than at first and is cruelly undeceived. 9 But l!Trs. Yeobright is not 

judged for causing pain by her innocent deceit, since the result of 

her action was not to be foreseen. Instead, such happenings empha-

size (to quote Benjamin SaxUcey) 'the disproportion between the actual 

moral significance of an action and its consequences' in Hardy's world. 

As Sankey also notes, perhaps the most important difference between 

Hardy's attitude towards human suffering and that of earlier British 

novelists (particularly George Eliot) is that Hardy does not see suf

fering principally as a consequence of moral evi1. 10 

Philip Larkin is wrong, it seems to me, in asserting that pain 

in Hardy's novels is 1the continual imaginative celebration' of'the 

most important element in life, most important in the sense of most 

11 
necessary to spiritual development.' He is right to suggest that 

Hardy associated 'sensitivity to suffering' with 'superior spiritual 

9 There is here a marked inconsistency in Hardy's plotting. On page 
156 Wila.eve is said to have told Eustacia at their last meeting that 
Venn was his rival for Thomasin' s hand. But this previous meeting is 
reported in full and no mention is made of the identity of his rival 
(108-11). In fact, Wildeve himself is ignorant.of his rival's identity 
since Mrs. Yeobright had refused to disclose it (106). The error is 
compounded when Wildeve later informs Venn he is the favoured suitor: 
1 "Mrs. Yeo bright says you are to marry her"' ( 162). :Mrs. Yeo bright had 
said no such thing. Having complimented myself on the discovery of 
this discrepancy, I subsequently found it to have been long since noted 
by Otis B. Wheeler, !!Four Versions of The Ret·llrn of the Native," Nine-
_teenth-Century Fiction, XIV (June 1959"), 4 f-2. --

10 Benjamin Sankey, The Major Novels of TJ:lomas Har9:;y (Denver, 1965), 
pp. 41, 43. 

11 "Wanted: Good Hardy Critic," The Critical Quarterly, VIII (Summer 
1966), 178. 
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character,' but that is quite a different matter from seeing suf'f'ering 

itself as good. Hardy's negative attitude towards suffering tends to 

restrict the potential heroism of his characters. Figures like Tess 

and Michael Henchard become more moving and, in a sense, more impress-

ive in their endL~ance of pain; but it does not elevate and enlighten 

them, or increase their intrinsic worth. George Eliot, on the other 

hand, does ta.lce a positive view of suffering - which no doubt partly 

explains why she adopts a more critical attitude towards her charac-

ters than Hardy. 

The ironic plot pattern also reveals the limitations of individ-

ual insight into the complex factors governing human life and rela-

tionships. rirs. Ye:obright is ignorant of the subtle, volatile nature 

of Wildeve's emotions and of the precarious balance in his relatioD~ 

with Thomasin and Eustacia. Eustacia, when she marries Clym, is not 

fully aware of the depth and strength of his resolve to eschew the 

fashionable world and pursue a humble, altruistic vocation. But gen-

eraJ.ly Hard.y lays the stress not on the characters' short-sightedness 

as the cause of their disappointments, but on the imperfection of a 

world where earnestly-followed plans fail to yield the intended result. 

As the experience of Venn; in particular, demonstrates, the nobility of 

a person's motives, the worthiness of his aims, is of absolutely no 

consequence in determining the end result of his actions in ru1 amoral 

12 Ibid., 178. Cf. Later Years, p.225: 'Sensitiveness was one of Hardy's 
chief characteristics,ancf without it his poems would never have been 
written, nor, indeed, the greatest of' his novels. He used to say that 
it was not so much the force of the blow that counted; as the nature of 
the material that received the blow.' 
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universe. In a world of such g~oss defect Hardy's sympathies are all 

with his long-suffering, thwarted characters. 

Like George Eliot, Har·dy attempted to make his plots a direct re-

flection of the nature of the world as he ~1e~ it. But nnlike G-eorge 

Eliot, Hardy was unable to forge all (or almost all- there are occas-

ional recourses to the fortuitous in George Eliot 1 s novels) his action 

in a causally-linked chain of events. The large quota of chance in 

lus novels has always been a major difficulty for Hardy readers and a 

ohallenome to his critics. Despite all the critical intelligence that 

has been brought to bear upon the problem, it still seems that Hardy 

employed a greater degree of chance than is compatible with the claims 

of verisimilitude. Chance in his novels is sometimes seen as indica-

tive of how little control man has over his fate, as symbolic of the 

'actual absurd.ity in things,• 13 or of 'Nature's ino.ifference.• 14 

Hardy's art, as we have seen, does tend toward Sj~bolism; but such 

statements do not really remove the difficulty. Since chance is 

used as pru·t of a naturalistic plot sequence, it becomes an li1dication 

of how the world moves, not just of how it appeal:~· The whole of 

Hardy 1 s plots are meant to make concrete the indifference of the natur-

al order, the intractability of the course of things to man's control, 

and the consequent absurdity of life to thinking men. 

13 G-uerard, p.85. 

14 H.C. Webster, 0n_§:._D~kl_in_g Plain, p.95. Hardy used chance, too, 
to stress 'the harrowing contingencies of human experience, the unexpect
edness of things' (~ess, p.197). 
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The difficulty is no-1:; simply that chance is over-used and improb-

ability produced (why is chance always mis-chance?). At the same time 

Hardy avows a deterministic philosophy: his view is 'that neither 

Chance nor Purpose governs the universe, but Necessity.' 15 Yet he is 

m1able to account for everything deterministically; in his novels 

natural law goes only so far in explaining events, and beyond this is 

the large area of the WL~own where chance alone rtues. As we have 

seen, Hardy is concerned to evoke a sense of mystery, of that which 

lies beyond empirical investigation; but, in seeking this effect, he 

sacrificed another. With his inability to explain why, to give his 

plots a consistent degree of causality, Hardy destroys the air of in

evitability he sought to achieve. 16 

But while his plots fail to embody consistent:).y the principle of 

necessity, they do, contrary to his intention, often make the world 

appear purposive. In The Retur-n of the Native all events tend towards 

a foreseen conclusion in a relentless, undeviating progression. There 

is no turning aside of fate in its march toward catastrophe; there are 

no more than the most fleeting episodes of gratuitous happiness in the 

general pattern of increasing woe; all usually takes place for the 

worst, and the moments of happiness only mwce the characters more 

15 Later Years, p. 128. 
16 That Hardy was seeking to stress the inevitable working out of trag

edy is apparent in the s;>mopses or arguments heading each book in the 
serial version. These synopses give a misleading impression of wholly 
explicable causality, and treat the characters almost as elements in a 
chemical formula. Selections from the synopses, abandoned in volume 
vublication, appear in Jos~?ph Warren Beach, The Techni5@.e of Thomas Hardv 
\Chicago, 1922), pp. 94-5. 
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vulnerable. The natural worla_ may be merely indifferent to man (as 

Hardy's descriptions and natural imagery suggest), but it appears 

that the general course of things is governed by a malevolent pur-

pose. Thus Hardy falsifies his own conception of the universe in 

order to bring about a tragic conclusion to his plot. 17 

A view of the world as purposeless and a seemingly inevitable 

pathetic tragedy are incompatible unless plot operates on an observ-

able principle of causality. As Irving Howe remarks, to establish 

an aura of logical inevitability 

was very difficult for a writer whose idea of fatality was itself 
pretty much of an improvisation. The aura of the inevitable was 
possible to classical tragedy, in which the gods were clearly ap
prehended and their desires, if not always their motives, were be
yond question. It is also possible ••• to modern fiction, in 
which the psychology of the characters controls the action. But 
it is virtually impossible for a novelist using the Victorian 
plot or something like it. Because Hardy remained enough of a 
Christian to believe that purpose courses through the universe 
but not enough of a Christian to believe that purpose is benevol
ent or the attribute of a particular Being, he had to make his 
plots convey the oppressiveness of fatality without positing an 
agency determining the course of fate. Why he should have boxed 
himself into this position is intellectually understandable but 
very hard to justify aesthetically. The result was that he oft
en seems to be coercing his plots, jostling them away from their 
own inner logic. And sometimes, in his passion to bend plot to 
purpose,he seems to be plotting against his own characters. 18 

17 Just occasionally in the novels there appear hints that, despite 
all his assertions to the contrary, Hardy himself was not quite convinced 
of the universe's neutrality. There is, for instance, this sinister 
suggestion in A Pair of Blue~~ep: 'Strange conjunctions of phenomena, 
particularly those of a trivial everyday kind, are so frequent in an ord
inary life that we grow used to their unaccountableness, and forget the 
question whether the very long odds against such juxtaposition is not 
almost a disproof of it being a matter of chance at all' (Ch. viii ). 
There is a similar suggestion in Desl2erate Remea.~es where Cytherea feels 
that coincidences betoken some 'invisible means at work' (Ch. ix). 

18 !E£m~s Hardy, pp. 90-1. 
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Because he is unable to ·present everything in The Return of the Native 

in terms of necessity, Hardy, having begun with the intention of pre-

senting an inevitable tragedy in a purposeless world, ends by making 

the world seem purposive and the tragedy (in this particular form) 

evitable. It is haxd to deny the conclusion that coincidence and 

chance in Hardy often serve 'not so much to interpret the unrelenting 

trend of his action, but to further it.' 19 

Nevertheless, Hardy's reliance upon coincidence to bring about a 

tragic conclusion must not be put do~~ simply to ineptitude in plot 

construction. He was attempting to overcome a thorny rhetorical 

problem. Despite what Howe says about the Victorian plot, the action 

in The Return of the Native is largely controlled by the psychology of 

the characters, but Hardy could not allow this to be the decisive fact-

or without making the characters responsible for their fates, and hence 

losing the strong pathos that he wished to create. Consequently, co-

incidence is used to free the characters of responsibility, and place 

the blame, instead, upon the ill-made ur1iverse, or some nebulous con-

cept of fate. His apparent plotting against his own characters is 

often a ploy to protect them from criticism, and to maintain a strongly 

sympathetic response in the reader; that is, his plotting against his 

characters is, in reality, plotting for them. 

Toward this end, Hardy introduces coincidences at a number of key 

points in the plot and makes them absolutely crucial to the catastrophe. 

19 A.P. Elliott, Fatalism i!_!__iP.e Works of Thomas !iardy (New York, 1935), 
P• 59. 
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The destruction of Clym and Eustacia's marriage, and the death of 

Mrs. Yeobright, both depend upon the fierce quarrel that takes 

place between mother and daughter-in-law over the guineas. Truly, 

as Eustacia later remarks, 1 "more bitterness is sown in five min-

utes than can be got rid of in a whole 1ife 11
' (281). Since Hardy 

wants to preserve our sympathy for both characters he engineers 

circumstances so that the quarrel is made more the product of mis-

chance than of mutual antagonism. The quarrel is occasioned by 

Venn's mistaken handing of the money meant for Clym to Thomasin. 

The sit,'!lificance of the mistake is emphasized by the narrator's 

explicit comment: 'it was an error which afterwards helped to 

cause more misfortune than treble the loss in money value could 

have done' (243). 

Charles Walcutt claims that in making this judgement Hardy is 

falsifying the facts: 

If Hardy had not interpreted this action with the discourse 
on ill-chance ••• the reader might well believe that the quarrel 
he has witnessed was provoked by Mrs. Yeobright' s ungovernable 
temper and animus. With such a woman, no accident is required. 
She makes the trouble, prevents the "accident" from being ex
plained away, is determined to quarrel with all of her young 
kinsfolk, and does. 

In this interview, a boiling masterpiece of charges and 
countercharges, the two women pour out their accumulated griev
ances. In view of their explosive hostility, it is hard to 
imagine their maintaining a friendly conversation under any 
auspices. The guineas are the flimsiest pretext for Mrs, Yeo-
bright to search out Eustacia and blame her for everything. 20 
Without that pretext, she wo~ld plainly have soon found another. 

20 Charles Child V/alcutt, Man 1_§_Qhangi_E_g_ Mask: Mod1'l_S and Methods of 
Characterization in Fiction (Mi'imeapolis, 19~70. 
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While not without truth,. this view. ignores the efforts Rarely makes to 

convince us that the mischance is decisive. It is made clear that 

Mrs. Yeobright is well-disposed towards Eustacia as she plans her 

visit, and that Christian Cantle's confession drastically alters her 

attitude. Christian tells her that Wildeve '"said you ought to have 

gied Mr. Cl;ym 1 s share to Eusta.cia, and that's perhaps what he'll do 

himself"' (247). After hearing this, Mrs. Yeobright 

hastened off to Eustacia, moved by a much less promising emotion 
towards her daughter-in-law than she hac. felt half an hour earl
ier, when planning her journey. At that time it was to inquire 
in a friena~y spirit if there had been any accidental loss; now 
it was to ask plainly if Wildeve had privately given her money 
which had been intended as a sacred gift to Clym. (248) 

The essential significance of the mistake is further emphasized by 

Clym's comment: '"I would rather have lost them [the guineas] twice 

over than have had this happen'" (254-). Obviously Hardy wants us 

to t~(e the sa~e view of the quarrel as does Eustacia, who sees it as 

'"the fault of the circumstances"' (253). 

Not only is the accident made to seem the cause of the quarrel, 

but the details are so arranged as to provide the most exonerative 

circumstances possible. The result is a severe straining of cred-

ibility. In the gambling scene Venn has to be close enough to follow 

the fluctuations of fortune between Wildeve and Christian (and he is 

able to hear Wildeve's stories so well that he can ironically repeat 

them to him in the second a.ice game), yet must not overhear Christian's 

confession, after losing, that half the guineas belong to Clym, or he 

would not have made the mistake of giving them all to Thomasin. If 

Christian had lingered momentarily after his loss and seen Venn win 
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all the money back, he would not have made such a mislead.ing report 

to Mrs. Yeobr-lght. His misleading report is, of course, essential 

to give her some justification for her immensely tactless approach 

to Eustacia • 

.An examination of Hardy's revisions to the gambling scene cle.ar-

ly reveals him to be working to make the quarrel more dependent on 

mischance and less on Mrs. Yeobright's animus- even though this en-

tailed making the gambling scene itself less credible. In the ser-

ial version Christian never mentions that half the guineas are Clym's, 

so that the inconsistency of Venn's hearing part but not all of the 

gambler's conversation is avoided. Venn gives the guineas to Thoro-

asin, ana. then assures Christian, and through him Mrs. Yeobright, 

that they have been delivered into the right hands. Hence, when she 

meets Eustacia by the pool, Mrs. Yeobright simply enquires whether 

the newly-weds have received her gift, not (with its deeply insulting 

implication) whether Eustacia has received money from Wildeve. The 

rift between the two women in this version turns on Mrs. Yeobright's 

antipathy toward Eustacia and her opposition to the marriage. Hardy 

then revised the whole episode so that, as it now stands, Mrs. Yeo-

bright can quite innocently ask a question that fully justifies 

21 Eustacia's flaring up and so precipitates a bitter quarrel. 

21 See vVheeler, Nineteenth-Centurje FictioQ, XIV (June 1959), 29, 30-1, 
34, for an outline of the successive revisions to the scene. Wheeler 
fails to ta}::e cognizance of HaJ.~dy' s rhetorical purpose in the changes, 
and, oddly enough, sees the plot as thereby 1 tightened. 1 Far from be
ing tightened, the plot is in fact macle more rickety. The new form of 
the quarrel does not make Eustacia's failv.re to open the door to Mrs. 
Yeobright more 'inevitable' in giving her firmer grounds for hostility; 
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When all this is aa.id, it still remains true that a violent rift 

between Mrs. Yeobright and Eustacia was inevitable without the inter-

vention of chance, given each's volatile nature and latent hostility 

to the other. What Hardy has done is to short-circuit the course of 

necessity rooted in the psychology of his characters in order to fore-

stall our adverse judgement of them. One critic has asserted that: 

Hardy's major novels rarely or perhaps never actually turn on 
their improbabilities. They develop through basic and abiding 
factors of character and environment; and it is usually clear 
that if the incident Hardy describes had not occurred, some 
other detail could soon enough have brought about the same 
ultimate res~ut. There is no real feeling that had Angel 
Clare received Tess's letter and read it, he would have torn 
it up and cheerfully married her;· no real possibility that 
Clym and Eustacia would have lived happily ever after, had his 
mother's knocking at the door only wakened him as he slept.22 

This is true so far as it goes: the ends arrived at would have been 

essentially the same if Hara.y had not used improbable means. But 

the fact is that, in the form Hardy gave them, his plots do turn on 

their improbabilities. Vfuat Holloway ignores is that, although the 

chance events do not alter the outcome of the action, they vitally 

affect the reader's judgement of the action. 

Vie\ving The Return of the Native as a tragedy in the classical 

sense ('to which pity and terror rather than blina. indignation against 

instead, it increases the stress on the decisiveness of coincidence -
because Eustacia knows that I'>'Irs. Yeobright suspects her of past rela
tions with Wildeve she is more acutely aware of the awkwardness of the 
synchronous visits. Moreover, Eustacia is saved from blame by the fact 
that finally she doe.§_ open the door (p. 291 ), though it is then too late. 

22 John Holloway, The Victorian Sage (London, 1953), p. 250. 
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fatal coincidence are the proper aesthetic reactions'), Walcutt 

argues that the 'self-destructive impulses' of the characters 

'account for the tragedy far more significantly than coincidence 

In support of this view, he attempts to show that there 

is a deep vein of self-destructiveness running right through the 

Yeobright family, but particularly apparent in Clym: 'Reading stub-

bornly on unti1 he has ruined his vision is the act of a man who is 

subconsciously bent on self-destruction.• 24 

Again, Hardy's plot rhetoric has been overlooked. It is made 

clear that Clym reads with such diligence in order to complete his 

studies and be free to move from Egdon to an outside teaching pos-

ition as soon as possible. In this he is not motivated so much by 

personal ambition as by a desire to oblige Eustacia, who finds life 

on the heath oppressive. Here too, the accident with the guineas 

is decisive. In her unhappiness following the quarrel provoked by 

accident, Eustacia begs Clym to leave Egdon for Paris. This only 

gives a new urgency to his work: 

All the effect that her remark had upon him was a resolve to 
chain himself more closely than ever to his books, so as to be 
the sooner enabled to appeal to substantial results from an
other course in ar@Ltng against her whim.(253) 

The news of how much his mother also has been upset by the disagTee-

ment gives him even greater impetus: 

Amid these jarring events Yeobright felt one thing to be in
dispensable - that he should speedily make some show of pro
gress in his scholastic plans. Vfith this View he read far 
into the small hours during many nights. (254). 

23 Op.c~., pp. 164, 172. 

24 Ibid., p. 168. 



His consequent illness comes as suddenly and unexpectedly as a thie~ 

in the night. There is no question o~ his reading 'stubbornly on 1 

ignoring obvious danger signals: 'One morning, a~ter a severer 

strain than usual, he awoke with a strange sensation in his eyes 

( 2.54-). Obviously, untowa.ra. circumstances, not a perverse, sel~

destructive streak in h:i.s character, are to be blamed. 

.... 

Perhaps the most notorious coincidence in all of Hardy, and one 

upon which the whole catastrophe hangs, is that which results in the 

unopened door when Mrs. Yeobright visits Clym and Eustacia. This, 

obviously enough, enables catastrophe to be reached without any char

acter being really responsible. An extremely unlikely double coin

cidence is used to excuse Eustacia's failure to admit her mother-in

law. Not only has Wildeve 1 s visit coincided with Mrs. Yeobright' s 

to make a meeting acutely embarrassing for Eustacia, but moreover she 

hears Clym murmur 1 "Mother" 1 in his sleep and thinks he has awakened 

and let her in. 

The failure to admit Mrs. Yeobright and her consequent a.eath are 

the factors which wreck Clym and Eustacia's marriage. However, if 

it was not for a further coincidence the lmowledge of her u..-r1fortunate 

visit would have died with her~ and the marriage been preserved (at 

least for a while longer). That Clym should learn of his mother's 

journey, and hence turn on Eustacia with fierce accusation, depends 

entirely upon the circumstances of Jomn1y Nunsuch being at hand to 

observe Mrs. Yeobright and to hear her last bitter words. Oddly 

enough, Hardy seems more intent on emphasizing than obscuring the 
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improbability of events. That anyone should have been present in the 

great emptiness of the heath to witness Mrs. Yeobright's visit is un

likely, but Hardy make it plain that Johnny Nunsuch' s presence was 

exceptional: to his mother the boy con:f'esses, '"I didn't like to tell 

'ee I had been so far. I was picking black-hearts, and went further 

than I meant'" ( 327) • Even gran tea the boy' s presence, his knowledge 

might well have been kept from Clym but for the coincid.ence that has 

him blurt out his news to his mother in Clym's hearing. Without this 

mischance, Glym would have had no cause to blame either himself or 

Eustacia for his mother's death. 

The plot in Book IV, then, is built upon a concatenation of im

probabilities, and credibility is strained to the limit. Why does 

Hardy ma..."k:e catastrophe so tenuous? The answer appears to be his de-

sire to wring as much pathos as possible from the character's situa

tion. With such a degree of ill-fortune, with the characters so 

much the pawns of circumstance, a strongly sympathetic response is 

assured. It is not surprising that to many readers Hardy's world 

seems more truly hostile than indifferent to man. The characters 

have some justification for believing themselves victims of '"the 

cruel satires that Fate loves to indulge in"' (213). Here, even 

more than in Tess of the d 1Urbervilles, the pattern of events suggests 

a sardonic 'President of the Immortals' making sport with human lives. 

But while the causes of Mrs. Yeobright's death are unhappily en

gineered, the actual circumstances are much more successfully portray

ed. Having been denied entry to her son's home, she begins her return 
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journey broken in spirit. Her increasing prostration in the intense 

heat and her even greater mental anguish at the thought that she has 

been deliberately rejBcted, are powerfully conveyed. Great pathos, 

devoid of sentimentality, is evoked by seeing her plight through the 

uncomprehending eyes of little Johnny Nunsuch: 

'Your face is white and wet, and your head is hanging-down
like.' 

'Ah, I am exhausted from inside.' 
1 \Vhy do you, every time you take a step, go like this?' 

The child in speaking gave to his motion the jerk and limp of 
an invalia_. 

'Because I have a burden which is more than I can bear. ' 
The little boy remained silently pondering, and they tot

tered on side by side lli~til more than a quarter of an hour had 
elapsed, when Mrs. Yeobright, whose wealmess plainly increased, 
said to him, 1 I must sit down here to rest. 1 

When she had seated herself he looked long in her face 
and said, 'How funny you dra7l your breath - like a lamb when 
you drive him till he's done for. Do you always draw your 
breath like that?' 

'Not always. 1 Her voice was now so low as to be scarce
ly above a whisper. (293) 

The pitifulness of her condition is augmented by her loneliness 

after the small boy deserts her, by the indifference of the natural 

world to this spectacle of human suffering, and by her desire for 

release - powerfully conveyed in the image of the soaring heron: 

He had come dripping wet from some pool in the valleys, and as 
he flew the edges and lining of his wings, his thighs, and his 
breast were so caught by the bright sunbeams that he appeared 
as if formed of burnished silver. Up in the zenith where he 
was seemed a free and happy place, away from all contact with 
the earthly ball to which she was pinioned; and she wished 
that she could arise lli~crushed from its surface and fly as he 
flew then. (295-6) 

Of course, none of these elements would have the impact they do were 

we not aware that Mrs. Yeobright' s death is imminent. It is the un-

deserved, coincidental nature of her death which sets the seal on the 
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pathos. Since Mrs. Yeobright's pride, quick temper, and irrational 

jealousy of Eustacia have played so large a part in the plot, such a 

pathetic death was necessary to restore the read.er' s alienated sym-

pathies. Hardy repeats the device with the deaths of Wildeve and 

Eustacia. 25 

In solving one rhetorical problem, the accidental death of Mrs. 

Yeobright raised another. While it ensured a sympathetic judgement 

of Mrs. Yeobright, it was also likely to cause readers to censure Clym 

for not having effected a reconciliation with his mother. Hardy under-

cuts such a reaction by showing how anxious Clym is to heal the breach 

with his mother, and by having him actually on his way to visit her 

when he finds her dying. Once more coincidence plays an importan~ 

part in the pattern of judgement. Clym and his mother are both re-

sponsible for the division between them, and a failure to make any 

attempt at rapprochement would place either in the wrong. Hence both 

mother and son are seen to decide to make the first advance on the very 

same evening, so that neither is particularly to blame for the failure 

to heal the breach. Both overcome old grievances, swallow hurt pride, 

and make their approach on the same day, only to be thwarted by unto-

ward circumstances. 

Clym and Eustacia's marriage having been shattered by Mrs. Yeo-

bright's death, there remains but one requirement to ensure the 'tragic' 

25 Cf. the reaction of the Egdonites to their deaths: 'upon the whole, 
neither the man nor the woman lost dignity by sudden death. Misfortune 
had struck them gracefully, cutting off their erratic histories with a 
catastrophic dash, ix1stead of, as with many, attenuating each life to an 
uninteresting meagreness, through long years of wrinkles, neglect, and. 
decay' (385). 
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ending, namely, that Eustacia re-establish relations with Wild.eve. 

Naturally, for her to d.o so of her own free will would. be to invite 

blame. Hara.y shows his characteristic resourcefulness yet again: 

Charley, thinking to please Eustacia and. unaware of its significance, 

lights a Guy Fawkes bonfire which Wild.eve construes as a signal from 

his old. lover. Rega~dless of (if not quite contrary to) her will, 

Eustacia is once more implicated. with Wild.eve. 

But before the tragedy can be played. out, Clym, as in his rela-

tionship with his mother, must be cleared. of the charge that he made 

no attempt at reconciliation. The device of the delayed letter is 

therefore employed. to exonerate Clym, and. at the same time preserve 

the tragic ending. As with Clym and. Mrs. Yeobright' s failure to 

meet until it is too late, Hardy lays great stress on the irony of 

fate; he comes as close as he can to thwartD1g misfortune without 

act-ually d.oing so. The letter is written in plenty of time to reach 

Eustacia, yet Clym delays sending it for a d.ay for no apparent reason. 

That word. from Clym any time the next d.ay would. have stopped. Eustacia 

from accepting Wild.eve's offer is mad.e plain: 

Having resolved. on flight Eustacia at times seemed anxious that 
something should happen to thwart her own intention. The only 
event that could really change her position was the appeara~ce 
of Clym. The glory which haa_ encircled. him as her loverw'kepart
ed. now; yet some good. simple quality of his would. occasi6nally 
return to her me~ory and stir a momentary throb of hope that he 
would. again present himself before her. (355) 

Despite Clym's d.elay the letter is still sent in time to reach Eustac-

ia, only to be further delayed. by Fairway's forgetfulness. Even with 

the second. d.elay, the letter reaches Mistover before Eustacia's d.eparturee 



Obviously, there was no .need to bring the letter so close; the very 

fact of his having written it was enough to exonerate Clym, and he 

might have delayed sending it another day or Fairway's lapse of mem-

cry might have lasted a little longer. But Hardy is not done yet; 

he must press the irony even further. Once delivered, the letter 

might have remained on the mantelpiece fruitlessly awaiting Eustacia 

in the morning. Instead, Captain Vye must sense the letter's urgency 

and take it at once to Eustacia's room. Furthermore, Eustacia is 

awake and could have received it, and all might have been well - might 

have been, that is, if the author had not been Thomas Hardy. Although 

Eustacia is awake and fully dressed, the light is out, and Captain Vye, 

believing she is asleep, does not disturb her (he might have knocked 

instead of peering through the key-hole!); and so she goes to her mic1-

night rendezvous with Wildeve- and with Death- unaware of Clym's 

overture. 

Hardy's intent was obviously to heighten the poignance of his 

story: that the characters were so very close to reconciliation and 

happiness makes their fate even more pathetic. But the nearness of 

the mischance, the extreme stress on the irony of fate, is more than 

the plot can bear. Furthermore, such extremity distorts the view of 

life implicit in setting. Fate is made to seem a maligna.."1.t Being con-

sciously devising cruel jests at man's expense. This would amount 

to a caricature of Hardy's vision did we not feel that the capricious-

26 ness belongs as much to the author as to fate. 

26 Cf. Lora David Cecil: 'The characters seem pupnets all right; but 
puppets not in the hands of Fate but of the author' (Hardy the Novelist 
[London, 1943], p. 129). 
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It is no doubt true, as Sankey asserts, that 'Hardy's a.rbi trari--

ness in plotting is in part a consequence of the demands made by the 

serial form. 1 27 It is of the very nature of serial that it should 

crave a narrative replete with exciting action and surprisjng turns 

of events rather than one which quietly follows the logic of character 

to its appointed end. That Hardy was at times intent upon meeting 

the popular demands of the serial form is all too apparent from a dis-

quieting letter to Leslie Stephen concerning Far from tl2_e MacHi~ 

Crowd: --
The truth is that I am willing, and jndeed anxious, to give up 
any points which may be desirable.in a story when read as a 
whole, for the sa.l.ce of others which shall please those who read 
it in numbers. Perhaps I may have higher aims some day, and 
be a great stickler for the proper artistic balance of the com
pleted work, but for the present circumstan~es lead me to wish 
merely to be considered a good hand at a serial. 28 

A similarly cavalier attitude to plot construction is revealed in a 

comment on another book that suffered from the exigencies of serial 

publication: '.The Ma~ __ of Casterbridge begins today in the Graphic, 

newspaper and Harper's ·weekly. - I fear it will not be so good as I 

meant, but after all, it is not improbabilities of incident but im

probabilities of character that matter. 129 

Clearly The Return of the Native did not escape the baleful ef-

fects of serialization from which other novels suffered. The most 

notorious instance is the ending of the novel - which occasioned this 

extraordinary authorial footnote: 

27 Op.cit., p. 56. 
28 Early Life, p. 131. 

29 p;arly Life, p. 231 (note 2 January 1886). 
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The writer may state here that the original conception of 
the story did not design a marriage between Thomasin and Venn. 
He was to have retained his isolated and weird character to the 
last, and to have disappeared mysteriously from the heath, no
body knowing whither - Thomasin remaining a widow. But cer
tain circumstances of serial publication led to a change of 
intent. 

Readers can therefore choose between the endings, and 
those with an austere artistic code can assume the more con
sistent conclusion to be the true one. (402) 

This 'half-hearted concession of tepid happiness 130 (with its incon-

gruous social comedy of Clym mistakenly thinking Thomasin to be in 

love with him) destroys the novel's unity of tone and upsets 'the 

proper artistic balance of the completed work.' It is true, as sever-

al critics of the novel have pointed out, that Shakespearian tragedy 

often ends in quietitude and anti-climax which readjusts, if not 

wholly reconciles, us to normality after the demise of tempestuous 

and heroic figures; 31 and also that the marriage of 1~omasin and 

Venn is not inconsistent with the character of either. But Edgar 

speaking for the lesser mortals who remain at the end of Kin~~ 

or Fortinbras' eulogy on Hamlet serve to roQDd off the tragedy, ease 

us back to unheroic reality, help us to get what has gone before in 

perspective; they do not usurp our interest for themselves, do not 

demand that the reader, exhausted by the emotional climax, drag his 

reluctant attention through a further Act in pursuance of an insipid, 

drawn-out aftermath. l'lhat is really in question is not the psycho-

30 Beach, The Technigue _Qf Thomas Har.i!-..;}:, p. 7 • 

.;51 See, :Cor exampJ.e, Paterson, Introduction to the Standard edition 
(p. xxvi), who regards the sixth book as a virtue not a flaw, because 
it serves the function of the Shakespearian anti-climax and 'passes 
an ironic comment on a..."ld reconciles us to the splendid but wasteful 
deaths of IYildeve ana. Eustacia.' 
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logical consistency but the proportion and balance of the novel's 

ending. Here we have Hardy's own word for it that the pressures 

of serialization had a detrimental effect upon his 'original con-

ception. 1 Although we do not have such unequivocal authority for 

this judgement, it would seem likely that the same pressures were 

partially to ble~e for the book's over-generous quota of coincidences. 

Quite apart from the demands of the serial form, Hardy's person

al love of unusual and dramatic action must account for a measure of 

chance in his plots. As was mentioned earlier, he regarded the 

novelist as a teller of tales, an 'Ancient Mariner,' who must intro-

duce the 'nncommon' in order to hold and entertain his audience. 

As Sankey says, 'Hardy's desire to keep the pattern of events inter

esting, and to provide the substance of good scenes, leads him to 

multiply causes - to exercise his invention rather than simply work 

out the logic of an initial situation.• 32 

Yet, having made these concessions, it seems to me clear that 

the priwBry motive for the excessive use of coincidence in The Return 

of the Native is rhetorical: that is, Hardy's need to exculpate his 

characters while preserving a 'tragic' ending to his story. Since 

all the major characters are to be vindicated, the catastrophe must 

appear to be not due to human agency at all, but solely the work of 

fateful chance. Herein lies the crucial difference be~veen the 

plots of The Return of th~J~§_1;}-ve and Tess of the d 1 Urbervilles. 

32 gp.cit., p. 58. 
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Since the success of Te~, unlike that of The Return, depends 

upon our sympathetic response to one character alone, Hardy canal-

low other characters to incur blame as agents of the catastrophe, 

and thus give his plot a real aura of logical inevitability. Ha.rdy 

may want us to sympathize with Clare, but the book does not suffer a 

vital loss when he fails :in this; Tess is strong enough to carry the 

whole. Thus the cause of the catastrophe (the brerut-up of their 

marriage) can be found in Clare's character without recourse to the 

improbable mischances that are necessary in The Return to bring about 

the destruction of the marriage without responsibility for its brerut-

up resting on either Clym or Eustacia.· The greater success of Tess 

is in no small part due to the fact that, even where coincidences 

appear, the plot does not really depend upon them as it does in The 

Return. Take, for example, the device of the stray letter which is 

used in both novels. The letter which Clym sends to Eustacia, and 

which only just fails through accidental delay to reach her in time, 

is, as we have seen, crucial to the plot; Hardy emphasizes that its 

timely receipt would have deflected Eustacia from her fateful flight. 

The failure of Tess's letter to reach .Angel, on the other hand, though 

it involves just as much mischance, is not decisive in the catastrophe. 

}fere Holloway is right: the end result almost certainly would have 

been the same without the improbability; there is no reason to be-

lieve that Angel would have reacted to Tess's confession before the 

wedding any differently thru1 he does after it.33 

33 When .Angel. retur:r;s to Welll;>ridge aft~r tl;te se_Rar~tion~. he begin~ to 
doubt for the flrst tlme, the wlsdom and JUStlce OI hls ac~lon, and lil· 
1 the incoherent multi tude of his emotions he knelt dovm at the bedside 
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The problem with building a plot on coincidence in Th~_B.2tur:£ 

of the Native is not simply that it strains credibility and distorts 

Hardy's vision of life; it also leaves a nurriber of important con-

flicts unresolved. As Walcutt points out, though 'the ooincia.enoes 

are introduced and stressed to m~ke the tragedy seem 1~ due to 

human frailty,' the trouble is that 'the flaws in tl1e universe do 

not remove the flaws in the characters.' 34- The coincidences gloss 

over the ~11imosi ty between Mrs. Yeobright and Eustacia and the essen-

tial incompatibility of Eustacia and Clym, but they do not remove 

these human barriers to happiness. Thus, while sympathizing with 

Clym and Eustacia for the way fate destroys their marriage, we can 

neither avoid jud.ging them for such an ill-ad.vised union nor help see-

ing that it is doomed regardless of the play of outside circumstances. 

IV 

This tension between sympathy and judgement runs awkwardly 

throughout the book, and is particularly disconcerting in the case 

of Eustacia. To the reader familiar with Hardy, it is obvious that 

Eustacia goes against a great deal of the previously presented Hardyan 

values. His only major novel before The Retlh~ of the Native is 

wet-eyed. 11 0 Tess! If you had OP~Y told me sooner, I would have for-
given you! 11 he mourned 1 ( 223). But this cry ca.."l hardly be given much 
weight because Clare knows that Tess tried to confess sooner, and admits 
as much on the wedding night; '"VThy didn't you tell me before? Ah, yes, 
you would have told me, in a way- but I hindered you, I remember! 111 (191~ 

34 pp.cit., p. 173. 
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F'ar from th_r:l Madding Crowq (published four years earlier), and 

Eustacia quite contradicts the values there embodied in the charac-

ter of Gabriel Oak, who serves as both hero and ethical norm in the 

novel.. She is vain and selfishly intent upon the realization of 

her ovm desires even at the expense of others; her existence is clom-

inatecl by feeling, and she makes no attempt to control passion by 

lf ~· . 1' 35 reason or se -u1sc1p 1ne; she is the discontented, rootless alien, 

out of sympathy with her natural and social environment. Many of the 

qualities that in the preceding novel gave man dignity and worth are 

totally rejected by Eustacia. 36 It is no wonder that Hardy is at 

times on the defensive in his presentation of her- 'she was notal-

together unlovable' (79), he comments at one point. 

Yet, despite all this, Eustacia is very clearly the central figUJ::•e 

and romantic heroine of the novel. True, Hardy wrote to Arthur Hop-

kins, the novel's serial illustrator, 'The order of importance of the 

characters is as follows - 1 Clym Yeobright, 2 Eustacia, 3 Thomasin 

and the redclleman, 4 Wild eve, 5 Mrs Yeohright •••• ' 3 7 ' This ranking, 

35 Cf. Hardy's unequivocal judgement of Bathsheba: 'Her culpability 
lay in her making no attempt ·co control feeling by subtle and careful in
quiry into cansequences. She could show others the steep and thorny wa~ 
but "reck 1 d not her own rede 11

' (Ch. xxix). This judgement reads more 
like George Eliot than the later Hardy. 

36 This is not to suggest that The Return of the Native represents a 
sudden volte face in Hardyan values. From the beginning, as witness the 
early poem "Heiress and Architect" (1867), there is sympathy in Hardy for 
those who vainly strive for happiness against an unsympathetic natural 
order. Amongst Hardy 1 s best novels, however, The Return shows the em
phasis shifting from the need for resignation and self-control to romantic 
sympathy for the aspirants. 

37 Quoted in Thomas H~rdy anc1 His Readers, ed. Laurence Lerner and John 
Holmstrom (London, 1968], p. lt-3. 
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however, is strangely at odds with the response of most readers, not 

only in the secondary ranking of Eustacia (Clym just is not suffio-

iently 'there' to form an adequate centre of interest), but also in 

the surprisingly low rating given Mrs. Yeobright. Since the three-

cornered struggle of mother, son, a:.r'J.d daughter-in-law is at the heart 

of the novel's design, it seems that Mrs. Yeobright is clearly the 

third most important character. As for Eustacia, most readers would 

agree with George Wing's judgement: the novel's 'mainspring, its imag

inative centrality, its energy, lie in the grand, tormented :E:ustacia. •38 

Nevertheless, it would seem that Hardy's conception of his heroine 

was not fixed from the beginning. After a detailed study of the re-

visions made both before and after publication, John Paterson has 

argued that in the original conception of the novel Eustacia was 1not 

the romantic protagonist but the vncked and even disreputable antagon-

ist. In her initial appearance, indeed, she was to have suggested a 

satanic creature supernatural in origin.'39 Then, apparently, Hardy 

'discovered and indulged an unconscious and even reluctant sympathy 

with the demoniacal creature he had initially conceived, 1 and, early 

in its development, the novel was 'shaken to its fom~dations by a 

formal and substantive revolution, in the course of which its themes 

38 Harq~ (London, 1963), Writers and Critics Series, p. 56. It is in
terestine to note that those critics who do place C1ym first tend to turn 
the book into an abstract, almost allegorical, novel of ideas. See, for 
instance, F .R. Southerineton, Jiar0:,y~- Vision of_.J::a~ (London, 1971), pp. 
80-95, and Bert G. Hornback, Th~ Heta~?._~...2_f Cl_J.e.nce: Vision and Techniaue 
in _t_~e __ J'forks of Thorpa~_JJ.?,..£.~ "(Athens, Ohio, 19i1J, pp. i 5-ll-0• 

39 The Making of_The.J:~J;-~~-9.!_ih.~ . .£fati~, p. 17. 
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and. values were entirely. reversed. Originally conceived as the 

"erring" heroine to Thomasin's "pure" heroine, and often suggesting 

the antagonist of the novel, Eustacia Vye emerged as the tragic pro-

t . t ,40 
agon~s • Thus, 'Hardy came to celebrate precisely what he had 

set out, here as elsewhere, to exorcize and anathematize. 11
!-
1 Ob-

viously such a fundamental reversal of Hardy's usual pattern of judge-

ment was fraught with danger, and the presentation of Eus·bacia as ro-

mantic protagonist required all the rhetorical ru{ills he could muster. 

Unhappily, either these were inadequate, or the task he set himself 

was beyond the resources of the nineteenth-century novel. 

Aware, no doubt, of the magnitude of' the task confronting him, 

Hardy provides Eustacia with a long and gradual rhetorical build-up. 

He approaches her circuitously from a great distance. She is first 

seen as a mysterious dark silhouette atop the barrow on the heath, 

then as the originator of a singular and unexplained bonfire which 

outlasts all its rivals. In each case the narrator tempora~lly 

limits his omniscience to the vie·w-point of Venn ?lld the Egdon rustics • 

These distant perspectives, together with the rustics' comments, sur-

round Eustacia with a romantic aura of mystery and loneness. Yle are 

made to feel that here is a person of unusual interest. 

When Eustacia does appear on centre stage, she is still seen ex-

ternally from a human viewpoint. The omniscient narrator limits his 

view to that of an imaginary human observer to maintain suspense and 

40 Ibid., PP• 29, 133. 

41 Ibid., p. 133. 
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build interest in his heroine. However, he is not content to be a 

mere recorder; he is quick to point out the significance of externals: 

Ylhat she uttered was a lengthened sighing, apparently at something 
in her mind which had led to her presence here. There was a 
spasmodic abandonment about it as if, in allowing herself to utter 
the sound, the woman 1 s brain had au·thorized what it coulD. not reg
ulate. One point was evident in this; that she had. been exist
ing in a suppressed state, and not one of languor, or stagnation. ( 62) 

The naturalistic viewpoint provides only partial, fleeting glimpses of 

Eustacia's features, so that our curiosity is titillated. When des-

cribed she is given a glamorous allure by comparison with the features 

of Sappho and Mrs. Siddons. 

Then, in the "Queen of Night" chapter, comes Hardy's major set-

piece description designed to establish Eustacia as a potentially 

tragic figure of heroic proportions. The basic claim of the chapter 

is asserted boldly at the opening: 'Eustacia Vye was the raw material 

of a divinity. On Olympus she would have done well with a little 

preparation' (73). She is surrounded with imagery of darl<ness, pagan 

sensuality, and flaming passion to suggest ru1 ·exotic creature of un-

usually intense feeling. Exotic and classical allusions come together 

in a particularly evocative passage: 

Her presence brought memories of such th:L11.gs as Bourbon roses, 
rubies, and tropical midnights; her moods recalled lotus-eaters 
and the march in '.Athalia'; her motions, the ebb and flow of the 
sea; her voice, the viola. In a dim light? and with a slight 
rearrangement of her hair, her general figure might have stood 
for that of either of the higher female deities. The new moon 
behind her head, an old helmet upon it, a diadem of accidental 
dewdrops rmmd her brow, would have been adjuncts sufficient to 
strD(e the note of P~temis, Athena, or Hera respectively, with 
as close a.n approximation to the antique as that which passes 
muster on many respected canvases. (75) 

By such means, Hardy insists upon Eustacia's uniqueness, beauty, and 
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'Tartarean dignity. ' The author's infatuation with the rare creatL~e 

of his imagination often renders his point of view indistinguishable 

from hers: 

She thought of it [the evanescence of love] with an ever-growing 
consciousness of cruelty, which tended to breed actions of reck
less unconventionality, :f'ramed to snatch a year's, a week 1 s, 
even an hour's passion from anywhere while it could be won. 
Through want of it she had sung without being merry, possessed 
without enjoying, outshone without triumphing. Her loneliness 
deepened her desire. On Egdon, coldest and meanest kisses were 
at famine prices; ar1d where was a mouth matching hers to be 
found? (77) 

Whose is the final question? Here apparently Hardy identifies with 

Eustacia's outlook. This tendency of the omniscient author to merge 

his view into that of his heroine is common throughout the novel. 

In concentrated form this chapter shows all the rhetorical re-

so1~ces by which Hardy attempts to make Eustacia a grand tragic heroine. 

He employs heightened description, classical allusions, exotic images, 

direct assertion and sympathetic insight into her thoughts and feel-

ings. But the Eustacia he shows us in action and dialogt~ does not 

measure up to the rhetorical figure. The 'T~tarean dignity' which 

Hardy continually emphasizes just is not apparent in action. This 

disparity is especially noticeable in the juxtaposition of the rhetor-

ical build-up in Chapter vii with Eustacia's behaviour in 6hapter vi. 

In this first encounter with Wildeve, Eustacia fails to demon-

strate those qualities Hardy claims for her. Her complete reliance on 

such a light-weight character as Wildeve for personal happiness ill-J 

assorts with the goddess-like dignity and self-contained depth of char-

acter that Hardy asserts are hers. Her girlish impatience for his 

appearance and excitement when he comes, and her big-sisterly tyranny 
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over little Johnny Nunsuch hardly 1 strike the note of' Artemis, Athena, 

or Hera.' Hardy insists on the richness and fullness of her inner 

life: 'Like the summer condition of' the place around her, she was 

an embodiment of the phrase 11 a popu~ous solitude" - apparently so 

listless, void, and quiet, she was really busy and full' ( 77). Yet 

we are given no inside views of' this fullness, and her dependence on 

Wildeve suggests a marked lack of inner resources: '"Must I go on 

weakly confessing to you things a woma..'1. ought to conceal; and own 

that no words can express how gloomy I have been because of that 

dreadf'ul belief I held till t-wo hours ago - that you had quite a.e

serted me? 111 (71) This lack of inner ·resources is apparent at other 

points in the book. When she hears of Glym's return she has been 

existing in a state of 'mental vacuity,' her 'colourless inner world' 

unable to enliven the 'blank afternoon' (116). Later we are told 

that nto be lef't to pass the evening by herself' was irksome to her at 

any time 1 (304). 

The whole encounter with Wildeve is especially damaging to 

Eustacia's pride and dignity since he has till now deserted her in 

favour of Thomasin. Even though she can read into Vlildeve 1 s failure 

to go through with the mru~riage a prior devotion to herself, and regard 

his turning to Thomasin in the first place as an act of revenge (per~ 

haps after a lovers' q~~el), not as a serious attachment, Eustacia's 

readiness to forgive him and make the first approach are surprising in 

a character of 'celestial imperiousness' (75). 

In the second meeting with Wildeve (Gh. ix), Eustacia again shows 
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a strange lack of dignity in her helpless attachment to him while he 

treats her with mocking coolness: 

'I have my times and my seasons. One moment you are too tall, 
another moment you are too do-nothing, another too melancholy, 
another too dark, another I don't know what, except - that you 
are not the whole world to me that you used to be, my dear. 
But you are a pleasant lady to kno·N, aDd nice to meet, and I 
dare say as sweet as ever- almost.' (93) 

Wildeve is trifling with her, and Eustacia herself is at times little 

more than a school-girl playing at adult love: '"I think I like you 

to desert me a little once now and then. Love is the dismallest 

thing where the lover is quite honest"' (91). 

The inability to resist a passion for an unworthy man is largely 

what demeans Eustacia, just as its opposite ennobles Tess.42 Her 

long and courageous struggle against the temptation Alec offers gives 

Tess near-tragic stature, while Eustacia's need of W:i:ldeve shows an 

inner poverty. In this Eustacia resembles so many of Hardy's char-

acters, since they nearly all depend upon external circumstances for 

their happiness and are helpless in the grasp of strong passions. 

(Even Tess, for all her strength, finally succumbs to external press-

ures). At worst, they sometimes seem like hollow puppets dangled 

upon the strings of desire and circumstances.43 Glym is an obvious 

42 E11stacia herself sees ttus at times: 'At moments her pride rebelled 
against her passion for him, and she even had longed to be free' (79). 

43 Cf. A.P. Elliott: for Hardy, 'The source of happiness is not within 
ourselves, but is a.epena.ent on external factors, on securing what we want 
most in life. Virtue is not really its ovm reward in Hardy •••• A devo
tion to truth and goodness can ennoble human nature in struggle and dis
appointment, but it does not constitute repayment. It may exalt human 
life, but it does no't make it bearable' (0"£?_.cit., p.35). In George El
iot's world, in contrast, though circumstances do frustrate human hopes, 
goodness can be its ovm. reward an.d make life be~able - ~s~ for instan·ce, 
in the peace Dorothea wins through to by conquerJ.ng her Jealousy and put
ting others' interests before her ovrr1. 
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exception - as his fortitude in his blindness shows, he can honestly 

say 'my mind to me a kingdom is. 1 

Of course, to Eustacia, YTildeve is just a stop-gap to fill a need 

for want of a better man. - It is this need, a romantic's sense of 

frustration by circumstances, a passionate desire for self-fulfilment, 

which is Eustacia's over-ruling feeling and her main claiijl to sym-

pathy. It is perhaps the major failing in Hardy's presentation of 

his heroine that she is never seen to image self-fulfilment in any 

terms higher than that of a life of glamour and luxury in the Parisian 

beau monde. ----- However much we may be called to sympathize with her 

aspirations, their vulgarity and tawdriness make it well-nigh imposs-

ible to do so. 

Imprisoned on the wild heath and cut off from society, Eustacia 

cannot express her romantic nature in action. It is for this reason 

that Hardy must successfully reveal her inner life if he is to con-

vince us that she is a superior creature with an extraordinary capac-

ity for feeling and power of imagination. This he fails to do. He 

merely asserts the riclmess of her inner life ('how extended was her 

scope both in feeling and in making others feel' [149]); it is not 

shown. For instance, Eustacia's imagination is fired by her encounter 

with the home-coming Clym, and she weaves around him a whole 'cycle of 

visions 1 
( 124). Then, that night, she dreams a dream: 

and few human bein[SS from Nebuchadnezzar to the S'\7affham tinker, 
ever areamt a more remarkable one. Such ax1 elaborately developed, 
perplexing, exciting dream was certai..Ylly never dreamed by a girl 
iJ1 Eustacia's situation before. It had as many ramifications as 
the Creta.."'l labyrinth, as many fluctuations as the Northern lights, 
as much colour as a par·terre in June, and was as croodecl with fig
ures as a coronation. (125) 
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Except for one 'less extravagant episode' at the end of the dream, 

neither Eustacia's imaginings nor her dream are directly presented 

to us. Hardy n1akes expl:tci t his evaluation of Eustacia: 1 The fan-

tastic nature of her passion, which lowered her as an intellect, 

raised her as a soul' (126). Yet he d.oes not demonstrate her height-

ened imagination, the gr·andeur and intensity of her feeling, as he 

must to convince us of her elevation. This deficiency in presenta-

tion is felt through the whole book. 

Throughout, the presentation of Eustacia is largely external; 

an.d the insid.e views we do get are usually surmnaries, not direct re-

ports of her thoughts and feelings. The reliance on exten~l port-

raiture, attempting to convey her personality t~~ough highly coloured 

descriptions a~d imagery, makes of Eustacia a somewhat stagy, stilted 

figure. Perhaps a technique as yet unlmovm to the novel, namely the 

stream-of-consciousness, was necessary to make Eustacia's essentially 

commonplace aspirations alive and sympathetic to the reader. When 

she regards Clym, returning from Paris as 'like a man coming from 

heaven' (116), Hardy seems to sympathize, and expect us to see the 

tawdriness of her drean1 of self-realization as more due to poverty of 

experience and education than of iwas~ation. Even so, her longing 

for the fashionable pleasures of Paris, 'ttthat rookery of pomp and 

vanity"' (112) in Captain ·vye's phrase, places her (as some critics, 

lJ 
both contemporary and modern, have felt) on a par with Emma Bovary. l.LJ. 

44 E.g. ~'hE) Athenae~ (23 November 1878): 'it is clear that Eustacia Vye 
belongs essentially to the class of which 1\Tadame Bovary is the type' (Quoted 
in Thomas Ha~~..?-.E.9.-.. JI~~~--B:_~.§Sler~, p.4l1.); and Robert Evans: 'Selfish, irnmature, 
incurably ror:r.k.'Ul.tic, she belongs to the lesser world of El1li!l.a Bovary, who would 
recognize her irr®ediately and welcome her as a sister' ( 11 The Other Eu~,:cacia," 
inNov:-~1: A F9rum on Fiction, I [Spring 1968], p. 257~. Evans, however, 
seems to me wrong in suggesting that HarcJ.y recognized. the deficiencies of 
his heroine. 



Hardy's endeavour in The Ret~rn ~f th~~ative is to persuade 

us that Eustacia has 1 the passions and instincts which make a model 

goddess, that is, those which make not quite a model woman' (73). 

If he had succeeded in making her a 'model goddess,' the fact that· 

she was less than a 1 model woman' would not have mattered; s.he would 

then have appeared beyond the reach of conventional moral judgements. 

But since she fails to appear in external dignity or elevation of feel-

ing anything of a goddess, her shortcomings as an ordinary mortal be-

come painfully obvious. Having found her to exist not on the exalted 

plane of 'the Helo:!ses and the Cleopatras' (80), but on the less 

lofty level of Emma Bovary, we cannot but apply those moral standards 

which Hardy tried. to render inapplicable. 

The consequences of this realignment are far-reaching. Eustacia is 

high rebellion against life on the heath is now seen to be as much a 

failure on her part to come to terms with reality as a failUre of life 

to satisfy her legitimate desires. That the rustics, and even char-

acters like Venn and Thomasin, find the.heath compatible is perhaps 

irrelevant; they do not share Eustacia's sensitivity. But when an 

equally intelligent and sensitive character, like Clym, is at home on 

the heath, Eustacia's rebelliousness is called in question. Cl;,.'1ll' s 
-

ability to find inner contentment in his furze-cutting, despite his 

blindness, contrasts sharply with Eustacia's misery at their social 

degradation. But here the pattern of judgement is not made clear; 

it is a moot point who is to be judged the more strongly, Clym for his 

blindness to Eustacia's needs, or Eustacia for her inability to achieve 

Clym1 s cheerful independence of external fortune. Here Hardy's 
' -~ 
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judgements are obscured by the near equal claims to sympathy of two 

characters; whereas in Tess the heroine's clear pre-eminence mruces 

for a clear-cut pattern of judgement. However, this aside, it soon 

becomes apparent that no environment, no.t even the Parisian bea~de, 

'~ ' > would satisfy Eustacia for long. 
the o-¥ 10the.r s 

In addition, Eustacia's disdain for other's feelingsAseems to in-

dicate not a divine imperiousness, but a merely human selfishness. 

Her lack of consideration for Thomasin in her passion for Wild.eve 

tells against her, though Hardy manipulates point of view to modify 

our response • Thomasin's suffering upon her return unwed from 

.Angle bury is apparent, -but it is seen only from without, so our in-

volvement in her plight is limited. Then we see nothing at all of 

her till after Eustacia has given up VTildeve. By thus removing 

Thomasin entirely from view, Hardy tempers our judgement of Eustacia's 

selfishness. However, her egoism in love is clearly placed by Venn 

an(l her inability to comprehend his selfless devotion: 'The reddle-

man's disinterestedness was so well deserving of respect that it over-

shot respect by being barely comprehended; and she almost thought it 

absurd' (160). 

Hardy's deep sympathy with human desires for happiness places 

him at times in an ambiguous position. Since he feels that all 

such desires should be permitted to find fulfilment, he does not judge 

them, except where they hurt other people - this is really Hard.y1 s 

only general moral standzrd. As long as others are not affected, no 

human desires are condemned. ~1us Hardy deeply sy~pathizes with 

Eustacia's 1.L."lrelieved longing for a glamorous life, but jud.ges her 
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when she is prepared to seek this at the expense of' others. Here 

tension develops, for the more she suff'ers, the more Hara_y sympath-

izes; but, as her longing becomes more intense, she becomes less 

heedful of others. For example, in the urgency of her desire to get 

to the Yeobright Christmas party in order to see Clym, she inf'licts 

much gratuitous pain on Charley, taking advantage of' his devotion to 

her, and then repaying him in the most perfunctory a.11d unfeeling manner. 

In the same way, ClJ~ and Eustacia's marriage is placed, not be-

cause it cannot succeed (though this is apparent), but because each is 

so heedless of the other's needs and aims, and they project their own 

desires upon the loved one. Again ambiguity results f'".com Hardy's 

intense SJ~pathy f'or his characters. He feels that two such people 

should be able to f',ind happiness in this life, and that if they feel 

they cannot achieve it outside of marriage to one another, then such 

a marriage should work. His tenderness toward them is powerfully con-

veyed in description: 

Clym took the hand which was already bared for him - it was a 
favourite way with them to walk bare hand in bare hand - and 
led her through the ferns. They formed a very comely picture 
of love at full flush, as they walked along the valley that 
late afternoon, the sun sloping down on their rightj and throw
ing their thin spectral shadows, tall as poplar trees, far out 
across the furze and fern. Eustacia went with her head thrown 
back fancifully, a certain glad and voluptuous air of triumph 
pervading her eyes at having won by her own unaided self a man 
who was her perfect complement in attainments, appearance~ and 
age • ( 213-4) 

To counter the impression of their essential incompatibility, Hardy 

attempts to show them to be in the grip of' irresistible passion. 

This is made convincing ~1 Eustacia's case: we see how her expecta-
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tions are aroused by the rustics' talk ('''she and Clym Yeobright would 

make a very pretty pigeon-pair"' [115]), and how she idealizes Clym as 

the solution to her situation. But Clym' s passion is less credible. 

In Tess the mutual attraction o£ Tess and Angel is made to seem as in

evitable as natural law by the vivid evocation of the natural world 

at Talbothays, by the all-pervading sensuousness of life there amid 

the resurgence of spring. In such an environment the characters are 

powerless to resist love. But the ascetic Clym is given no such reas

on £or forsaking his better judgement. His relationship with Eus

tacia is paralleled by the seasons, but the natural environment is not 

given the irresistible force and immediacy it has in Tess. 

There is a similar inadequacy in Hardy's rhetorical handling o£ 

Eustacia's suicide. Two main methods are employed to clear her o£ 

blame. Firstly, Hardy avoids presenting the actual event, and is 

sufficiently ambiguous about events leading up to it to create doubts 

over whether her death is suicide or mere accident. (The same tactics 

of omission ana. confusion are employed in Tess: .when Tess succumbs to 

Alec we are left in considerable doubt as to whether rape or seduction 

is involved). Secondly, Hardy works to show the apparent hopeless

ness of Eustacia's situation, to show that hope of reconciliation with 

Clym has gone, and that Wildeve as the only means of escape is in

adequate for her. The facts are there to support suicide in one as 

melancholy as Eustacia, yet we are not shown the pressure of these 

facts upon her. Again there is lack of direct, sustained inner views~ 

Her desperation and her impetus toward suicide are not made very 
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convincing psychologically since we rely too much on Charley's view 

of her. Like Charley, we can only conjecture 'the inner details of 

her life' (338). As she comes to the point of decision the view is 

rigidly exterior: 'The idea seemed to gather force !within her, and 

she remained in a fixed attitude nearly ten minutes, when a certain 

finality was expressed in her gaze, and no longer the blanlmess of 

indecision' (340). 'Seemed' is one of Hardy's most overworked words; 

he so often limits himself to an external view of character, and 

must rely on inferences, judging what appearances 'seem' to indicate. 

So, at the end, the weight of evidence for Eustacia's death-wish 

rests almost entirely on the image of her sinking down on Rainba.rrow; 

by contrast with her first appearance there in solitary triumph, 

Hardy seeks to convey visually what has happened to her in the course 

of the plot. But the image is not sufficiently supported by the 

rest of the book. 

Though Hardy for the most part uncritically identifies with his 

heroine, there is occasional ambivalence, even conflict, in his pat-

tern of judgement. There is still discernible at times the pattern 

of Far from the Madding Crowd - where the characters are judged ac

cording to their relative success or failure in adapting to an indif

ferent universe, where Bathsheba must J.earn to temper her desires to 

the needs of the community- or the pattern of Hardy's initial con

ception as outlined by Paterson. 

Despite his sympathy for Eustacia's restless aspiration, Hardy 

is able sometimes to stand back and see its danger in a more objective 

view: 
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To have lost the godlike conceit that we may do what we will, 
and not to have acquired a horr.ely zest for doing what we can, 
shows a grandeur of temper which cannot be objected to in the 
abstract, for it denotes a mind that, though disappointed, for
swears compromise. But, if congenial to philosophy, it is apt 
to be dangerous to the commonwealth. In a world where doing 
means marryin.g, a."'l.d the commonwealth is one of hearts and. hands, 
the same peril attends the condition. (79) 

Despite his stress on the untowardness of circumstances, Hardy can 

write of Eustacia's position after the closed-door incident: 'in-

stead of blaming herself for the issue she laid the fault upon the 

shoulders of some indistinct, colossal Prince of the World, who had 

framed. her situation and ruled her lot' (304). Apparently, Eustacia 

is to be seen as deluding herself in disclaiming responsibility - yet 

Hardy himself often does this on her behalf. During Clym's violent, 

self-accusing grief after his mother's death, Eustacia is said to be 

'anxious to avoid the sight of her husband in such a state as this, 

which had be come as dreadful to her as the trial scene was to Judas 

Iscariot 1 
( 315). A critical view of Eustacia seems implicit, too, 

in Thomasin's eminently rational response to the heath: 'To her 

there were not, as to Eustacia, demons in the air, and malice in 

every bush and bough. The drops which lashed her face were not 

scorpions, but prosy rain; Egdon in the mass was no monster what-

ever, but impersonal open ground. Her fears of the place were ra-

tional, her dislikes of its worst moods reasonable' (369-70). Such 

passages as these conflict awkwardly with the uncritical sympathy 

which characterizes Hardy's usual response to his heroine. Although 

there is no question where the balance lies, Hardy has not yet become 

whole-heartedly romantic; he still feels the pressure of human 
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responsibility, an.d is divided in a way that he is not in Tess of the 

~\l.~~y_yj.lle s. 4-5 

Hardy's uncertainty over how to judge Eustacia and his dominant 

tendency to identification are at times both nakedly apparent: 

Eustacia 1 s l!1&."lner had become of late almost apathetic. There 
was a forlorn look about her beautiful eyes which, whether she 
deserved it or not, vwuld have excited pity in the b1~east of
anyone~7h;-h~d knovm her during the fQll flush of her love for 
Glym. (262; my italics) 

.And again: 

To an onlooker her beauty would have made her feelings almost 
seem reasonable. The gloomy corner into which accident as much 
as indiscretion had brought this woman might have led even a 
moderate partisan to feel that she had cogent reasons for asking 
the Supreme Povrer by what right a being of such exquisite finish 
had been placed in circumstances calculated to make of her charms 
a curse rather than a blessing. (264-) 

Despite his misgivings, the tendency is plain; Hardy comes incr•easing-

ly to see things from Eustacia's viewpoint, becomes rather more than 

a 'moderate partisan.' By the time of her final flight, Eustacia is 

clearly to be seen as a victim, as one to be pitied not judged: 'Any-

one who had stood by now would have pi tied her ••.•• The wings or her 

soul were broken by the cruel obstructiveness of all about her' (360). 

~ 

45 Cf. David Eggenschwiler, "Eustacia Vye, Queen of Night and Courtly 
Pretender," Nin~_te_5)_r?:.:~l!.::Q..entur_x,_~ti~, X...'{V (March 1971), M-4-54. Eg
genschwiler sees much greater ambivalence in Hardy's attitude towards his 
heroine, but, oddly enough, does not regard this as destroying the novel's 
unity. Hardy establishes 'two opposing literary and cultural frames of 
reference by which to judge his character either as the heroine of roman
tic tragedy or the alazon of a comedy satirizing romanticism' (446). Eus
tacia is both 'a heroine and the parody of a heroine' (45·1-2), yet 'Hardy 
is not really conf'used in his conflicting representations of Eustacia' 
(454). How such a deeply divided novel can yet be unified quite escapes 
me. Moreover, Eggenschwiler, while justly noting the petty, self-indulgent 
elements in Eustacia's character, seriously over-estimates the novel's 
inherent division by seeing as consciously mock-heroic what Hardy intended 
to be genuL~ely heroic. 
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Her final soliloquy is offered without qualification or criticism: 

'How I have tried and tried to be a splendid woman, and how 
destiny has been agajnst me! ••• I do not deserve my lot! ••• 
0, the cruelty of putting me into this ill-conceived world! 
I was capable of much; but I have been injured and blighted 
and crushed by things beyond my control!' (361) 

Unfortunately, the reader is less inclined to take Eustacia on her 

own evaluation. 

Throughout the novel, then, there is a dislocation between what 

Hardy claims for Eustacia and what she is dramatically shovm to be; 

and at times there is considerable ambivalence in Hardy's own atti-

tude towards his heroine. As F.B. Pinion says, 

Hardy's portr•ai t is overa.one, a composite piece of work which 
endows Eustacia, despite her Greek origins, with attributes 
out of all proportion to the young woman of the novel. Had 
these qualities been more related to her actions - and they 
are often such that this seems impossible -or to Clym's im
pression of her, she might have been more the goddess Hardy 
imagined her .Lt.6 

In failing to endow the central character with heroic stature, the 

book falls short of the level of high tragedy which some critics have 

claimed for it. (It should be noted that over-inflated claims and 

ambiguity in authorial attitude are also apparent in the portrait 

of Clym. Space, however, does not allow a similar consideration 

of his case). Furthermore, as I have sought to show, the novel's 

primary stress on the irm1y of events calls for a pathetic not a 

tragic response. At times Hardy is wonderfully successful in evoking 

that response- as in the scenes of Mrs. Yeobright's death; of Clym 

46 A Hard:y ComEe;!lion (London, 1968), p. 33. 
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and Eustacia's courtship on the heath, where their vulnerability to 

time is poignantly apparent; above all in the severation of their 

marriage with Clym steeling himself at the moment of parting to his 

conscientiously misguided course: 

At last all her things vmre on. Her little hands quiv-ered 
so violently as she held them to her chin to fasten her bonnet 
that she could not tie the strings, and after a few moments she 
relinquished the attempt. Seeing this he moved fo~vard and 
said, 'Let me tie them.' 

She assented in silence, and lifted her chin. For once 
at least in her life she was totally oblivious of the charm of 
her attitude. But he was not, and he turned his eyes aside, 
that he might not be tempted to softness. (336) 

continues to illuminate whole stretches of human experience and to 

justify close critical attention. But, viewed as a whole, the novel 

is much less successful as a pathetic tragedy tha.Yl Tess of the d'Ur-

ber_:y_illes, largely because Hardy is 1L"Yl.able to reveal sufficient of 

Eustacia's inner life to wake us overlook her shortcomings, 1L"Yl.able, 

that is, to substantiate his heroine's dignity and worth with the 

triumphant success he enjoyed thirteen years later. 



4. TESS OF Tm~ D'LJRB:SRVILI.:F:S 93 

More than any other Hardy novel (except possibly Tho i.:[wor of' 

9.as.terbrid(3~) Tess of' the d1 Urbcrvillos exists for and because of one 

character. Here perhaps more than in any other Victorian novel .our 

judcement and acceptance of the book as a whole depend upon our evaluation 

of the protaconisto In the writer's lifetime ~ v:as. (and }Jrobably still 

is today) Hardy's most ·widely-read and hotly-debated work. Tho uncorrnnonly 

strong fe:Sling it aroused usually took the form of a deeply sympathetic 

or antagonistic response to the heroine. The v:ay in which auclience 

reaction polarized, and its intensely partisan nature are strikingly 

illustrated by an entry in Hardy's notebook: 

The Duchess of .Abercor-n tells me that the novel lk"l.S saved her 
all future trouble in the assortment o'I."" her friends. 'rhey 
have been almost figh-~i.."lG across her dinner-table over Tess's 
character., 

1 

·,·rhat she now sa::rrs to then is 1Do you support her 
or not?' Ilf they say 'No indeed. She deserved henginr,., .A 
little herldt!' she puts them in one groupo If' they s2.y 1Poor 
wronr,ed innocent!' and pity her, she puts them in the other group 
where she is l:.erself., 1 

This extreme partisanship is demonstrated not on.."Ly without the 

novel, but also withino Throughout her unequal struge;le against the 

destructive forces in her life, the author broods cor:lpassionD.tely and 

(source of the book's peculi3.!' poigru.-mce) helpJ.essly over his doomed 

heroine. '.7henever she appears to trw.1sgress against conventional moral 

standards he pleads miGhtily (B11d often i~consisten-tly) on her behalf, 

building up a great weight of extenuating c:ircumstences or introducing a 

new standard of judgement with which to vindicate her actions. Her 

passionate advocate during her life, he is seen nt her death as the on.e 



faithful friend who has·never forsaken her, and in whose affection 

alone she can find final refuge- '••o Poor iYOU."1deo. name! My bosom 

as a bed/Shall lodge theee' The epigraph epitomizes the attitude to 

Tess embodied in the novel as a whole. 

Such is the force of feeling Hardy brings to the book "'chat more 

than thirty years after its publication it ~ was said of him, 'He 

taJJced of Tess as if she was someone real whom he had known and liked 

2 
tremendously o ' It is in this force of feeling that both the strength 

and weaknesses of the novel lie. Translated into concrete and dramatic 

terms) Hardy's imaginative feeling makes Tess live in vividly visualized 

scenes, so that to the reader, too, she becomes as 'someone real'; but 

it also leads Hardy to identify so closely with his heroine that at times 

a balanced critical perspective is lost, and he becomes illogical and 

confused in her defffi1Ceo 

Just as the Duchess of Abercorn 1 s guests divided over the character 

of Tess, so contemporary critics divided over Hardy's evaluation of h3r. 

The harshly critical nattwe of some reviews seems to have been at least 

partly responsible for Hardy's turning away from fiction to verse not 

long afterwardso After reading a 'smar·t and amusing' review in~ 

.Q_uar~_er:l,;y, Hardy bitterly concluded: 'Well, if this sort of thing 

continues no more novel-writing for me. A man must be a fool to 

deliberately stand up to be shot ato• 3 But if many of the contemporary 

2 Ibid., P• 244. Cf. Hardy's 
'I am glad you like Tess - though 
all that she is, or vras, to me.' 

3 Later Years, p. 7. 

letter to T.K.Macquoid, 29 Oct. 1891, 
I have not been able to put on paper 

Quoted in Millgate, PP• 266-7. 
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revievrs were bigoted and uncharitable to both author and subject, 

they did at least focus attention on-what is still the majcr.c critical 

issue of the novel: namely, how viable is Hardy's value-judgement of 

This issue is so important because Hardy does not simply 

present a dran~tic picture of his heroine in a highly-particularized 

fictional world, leaving i::he work of evallk'"ttion to the reader; instead, 

he makes clearly evirlent his O¥Tn evaluation, ana. works hard to secure 

our concurrence. Just as H2xdy1 s feeling for Tegs is apparent in the 

epigraph, so his judgement of her is summarized by the sub-title, 1 A 

Pure Vl oman~ 1 In the words of ru1 early reviewer, 'The book is an 

argument for Tess - an argument steeped in passion, an arg~~ent by one 

who knows trl8.t the coarse facts are against him o••' 5 

II 

Before- analyzing Hardy's passionate argument for Tess, before 

examining how he handles the particular 'coarse facts' that appear to 

be against him, I vdsh to consider in broader terms hrnv Hardy controls 

our apprehensibn of his heroine. By the technique he uses, by the way 

he mediates Tess's story, Hardy makes of that story rnuch more than just 

an argument for an individual character; it becomes a vehicle to convey 

his wider vision of human possibilities and the universal pathos of 

thing so His lament for Tess is set in the context of a view that 

4 For two modern dissenting views, see Laurence Lerner, 11 Tes~ of the 
~b_erviJ}es: .11. Behaviourist Complaint, 11 Tll_~.Eutht~ll~ (London, 
1967), PP• 113-21, and w. Eugene Davis, HTess of the d 1 Urbervi1les: 
Some Ambiguities About a Pure \"Toman, 11 Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 
XXII (T,T?..rch 1968), 397..1+01. 

5 The Bookman, February 1892; reprinted in Th~'"tS Har~_and His Readers, 
ed. Laurence Lern.er and John Holmstrom (London, 19b1 , p. 74. 
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embraces the suffering of all ages and the great ironic reversals and 

cyclic patterns of history itselfo Of paramount importance in the 

novel is the U.>1iquely-individualized portrait of Tess Durbeyfield; for, 

as Irving Howe remarks, Hardy here 'stakes everything on his sensuous 

apprehension of a young woman's lifee••• Nothing finally matters in the 

novel nearly so much as Tess herself: not the other characters, not the 

philosophic underlay, not the social setting.•
6 

Yet Tess is not seen 

simply as an unsophisticated country girl, but also as a typical figure, 

an archetype of womanly devotion and resilience, and a representative 

of all mankind struggling valiantly but vainly against the inexplicable, 

inexorable forces of an ir~i~ferent cosmos. 

This larger perspective develops out of Hardy's idios~~cratio 

handling of point of view. The experience of Tess is enclosed by (and 

gains much of its affecting poignance from) that of the orrmiscient 

narrator. As in most of Hardy's novels, t_he narrator views events 

from a lofty vantage point, remote in space and time from that of the 

participants. This elevated, retrospective view distances and dwarfs 

the characters; they are seen as mere ciphers in the play of an 

impassive fate, as nonentities in the vast movement of historical forceso 

Yet, at the same time, being O!IL.>1iscient 9 the narrator can enter into the 

character's present situation, presenting events as they impinge upon 

the individual who has not the narrator's knowledge of the future. 

This d.Uc'1.l perspective, the mingling of a character's time-bound, earth-

bound awareness with the narrator's timeless, spatially-detached view, 

has long been seen as one of the most distinctive features of Hardy's 

'idiosyncratic mode of regard': 
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'l'he insignificance of ma.YJ., the briefness of his days, are always 
present in Ihrdy' s mind; he never fails to see them from the 
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point of view of tlie indifferent power, and the enormous past is 
always present vri th him as a moment of time. Man would not be 
worth writing about, were it not for one of Mr. Hardy's distinctive 
gifts as novelist and dramatist - what might be called his double 
VJ.SJ.Ono... If he sees the littleness, he sees also the greatness. 
VTatching from infinity, he shows human life as futile and trivial. 
Down in the stress and the tu..""'!'loil, looking out from the very 
heart of some farmer or milkmaid, he shows human life heroically 
grand. 'rhere is no trace in his work of contempt for human will, 
endurance and passion. All may be futile; but all are engrossing 
to the interest, and all may compel admirationo7 

This paradoxical effect of distance and closeness, of sympathy and 

detachment, is strikingly apparent, first, in a characteristic Hardyan 

opening device - that of beginning his narrative with a scene of a lone 

pedestrian moving along a road through.an otherwise deserted tract of 

countrysideo So begin both The J;<.eturn of the Native and Tess of the 

d 1 Urbervi1les. The effect is particularly emphatic in The Return of 

the Native, where a whole chapter is devoted to the vast, swarthy, 

untameable tract of heathland before an old man appears on the road that 

'bisected that vast dark surface like the parting-line on a head of black 

hair' ( 15). In Tess the huge dimensions of the setting are not directly 

presented, but are implicit in the statement that the lone pedestrian is 

moving from one village to another 'in the adjoining Vale 1 (5). The 

aerial god-like vantage point of the omniscient narrator allows him to 

take in the great sweep of the natural scene, and man :i.s seen as but a 

tiny part of it; yet, for all his seeming insignificance, he becomes the 

centre of attention. 

7 Harold Child, Thomas Hard,y (London, 1916), p. 21. 
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There is (as many ~ritics have pointed out) a real likeness here 

to the film director's method: the scene is viewed from a great 

distance as in a 'long shot'; the 1 camera eye' pans round the rolling 

countryside, then homes in on the minute figure in the centre of the 

panoramao Hence there is a paradoxical effect of both htmbling end 

elevating man, the 'double vision' of both his insignificance and 

importance. Samuel Chew sees the technique as serving to draw the 

reader 'into the theatre of action.•
8 

But, though we are drawn do1m 

to the character's level and into his concerns, the sense of distance 

is still implicit ·within the point of view, and occasionally the narrator 

reverts openly to this god-like stance - as, for instance, when Tess, 

entering the Valley of the Great Dairies, is seen 'upon the hemmed expanse 

of verdant flatness, like a fly on a billiexd-table of indefinite length, 

and of no more consequence to the surroundings tlwn that fly'(89), or 

when Tess ond Marian appear on the desolate drabness of the Flintcomb-

Ash swede-field like flies 'crawling over the surface 1 (238). 

In addition, these 'camera-eye' views of a character on the road 

make concrete Hardy's vision of the lonely dreariness of life, of the 

stoic struggle of man against his ineluctably earth-bound loto The way 

stretching out before Captain Vye is (tYPically) a 'long, laborious road, 

dry, empty, and white' (15). .And repeatedly in Tess we are given a 

picture of the heroine like that of her home-coming after her ill-fated 

sojourn at Trantridge: 

8 Samuel C. Chew, Th9mas H2£dy, Poet and Novelist (New York, 1921), 
p. 91. 



The basket was hE:avy and. the bundle VIas large, but she lugged. 
them along like e. person vrho d.id. not find. her especial bura.en 
in materia~ thingso Occasionally she stopped to rest in a 
mechanical way by some gate or post; and. then, giving the 
baggage another hitch upon her full round. arm, went steadily 
on again.(63) 

After her desertion by Clare she becomes again 1 a lonely woman with 

a basket anc1 a buncUe in her ovm porterage 1 (227), ancl her energy and 

spirit are consluned. in weary trudging along dusty upland roads in 

continual search of employment and security. 

In these repeated pictures of Tess travelling alone and desolate, 

the deep sympathy the reader feels is controlled and modulated by the 

aloof, impersonal viewpoint. Since Hardy feels so intensely for 

Tess, this detached viewpoint is essential to the maintenance of a 

balanced tone; without it he might easily become maudlin and waJ.lovr 

in self-indulgent emotionalism. There are occasional lapses, it is 

true, when Hardy rrakes too explicit an appeal to the reader's sympathy 

as for instance, in the harvest scene at Marlatt: 

It was a thousarr1 pities, indeed; it was impossible for even an 
enemy to feel otherwise on looking at Tess as she sat there~ with 
her flower-like mouth and large tender e;yes, neither ble,ck nor 
blue nor gray nor violet; rather all those sll.ades together:~ and 
a hundred others, which could be seen if one looked into their 
irises - shade behind slw.d.e - tint beyond tint - around pupils 
that had. no bottom .. o (76) 

Or again, when the deserted Tess is shown pathetically rehearsing her 

husban.d 1 s favourite songs in despairing hope of pleasing him should he 

return~ Hardy overloads the scene vdth the commentll 'It vrould have 
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melted the heart of a stone to hear her singing these d.ittiesoe•' (28lt-) 

Yet such passages aside - and they are few - one cannot but agree with 

Irving Howe that 'the controlling perception of Tess is restrained 
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and... ttheal thytt. 19 Fur.thermore, Hardy's very restraint helps to 

make Te~ so moving an experience for the reader because we are 

neither embarrassed by a e;ratuitous a.isplay of feeling (as is sometimes 

the case vri.th Thackeray and his Amelias), nor pressed too hard for 

an emotional response (as in some of Dickens 1 death-bed scenes) o In 

Tess, Hardy exhibits his ovm mastery of those qualities which he so 

much admired in the works of Anatole France - 1 the force of reserve, 

and the emphasis of understatement. 110 For the most part, Hardy's 

mm feelings are not imposea·upon the reader, but are implicit in the 

structure of the work and the judgements he makes of characters and 

eventso 

The detached, retrospective point of view not only enables Hardy 

to control his intense feeling for Tess, it also provides a means of 

coming to terms with all experience, a secure perspective from which 

to view life in generalo In one of his notebook musings he writes, 

For my part, ifxthere is any way of getting a melancholy 
satisfaction ~ of life it lies in d~~ng, so to speak, 
before one is out of the flesh; by which I mean putting 
on the manners of ghosts, ·wandering in their haunts, a.11d taking 
their v-iews of surrounding thingso To think of life as passing 11 
away is a sadness; to think of it as past is at least tolerablee 

So it is that in his artistic recreations of life 'passing away,' Hardy 

withdre~vs from the ur1bearable experience of the transient moment to a 

·9 Qp. cit., p. 111. 

10 Later Ye?xs, P• 159o 

11 Early Life, Po 275. 



vantage point outside time and diseng0ged from human passion. It 

is as if he had become a ghost no longer subject to the rending of 
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human emotion, wandering in an ethereal realm free from the pressures 

of matter and time. To the omniscient narrator, the passing spectacle 

of human woes is bearable because it is in fact past-life; what are 

for the characters the hidden consequences, the uncertain prospects 

of the future, are for him certain, concluded issues. 

The reader is placed in a mid-way pos1tion. Partaking partially 

of the narrator's privilege, vre view with some irony the characters 9 

unsuspecting approach to events vrhich will decisively shape their 

future so Yet we do not share the narrator's lmowledge of the precise 

form of the future; we are merely given certain general expectations; 

we see a tragic outcome as likely but not sure. The reader, therefore, 

has fears and sees dangers that the characters are blind to, but still 

shares the characters' hopes and desires for tl~ happy outcome (w~ich 

the narrator lmows is not to eventuate) .. Hence we are led through 

the spectacle of life passing away, entering into the characters' 

emotions and going through the anguish once felt by the narrator, till 

we too come,.finally, to share the narrator's resigned and contemplative 

view which is 'at least tolerable o' 

Most critics testify to the tremendous emotive pow~r of Tess; it 

is one of the most deeply moving novels in the languageo 'No novel by 

Hardy, 1 concludes Harold Chilcl, 1 perhaps no novel ever written, is so 

full of pity as this ••• and so hot an expression of personal feeling.• 12 

12 OE_. cit., p. 67. 
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Pathos is, of course, inherent in the narrative itselfo Given such 

a heroine and such a fate we cannot but truce pity; yet our response 

might be very superficial inc1eed were it not for Hardy's skilful 

handling of point of view., 

The intensity of our feeling is the result of the degree to which 

we are made to enter into Tess's view of things and to imaginatively 

share her experience. .A .. lmost every character and event in the book 

are seen predominantly as they impinge upon Tess. By seeing into her 

consciousness we are given to understand and s;ympathize with her as no 

other character cano The importance of this inside vievr to a true 

estin~te of Tess is often explicitly stated by Hardy: 

Inside this exterior, over which the eye might have roved as 
over a thing scarcely percipient, almost inorganic, there was 
the record of a pulsing life ·which had learnt too well., for its 
years, of the dust and ashes of things, of the cruelty of lust 
rutd the fragility of loveo(23~) 

We are given to see vvhat makes Tess so distinctive a.'1.d s;ympathetic a 

character and see too that other people are blind to the 'pulsing life' 

withino 

Nevertheless, the inside views in Tess are not nearly as direct 

and as detailed as those of a modern novelist using the stream-of-

consciousness technique, or even of George Eliot. The reader enters 

into the sense of Tess's experience primarily tm"'ough the extra.ora.inary 

immediacy o~ the scenes in which she appears; through the power and 

pathos of Hardy's external view we are made to empathize with his 

heroineo What we are given, then, is not the feel of her conscious-

ness itself (as we would be by Joyce or Faulkner) so much as the f~el 
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of events that are impinging upon her. Thus the reader, as it were, 

responds for Tess, imaginatively recreates what is supposedly going on 

(but not always directly seen) within her. In other words, what vTe 

enter into is the au-:th'?.£~~erience of his heroine as he follows 

through the course of her life.13 

It may be thought that the detached view of the n.,_'1rrator 

(embracing as it does all of time and ~pace) calls in question the 

vie·vrpoint of Tess which it envelops 0 Such seems to be the opinion 

of JoHillis J.IilJ.er, who discusses Hardy's technique in these terms: 

To embrace any view of things with a wider, more inclusive 
view, or even one merely different, is to put both views in 
question .... o There is a way of seeing which views both the 
activities of an an thiJ.l and the whole spe.n of his tory e..s 
equally small and m1importa~t. ~\ny number divided by infinity 
is zero, and Hardy's shifts of perspective are ~ade on the 
basis of an i.g-figite detachm~lit rrhich, in his arithmetic of 

14 vision, shows /~tie vridest andjl~rrowest views as equaJ.J.y null. 

But rather than showing both the limitea view of the characters and 

the vast historical perspective of the narrator as equally null, it 

seems to me that Hardy in fact presents both as equally real and 

valid. 

I1ardy's sense of the importance of the individual comes out in 

13 Cf. Oscar Cargill's definition of empathy in literature: 1 it 
means sharing to the fullest extent possible the experience of the 
author in living with his creations' ("The Validity of Literature, 11 

£ollef£e Enr;J.ish, XX.'C [ J;:ay 1969 J, 622). I shall have cause to refer 
to this article again later in seeking to distinguish the different 
responses to character elicited by Hardy and George EJ.iote 

J..4. Thomas Hardy: Distance and Desire (Cambridge, Mass., 1970), p. 51. 
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his iteration of the subjectivity of experience. Tess's illegitimate 

child is 

a waif to whom eterr1al Time had been a matter of da~·:·s rr,erely, 
who lmew not that such things as years and cenh1ries ever 
were; to whom the cottage interior was the universe, the 
week's weather clir.:ate, new-born babyhood human existe.nce, 
and the instinct to stwk hUI:1Dll. knowledge. ( 81) 

The narrator sees things in terms of 'years and centuries'; he is 

al'lare of the dimensions embraced by 1 eternal Time 1 and 1 the universe.' 

In such a perspective human life appears of the merest transience 

and of the slightest si~.Pificance. Yet the individual outlook is 

dwarfed, not invalidated by this enclosing perspective; Yle are 

made to see that for the individual his or her ovm view of reality 

is the only one possible. Angel Clare arrives at Hardy's view when 

he sees Tess as 

a woman living her preciotts life - a life which, to herself who 
endured or enjoyed it, possessed a.sgreat a diDension as the life 
of the mightiest to hinself. Upon her ::mnsations the uhole 
world depended to Tess; through her existence all her fellow-
creahlres existed, to her. The universe itself only came into 
being for Tess on the particular day in the particular year in 
which she vms borno 

This consciousness upon rrhich he had intruded nas the 
single opportu ... 'l.i ty of existence ever vouchsafed to Tess by an 
unsympathetic First Cause - her all; her every and only che.nce. (130) 

On occasion, Hardy makes an almost absolute endorsement of the subjective 

point of view: 

. At times her whimsical fancy would intensify natural processes 
around her till they seemed a part of her mm story. Rather 
they became a ps.rt of it; for the norld is only a psychological 
phenonenon, and what they seemed they were.(72) 

It is hev-e that the ethical core of the novel lies. 
/' 

Bernard J. 

Paris a:li'gues that 'the importance of the individual consciousness to 
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itself' is merely~ source of value in. the novel, and that this does 

not provide a consistent moral norm. 15 A's Paris shows (and we shall 

see later), Hardy does use inconsistent standards of judgement in 

Tess, yet it seems to me that this principle is fundamental to 

Hardy' s moral outlook, ancl does, in fact, dominate the ethical 

pattern of the book. These passages form the most explicit statement 

of this standard, but it is implicit throue;hout the novel in Hardy's 

use of point of view. As has been mentioned, all the characters are 

seen in relation to Tess and are judged by the way in vrhich their 

actions impinge upon her; the subjectivity of Tess's e}:perience, the 

importence of :b...er life to herself, is constantly stressed. Since the 

reader is almost never permitted to consider other chare.cters by 

themselves, but only as they affect Tess, he mnst unavoidably judge 

those who :b:urt her more harshly than is their due. By allorring Tesfl' s 

vie·wpoint to dominate the book, Hardy evokes a much more limited response to 
and Angel 6 

Alec fh?.n he probably intended.
1 

But such was his dilemma: if he had 

15 '"A Gonf\1sion of Eany Standards': Conflicting Ve.lue Systems 
in 'J:e.~s of the d 1 Urb.ervilles,u Nineteenth-Cer.!:iur:z }i'iction, X:XIV (June 
196'9)' 73-7 5. 

16 In a recent article, Robert B. Heilrr:an mak:es a very persuasive 
case for seeing both Alec aDd Jl...ngel as much more complex and fully
rounded characters than most rea.ders usually do. However, his 
argument fails to convince finally because he considers these two 
characters by themselves, and this the novel never allows us to do. 
For instance, Heilman argues that Alec has been too harshly judged, 
and his consideration and concern f'or Tess not fully recognized. But 
Alec's solicitude for Tess is seen from her point of vievr as constituting 
a threat - in fact, it is more dangerov.s to her than mere indifference. 
See 11 G·ulli ver and Hardy's ~; Eouybnlmms, Yahoos and Ambigu.i ties, 11 

~~~' VI (April 1970), PP• 277-301. 
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entered as fully into Alec 1 s and An[;el 1 s subjective worlds as he does 

into her's, he would not have achieved as strong a response to Tess 

as he needed. 

The overv;helming sympathy.we feel for Tess comes, then, of the 

fact that, tJ.1ough she 1 vms not an existence, an. experience, a pc.ssion, 

a structure of sensations, to anyl)ody but herself' ( 77) in her ·world, 

she is mrtde, through Herdy1 s narrative skill, precisely that for uso 

But (strange as it may seem) the poignance of her experience is the 

greater because, in the objective historical perspective which the 

narrator commands, it is shmm as ultimately insignificanto The 

individuaPs life becor:ws so much more pathetic by its very pointlessness. 

If the pain Tess endttres had any meaning, if her suffering served any 

purpose, it might by at least tolerable - to us, if not to her. Instead, 

the vrhole pattern of the plot and the character of the narrator's point 

of view go to show the indifference of the vmrld to man' s plight and the 

utter irrationality of human sufferingo The numerous coincidences 

underline how gratuitous and illogical is the occurrence of pain; Tess 

is so often the victim of mere chanceo 

The inconsonence of the natural order with man's feelings is one 

of the most characteristic elements of ~che nerrator' s visiono Tess's 

weda.ing-night confession has been called 1 the most lacerating scene in 

all HexdyJ 17 The poignancy of the scene is very much sharpened by 

17 H.C.Duffin, ThOll1.:'1.S·H~..£;y (I.~anchester, 1916; revised and 
enlarged 1921, 1937), P• 55. 
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the setting as seen through the narrator's eyes: 

The fire in the grate looked impish - demoniacally f'unny, as 
if it did not care in the least about her str2.i t. The fender 
gri1med idly, as if it too did not cc.tre. The light from the 
water-bottle was merely engaged in a chromatic problem. All 
material objects around annovnced their irresponsibility with 
terrible iteratione(l90-1) 

After the ha.rrovring drama of Angel's rea,ction to Tess 1 s story, the 

narrative return::: to the detached note with which the chapter began. 

Clare, prostrate v:ith emotions~ shock, retires. 

He reclined on his couch in the sitting-room, and extine;uished 
the light., The night came in, and took up its place there, 
unconcerned and indifferent; the night which had aJ.ready 
svrallmved up. his haiYpiness, and vra,s novf digesting it listlessly; 
and was ready to swallow up the hap:piness of a thouse,nd other 
people with as little disturbance o:;.~ change of mien.,(l97) 

For the most pert this perspective evades the characters because 

they are so deeply embroiled in the present situationo Only 

occasionc'l.lly can they distance themselves from their immediate emotions 

to attain something of the narrator's objectivity. It is significant 

that Tess achieves this detached view most clearly during her long 

period of confinement a.."ld vri thdrawa.l fron life foil owing the trauma of 

her experiences at Trantridgeo She comes then to see, with the 

narrator, that 

The past vras past; whatever it had been it was no more at hand. 
rihatever its consequences, time vwuld close over them; they 
would all in a few years be as if they had never been, and she 
herself grassed dovm and. forgotten. Nea..-rmhile the trees were 
just as green as before; the birds se11.g &'ld the sun shone as 
clearly now as ever., The familiar s L'rroundings had not 
darkened because of her grief, nor sickened because of her 
p:dno(77) 

Brief mention has been made of the restrained, almost neutral tone 

which Harcly naintains by means of his detached vnntage point~ ancl ·which 
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particularly distinguishes his authorial voice from those of the more 

garrulous of other great eighteenth and nineteenth-century owniscient 

authors. A Fielding or a Thackeray has little compunction about 

obtruding his thoughts and feeline;s upon.the fictional vrorld, nor 

any unease in acknowlede;ing his ability to manipulate the outcome of 

event so Hardy, on the other D~nd, attempts to decrease the sense 

of his presence as the controlline;, all-knovdng creator. A device 

which he frequently uses to remove himself from the scene is that of 

attributing to a 'hypothetical observer• 18 observations which actually 

belong to the omniscient narrator. This ploy is, perhaps, more 

common in The Return of the Hativ3, especially in episocies on the 

heath w·here a scene is often introduced vri th ·words like, 1 Had a 

looker-on been posted in the immediate vicinity of the barrow, he 

would have learned ••• 1 (21); and so a strong sense of the emptiness 

of the heath, of the absence of all actual observers, is maintained. 

In ~' the device allows Hard:;,r to convey his feeling by tactful 

indirectiono The terrible poignance of Angel and Tess's return to 

Talbothay's, attempting to keep up the pretence of a newly-wed union 

which has actually been utterly shattered, is apparent only to the 

narrator; to all the other chEtracters they are what they seem - a 

18 For the term, and the insight, I am ina.ebted to Jolm Paterson: 
'nothing is more characteristic of Hardy than the habit of transferl~ing 
to a hypothetical observer or set of observers an otherwise authorial 
comment' (The EeJdng of "The Return of the Ne"tive, 11 P• 161). 
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blissful couple. Yet the irony is presented as it would appear to 

an imagined observer: 

••• as she ana. Clare stood sicle by side at leaving, as if 
united body and soul, there would have been something peculiarly 
sorry in their aspect to one rrho shou~d .b..:'J.Ve seen it tru_l_;z; 
two limbs of one life, c;,s they outwardly were, his e.:cm touching 
hers, her skirts touching him, facing one rmy, as against all 
the a_airy f'ao:ing the other, speaking in their adieux: as 1 we, 1 ana. 
yet sundered like the poles. (211, my italics) 

In instances such as this, the notion of a hypothetical observer 

is made explicit, but there are many occasions vrhen such a notion is 

implicito After describing the letter, pllJ1)?0rtecUy from lilrs. 

d 1 Urberville inviting Tess to Trantridge, the nerrator rernarks, 'Mrs. 

d 1Urberville 1 s handwriting seemed rather masculine' (39). To whom, 

we immediately ask, did it 'seem' so? Obviously not to the naF~ator, 

who in his onmiscience lmows full well that the letter is from Alec; 

eg_ua~ly obviously not to Tess, who vrou~d not :b.ave accepted the 

invitation had she suspected Alec of such trickery. Yle are left 

then to infer another viewpoint, that of an impersonal, unseen but 

limited, human observero Hardy often renounces the privileges of 

omniscience ana_ binds himself to this limited external view in order 

to reduce the sense of his presence; hence the repeated use of 

'seemed' in his descriptions. This device also helps ma};::e concrete 

Hardy's notion of man as utterly alone in the world without recm:trse 

to an omniscient judge or c;n absolute reference pointe Yet, whether 

the hypothesis of a.1'1 unseen human observer is made explicit or not, 

the tactic often seems ~tificial and unnecessarily coy. 
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There are times, however, when the narrator's temporary 

relinquishing of omniscience is justified by the special effect 

gainedo When Tess leaves home to go to Trantridge her helplessness 

and aloneness in f'ace of' future danger are poignantly captured by 

tying the viewpoint to that of the family watching her a_eperture. · 

We see ~ rather than th£_ov.gh the family (since they are incapable 

of so refined a view). Tying the view to a particular point in 

space makes concrete the distance betvmen Tess alone on the hill-

top and the family at its f'oot. The effect of the scene is remarkably 

like that in The Return of' the N c;_ti ve where the reader ( vri th l.Trs. 

Yeobright) sees Thomasin, going alone to her marriage, as a pale-blue 

spot in a vast field of' neutral brovm, solitary and una.efended except 

by the po·uer of her own hope' (168). It is often in miniatm~e scenes 

li.lre these that Hardy' s vision of' man 1 s place in the world (note that 

the field of brmvn is 'neutral' both visually and morally) is most 

effectively realized. 

The impersonality that the narr2.tor1 s voice gains by such mea..'1s 

gives it something of the qualit;;r (as Donald Davidson notes) of' the 

balladist or epic poet.
1 9 But the book's affinities viith the epic 

do not end there. By focusing attention so exclusively on the central 

character, and by the way in which her life is imagin2.tively recreated, 

19 1 i:-J:e wrote as a ballad-maker viOuld write if a ballad-maker were 
to have to v1ri te novels; or as a bardic or epic poet vmuld vrri te if 
faced vrith the necessity of perforrring in the quasi-lyrical but 
nonsingable strains of the nineteenth century and later' ( 11 1'he 
Traditional Basis of Thomas Herdy' s Fiction, 11 in ~: A. Collection 
of' C!.'itical Essays, edG Albert J. Guerard [:SnGlevTooa. Cliffs, N.J., 
l9b3 ], P• li}. 
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the novel gives her 811 epic grMd.eur, 811 almost legendary status; 

she becomes for the reader, as for Clare, 'no longer the milkmaid, 

but a visionary essence of 11oman - a whole sex condensed. into one 

typical form'(lll). 

The retrospective viewpoint is essential to this effect. 

Hardy repeatedly emphasizes the t,T.eat gulf between the present of 

narration ana. the time at which the action took place. By ma..l(ing 

his d.ista11ce in time so explicit, the narrator gives events an air 

of fatality - as shall be seen later. But, by the same token, he 

also magnifies the siGJ.!ificance of Tess's story- to have survived. 

so long it must h.·we assumed. something of the nature of a legend.; 

and., by his retelling, the narrator preserves and safeguards the 

legend. for all timeo 

Often the merest touches go to sue;gest the legendary character 

of the story. Y.'hen Clare joins in the l>larlott d.a11ce and. chooses a 

girl other th8l1 Tess as his partner, the narrator conmlents that 

1 The name of the eclipsing girl, ·whatever it was, has not been. handed. 

d.ovm 1 (ll1-). This is obviously an inconsistency in the omniscient 

narrator Yrho just three pages earlier had been able to see into the 

private world. of each of the girls in the dance; but the statement 

stresses the great distance in time of events, and. implies their epic 

quality - lmorvledge of them is 'handed. dovm.' The notion of the 

narrative as orally transmitted. recurs in the picture of Angel a11d. 

Tess's lonely walk after her confession. The episoc1e is reported 

by an unnamed observer yrho~ at first, 1 did not bear in mind the curious 

incident, which, however, he recalled a long while after'(l95), alld it 
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is passed on by word of mouth: 'It was said afterwards that a 

cottager of Wellbridge, who went out late that night for a doctor, 

met two lovers in the pastures, walking very slowly, vri thout 

. 20 
converse, one behind the other, as in a funeral procession ••• •(195). 

Yet, for the narrator, the story of Tess does not simply lie 

far dista.'1t (though recoverable) in the past. By his extraordinary 

ability to revivify the past,. the narrator mwces of Tess a living 

legend, eternally present in his intense apprehension of her 

existence: 'Thus Tess walks on; a figure which is part of the 

landscape; a fieldvroman pure e...nd simple, in vrinter guise ••• 1 (233-ll-). 

By the use of the present tense in such passages,the figure of Tess 

looms out of the past to jnhabi t the timeless present of the narrator. 

This effect is most powerfully achieved in the h""...rvest scene: 

This morning the eye returns involuntarily to the girl 
in the pink cotton jacket, she being the most flexuous and 
finely-dravm figure of them all. But her bonnet is pulled 
so far over her brow that none of her face is disclosed 
while she binds, though her complexion may be guessed from 
a stray tnine or two of dark brown hair which extends below 
the curtain of her bonnet. Perhaps one reason vrhy she 
seduces casual attention is that she never courts it, though 
the other women often gaze around them. 

Her binding proceeds with clock-like monotony. From 
the sheaf last finished she draws a handful of ears, patting 
their tips with her left palm to bring them even. Then 
stooping low she moves forward, gathering the corn with both 
hands against her knees, and pushing her left gloved hand 
under the bundle to meet the right on the other side, holding 

20 Cf. "Beyond the Last Lamp, 11 (Collected Poems, P• 296), vrhich 
recounts an almost identical incident, and thus suggests that this 
episode may derive from Hardy's actual experience. 
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the corn in an embra.ce like that of a lover01 She brings the 
ends of the bond together, and kneels on the sheaf while she 
ties it, beating back her skirts now and then when lifted by 
the breeze., A bit of her naked arm is visible between the 
bu:ff leather of the ga1.mtlet and the sleeve of her gown; and 
as the day wears on its feminine smoothness becomes scarified 
by the stubble and bleedso 

At intervals she stands up to rest, and to retie her 
disarranged apron, or to pull her bonnet straid1t. Then one 
can see the oval face of a handsome yo1.mg woi'lan with deep 

. dark eyes and long heavy clingi..YJ.g tresses, which seem to 
clasp in a beseeching way anything they fall againsto The 
cheeks are paler, the teeth more regular, the red lips thinner 
than is usual in a country-bred girl., 

It is Tess Durbey:field, otherwise 
changed - the same, but not the same; 
her existence living as a stranger and 

d1 Urberville, somewhat 
at the present stage of 
an alien here ••• (74-5) 

This scene has a strangely paradoxical quality, a combination of 

objectivity and subjectivity, a closeness yet distance in timeo The 

objectivity is there in the detached viewpoint, the impersonality of 

'the eye. 1 Yet the scene is not simply the product of a neutral 

camera-eye passively recardi..Dg each action; there is a definit~ 

sense of a distincive mind re-acting to and shaping passing events, 

a consciousness that reveals itself in every simile used ('holding the 

corn in an embrace like that of a lover') and in each supposition 

made ('Perhaps one reason why ••• '). The present tense, of course, 

makes far visual immediacy; it creates an impression of the action 

tru{ing place before out~ eyes 'This morning,' on the very morning of 

occurrence. Yet we soon realize that this is only an illusion; we 

cannot really return to the characters' time scheme; we can immerse 

ourselves in their present only temporarilyo We are soon reminded 

that the narrator has broken into Tess's time span from a position 

far outside it and to which he eventually will retw."l1. ('It is Tess 
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Durbeyfield ••• at the present stase of her existence • • • '). 

Furthermore, although the present tense gives imDediacy, the 

actions described are not fully particularized, are not made 

unique in space and time. The tense used is the habitual 

present, not the actu,_u present. Hence the actions themselves 

are seen as representative, regulD.rly-repeated motions ('Iier 

bindire proceeo.s with clock-like monotony'). There is no sense 

of a fixed moment in tir.,e, rather the rrhole clay and the vrhole 

scene are held suspended in time ( 1 ••• as the day vmars on its 

feminine sm~othness becomes scari:fied and bleeds'). The scene 

exists, then, not in the historical present, but in an eternal 

present of the narrator's consciousness. Time (the donain of 

the fleetin[S mor:1ent, the never-to-be-repeated opport1.mi ty) is one 

of the elements most destructive of Tess's happiness;
21 

but i.."l 

Hard;>'' s imaginr~tive recreation of her experience, she is finally 

liberated from its tyranny into a timeless realm rrhere she ever 

lives for the appreciative reader. 

If the na1~ative perspective exp~~ds Tess's story to near-

legendary dimensions, it does so very much at the expense of the 

other characters. As Irving Hom remarks, 

21 In the serial version, the notorious 'President of the 
Immortals' sentence read, lliJustice" nas done, and Tine, the 
Archsatirist, had had his joke out with Tess.' 
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Only one 11 ch.?.racter" is almost as importa:;.1.t as Tess and that 
is Hardy himself. Tm"'ough his musing voice, he me..kes his 
presence steadily felt. He hovers and ·watches over Tess, 
like a stricken father. He is as tend~r to Tess as Tess is 
to the world. Tender; end helpless. 2 

Hardy's OilliJ.iscience in the fictional world makes his helplessness in 

face of his her·oine' s fate all the more po:i.gnant., Viriting of the 

role of the implied author in Fielding's novels, 'i!ayne C. Booth 

suggests that 'our growing intimacy ·with Fielding's dramatic version 

of himself produces a kind of comic analogue of the true believer's 

reliru1ce on a beni@1 providence in real life. • 23 It is, of cot~se, 

impossible for Hardy to create such an analogue if he vlishes his 

work to express his considered view of life, a view vrhich sees no 

evidence of 'a benign providence in real life.' Instead, it is 

almost as if the implied author in Tess embodies the fate of the 

First Cause or Im1nanent Will in some of Hardy's poems: he has 

brought a world into being, but is po·werless to control and direct 

it in a way conducive to human happiness. And Hardy is deeply 

concerned for human happiness while the unconscious Will is not. 

He has, then, the knovrledge and spirit of a benign provic1ence 

without the powero Fielding can assure us that his protagonists, 

whatever their temporary trials and tribulations, will enjoy a happily-

ever-after type of ending. Hardy, however, ·watches helplessly as his 

characters progress steadily and nnwi ttingly towara.s the catastrophe 

that he knows awaits themo 

22 Qp. cit~, p. 131. 
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Thus the very nat·ure of the point of view in Tess makes 

palpable the fatalism that forms the novel's philosophic underlay. 

Here the essential dualism of Hardy's outlook becomes apparent: 

the division between what he felt was intellectually true, and 

what he deeply wished he could believe. In other words, there is 

a central conflict in Hardy between his naturalistic philosophy 

(by which he saw man's desire for fulfilment as, in the nature of 

things, inevitably doomed to disappointment) and his intense 

sympathy vri th human aspirations o I~ is impossible not to be 

impressed ~long with Lord David Cecil) by 'the honesty which compelled 

him to accept a philosophy of the universe so repugnant to the deepest 

instincts of his heart.'~ In the fictive world of Tess, this tension 

between the actual and the desired is seen in the 

dualism of a merciless, unhesitating tragic imagination, and 
an impotent fervour of charity for its central figure; charity 
that seems always desiring to protect this figure from the 
steady, injurious process of the imagination which conceived 
her, yet can do nothing but painfully watch her a.estruction. 25 

The impotence of the narrator in his desire to protect Tess is 

most poignantly felt in moments of special threat or harm to her. 

26 
i7itness the subdued bitterness of the lament follovving Tess's rape: 

2lt- Hardy the Novelist, p. 156. 

25 La.scelles. Abercrombie, Thomas Ha.rctz.: A_ _Cri tice~ .stud.:z 
(London,l912), Po 103. 

26 The confusion over what actually took place between Tess and 
Alec and its implications :for judgement are discussed below. Though 
most of the evidence points towara.s seduction, ra1)e is obviously 
implied in this passage. 
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Darlmess and silence ruled everywhere arouna.. Above 
them rose the prime'val yevrs and oaks of The Chase, in which 
were poised gentle roosting birds in thdr last nap; and 
about them stole the hopping rabbits and hccres. But, might 
some say, where was Tess 1 s guPrdian ansel? where was the 
provid.ence of her. simple faith? Perhaps, like that other 
god of vrhom the ironical :rishbite spoke, he wc:u:l talking, or 
he was pursuing, or he was fun a journey, or he was sleepine; 
and not to be avraJ<:ened. 

"'\!hy it vras that upon this beautiful feminine tissue, 
sensitive as gossamer, a.YJ.d prc:..ctically bla.YJ.k as snow as yet, 
there should have been traced such. a coarse Pc'1ttern as it 
was doomed to receive; why so often the coarse appropriates 
the finer thus, the wrong man the woman, the v~rong nom.an the 
man, many thousa ... '1d years of analytical philosop.-"hy have failed 
to explain to our sense of ordero One may, indeed, admit the 
possibility of a retribution lurking in the present cata.stropheo 
Doubtless some of Tess d 1 Urberville 1 s mailed ancestors rollick
ing home from a fray had dealt the same measure even more 
r·uthlessly towards peasant girls of their time. But though 
to visit the sins of the fathers upon the children may be a 
morality good enough for divinities, it is scorned by average 
human nature; and it therefore does not mend the matter. 

As Tess's ovm people dmvn in those retreats are never 
tired of sa;ying among each other in their fatalistic way: 
'It was to be. 1 There lay the pity of it. An immeasurable 
sociai chasm >Yas to divide our heroine 1 s personality thereafter 
from that previous self of hers who stepped from her mother's 
door to try her fortune at Trantridge poultry-farm.(62-3) 

Part of the function of this passage is neatly described by Irving 

Howe, who sees it as serving the purpose 'of what. is called. in film-

making a "dissolve". We are led back, away from the event, so that 

vm may regard. it with the brooding helplessness which for Hardy is 

the Ultimate register of trouble.• 27 The 11 dissolve 11 effect is created 

by the evocation of vast periods of history (the 1 primeval ye·ws and oaks,' 

the references t() biblical history$ and to Tess 1 s medieval ancestors). 

27 On. cit., P• 117 
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Not only are the vast s'tretches of time before the event evoked, 

but the event itself comes to seem far distant in the past; the 

narrator seems to be looking at it from a point outside time where 

the ways of the Wessex peasantry are eternally fixed for him 

'As Tess 1 s ovm people down in those retreats are never tired of 

saying ••o The last sentence makes the retrospective nature of 

th . t f . •t 1' 't 28 
e poln o new q_UJ.·e exp J.CJ.. Thus vre are dravm away from 

the present to a perspective encompassing all time and from which 

this pe.rticuls.r instance is seen as part of a general, ever-recurring 

patter-.a of events that 1 many thousEilld .years of ru1e~ytical philosophy 

have failed to a~plain to Ol~ sense of order.' The movement from 

the particular to the general human experience takes place in the 

linear progression of the sentence, 'Why it was that upon this 

beautiful feminine tissue ••o why so often the coarse appropriates 

the finer thus •• o 1 (my italics-) .. 

Thus the omniscient co~T<entary here serves a greater function 

than that of a mere cinematic dissolveo By distancing the scene 

Hardy is able to give Tess's experience a wider meru1ing, a deeper 

resonance. A specific grief becomes a lJ~ical, universal lament. 29 

· 28 The tense, the future-in-the-past, eives an air of strange 
certainty to this concluding statement ('.An immeas1..1rable social chasm 
vras to divide ••• 1 ). Vie know that ihe narrator speak:s true because 
he has obviously seen nhat follows. He is not prophesying from the 
present; the character's present is past to him. The sentence conveys 
an overwhelming sense of fatality ana. finality; something quite 
irrevocable has happenedo 

29 Note further how the pathos of the scene is increased by the 
incongruity of the innocent, icly1lic setting (' .centle roosting birds in 
their last nap; and about them stole i.1opping rabbits and hares 1 

) ·with 
the deed there perpetrated. 
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If the scene nas dramatized we would .simply be overcome with 

indignation, end have no sense of what it meant in the perspective 

of history. Hence, though Hardy at times employs conflicting 

arguments in Tess's defense, it seems to me a gross overstatement 

to say that the novel is'inept in its effort to interpret the 

meaning of Tess's experience. 1 30 In passages like this, Hardy does 

manage to distance himself from Tess, and his ow1iscient commentary 

is essential in relating her personal suffering to universal 

experience. This sense of enlarged vision, of historical perspective, 

makes the reading of Hardy, for all his pessimism, a liberating ex

perience after much twentieth-century first-person fiction. 

III 

If Hardy was able to generalize the significance of Tess's 

experience, he also had a. firm conception of its specific pa t·t:;ern. 

In a notebook entry f'or 24 October 1892, he '.Vrote, 1 The best tragedy -

highest tragedy in short - is that of the VrGRTh'Y encompassecl by the 

I:NEVIT.ABLE. The tragedies of immoral and worthless people are not 

of the besto 131 This statement comes more than a year after serial 

publication of Tess commenced, but it seems certain that this was the 

pattern he intended his own novel to exhibit. Hovmver ~ Hardy 

de fines the inevi te.ble in environmental, Darwinian terms so that there 

is little of the i~~er conflict that is usually regarded - dominated 

as our view of the genre is by the towering example of Sha..1{:espeare -

30 Bernara. J. Paris, p. 79. 

31 Later YeEJXS, P• 14o 
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as an essential element of tragedy. Tess is seen as overwhelmed 

by external fo:t·ces quite beyond her control. As in The Return of ---·----
the Native, Harcl.y seems to have been really seeking pathos, not 

high tragec1y. The novel perfectly fits Norman Friedn1.:'U1. 1 s a_efinition 

of the 'pathetic plot' : 'Here v;e have a Sylllpa the tic protagonist who 

undergoes misfortune through no particular fault of his ovm, and 

hence this type is primarily a plot of suffering:32 

It is true that Tess to some extent contributes to her own 

destruction. l!'or instance, when she and Angel part, he:rf.3ubmissi veness 

to his judgemen-t makeSi1is way easy for him'; whereas, Hara_y points out, 

had ~.he 1 made a scene, fainted, wept hysterically ••• he would probably 

not have withstood her1 (212)o But though Tess's passivity and fatalism 

may be necessary elements in her destruction, they are not sufficient 

elements. It does not seem to me accurate to say, as Evelyn Hardy 

does, that Tess's 'simplicity aYld purity are adulterated vrith a strain 

lj]cely to bring about her dovmfall, no matter what circumstances attend 

her.' 33 The circumstances are clearly crucial to her dormfall. 

Fvrthermore, part of the particular pathos of the book lies in the fact 

that, in so far as Tess contributes to her own tragedy, she c1oes so 

mostly by her good qualities. It is her impassioned nature, her 

.altruism, he:t"' sensitivity, not a self-CLestructive impulse, tha.t play 

her into the hands of :fateo 

32 "Forms of the Plot, 11 The Theory of the. Novel, ed. Philip 
Stevick (New York, 1967), p. 158. 

33 Thomas Hard,y: A Critical Bior._ranhy (LonClon, 1954), p. 231. 
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The vmrthiness of Tess has been the most debated issue of the 

novel, but the sense of tragic inevitability has seldom been denied. 

This is not to suggest that some particular means to the tragic 

conclusion (especially Tess's murder of Alec) have not been called 

in question; 
~4 

. they have, and at times justifiably.,-' Yet it remains 

true that throughout the book there is an all-pervading sense of 

impending doom, of a catastrophe that can scarcely be avoided regard-

- less of the specific means by which it may be reached. One of the 

novel's earliest reviewers found the strength of this effect-almost 

unbearable: 

••• v1here \'le have to remonstrate with the author is in the 
inexorable follovr.ing of Fate vrhich has distinguished his 
treatment of the subject. Never once does he falter as he 
leads his heroine from sorrovr to sorrm7, making her drink to 
the last drop of the cup of suffering. He is as remorseless 
as Fate itself in tmfolding the drama of her life. Again and 
agai11 the reaa.er puts a.ovrn the book, pained and almost horrified, 
as he sees the young girl whom he .b.as learned to love being 
drawn deeper and deeper into the vortex of ruin. 1'3ut an 
irresistible fascination impels him to take it up again a...11d to 
pursue the story to the bitter end •••• the irresistible feeling 
is bor·ne in upon the mind as one reads, that thus, and thus 
only, cotud the life of Tess Durbeyfield h~ve shaped itself, 
that when once she had sufferea. in her innocent youth the cruel 
wrong which changed her nhole career, no other end rras open to 
her than that which she ultimately reached. But the pity of it, 
and the horror, are.,. all the greater for that very reason ••• 35 

34 See, for insta..'1.ce, Lord David Cecil who, finding the murder 
beyond the botmds of credibility comnents: 'The only explane.tion can 
be that Hardy has imagined the work aesthetically as a gradually 
darkening tragedy, the apl1ropriate clime,.x of which must be a 
catastrophe as black and brutal as an official hangL'1.g. If he ce..n 
get this emotional effect, he does not care if the factual structure 
on which it is built is convincing or not'(JI?.r.dy the Nov~li~t,p. 118). 
To me, the strain on crectibility is gree.ter in Tess's return to Alec 
than in her eventual ttrrning upon her seducer. 

35 The Spealcer, 26 December 1891, in Thomas IIarc1.;y _ _?.E._d IIis Readers, Po 61. 
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It is the reader's growth from a.im awareness to crushing certainty 

of this inexorable Fate that makes the reading of the novel 1 an 

. 1 0 l' -"~ . t. ,36 
exper:~.ence s ow ano_ grue .J.ng, a u..L-aJ.n upon emo :~.on. 

Hardy employs a wide varie·t;y of methoa.s to create an atmosphere 

of inevitability. He stresses Tess's VLllnerability &~d passivity-
;,, 

the ease with ·which she is hurt and her inability to protect herself. 

This is especially emphasized in the opening phaseo The way in which 

her family use her; her excessive self-accusation at the death of the 

horse (she regards herself 'in the light of a murderess' [28]); her 

passive acceptance, despite her ovm better judgement, of her mother's 

scheme for the betterment of the family; all suggest a character 

particularly susceptible to hurto Tess 1 s ovm fears a'L'lb'Illent the 

reader's forebodings, For instance, our awareness of the tlrreat 

inherent in her past is enhanced by Tess's realization, amid the 

happiness of Talbothays,.that 'the gloomy spectres' of the past are 

'waitine like wolves just outside the circumscribing light 1 (164-). 

Furthermore, her more general fatalistic comments influence our 

expectations by creating a pessimistic view of v;hat life could 

offer in such an imped'ect world - it is significant that Tess 

likens the vwrld to a blighted apple before her 'fall.' 

Our expectations are coloured, too, by the prevalence of 

36 Irving Howe, P• 117 • 
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misfortune in Tess's world. 37 The fact that chance is predomin-

antly mischance forces us to see this as typical and to expect 

'more of the same,' The particular form of the coincidence often 

has its ovm. built-in ominousness - as in the case of Tess 1 s ren-

counter with Alec, or in her gaining employment with the man from 

whom she had fled on the road to Flintcomb-Ash, who had known her 

at Trantridge and had insulted her in the market tovm.. The num-

erous omens and portents of the superstitious country folk affect 

our conception of the world in the same way as the coincidences. 

Superstitious beliefs are not without basis in reality; they are 

the product of a naive attempt to explain particular experiences 

(some one walks under a ladder and then suffers misfortune; there-

fore it is assumed that the first event is causative). 38 Hence 

ill-omens reflect the common occurrence of calamity. The omens 

and fatalistic views of the country foJl<: derive a certain validity 

37 Of course, if the feelings aroused by the ~ovel are to have any 
real significance, the reader must see this as not merely a fact of 
the fictional world, but also accept it as a not inaccurate reflec
tion of the real. This is precisely what some critics would deny in 
regard to Hardy's use of mischance. Arnold Kettle, for instance, 
remarks: '···the unsatisfactory manipulation of chance ••• more than 
anything else i:n the novel, arouses our suspicions as to its validity. 
For the loading of the dice is an admission not so much of cur~ing as 
of impotence, a desperate gesture which attempts through artificial 
stimulation to achieve a constmmation otherwise unobtainable' (An In
tr?duction t9~~~~Tove:J.:, II [London, 1953 J, p. 61). Such 
criticism cannot be answered by literary analysis; it depends final
ly upon a subjective view of what is credible and life-like. It seems 
to me that Tess is much less open to this criticism than The Ret~~ 
of the Native. To me, the problem of credibility in Je~.§.. lies not 
in the use of coincidence but in the actions of the heroine. 

38 The way in which the simple mind arrives at a superstitious be
lief' by assvming a causal connection between coincidental events is 
dramatized in The Retu_-rn of the Native. Susan Nunsuch is persuaded 
that Eustacia is a witch by her-son~taking ill just before Eustacia 
passes by (p. 361). 
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from their deep-roote~ess in the experience of the rustic commun-

ity. Therefore, when Tess hears the d'Urberville coach, when 

the cock crows in the afternoon, when Tess takes an oath on the 

pillar at Gross-in-Hand, we are made to feel the probability of 

misfortune - not because each of these events has taken place, but 

because the event is a reminder of the frequency of misfortune. 

The air of tragic inevitability in Tess depends, too, upon -- . 

the strong plot structure. The tightly-linlced causal chain of 

events in the first Phase creates a sense of an irresistible inner 

dynamic, of forces set in motion and moving relentlessly on to dis-

aster. The seeds of the whole catastrophe are contained in the 

first two chapters. In Chapter one, Durbeyfield learns of his 

noble lineage. This leads to his bout of drurucenness which nee-

essitates Tess going to market in his stead, with the result that 

Prince is killed and the family's source of income lost. In con-

sequence, Tess feels bound to accede to the family's wishes and go 

to Trantridge where she falls into Alec's clutches- the decisive 

event in her destiny. 

In Chapter two the one factor which could have averted this 

v1hole process fails to eventuate; that is, .Angel Clare fails to 

see Tess at the Marlett dance. This abortive encounter emphasizes 

the irony of fate by suggesting what might so easily have been, how 

near the tragedy was :bo being forestalled. The irony is, of course, 

not appreciated till later in the book; but even at first reading 
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the incident contributes to the sense of inevitability by making 

us feel (though vre do not quite see how) that a vi tal opportunity 

has been missed, that certain possibilities are now for ever clos

ed.39 Hardy arouses this feeling by dwelling on the reaction of 

the characters (Angel's regTet and Tess's disappointment) at a 

length out of all proportion to the apparent significance of the 

incident, and by placing these reactions at the end of one chapter 

and the beginning of the next, so they gain special emphasis. 

Tess's sense of the momentousness of the near meeting is such that 

years later she is led to wonder if it will prove an 'ill-omen' 

( 161). 40 

The factor most powerfully influencing our expectations in 

the novel is, of course, the retrospective viewpoint. The retro-

spective nature of the point of view is apparent simply in the 

past tense; but the narrator continually draws attention to. his 

lmowledge of the future in much more emphatic ways - for instance: 

39 It is significant that the title given the novel when first sub
mitted for serial publication was Joo Late Belove~ (or To~Late~elo~
ed~). See R.L. Purdy, Thome.s Har~ A Bibl_i~_rap_lE.cal StuSf., pp. 71-3. 

40 This episode raises an interesting side-issue that seems to have 
been ignored. Vn1ereas Tess has often been criticized for excessive 
reliance on coincidence, the catastrophe depends considerably on ~~ 
of coincidence. For instance, Durbeyfield's strength to work usually 
fails 'to cojncide with the hours of requirement' (28) - ax1d no irony 
seems intended in the comment - so the family become dependent upon 
Tess. The narrator's collliD.entary implies that this is a general phe
nomenon: 'the call seldom produces the comer, the rna~ to love rarely 
coincides with the hour for loving ••• ' (35). Almost-realized or 
thwarted good figures even more prominently than positive evil in 
Hardy's vision of the factors depriving man of fulfilment. 



'Angel Clare rises out·of the·past not altogether as a distinct 

figure ••• ' ( 96), or 'Tess Durbeyfield 9-t th_~.?~illl~ of_~Eg' life 

was a mere vessel of emotion ••• 1 
( 12, my italics), or ' ••• the 

stopt-diapason note which her voice acquired when her heart was 
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in her speech, §Ed w4ic}l;,_yc_t;!:l_~~-~r be_forgg_~ten_Ex...JEES~l~Q....l~.~ 

,!:.er' (80-1, my italics). The reader is given no specific informa

tion about the future, but it is clear that it will involve tragedy, 

The degree of privilege the reader enjoys makes the book rich 

in dramatic irony. We are continually given to see probabilities 

and dangers of which the characters are oblivious. In the midst 

of the May-Day dance our expectations are aroused by the commentary 

which reveals Tess's potentialities 911d her own ignorance of them: 

she little divined, we are told, 'when she saw "the soft torments, 

the bitter sweets, the pleasing pains, and the agreeable distresses" 

of those girls v;ho had been wooed and won, what she herself was cap

able of in that kind' (15). After her first meeting with Alec, 

Tess is pricked by the roses he has given her and considers it 'an 

ill-omen - the first she had noticed that day' (36). However, the 

reader has been led to notice many others of a less dubious nature. 

The danger of which she is unaware is made clear when the narrator 

remarks that Tess failed to see that Alec 'vras potentially the 

11tragic mischief" of her drama - one who stood fair to be the blood

red ray in the spectrum of her yo~~g life' (34). 

Such comments produce an ironic perspective on Tess, but it is 
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a poig;nant irony since· it involves a character with whom we sym-

pathize deeply being blithely ignorant of looming danger (and 

therefore powerless to elude it). .And this is iYhere the over-

;:~helming pathos of the book lies. It is in the combination of 

these two points of view: the narrat.or' s complete awareness of, 

yet inability to avert, what threatens Tess; and Tess's ability 

to avoid it, yet failure to see it as a threat. Presented in 

these terms the narrative assumes an almost oppressive air of 

fatality: 

Thus the thing began. Had she perceived this meeting's 
import she might have asked why she was doomed to be seen and 
coveted that day by the wrong man, and not by some other man, 
the right and desired one in all respects - as nearly as hu
manity can supply the right &"'ld desireo.; yet to him who 
amongst her acquaintance might have approximated to this kind, 
she was but a transient impression, half forgotten. 

In the ill-judged execution of the well-judged plan of 
things the call seldom produces the comer, the man to love 
rarely coincides with the hour for loving. :Nature does not 
often say 1 See!' to her poor creature at a tine when seeing 
can lead to happy doing; o.r reply 'Here!' to a body's cry of 
'Where?' till the hide-and-seek he.s become an irksome, outworn 
game •••• in the present case, as in millions, it has not the 
two halves of a perfect whole that confronted. each other at 
the perfect moment; a missing counterpart wandered. ind.epend
ently about the earth waiting in crass obtuseness till the 
late time came. Out of which maladroit delay spra..."'lg anxiet
ies, disappointments, shocks, catastrophes, ana. passing-strange 
destinies.' (35) 

Yet, for all the weight of such a passage, final trageo_y is not 

felt to be ~~avoidable at the outset. As well as Tess's vulnerab-

ility, we see the vigour, freshness, and warm vibrancy of her young 

life, and are impressed by its rich and varied potential. The dis-

concerting awareness of how fateful circumstance an.O. narrow convention 
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will crimp and stifle this promising_ growth dawns but gradually 

and reluctantly as we are forced to realize the power of the forces 

ranged against her. As J. Hillis Hiller remarks, 

From the point of view of a. narrator who looks back at the 
completed pattern of events from a time much later in the 
future, those events appear as a necessary sequence. The 
reader who shares this perspective is led in his turn to 
see the events as fated.41 -

This is just right: the reader does not initially accept a tragic 

outcome as fated from the beginning; he does so only as he is 'led 

in his turn' to share fully in the narrator's view. 

That the reader is brought to this view gradually is important 

in that it allows him to maintain a fervent (though slowly dimin-

ishing) hope for a happy ending. If we lmew precisely what the 

futvxe held for Tess, if we felt the tragedy to be inescapable from 

the ·beginning, our response would simply be one of resigned, sett-

led despair in which the heavy irony of Tess's struggles would out-

weigh their pathos. By merely hinting at a tragic ending which is 

left non-explicit, Hardy produces within the reader a painful inter-

play of hope ana fear. Since we do not lmow (but only fear) what 

will ensue, we feel intense anxiety on Tess's behalf a..11d scrutinize 

each new experience and each fresh encounter she has for potential 

dangers of which she is oblivious; we are not allowed to become 

passive and resigned in face of a known fate. Thus, by placing 

him in a mid-way position, Hardy keeps the reader's concern for Tess 

41 ~cit., pp. 68-9. 
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much more active and alive than it would be if he shared exclusively 

either the viewpoint of Tess or that of the narrator. 

Though Hardy shows superb narrative skill in controlling the 

reader's desires and expectations (or, more precisely, in playing 

off one against the other), he was less successful in securing 

acquiescence in his judgement of Tess. Referring to his evalua-

tive sub-title, Hardy wrote in his fourth and final Preface to the 

novel: 

••• it was appended at the last moment, after reading the 
final proofs, as being the estimate left in a candid mind 
of the heroine's character - an estimate that nobody would 
be likely to dispute. It was disputed more than anything 
else in the book. (~) 

What is in dispute is not so much v1hat Tess is as what she 

does in a number of particular situations. Even those contempor-

ary reviewers who judged Tess's actions harshly, admitted the essen-

tial purity of her motives and impulses, the wholesomeness and in

tegrity of her inner life.~2 The picture of Tess (in so far as 

this can be viewed apart from her crucial deeds) that emerges from 

the whole book is quite simply of a girl of surpassing loveliness. 

And, despite her captivating beauty - 'her mobile peony mouth and 

large innocent eyes added eloquence to colour and shape' (11) -

it is primarily her moral and spiritual qualities that elicit that 

description. Her sensitivity and nobility of motive; her self-

~2 See, for example, Richard Holt Hutton's conclusion: 'Though 
pure in instinct, she was not faithful to her pure instinct' (The 
Spe_2~, 23 January 1892, Tho..E::~1Iardy: The Critic_~~ Heri ~ag~, "' 
ed. R.G. Cox [London, 1970], p. 193). 
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sacrificing devotion to others; her steadfast loyalty and courage 

in face of appalling physical and emotional pressures; her vi-

brant and deeply-impassioned nature; all give her portrait an 

overwhelming emotional and moral force. The strength and good-

ness of her character are strikingly apparent in her influence upon 

others: no woman 'with a heart bigger than a hazel-nut' could be 

'antagonistic to Tess in her presence, the influence which she ex-

ercised over those of her own sex being of a warmth and strength 

quite unus1-1al, curiously overpowering the less worthy feminine 

feelings of spite and rivalry' (246), 

Above all, it is in relation to Angel Clare that the full 

intensity and purity of her being are seen. As C. Day Lewis re-

marks, Tess is 'Hardy's most exalted vision of all that love could 

It is just this vision that Clare fails to grasp: 'he did 

not know at that time the full depth of her devotion, its single-

mindedness, its meelrness; what long-suffering it guaranteed, what 

honesty, what endurance, what good faith' (179). There is 'hardly 

a touch of earth in her love for Cla.re' (162). Transcending all 

narrow, socially-codified concepts of worthiness, Tess becomes for 

the reader a creature of infinite worth; she is a person so prec-

ious that her death seems not just a personal loss but an impover-

ishment of life, a reduction in human possibilities. Tess has such 

force not because she is an idealized, saintly figure, but because, 

· 43 Introduction to the Collins Classics edition of Tess (London, 
1958)' p. 18. 
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for all her gooaness, she is intensely human, a flesh and blooa. 

creature susceptible to human failings and foibles. She can be 

impetuous, hot-tempered, proud, self-indulgent, overly passive and 

self-abasing. Hardy's achievement here is so remarkable because 

it is so uncommon: gooaness made both credible and likeable is a 

rarity in all literature, but amongst the ranks of Victorian hero

ines it is a quality well-nigh unobtainable. 

It is upon precisely such a a.istinction between what Tess is 

and what she does on certain specific occasions that Hardy seeks 

to base his evaluation of her. He is concerned to establish 'that 

there is a morality of being as well as of doing,•44 and repeatedly 

emphasizes that Tess is to be judged on her aims and intentions 

rather than on her deeds. The narrator points out Clare's short-

coming in failing to see that Tess's 'moral value' was 'to be reck

oned not by achievement but by tendency' (222). It is the measure 

of Clare's moral growth in the novel that he comes to make this 

outlook his own. He recognizes finally that the 'beauty or ugli-

ness of a character lay not only in its achievements, but in its 

aims and impulses; its true history lay, not among things done, 

but among things willed' (282), aDd that Tess must be judged 'con

structively rather than biographically, by the will rather than by 

the deed' (306). Even Alec is used to reinforce this view when 

he admits to Tess that he could not despise her '"on account of 

44 Irving Howe, p. 110. 
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your being nnsmirched in spite of all111 (267) 45 

The major obstacle to the acceptance of this notion of moral

ity is that it presupposes the absence of human free wi11.46 So 

long as the individual is free, then action and intention can be 

expected to coincide, and the distinction between a. morality of 

being and that of doing becomes untenable. Hardy rega1 ... ded man 1 s 

degree of free will as minimal, to be sure; but he did not deny 

it completely. In his deterministic view, the will of man is for 

the most part subservient to the 'Universal 1:7ill, 1 but 'whenever 

it happens that all the rest of the Great Will is in equilibrium 

the minute portion called one person 1 s will is free. r 4 7 In more 

metaphorical vein he wrote, 'Life is what we ma.l.ce it as Whist is 

what we make it; but not as Chess is what we make it; which ranks 

higher as a purely intellectual game than either \'lhist or Life. ,48 

It is true that almost invariably Hara.y' s characters have the cards 

stacked against them; yet, despite the predominance of the for-

tuitous in the game of life, there is some scope for human judge-

ment and planned action. The question, of course, is does Tess 

have even this limited degree of free ~dll at those points where 

45 The 1892 edition gives a more positive force to Alec's statement. 
It reads: '••• on account of your intrinsic purity in spite of all' 
(The Pocket Library edition[New York, 1954], p. 346). 

46 By 'free will' I mean freedom of action as distinct from freedom 
of choice. A character may freely choose, and then discover ~hat 
circumstances do not allow that choice to be realized (as so often 
hanpens in The Return of the Native). To presuppose the absence of 
fr~edom of choice would, of course~ render any notion of morality 
meaningless. 

47 Later_ Years, p. 125. See too 11Apologyrr to Le~_ics and E~rli_~, 
Personal '.iritiY!:_g_~, p. 53. 

48 Later Years, p. 96. 
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she infringes the accepted 'morality of doing,' or is she so com

pletely subject to external forces that the 'morality of doing' 

ceases to apply. It seems to me that at only one of these points 

is Tess's freedom wholly denied; therefore her 'doing' cannot be 

regarded as irrelevant to a consideration of the morality of her 

being. In a thoroughly logical and strict view, then, Tess can-

not be judged as completely pure, and Hardy's sub-title must ap

pear misguided. 

However, such a cold-blooded moral appraisement would indicate 

a totally inadequate response to the novel. As Benjamin Sankey 

remarks, 'the point is not that Tess is entirely innocent but 

rather that her weakness ana errors have no direct logical rela

tion to her fate.' 49 What matters is not that we regard Tess as 

absolutely perfect, but see her failings as understandable and par

donable lapses which do not negate her essential goodness. Hardy 

strives to make the pressures bearing on Tess seem so great that 

the reader will readily excuse her actions while honouring her con-

trary intentions. The novel is a triumph of rhetorical art be-

cause, for the most part, the reader does forgive Tess's lapses in 

view of the circumstances and continues to regard her as essential-

ly (if not perfectly) pure. Yet the work is fl.airea to the extent 

that in two places Hardy aoes not wholly succeed in eliciting this 

response. 
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The actions of the heroine which contemporary critics saw as 

invalidating the sub-title are six in number: her initial suc

cumbing to Alec; her agreeing to marry Angel; the failure to con

fess her past; her failure to apply to Angel's parents for aid; 

her return to Alec; and, finally, the murder. Hardy's handling 

of each of these epiaodes vcill be considered separately, though 

not in this order. 

The Talbothays section of the novel has been universally ack

nowledged as one of the finest in all Hardy. It is in the in

tensely-realized scenes at the dairy that the mutual attraction of 

Tess and Angel, the sense of powerful forces dra~ring them together 

is made palpable. Omniscient commentary is freely employed to 

interpret the scenes. Throughout the se~uence Tess's surrender 

to her passion for ~~gel is seen as inevitable; she is moved by 

irresistible, impersonal forces working through all nature. As 

she journeys to Talbothays the resurgence of life and hope in Tess 

is seen as but a part of the larger rebirth of spring: 'some spir

it within her rose automatically as the sap in the tvdgs. It was 

unexpended youth, surging up anew after its temporary check, and 

bringing with it hope, and the invincible instinct towards self-

delight' (85). She is mastered by the 'irresistible, universal, 

automatic tendency to find sweet pleasure somewhere, which pervades 

all life' (87). And again: 'The "appetite for joy11 which per

vades all creation, that tremendous force which sways humanity to 

its purpose, as the tide sways the helpless weed, was not to be 
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controllec1 by vague lucubrations ove.r the social rubric' ( 161). 

Here Hardy's imagery powerfully conveys the futility of the in

dividual's struggle against such forces. The fated quality of 

Tess and Angel's union is mao.e evident from the beginning by the 

retrospective viewpoint: 'All the while they were converging, 

under an irresistible law, as surely as hvo streams in one vale' 

(109). Since sexual passion operates as an impersonal force 

through the whole of nature, all the milkmaids succumb to it re

gardless of their wills -it is 'an emotion thrust on them by 

cruel Nature's law' ( 124). Its power is intensified in the sen

suous environment of the dairy: 'Amid the oozing fatness and 

warm ferments of the Froom Vale, at a season when the·rush of 

juices could almost be heard below the hiss of fertilization, it 

was impossible that the most fanciful love should not grow 

passionate' (125). And, we are repeatedly reminded, Tess is in

herently 'the most impassioned of them all' (132). 

Not only the environment, but also the intimate daily contact 

with Angel, increases the pressure on Tess: 'Living in such close 

relations, to meet meant to fall into endearment; flesh and blood 

could not resist it' (130). She must bow to 'the inevitable re

sult of proximity, the necessity of loving him' (141!-). The un

ique quality of Clare's character, the rarity of such a man in such 

a setting, the ardour of his attentions (she is wooed 'as no milk

maid was ever wooed before by such a man' [ 153]) all contribute to 

our acceptance of Tess's surrender. Further justification is 

given by the tenacity of her resistance, by her repeated refusals, 
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by her self-sacrificing attempt to avoid Clare's presence and to 

recommend to his notice the other dairymaids. 

Hardy induces a similarly sympathetic response to Tess's 

failure to confess her past before the marriage by showing this, 

too, to be the product of the 'irresistible, universal, automatic 

tendency to find sweet pleasure somewhere 1 
: 

Every see-saw of her breath, every wave of her blood, every 
pulse singing in her ears, was a voice that joined vdth na
ture in revolt against her scrupulousness. Reckless, in
considerate acceptance of him; to close with him at the 
altar, revealing nothing, and chancing discovers-; to snatch 
ripe pleasure before the iron teeth of pain could have time 
to shut upon her: that was what love counselled ••• (-150) 

The strength of her conscientious impulse to confession is clearly 

apparent, but at the vi tal moment her courage fails and the 1 in-

stinct of self-preservation' (159) triumphs. The responsibility 

for her decision to remain silent is shifted by the advice of her 

mother, 'the only person in the world who had any shadow of right 

to control her action' (162). Just as chance plays a large part 

in throwing Angel and Tess together, so it is chance (plus Angel's 

dominant personality) which thwarts Tess when she does attempt to 

confess - her letter disappears under the carpet. Ultimately, of 

course, Tess is justified by the fact that she does confess when 

first given the opportunity after marriage, though it is then too 

late. 

Throughout this portion of the novel, the omniscient point of 

view is essential in providing inside views of Tess so that we see 

the full force of her conscientious impulses and the fearfulness of 

her struggle with forces and desires too strong for her. 
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It is through lack of this inside information that Clare reacts 

so harshly to Tess's disclosure. .Ana., conversely, it is the 

knowledge of Tess's prolonged, agonized struggles of conscience 

(together vri th the failure to realize Glare 1 s ignorance of them) 

that causes the read.er to cond.emn Clare's reaction. Early in 

their relationship the narrator's view ironically reveals Tess and 

Angel's lack of knowled.ge of each other in their failure to see 

the cause of each other's melancholy outlook: 'neither having the 

clue to the other's secret, they were respectively puzzled at what 

each revealed' ( 106). But if his ignorance makes Clare's 

misjudgement of Tess comprehensible, it does not excuse it: Tess's 

goodness is so transparent that we feel he is being morally obtuse 

. t . . •t 50 1n no recogn1z111g 1 • 

The more rigid of contemporary reviewers regarded Tess's fail-

ure while at Flintcomb-Ash to apply to Angel's parents for aid as a 

serious fault. But such a view indicates insensitive reading. 

The visit to Emminster is presented almost wholly from Tess's point 

of view; we see each incident as it impinges upon her - her sense 

of being 'hounded up that hill like a scorned thing' by Angel's 

brothers, her·reading 'the scene as her own conde~~tion,' her 

50 It is true that the 'spectral, half-compounded, aqueous' light 
of dawn in the fields leads Angel to idealize Tess (110-11). .And 
it later becomes clear that it is Tess's apparent failure to accord 
with his idealized image which causes Angel to reject her. But 
Hard.y's point is that Tess is essentially much closer to .Angel's im
age than he realizes. His idealized. view overlooks the physicality 
of Tess, but is not false to her spiritual and moral stature. 
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feeling that the omens are 'untoward' (250). The emphasis is all 

on Tess's sensitivity, the difficulty. of the circumstances, not on 

her pride or timidity in failing to ask for assistance. Her fail-

ure is due to loss of nerve, yet the blame is placed upon 'the be

loved man whose conventional standard of judgement had caused her 

all these latter sorrows' (250). The wider view of the omniscient 

narrator is used not so much to judge Tess's behaviour as to reveal 

its poignant irony in light of the facts of which she is unaware; 

namely, that her 'present condition was precisely one which would 

have enlisted the sympathies of old Mr. and Mrs. Clare' (250). 

Despite the quibbles of early critics, Hardy's rhetorical suc

cess at these points in the novel is not seriously questioned today. 

Even if Tess cannot be regarded as quite faultless, the pressLITe of 

circumstances and the integrity of her intentions are made suffic-

iently convincing to excuse her actions. However, Hardy shows less 

sureness of touch at the other crucial points in Tess's career. 

Writing of the seduction, Sankey concludes that 'Hardy wants 

not so much to exonerate Tess as to make her acceptance of d'Urber

ville a comprehensible and relatively minor lapse.•51 This is a 

plausible and realistic assessment of Hardy's rhetorical aims. It 

appears, however, that at the last minute Hardy lost his nerve, de

ciding that his readers would not be prepared to forgive such a 

'lapse,' and therefore altered his case from the defens~~i}ity to 

51 pp.ci~., p. 35. 
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Since the very nature 

of the episode would not credibly support such an evaluation, 

Hardy's defence of Tess after her return from Trantridge oscillat-

es between the two. The result is confusion over what took place: 

was it seduction or rape? The latter is implied by the comments 

of the harvesters on Tess's illegitimate child ('"A little more 

than persuading had to do wi' the coming o't, I reckon. There were 

they that heard a sobbing one night last year in The Chase; and it 

mid ha' gone hard wi' a certain party if folks had come along11 '[76]) 

and by the narrator's commentary on the scene in The Chase - 'Doubt-

less some of Tess d'Urberville's maile<.l ancestors rollicking home 

from a fray had dealt the same measure even more ruthlessly towards 

peasant girls of their time' (63). The great weight of evidence, 

ho · t · th ih a· t· 52 
wev~r, po1n s 1n eo; er lrec lon. Tess leaves Trantridge 

some' weeks subsequent to the night ride in The Chase 1 
( 63), and 

later Alec speaks of 'the whole unconventional business of our time 

at Trantridge' (261). Some degTee of response on her part is im-

plied by the way Tess blames herself rather than Alec ( 1 11 if I had 

ever sincerely loved you, if I loved you still, I should not so 

loathe aDd hat:e myself for my wea.lmess as I a_o now! 11
' [ 65]); and 

'a religious sense of a certain moral validity in the previous union' 

52 Note, too, this cancelled passage in the manuscript: 'To be sure, 
the heartless coercion practised upon her in those inexperienced days 
of girlhood was sufficient excuse for her to her own conscience; but 
Angel Clare's fastidiousness could, she thought, never regard with any
thing but contempt a woman who had given way even lmder the extremest 
pressures of physical mastery ano. tl,:.e rr1ask o~ cpusinship' (Quoted in 
Lois Deacon ancl Terry Coleman, Provldenc e ana 1\'tg___lig.rd:;r. [London, 1966], 
p. 178). 
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At the nmcounter 

with Alec, she is overcome by 'the strange enervating conviction 

that her seducer confronted her' (252). 

If, as the evidence suggests, the possibility of rape must be 

ruled out (despite Hardy's attemp~s to obscure the issue), where 

does the case for Tess lie? At this point Hardy bases his argument 

for Tess's moral innocence on her sexual innocence; that is, she 

is guiltless because she is ignorant of sex. So, in response to 

her mother's prim judgement that she should have been more careful, 

Tess bursts out, '"How could I be expected to lmow? I was a child 

when I left this house four months ago. Why didn't you tell me 

there was danger in men-folk? Why didn't you warn me?'" (69); 

and to Angel she pleads, 1 "I was a child - a child when it happen

ed! I lmew nothing of men"' ( 194). But this argument is hardly 

convincing in view of the frank, uninhibited nature of country life 

and conversation at Marlett and Trantridge, and, even if granted, 

does not account for Tess staying on with Alec for some weeks after 

the night in the Chase. 

Although the evidence is contradictory and the event beclouded, 

a reasonably coherent picture of what probably took place can be 

pieced together. It appears that Alec took advantage of Tess's in

experience - '"what a blind young thing you were as to possibilities!'" 

(261) he says later. PSter his conVersion he tru(es all the respons

ibility: '"Scamp that I was to foul that innocent life! The whole 

blame was mine ••• 11
' ( 261 ) • Tess is seen as victimized - 'caught 
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during her days of immaturity like a bird in a springe 1 ( 165) - but 

also briefly, unwittingly attracted to him- '"My eyes were dazed 

by you for a little'" ( 65). In short, she 

had dreaded him, winced before him, succumbed to adroit ad
vantages he took of her helplessness; then, temporarily 
blinded by his ardent manners, had been stirred to confused 
Stl.!Tend.er awhile: had suc1denly despisec1 and disliked him, 
and had run away. ( 69) 

This view of events raises problems of both judgement and cred-

ibility. Tess's yielding to her passion for Angel is accepted be-

cause we see the extraordinary pressures bearing upon her. It is 

precisely because Hardy fails to show Tess under the sway of such 

forces in. her relations with Alec that we cannot accept her capitu-

lation as justifiable or credible.53 In drawing the curtains over 

this episode in Tess's life, Hardy was obviously bowing to contem-

porary notions of decorum, but it seriously weakens his case for 

Tess - and consequently the whole novel. The problem of credibil-

ity is made more acute by the fact that not only do we not see how 

Tess is attracted to Alec, but at times Hardy goes:out of his way to 

stress tr~t she is not attracted. For instance, she is repeatec1ly 

53 The richly suggestive scene in which Alec plies Tess with straw
berries and roses implies much about Tess's unconscious instincts and 
the way Alec arouses them. In the words of Irving Howe, 1 the pass
age radiates with suggestions of dominance, patronage, sexuality. 
Tess, stirred and bewildered, 11 obeyed li.1.;:e one in a dream111 (Op.cit., 
p. 115). (Incidentally, this scene was one of those chosen fo~lus
tration in the serial version- whether on Hardy's direction or not is 
mcertain). However, despite its symbolic force, this is but an iso
lated incident, and we get no consistent sense of Tess as pressured 
by an m1willec1 attraction. 
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seen to resist his advances (even to the extent of walking six 

miles on foot rather than ride with him), and the narrator com

ments that growing familiarity with Alec 'removed much of her 

original shyness of him, without, however, implanting any feeling 

which could engender shyness of a new and tenderer kind' (51). It 

is asking too much of the reader to credit that the high;.,minded, 

resolute Tess revealed il.1. the rest of the book would succumb to a 

man for whom she had no feeling. 

After the event, Hardy seeks to excuse Tess by going quite be-

yond the bounds of conventional morality and appea1ing to nature as 

a moral norm. This results in special pleading and in an incon-

sistent vievT of nature that has been noted by most critics who have 

written on the novel.54 One the one hand, Tess's sense of guilt 

in the natural world is regarded as illusory since she 'had been 

made to break an accepted social law, but no law kno>vn to the en-

vironment in which she fancied herself such &~ anomaly' (72). Her 

depression is based on 'nothing more tangible than a sense of con-

demnation under an arbitrary law of society which had no foundation 

in Nature' (233); but 1 for the world's opinion' her experiences 

with Alec 'would have been simply a liberal education' (84). 

54 See especially Lionel Jolmson, Th~Art of:__ ThC2Ela...l? ___ ,!la.:.£~~ (London, 
1895), pp. 249-54; Ian Gregor and Brian Nicholas, The Horal and the 
!3tor;y (London, 1962), pp. 1~-3-4; Daw:id Lodge, 11 TesS":-Natur8";-~ana-
the Voices of Hardy, 11 ~~e of Fie tion (London, 1966), pp. 1 61.1--88; 
and for the most thorough analysis of the contradictions, Bernard J. 
Paris, ~:tt., pp. 62-7·1. 
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But to mak:e nature a moral norm impl;ies a beneficient, ethically-

ordered cosmos, whereas Hardy's characteristic outlook is of nature 

as an indifferent, amoral process. He sarcastically queries 

Wordsworth's authority for spea..1dng of 111Nature's holy plan 11
' (19), 

and sees the 'circumstantial will against enjoyment' as everywhere 

combating 'the inherent will to enjoy' (238). All the characters 

suffer under 1 cruel Nature 1 s law' ( 124). 

This contradiction in outlook is not flli~damental to Hardy, but 

merely the result of his urgent need to justify Tess by proving 

society's judgement of her wrong. Taking a detached view, Hardy is 

quite aware that 'to model our conduct on Nature's apparent conduct 

••• can only bring disaster to humanity.• 55 He sees no simple di-

chotomy between a beneficient nature and a cruel, harsh society; 

rather society should, in his view, be structured to meet human 

needs and to compensate for the 'universal harshness' (283) of things. 

Such a congenial, helpful society is to be seen at Talbothays dairy. 

At various points, then, Hardy simplifies and distorts his view of 

life in order to exculpate Tess. For most of the novel, natUl~e and 

society (along vli th the characters) are judged by their effect upon 

Tess. But since he fails to establish the validity of the subject-

ive standard of judgement in relation to Tess's seduction 1 he has to 

reverse the process and seek to justify her by reference to an out-

side standard, that of nature. 

Though Hardy's argQment for Tess breaks down at this point, the 

rhetorical failure is not fatal to the book. What matters most is 

that the reader sees Tess's 'fall' as not representing a final truth 

55 Later Years, p. 98. 
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about her, but as a youthful failure· from which she can and does 

56 recover. Hardy supports Tess's feeling that the 'recuperative 

power which pervaded organic nature was surely not denied to maid-

enhooCi alone' ( 84) • In other vrords, Tess's innate goodness is not 

to be seen as negated by her fall; she repents of the past and is 

able to rise above it; her lapse is both temporary and recoverable. 

In fact, there is even considerable justification for seeing it as 

something of a 'fortunate fall.'57 Tess's traumatic experience 

propels her to a precocious maturity, enriching and intensifying 

her inner life; 

.Almost at a leap •ress thus changea. from simple girl to complex 
woman. Symbols of reflectiveness passed into her face, and a 
note of tragedy at times into her voice. Her eyes grew larger 
and more eloquent. She became what would have been called a 
fine creature; her aspect was fair and arresting; her soul 
that of a woman vrhom the turbulent experiences of the last year 
or two had quite failed to demoralize. (84) 

So it proves that her 'passing corporeal blight had been her mental 

harvest' ( 105). 

But the tragedy of her life lies in the fact that, though she 

may recover morally and emotionally from the past, she can never 

finally escape it. There is no sense in Hardy (as there is in 

George Eliot) of our sins justly finding us out, of a moral law of 

retribution. Rather Hardy feels that people ought to be permitted 

56 This is what gave Tess so revolutionary an impact in the literary 
world. Till then the fact of her fall was regarded as the final word 
on the fallen wom~~, and in no novel had such a figure appeared as un
qualified heroine. 

57 Cf. Irving Hovm: 'Tess's eye is now keener, her tongue sharper, 
her mind quicker. Innocence lost, she takes upon herself the weight 
of awareness' (117). 
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to escape their pasts,,but more often than not (as with Tess) 

their attempts to do so are thwarted. Our past mistakes are; 

as it were, hostages given to ~ime who exacts an inordinate ran-

som. An initial failt~e leaves a character more vulnerable to 

the capriciousness of men and of fate. 

So it is when Tess is at her most vulnerable, deserted by 

Pillgel, jobless, vdth the full responsibility of the yoQ~ger members 

of the family upon her shoulders, that her past catches up on her 

and plays her back into Alec's clutches. Throughout the sixth 

Phase, the appalling pressures driving her back to Alec are force-

fully realized. Her growing sense of abandonment by .Angel climax-

es in her bitter letter of reproach, which implies she has given up 

all hope of him. A strong air of inevitability is created by the 

way Alec's religious scruples slowly crumple before his resurgent 

desire. This part of the novel abounds in images of the hunter 

and the hunted,which reflect the relative positions of Alec and 

Tess and are caught up in the extraordinary climactic scene on the 

rick, where, after a violent gesture of defiance, Tess sliL~s help-

lessly before her tormentor -

'Now punish me!' she said, turning up her eyes to him with 
the hopeless defiance of the sparrow's gaze before its captor 
twists its neck. 'Ylhip me, crush me; you need not mind 
those people under the rick! I shall not cr~ out. Once 
victim, always victim- that's the law~' (275) 

The burden of responsibility for her yotmger brothers and sisters 

placed upon Tess by her parents' fecklessness is strongly apparent 

in the opening phase. Her father's death and the consequent ejec-

tion of the family from their home makes the burden on Tess well-nigh 
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unbearable and comes, unluckily, just at the time when d'Urberville 

is most importunate~ 

There is, then, sufficient evidence to surround Tess's return 

to Alec with an air of inevitability. But again Hardy bows to the 

demands of decorum and undermines his case for Tess by cutting off 

his narrative too soon. The reader is denied a direct view of 

Tess's decision; so her motives and the extenuating pressures can, 

at the last moment, only be implied. The needs of her family 

would alone be sufficient to justify Tess's surrender, but Alec at 

no point makes his aid to the family conditional upon it. As with 

the initial seduction, Hardy fails to clinch his defence of Tess 

by failing to show, at the vital moment of decision, what makes 

her not responsible for her actions.58 

As we have seen, Tess's act of murder is often regarded as a 

gross improbability, as an action quite 'out of character' for the 

sensitive girl who '"never could bear to hurt a fly or a worm"'(323). 

This is precisely the view Hardy wishes to enforce. In the original 

Preface to the Fifth Edition he attacked those critics of Tess who 

58 In response to an interviewer's attack on Tess's return to Alec, 
Hardy made his judgement quite explicit: '"I still maintain that 

·her innate purity remained intact to the very last; though I frankly 
~vn that a certain outward purity left her on her last fall. I re
garded her then as being in the hands of circumstances, not morally 
responsible, a mere corpse drifting with the current to her end"' 
(Ra:ymona. Blathwayt, "A Chat with the Author of Tess," Black and White, 
27 Aug. 1892, Thomas H8£~and Eis Readers, p. 95T. ~ 
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'drag in, as a vital point, the acts of a woman in her last aays 

of desperation, when all her aoings lie outside her normal char

acter.'59 But just how aoes he attempt to show the muraer as out 

of character? Firstly, by presenting Tess as overcome by a aark 

instinctive impulse that has its roots aeep in hereaity. Her aeed, 

done in a 'moment of maa grief, 1 is the result of some 'obscure 

strain in the a'Urberville blooa' (319). 60 The contraaiction is 

palpable: if Tess is acting under the influence of a hereditary 

trait, she is acting very much in character. A.11d, as Paris points 

out, even if she cannot be blame a for behaviour which stems from an 

involQ11tary impulse, we cannot then regara her character as essen-

tially sound. Indeed, Tess as a victim of heredity cannot be 

judged at all; she is 'as amoral as the cosmic process of which 

she is so totally a part.' 61 Hardy is led into this logical di-

lemma by his desire to give the murder an air of ~~evitability. 

To this end he employs the recurrent images of blood surrounding 

Tess, and the legend of the d'Urberville coach. But in introduc-

ing the hereditary motif he unintentionally suggests an essential 

flaw in Tess's character. 

Nevertheless, the logical contradiction in Hardy's defence of 

the murder is obscured by the other factors involvea. The reaaer 

59 This passage, omitted in the 1912 edition, occurs in the third 
paragraph: ' ••• their own Christianity; and drag in ••• normal char
acter. Others dissent ••• ' ( 2). See :Che Pocket Library edition, 
p. VIII. 

60 See, too, Hardy's comment to Blathwayt: '"The murder that Tess 
commits is the hereditary quality, to which I more than once allucle, 
·working out in tl:>..is impoverishea a.escendant of a once noble family. 
That is logical' (Th£~~-..:':'L!:a~j.y_'¥ld I~_:i.:.§...J::eaders, p. 92). 

61 Paris, p. 72. 
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tends to see the here eli. tary impulse .to violence as not really of 

the stuff of Tess's nature, but merely as a latent trait whose 

recrudescence is justified by the exceptional emotional pressures 

upon her. To some extent Hardy is able to play upon stock re-

sponses - the melodramatic tradition of the wronged woman finally 

turning upon her seducer. Yet it is not enough to rely upon con-

vention; Hardy must make credible Tess's individual motivation to 

murder. It seems to me that in this he largely succeeds. Tess 

is driven to such extremity by her desire to win back Angel and by 

her view of Alec as standing between them. After Tess's confession 

on the wed<ling night, Angel aske<l, '"How can we live together while 

that man lives? - he being your husband in Nature, ana_ not I. If 

he were aeacl it might be different •••• 111 (203-4). 62 Tess's an-

.guish at apparently having lost Angel a second time is poignantly 

captured as the two silently confront each other in betdldered grief: 

'They stood fixed, their baffled hearts looking out of their eyes 

with a joylessness pitiful to see. Both seemed to implore something 

to shelter them from reality' (313). · Afterwards, Angel sees that 

it was the extraordinary 'strength of her affection for himself' 

which had 'apparently extinguished her moral sense altogether'(319). 

62 Here Har<ly' s reVJ..sJ.ons show him to be working to strengthen 
Tess's motivation. In the 1895 edition the sentence, '"If he were 
dead it might be different •••• ,rr' was added; and the original, 
'

11 in the sight of nature, if not really, 111 was replaced by '"in 
Nature, and not I."' 
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In the case of the murder, Hardy succeeds with the problem he 

could not overcome in relation to Tess's fall and her return to 

P~ec; namely, how to show the immense emotional pressures on Tess 

leading to the event while avoiding direct presentation of the 

event itself. This he achieves by limiting the viewpoint to that 

of Ers. Brook<S,. the inquisitive lancUady. Thus we are let into 

Tess's inner state by overhearing her anguished soliloquy, and avoid 

seeing the murder without Hardy having recourse to an artificial cut 

in the narrative. 

After the murder, the novel's drive to catastrophe markedly 

accelerates. The inevitability of doom is stressed by Tess and 

Angel's childlike heedlessness: 'there was an impractical vague

ness in their movements throughout the day; neither one of them 

seemed to consider any question of sffectual escape, disguise, or 

long concealment. Their every idea was temporary and unforfending, 

like the plans of two children' (320). This sense of fatality dis

tils considerable pathos from their brief idyll of fulfilment before 

retribution overtakes them. Despite mu~r carping and critic ism of 

earlier episodes, most contemporary revievmrs acknowledged the power 

of the audaciously successful Stonehenge scene, culminating in 

Tess's quiet resignation before her captors - '"I am ready. 111 

The final chapter displays admirable control of tone in Hardy's 

handling of omniscience. The relatively impersonal vielvpoint, 

the spareness of the narrative, draw from the reader the missing 

(in the sense of non-explicit) emotional quotient. The vnder 
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perspective of the narrator's viei7 ('J...na_ the d'Urberville knights 

and dames slept on in their tombs unknowing') grants a peculiar 

resonance to the scene, by playing off Tess's relative obscurity 

against our heightened sense of her importance. The quiet, 

measured pace of the prose evokes with moving dignity Hara.y' s sense 

(in which ·we share) of personal bereavement. 

Viewed as a vrhole, ~~es~of the___j.'Ur_?_erville~ is eminently 

successful in its rhetorical appeal for the protagonist, but is 

flawed because at two vital points Hardy fails to provide adequate 

grounds for his judgement of Tess. As if aware of the weakness, 

he occasionally resorts to unsupported and illogical direct plead

ing on her behalf. Yet, as even its detractors acknowledged, Tess 

of the d'Urbervilles is a book of enormous power; and the strength 

of the response it elicits carries us over the deficiencies in 

Hardy's argument. In general, Hardy's evaluation of his heroine 

is admirably supported by the dramatic portrait, a..'ld with such a 

heroine a subjective standard of judgement seems quite adequate. 

A detached view of isolated incidents produces doubts, but a detached 

view of Tess is something the book never allows for long. Tess be

comes so intensely real through superbly visualized scenes that the 

reader's critical impulse is paralyzed. Her surpassing loveliness 

and her inevitable doom are both so palpable that any desire to judge 

dissolves in humble pity. As we grow toward the timeless perspective 

of the narrator, ana Tess's story rises into the realm of eternity, 

our outraged social norms seem of infinite unimportance; they are 

awarfea. by the moral gran.de1.1r of Hardy's enduring vision of 1 A Pure 

':ioman.' 
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5. GEORGE ELIOT INTRODUCTORY 

Amidst Victorian novelists, Georee Eliot is distinguished by the 

high seriousness with which she approached. her art. In. a society with-

out the wide variety of modern diversions, the novel in the nineteenth 

century was called upon to bear much more of the burden of popular enter-

tainment than it is today.. Many writers were, of course, content merely 

to supply popular wants; for them Wilkie Collins' famous adage was a 

sufficient programme: 'Make 1 em laugh, make 1 em cry, make 1 em wait. ' 

Even major novelists like Dickens, Thackeray, and Hardy, who at times 

chafed under the consequent restrictions of serial publication or the 

inhibitions of the family audience, regexded public entertainment as an 

essential part of their function. It is a far cry from Dickens, revell-

ing in melodramatic and sentimental public readings from his works, to 

the lofty disdain of the modern novelist who proclaims that 'true artists 

write only for themselves.' 

George Eliot stands apart from both these attitudes. In writing 

she was no doubt partly motivated by the impulse every creative artist 

feels to come to terms with personal experience; but her primary concern 

lay with the moral impact of her work upon her readers. For her, author-

ship entailed awesome responsibilities since the 'man or woman who pub-

lishes writings inevitably assumes the office of teacher or influencer 

of the public mind. 11 Because of this great power for good or ill over 

1 uLeaves from a Note-Book, 11 Es~s of George p.!].iot, ed.Thomas Pinney 
(London, 1963), p.lj-4.0. Hereafter cited as Essays. 
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the public mind, she saw the writer as exercising an almost priestly 

f'unction in society, ana was unmerciful on those who she felt betrayed 

'the sacreaness of the writer's art.•
2 This consistently serious view 

of the novelist's role stands in marked contrast to the cavalier or 

mercenarY attitude to fiction occasionally evinced by Dickens and Hardy. 

To some readers this high seriousness has been a stumbling block 

since it leads, in their view, to excessive moralizing in the novels. 

But, despite her outstanding intellectual gifts ana the unashamedly 

moral purpose of her work, George Eliot was intent upon avoiding an 

openly didactic tone; her concern, as an 'aesthetic' rather than a 

'doctrinal' teacher, was not to inculcate ideas, but to arouse'the nob-

ler emotions.' 3 To this end her ideas had to be made 'thoroughly in-

carnate' in a fully realized, concrete vision of life: 'I think aes-

thetic teaching is the highest of all teaching because it deals with 

life in its highest complexity. But if it ceases to be purely aes-

thetic - if it lapses anywhere from the picture to the diagram - it 

becomes the most offensive of all teaching.• 4 The effects she sought 

were to be dependent upon the reader's experience of the total fiction-

al world she created: 

Unless my readers are more moved towards the ends I seek by my 
works as wholes than by an assemblage of extracts, my writings 
are a mistake. I have always exercised a severe watch against 
anything that could be called preaching, ana if I have ever al
lowed myself in dissertation or dialogue [anything J which is not 
part of the structure of my books, I have there sinned against 

2 "Silly Novels by Lady Novelists, 11 Essays, p. 323. 

3 The Ge~ Eliot Letters, ea.Gordon S. Haight (London, 1954), VII, 
44. Here8.fter cited as ~etters. 

4 I~tters, IV, 300. 
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my own laws •••• Unless I am condemned by my mm principles, my 
books are not properly separable into 'direct' and 'indirect' 
teaching. 5 

~'he nature of the influence George Eliot sought to exert over her 

audience is clearly apparent in a general statement on the artist's role: 

The greatest benefit we owe to the artist, whether painter, poet, 
or novelist, is the extension of our sympathies. Appeals founded 
on generalizations and statistics require a sympathy ready-made, a 
moral sentiment already in activity; but a picture of human life 
such as a great artist can give, stwprises even the trivial and 
the selfish into that attention to what is apart from themselves, 
which may be called the raw material of moral sentiment •••• AI~t is 
the nearest thing to life; it is a mode of amplifying experience 
and extending our

6
contact with our fellow-men beyond the bounds of 

our personal lot. · 

Written in the very year in which she began to produce fiction, this 

statement could well be taken as George Eliot's artistic manifesto. 

It is rein~orced by a more personal avowal in a letter to Charles Bray: 

If Art does not enlarge men's sympathies, it does nothing morally. 
I have had heart-cutting experience that opinions are a poor 

cement between human souls; and the only effect I ardently long 
to produce by my writings, is that those who read them should be 
better able to imagin~ and to feel the pains and the joys of those 
who differ from themselves in everything but the broad fact of 
being struggling erring human creatures. 7 

Such remarks reveal George Eliot's essentially pragmatic view of 

fiction. At the same time her art reflects an uncompromisingly mimet-

ic aesthetic. Chapter xvii of Adam Bede ('In which the Story pauses 

a Little') contains a famous (or notorious) dissertation on the author's 

novelistic aims. Rejecting the idealistic treatment of life that 

would 'represent things as they never have been ~d never will be,' 

5 Letters, V, 458-9. 
6 "The Natural History of German Life," Essays, pp. 270-1. 

7 Letters, III, 111. 
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she professes her artist~c kinship with the painters of the Dutch School 

in their sympathetic and f'aithful depictions of commonplace reality. 

Her novels, she says, attempt to give 

a faithful account of men and. things as they have mirrored. them
selves in my mind.. The mirror is doubtless defective: the out
lines will sometimes be disturbed., the reflection faint or con
fused.; but I feel as much bound. to tell you as precisely as I 
can what that reflection is, as if I were in the witness-box nar
rating my experience on oath. 

Her overwhelming concern, then, is to provide as true and. objective a 

'reflection' of reality as is possible allowing for the unavoidable dis-

t rt . f b. .J..· • • 8 o ~ons o su Jec~~ve ~s~on. Reality for George Eliot consisted. in 
the 

the natural '/quotidian, the typical. In her art she sought to follow 

quietly and. faithfully 1 the stream of fact and. of life' 9 through its 

complex ana. minute convolutions. She eschews the exceptional and. ec-

centric, as well as the imaginative heightening, of Dickens and. Hardy. 

At first sight it might appear that George Eliot's realistic credo 

and. her moral purpose are at odds. But she was particularly concerned. 

not to sacrifice truthfulness to didacticism, and., in fact, criticised 

the author of Constance Herbert for falsifying life in order to encour

age a moral (the imperativ·eness of duty) in whmch she herself believea1° 

8 Cf. the famous mirror image in Mid.d.lemarch which suggests that reality 
is inevitably rearranged. in the light of the individual ego: 'Your pier
glass ••• will be minutely and. multitudinously scratched. in all directions; 
but place now against it a lighted. cru1d.le as a centre of illumination, and. 
lo! the scratches will seem to arrange themselves in a fine series of con
centric circles round. that little sun •••• These things are a parable. The 
scratches are events, and. the candle is the egoism of any person now ab
sent ••• ' (Ch.xxvii, p.281. All page references in this and. subsequent 
chapters are to the World's Classics edition). As various critics have 
pointed. out, the mirror is used repeatedly in Hid.d.lemarch as an image of 
the way individuals project their needs and. illusions upon the outside 
world.. See, for example, Barbara Hardy, The Novels of George Eliot 
(London, 1959), pp. 223-6. 

9 "The Morality of Wilhelm Meister, 11 Essa;y_s, p.146. 

10 See Essays, pp.134-5. 
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In her conception, realism and moralism are two sides of the one coin; 

for, as she wrote to her publisher, John Blackwood, 'The moral effect 

of the stories of course depends on my power of seeing truly and feel-

. . tl '11 J.ng JUS Y• George Eliot attacks the idealisation of much art, 

not simply because it falsifies life, but because in so doing it mis-

leads our sympathies: 

It is not so very serious that we should have false ideas about 
evanescent fashions - about the manners and conversation of beaux 
and duchesses; but it is serious that our sympathy with the per
ennial joys and struggles, the toil, the tragedy, and the humour 
in the life of our more heavily-laden fellow-men, should be per-

2 verted, and turned towards a false object instead of the true one~ 

Fidelity to life is essential to the realization of the novel's serious 

purpose, for 'we need a true conception of the popular character to 

guide our sympathies rightly.• 13 

But it is not sufficient to speak merely of truth to life; the 

novel must be faithful to everyday life, true in its presentation of 

ordinary people, since, as the author reminds her readers, 1 it is these 

people -amongst whom your life is passed - that it is needfUl you 

h ld t 1 t •t d 1 •14 Th 1· t th b 1 sou o era e, p~ y, an. ove. e nove ~s ere y pays a 

crucial role in shaping society: 

In this world there are so many of these common, coarse people, 
who have no picturesque, sentimental wretchedness! It is so need
ful we should remember their existence, else we may happen to leave 
them quite out m£ our religion and philosophy, and frame lofty 
theories which only fit a world of extremes. Therefore let Art 
always remind us of them ••• 15 · 

11 Letters, II, 362. This was written vis-a-vis Scenes of Clerical Life, 
but would. clearly represent George Eliot's attitude to all her fiction. 

12 "The Natural History of German Life," Essa1!!, p.271. 

13 Essays, p.272. 

14 Adam Bede, Ch. xvii. 

15 Ibid., Ch. xvii. 
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George Eliot was quite aware that in refUsing to idealize or senti-

mentalize her world she was rendering more difficult the task of secur-

ing the reader's involvement. She shares with Hardy an indestructible 

belief in the dignity and latent tragedy of the most insignificant of 

lives; but she must work to make us see this value, for 

That element of tragedy which lies in the very fact of frequency, 
has not yet wrought itself into the coarse emotion of mankind; and 
perhaps our frames could hardly bear much of it. If we had a keen 
vision and feeling of all ordinary human life , it would be like 
hearing the grass grow and the squirrel's heart beat, and we should 
die of that roar which lies on the other side of silence. As it 
is, the quickest of us walk about well wadded with stupidity. 16 

Eliot's art is designed to strip off some of the wadding, to sharpen our 

'vision and feeling of all ordinary human life' so that we identify with 

the 'common, coarse people' both withL~ the novels and without. The 

artist then, must be more than a mere reflector of surface reality, for 

it is by her own imagH:lative penetration of the real that George Eliot 

quickens our insight and thereby induces sympathy for what was previously 

regarded as dull and unlovable. To use her own description of the 

'great artist' as teacher, she gives us her 'higher sensibility as a med-

ium, a delicate acoustic or optical instrument, bringing home to our 

coarser senses what would otherwise be unperceived by us. 11 7 The role 

of the artist's more powerful vision in illuminating experience by in-

tensification is made explicit in Mid.dlemarch (again with the image of 

the lens): 

16 ~tid<I!-emarch, Ch. XX, p. 207. 

17 Review of West-war~_I:!£!, Essay~, p.126. 
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Even with a microscope directed on a water-drop we find ourselves 
making intel .. pretations which tnrn out to be rather coarse; for 
whereas under a weru< lens you may seem to see a creature exhibiting 
an active voracity into which other smaller creatures actively play 
as if they were so many animated tax-pennies, a stronger lens re
veals to you certaL"l tiniest hairlets which make vortices for these 
victims while the swallower waits passively at his receipt of cus
tom. In this way, meta~1orically speru<ing, a strong lens applied 
to Mrs. Cadwallader's match-mak:ir.g will show a play of minute 
causes producing what may be called thought &"ld speech vortices to 
bring her the sort of food she needed.' (Ch. vi, p.58) 

This is an important qualification to the mirror image from Adam Bede; 

and shows that, while quite removed from Hardyan subjectivity, George 

Eliot was not intent either on photographic realism. But any metaphor 

is ultimately unsatisfactory; for George Eliot's microscopic concentra-

tion is centred on psychological and moral processes, not on physical 

details as in Hardy, and her vision is at the same time much more free-

ranging and all-embracing than the lens image suggests. 

U.C. Knoepflmacher, imbued with the critic's delight in paradoxes, 

observes that 'Throughout her career, George Eliot's desire to be faith-

ful to the conditions of actual existence clashed with her efforts to 

transcend or dignify the meanness of those conditions.• 18 But to a 

great degree, her very faithfulness (that is, her close and continued 

attention) 'to the conditions of actual existence' is precisely what dig-

nifies those conditions. By illuminating the irreducible reality of 

insignificant lives in their own terms, she convinces us of the import-

ance of their feelings and predicaments. The all-encompassing per-

spective of the author finds significance in even the apparently mean 

and trivial, for 'there is nothing petty to the mind that has a large 

18 George ~iot'~ Earl~_Novels: The Limits of Realism (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles, 1968) , pp. .34--5. 
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vision o~ relations.• 19 

One o~ the most impressive qualities o~ George Eliot's novels is 

their ability to elicit a sympathetic response to the most unlovely 

o~ characters. Such people as the hard and vindictive Tom Tulliver; 

Bulstrode, the religious hypocrite; Casaubon, the bitterly suspicious 

and dessicated pedant - all prisoners of their narrow egos - draw our 

sympathy because we are made thoroughly to understand them and the 

world as it appears through their eyes; Manipulation of the omnia-

cient point of view is, o~ course, vital to this e~fect. Not only 

does the na-~ator draw us into the inner lives of the characters, but, 

by continual reference to the world outside the novel, she involves the 

reader, making him realize how much he has in common with the characters. 

The frequent appeals to our experience of real life also reinforce the 

sense of the reality of the ~ictional world: it is placed on a pal, 

with the real; the same attitudes and standards are carried over from 

20 one to the other. This effect will be examined in more detail in 

relation to the specific novels. 

Despite her emphasis on the actual and her rejection of the ideal, 

George Eliot does not present life 'in the raw.' Instead, she care-

fully selects her materials because, in her view, 'no one can maintain 

19 The Mi=!:_~ on the Floss, Bk. IV, Ch. i, p. 255. All page references in 
this and subsequent chapters are to the Everyman's Library edition. 

20 Cf. "\7. J. Harvey: 1 the "illusion of reality" aimed at in this kind of 
fiction is not that of a self-contained world, a fictional microcosm intact 
and autonomous as in the Jamesian mode, but _ a world coterminous with the 
"real" world, with the factual macrocosm. The author bridges the t-wo 
worlds; we accept her opinions about the real world ••• on the same level 
and in _i.he same .!!N.. as we accept the opir..ions of [a character J from within 
the novel' (The Art_£f __ Geor~...!f-iot [London, 1961 ], p.71). The last state
ment seems to me doubtful, but generally HarYey' s discussion of 'the om
niscient author convention' in George Eliot is very helpful. 
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Both the selection and treat-

ment of materials are governed by her moral purpose. Since 1 IJ1ora.l nau-

sea' results from scenes of 'unmitigated vice,' she argues that the 

writer must not only limit the sphere of what he portrays but also ad

just his 'mode of treatment' in order to present redeeming qualities 

even in the worst actions~ and thereby to 'call forth our best sympath-

ies.' The art which is 'really moral in its influence' is that exem-

plified by Goethe which 'without exaggeration' portrays 'humanity - mixed 

and erring, and self-deluding, but saved from utter corruption by the 

salt of some noble impulse, some disinterested effort, some beam of 

21 good nature.' 

This, then, is to be the sphere of George Eliot's realism: a middle 

ground, clear of extremes, where life is mixed and complex, and human 

character neither impossibly good nor irredeemably bad. According to 

her aesthetic, the author's mind is more than a mirror held up to nat

ura; it is a lens which focuses on a carefully demarcated area of ex

perience, and seeks to illuminate that as accurately as possible in order 

to deepen and extend the observer's sympathetic understanding. The 

mimetic and pragmatic imptuses are inextricably linked. 

II 

The realistic aesthetic so strongly espoused in George Eliot's 

letters, essays, and reviews finds fairly consistent embodiment in her 

21 "The :Morality of Vfilhelm Meister," Essavs, p.146. 
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own art. The novels are undramatic, even, and 'low-key' in tone, quiet 

and steady in movement, muted in their climaxes. Hers is the everyday 

world that is shared by the majority of her readers. We are not struck 

(as we are in reading Dickens or Hardy) by a vision of a new world, or 

of the real world in a totally new light. Certainly we are made to see 

and feel things to which we were previously blind and impervious, but 

the landmarks are familiar; we are not disturbed by a radical adjustment 

of outlook. The reader, therefore, tends to give imaginative consent to 

her world more readily than to that of Dickens or of Hardy, though his 

involvement may be less intense than that which they finally induce. 22 

George Eliot's practice accords well with her desire to avoid a 

falsely idealized view of character. The black and white distinctior..s 

between villain and heroine made in Dickens' stylized world are not here 

to be found; for, in her view, 'the line between the virtuous and vic-

ious, so far from being a necessary safeguard to morality, is itself an 

immoral fiction.• 23 In characterization especially, the moral ends of 

her works demand fidelity to common life: 'My artistic bent is directed 

not at all to the presentation of eminently irreproachable characters, 

but to the presentation of mixed human beings in such a way as to call 

forth toler~t judgement, pity, and sympathy. And I cannot stir a step 

aside from what I feel to be true in character. •24 Even characters like 

22 Here, of course, the author's relation to the fictional world is all 
important. Dickens and Hardy are much less detached, and consequently 
the reader is more dravrr1 into the immediate, concrete experience of their 
creation. George Eliot's greater detachment results in greater compre
hension of though less intense emotional participation in her world. 

23 "The Morality of 'Wilhelm Meister," ~ssays, p.147. 

24 Letters, II, 299. 
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Adam Bede, Maggie Tulliver, and Dorothea Brooke, with whom George Eliot 

is especially involved, are subject to her critical judgement. Dinah 

Morris is perhaps the one character who escapes authorial irony, and 

consequently seems too good to be true. On the other hand, Geo~ge 

Eliot creates no wholly evil, serious character. Although many ord-

inary people in her novels cause great evil, they do so unintentionally 

by apparently minor acts of cowardice and thoughtlessness, or self-

indulgence. Here the deep seriousness of George Eliot's moral vision 

is apparent. By her awareness o~ far-reaching consequences she gives 

significance to the most inconspicuous lives and the most trivial ac-

tiona. The mixed, incalculable quality of character is part of her 

recognition of the rich complexity of life. 

Nonetheless, George Eliot's art is more selective and less demo-

cratic than some of her theoretical statements wou~d suggest. Des-

pite the concern expressed in such essays as "The Natural History of 

German Life" for the accurate representation in art of the peasant 

class, there is, as William J. Hyde points out, 'no peasant in her 

novels of the rank of Christian Cantle, Haymoss Fry, or Joseph Poor

grass who is given that attention Hardy gives to him.• 25 Furthermore, 

her protagonists, though usually buried in obscurity, are not drawn 

from the common ruck of humanity, but comprise the outstanding spirits 

of their communities. Dinah and Adam are unknown to the wider world, 

25 "George Eliot and the Climate of Realism," PMLA, LXXII (March 1957), 
158; reprinted in A Century of George Eliot CritiCism, ed.Gordon S.Haight 
(London, 1965), p.298. Cf. Hardy's ovm comment on ~eorge Eliot's rustics: 
'she had never touched the life of the fields: her country-people having 
seemed to him, too, more like small townsfoJJc than rustics; and as evid
encing a woman 1 s wit cast in country dialogue :bather than real country hum
our, which he regarded as rather of the Shakespeare and Fielding sort' 
(Early Life, p.129). 
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yet in their moral stature they stand_out in the society of Hayslope. 

Maggie is distinguished by her intellectual and emotional capacity 

from the'bppressive narrowness' of St. Oggs. And the wider vision of 

Dorothea and Lydgate sets them apart amid the provincial pettiness of 

Middlemarch. 

The essentially middle class nature of George Eliot's realism 

reflects her moral purpose - her desire to establish rapport with the 

majority of her readers by speaking directly to their situation. 

Though the central characters rise above the average, the sphere of 

action and emotion is very much limited to the typical and everyday. 

It is hardly true to say, as John Holloway does, that, except for Mr. 

Tulliver and Baldasare, no one in the novels 'feels the sudden, vio-

lent passions of anger, or jealousy, or revenge, or spitefulness, or 

. ,26 
~nfatuation. We have only to thi~~ of the vengeful anger of Tom 

Tulliver or Adam Bede, the jealousy that momentarily racks Philip 

Wakem and Dorothea, the passionate infatuation of Stephen Guest and 

Maggie. But it is in the main true that she ignores the darker, vol-

canic side of human nature. She shies away from the deep, dark, ele-

mental passions that occasionally surface in Dickens and Hardy, and 

which fascinated the Bront~s. Consequently her fiction rarely con-

tains violent action or extraordinary and spectacular events. ""' -·~ ..... 

Throughout her literary career, George Eliot centred her attention 

on the area of human experience governed by moral considerations. 

26 The Victorian Sage, p.122. 
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As Walter Allen says, 'Her view of life was unswervingly and all the 

time a moral view, and nothing that existed outside the moral view, 

that could not be netted by it, existed for her. ' 27 Hence, though 

many of her novels turn upon sexual relationships, she, unlike Hardy, 

was interested in the experience of seXual attraction only in so far 

as it plays characters into moral dilemmas. In The Mill on the Floss 

the rather cursory treatment makes Maggie's passion for Stephen uncon

vincing for some readers; but what George Eliot is concerned with is, 

of course, not the emotion ~~ but the consequent clash of values 

in Maggie. 

The delight in the unusual and preternatural is what gives Hardy's 

world its distinctive (and at times lurid) colouring, and places it in 

a quite different order of reality from George Eliot's. By widespread 

use of fantastic chance, superstition,and the grotesque, Hardy attempts 

to evoke that which lies beyond rational explanation and empirical proof. 

"The Lifted Veil" apart, George Eliot limits her plots to the this-

worldly, the naturalistic. One of the rare occasions when she evinces 

the startling preternatural vision which characterizes Hardy is in the 

passage from Middlemarch, quoted above, where she suggests that to have 

a keen perception 'would be like hearing the grass grow and the squir

rel's heart beat, and we should die of that roar which lies on the 

other side of silence.' Given her usual emphasis on awareness as a 

value, this passage appears to present a paradox. But the apparent 

conflict is merely a question of degree. If we were always acutely 

27 George Eliot (London, 1965), p.185. 
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conscious we would, in George Eliot' s view, be overv1helmed by universal 

suffering, and lose the power of moral discrimination end action -

which is just what seems at times to have happened to Hardy. There-

fore, she does not wish to penetrate too deeply below the surface. 

Like her twentieth-century namesake, Eliot felt that 'human kind/Cannot 

b h l •t ,28 ear very muc rea ~ y. 

George Eliot shared with Hardy a deterministic philosophy of life; 

but their individual embodiments of a mechanistic universe serve to 

underline the relevance of John Holloway's salutary reminder that 

the outlook of a writer is not the sum of his abstractions, but 
how he interprets them. The abstractions of George Eliot &~d 
Hardy about the general course of things are to some extent sim
ilar. But their picture of life is totally different. In one 
Necessity suggests a bracing drabness; in the other a sometimes 
dreamlike inconsequentiality. 29 

By playing down mystery and chance, George Eliot' s plots work on more 

obvious and consistent principles of causation than Hardy's. Hers is 

very much a world of consciousness, of the known, where the interaction 

of lives in the social milieu is observed with almost scientific pre-

cision. Furthermore, while Hardy is primarily concerned with effects 

(a concern which often resulted. in a vague concept of 'fate' or 1 d.es

tiny' as the determining force), George Eliot's interest centres on 

causes, especially on the processes by which a character grows to 

maturity or falls to ruin.3° Whereas Hardy sees fate as coquettish, 

28 T.S. Eliot, 11Four Quartets," Collected Poems 1909-1962 (London, 1963), 
p.190. 

29 The Victorian Sa~~' p.277. 
30 It might be added tha~ ~hile George Eliot's plots are dominantly mimet

ic, seeking to reproduce the natural sequence of cause and effect, Hardy's 
tend to be more rhetorical, calculated to induce a sympathetic response to 
his characters. 



George Eliot emphasizes the 'universal regular sequence, without par

tiality and without caprice. ,31 

It is this 'orderly sequence by which the seed brings forth a crop 

after its kind132 that forms the fundamental 'law' on which George 

Eliot's whole system of morality is based. Having succumbed to the 

prevailing scepticism of the day and rejected her early evangelical 

faith, George Eliot, like so m~~y of her contemporaries, unde~vent a 

severe moral crisis. She was oppressed by the urgent need to discover 

motives for moral conduct in the absence of accepted sanctions and trad-

itional beliefs. As those interested in keeping alive the study of 

the classics never tire of pointing out, there is in the mid-twentieth-

century a strikingly contemporary relevance to this quest for values in 

a world made meaningless by the decay of religious faith. The sanction 

she sought George Eliot found in 'the inexorable law of consequences,' 

in that 'invariability of sequence' whereby a man always reaps what he 

sows: 

It is this invariability of sequence which can alone give value 
to experience and render education in the true sense possible. 
The divine yea and nay, the seal of prohibition and of sanction, 
are effectually impressed on human deeds and aspirations, not by 
means of Greek and Hebrew, but by that inexorable law of conse
quences, whose evidence is confirmed instead of weakened as the 
ages advance; and human duty is compr:bsed in the ea_'Y'Ilest study 
of this law and patient obedience to its teaching. 33 

Throughout her fiction, George Eliot stresses the need to act re-

sponsibly by demonstrating how far-reaching and inexorable are the con-

sequences of even the slightest act. The essential element in the 

31 "The Influence of Rationalism," Essa~., p.413. 

32 Silas Marner:,, Ch. ix. 

33 Review of Robert William Y~ckay's The Pro~ess of the Intellect, 
Essays, p.31. 
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growth to maturity of good-natured egoists l:L1<e Fred Viney and Arthur 

Donnithor.ne is their recognition of the disastrous effect on others of 

their easy self-indulgence. It is the index of Godfrey Cass's and 

Tito Melema' s moral immaturity that they trust to favourable chance 

intervening to avert the 'universal regular sequence' of action and 

consequence. The careers of Godfrey, Tito, and, in Middlemarch, of 

Nicholas Bulstrode (to cite but three examples) powerfully enforce the 

view that, no matter how long the delay or unexpected the shape, 

nemesis is finally inescapable. 

This concept of undeviating natural law enjoining to duty must 

not be confused with a crudely unrealistic doctrine of poetic justice. 

George Eliot repudiated the latter as incompatible with her desire to 

show things as they are not as they ought to be. In her view, the 

unreality of poetic justice not only impeded the moral end of fiction, 

but could be positively baneful in its effect by appealing to human 

vindictiveness: 'The emotion of satisfaction which a reader feels 

when the villain of the book dies of some hideous disease, or is 

crushed by a railway train, is no more essentially moral than the sat

isfaction which used to be felt in whipping culprits at the cart-tail.')+ 

Nevertheless, George Eliot herself can be seen to employ a one-sided 

form of poetic justice: in a grievously imperfect world good is rarely 

rewarded, but evil is always punished. Despite all her emphasis on 

realism and fidelity to life, there is, most readers would agree, un-

reality here. While unwilling to idealize life to support her moral 

34"The Morality of Wilhelm IJeister ," Essa;y:s, p.14-5. 
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thesis, George Eliot does, for the sake of that same thesis, convenient

ly ignore the evil man who flourishes like the green bay tree. 35 Some-

times this outlook leads to quite arbitrary plotting - as with the death 

of Tito, or the childlessness of Godfrey Cass's marriage. But in her 

best novels, Genrge Eliot's grasp of character a~d social dynamics is 
of the necessity 

so masterful that she convinces us;of the nemesis; or at least, as 

with Bulstrode, we are so fascinated by the process that we accept the 

gratuitous chance by which it is triggered off. 

The difference between George Eliot and Hardy in their representa-

tion of determinist lavt is apparent also in their attitudes towards it. 

Hardy acknowledges that a mistake in the past betrays a man into the 

hands of fate, but strongly feels that this should not be so, that man 

should be made free from the past. For George Eliot, the fact that we 

cannot escape the past is what makes for virtue in the present - if 

only for the sake of the future. The difference is emblematic of a 

wider divergence. In his later fiction, especially Tess, Hardy be-

comes incolTigibly romantic, bitterly rebelling against the order of 

things that has produced so much mortal pain. George Eliot shares a 

sense of the incompatibility of the natural order with human aspira-

tions, but believes meaning and morality depend upon recognition and 

stoical acceptance of harsh reality: 'The highest "calling and elec-

tion11 is to do without opium and live through all our pain with con

scious, clear-eyed endurance.' 36 And'the test of a higher religion 

might be, that it should enable the believer to do without the consola-

35 Cf. Hyde: 'Standing behind her plot structure and imposing itself upon 
her realistic characters is a moral theory of action which George Eliot 
could not safely entrust to the mere objective reporting of life' (Q£.cit., 
162-3). 

36 Letters, III, 366. 
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tions which his egotism would demand. ,-37 In her view, the very lndif-

ference of nature to man's wishes motivates to moral action by emphas-
' .. ·.. .. 

izing individual ·insignificance and the consequent need for human 

solidarity: 

For if it be true that Nature at certain moments seems charged 
with a presentiment of one individual lot, must it not also be 
true that she seems unmjndful, unconscious of another? For 
there is no hour that has not its births of gladness and despair, 
no morning brightness that does not bring new sickness to desola
tion as well as new forces to genius and love. ~1ere are so 
many of us, and our lots are so different: what wonder that 
Nature's mood is often in harsh contrast with the great crisis 
of our lives? We are children of a large family, and must 
learn, as such children do, not to expect that our hurts will 
be made much of - to be content with little nurture a.11d caress
ing, and help each other the more.38 

For George Eliot, then, the conditions of life make the call to 

selfless resignation imperative. The needs of others must serve as 

the guide and motive of action. Through art she sought to create 

'that vision of others' needs, which is the source of justice, tender-

ness, sympathy in the fullest sense.' 39 That is a highly significant 

sentence in the expression of George Eliot's outlook. The needs of 

others provide the only possible objective sanction for morality, but 

it is dependent upon sympathetic feeling as the subjective motivation 

37 Letters, V, 69. Cf. her stern stress on the unrecompensing nature of 
duty: 'The notion that duty looks stern, but all the while has her hand 
full of sugar-plums, with which she will reward us by-and-by, is the fav
ourite cant of optimists, who try to make out that this tangled wilder-ness 
of life has a plan as easy to trace as that of a Dutch garden; but it 
really undermines all true moral development by perpetually substituting 
something extrinsic as a motive to action, instead of the immediate im
pulse of love or justice, which alone makes an action truly moral' (Essays, 
p.135). 

38 Adam Bede, Ch. xxvii. 

39 Letters, VI, 98. 
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f'or action.40 Such is George Eliot's optimistic view of human nature 

that she believes a person need only have his eyes opened to the situa-

tion of his fellows for the moral emotions to flan. Hence, in her 

world, someone like Rosamond Viney or Hetty Sorel who fails to be moved 

by the plight of others appears less than human. .M'ter her denial of' 

a transcendent Goa and human immortality, this is the central belief' to 

which GeQrge Eliot clung with unshakeable, almost desperate, faith: 

My books are ••• deliberately, carefully constructed on a basis 
which even in my doubting mind is never shaken by a doubt •••• 
The basis I mean is my conviction as to the relative goodness 
and nobleness of human dispositions and motives.41 

This morality motivated by concern for others springs from a 

strong sense of human interdependence. No man is an island, to be 

considered entire of himself'; each L~dividual inevitably affects and 

is affected by the lives of his fellows. The densely-realized social 

landscapes of her novels are an attempt to embody this vision of human 

interconnectedness. Society is seen as an organic whole, like'the 

human body, with all its various parts depending on one another, and 

with a terrible liability to get wrong because of that delicate depend-

ence. •42 This is what gives the law of consequences its moral force. 

4-0 It is true that, in a negative way, recognition of' the law of' Nemesis 
will lead to moral action, but it depends upon feeling f'or its ultimate 
sanction: 'that awe of the Divine Nemesis ••• was felt by religious pagans, 
and, though it took a more positive form under Christianity, is still felt 
by the mass of mankind simply as a vague fear at anything which is called 
wrong-doing. Such terror of the unseen is so far above mere sensual cow
ardice that it will annihilate that cowardice: it is the initial recog
nition of a moral law restraining desire, a.Yld checks the hard bold scrutiny 
of imperfect thought into obligations which can never be proved to have 
any sanctity in the absence of feeling' (~omola, Ch. xi). 

4-1 Letters, IV, L1-72. 

4-2 11.!\ddress to Working Men,. by Felix Holt," Essa.Yfl, p. 420. 



The effects of our own misdeeds are never limited to ourselves, but 

spread incalculably through the social body like a contagious disease. 

Furthermore, the process is irreversible. Once committed a deed is 

irrevocable; as Fred Viney and Arthur Donnithorne must realize, no 

amount of repentance will undo or compensate -for its effects. Even 

the Christi&~ doctrine of forgiveness can be pernicious in obscuring 

·a great impetus to right action, the fact that everything done is 

done irrevocably, that even the orrmipotence of God cannot uncommit a 

deed, cannot make that undone which has been done; that every act of 

his must bear its allotted fruit according to the everlasting laws.•43 

The unpitJ~ng nature of this law is indicative of the severity of 

George Eliot's moral outlook. The seriousness with which she approach-

ed her art was but part of the total seriousness with which she viewed 

life. Hel' set of values naturally places great weight on human re-

sponsibility. Thus, despite her a.eterministic world view, George 

Eliot sees man as possessjng a significant degree of free will.44 

This is not, strictly spe~~g, philosophically consistent, but George 

Eliot is primarily concerned with truth to personal experience and 

with the need to discover motivation to moral action. Therefore she 

could write to Mrs. Ponsonby, 

43 Review of W.R. Greg's The Creed of Chr~-~endom, Leade~, II (20 Sept. 
1851), 898. Quoted by Bernard J. Paris, E~eriments in Life, p.154. 

44 George Levine in his article, "Determinism and Responsibility in the
Works of' George Eliot," PMLA, LXXVII (June 1962), 268-79, goes a great way 
to resolving this apparent antinomy by emphasizing the distinction between 
causation and compulsion, and also the important sense in which the in
dividual determines his own character. 
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every fresh morning is an opportunity that one can look forvvard 
to for exerting one' s will. I shall not be satisfied with your 
philosophy till you have conciliated necessitarianism - I hate 
the ugly word - with the practice of willing strongly, willing 
to will strongly, and so on, that being what you certainly can 
do and have done about a great many things in life, whence it 
is clear that there is nothing in truth to hinder you from it -
except you will say the absence of.a motive. But that absence 
I don't believe in, in your case - only in the case of empty 
barren souls. 45 

When we approach the novels we find that the area of human free will, 

though strictly limited, is not negligible. Man is inevitably re-

stricted by circumstances, for 'there is no creature whose inward be-

ing is so strong that it is not greatly dete1~ined by what lies out-

. d •t ,l;-6 
SJ. e J. • So Mr. Tulliver finds when he seeks someone to grant 

him a loan: 

'It must be no client of Wakem 1 s, 1 he said to himself; and yet 
at the end of a fortnight it turned out to the contrary; not 
because Mr. Tulliver' s will was feeble, but because external fact 
was stronger. 4 7 

The character of Lydgate in Middlema.rch is a poignant study of the way 

in which social pressures can destroy noble aspiration. But George 

Eliot stresses, too, the part Lydgate himself plays in his own defeat 

by his failure to apply that 'distinction of mind which belonged to 

his intellectual ardour' (158) to areas of life outside medicine es-

pecially to his relations with women. 'It always remains true,' the 

author concludes, 'that if we had been greater, circumstance would have 

been less strong against us' ( 627). 

As we have seen, the notion of universal causality was fundamental 

45 Letters, VI, 166. 
46 Middlemarch, Finale, p.896. 
47 The Mill on the Floss, Bk.I, Ch. xiii, p.120. 
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to George Eliot's moral system. The_very multiplicity of causes 

(many of them balancing and counteracting each other) at work in her 

world, however, create a considerable sense of freedom. The variety 

of forces acting upon a character suggest a variety of possible 

courses open to him. This sense of openness is especially emphasized 

in the portraits of young people setting out on the road of life. 

The author sees clearly the character's vulnerable points which, 

with particular sets of circumstances, may conspire to bring him to 

ruin. Yet the outcome is seen to hinge on just what circumstances 

do arise (it may be that life vdll never put the young person's met-

tle to the test, though the narrator's commentary raises the opposite 

expectation), and on how far his character develops towards eradicat-

ing the weaknesses. In weighing up the character of Arthur Donni-

thorne, the narrator comments, 

The chances are that he will go through life without scandalising 
any one; a seaworthy· vessel that no one would refuse to insure. 
Ships, certainly, are liable to casualties, which sometimes make 
terribly evident some flaw in their const~1ction that would never 
have been discoverable in smooth water; and many a 'good fellow,' 
through a disastrous combination of circumstances, has undergone 
a like betrayal. 

But we have no fair ground for entertaining unfavourable 
auguries concerning .Arthur Donni thorne ••• 48 

When badly handled this device appears facile, and serves only to exhibit 

an irritating coyness on the part of the omniscient narrator, who ob-

viously knows the future that she withholds: 'Maggie's destiny, then, 

is at present hidden, and we must wait for it to reveal itself like the 

course of an unmapped river: we only know that the river is full and 

48 Adam Bede, Ch. xii. 
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rapid, and that ~or all rivers there is the same ~inal home. 149 At 

its best the device arouses tremendous suspense and draws the reader 

into sympathetic involvement with the character's career. As the 

narrator outlines the prospects of Lydgate's ~uture, we are absorbed 

by the rich variety o~ possibilities, intrigued by the delicate bal-

ance in human destiny: 

He was at a starting-point which makes many a man 1 s.career a ~ine 
subject ~or betting, if there were any gentlemen given to that 
amusement who could appreciate the complicated probabilities of 
an arduous purpose, with all the possible thwartings and fur ... : 
therings of circumstance, all the niceties of inward balance, by 
which a man swims and makes his point or else is carried headlong. 
The risk woula. remain, even with close knowledge of Lydgate's 
character; for character too is a process and an unfolding. 
The man was still in the making, as much as the Middlemarch 
doctor and immortal discoverer, and there were both virtues 
and faults capable of shrinking or expanding. 50 

The main reason why this comment is more acceptable than the two pre-

vious passages is that the narrator is here summing up how Lydgate 

would appear at a particuJ.ar point in time to a human observer, and 

is not inconsistently suggesting that she is as much in the dark about 

the future as the reader. 

The relative openness of George Eliot's picture sets it apart 

from Hardy's, where life appears oppressively deterministic because 

everything is traced to a single cause and seen to tend inevitably to 

one end. Tess's ruin is shown to follow in invincible causal sequence 

from Parson Tringham's careless disclosure. In George Eliot, the 

issues are felt to be delicately balanced right to the end: will 

49 The Mill on the Floss, Bk. VI, Ch. vi, p.378. 

50 Middlemarch, Ch. X:V, pp. 156-7. 
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Lydgate succeed or fail; will Maggie succumb to her passion for 

Stephen or renounce him? But in Hardy tragic destiny announces its 

coming far in advance and approaches with crushing inexorability. 

Brief interludes of happiness (like the Talbothays episode in Tess) 

do not open new possibilities; they are but brief and doomed hia-

tuses in the flow of tragedy. Still, the air of freedom in George 

Eliot must not be over-emphasized. The author's comments and the 

depiction of the environment discourage great hopes of fulfilment 

for gifted characters like Maggie and Dorothea.51 

With an area of freedom in which to manoeuvre, George Eliot's 

characters are held responsible for their own destinies. However 

untoward they may be, circumstances are not the ultimate determinant. 

tT.hereas Hardy blames fate, the defective make-up of the world, for 

man's plight, George Eliot sees unhappiness as more often the result 

of man's blind egoism. She makes imperative the call of duty to a 

life of self-sacrificing altruism and of resignation to individual 

unimportance in an indifferent universe. Hardy holds similar val-

ues, but there is enormous difference in emphasis between the two. 

Eliot's more optimistic view of possibilities results in the con

viction that man can to some extent (and therefore should) act to 

improve the human lot. For Hardy, exhortations to moral rectitude 

are gratuitous, because man has so little control over the course of 

things. He is much more reluctant to judge his characters because 

51 The case of Dorothea is, of course, exceptional because the Prelude 
to Middlemarch so strongly colours our expectations. 
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human misdeeds appear to him of little moment in the context of the 

overwhelming injustice of the natural order. To borrow Albert J. 

Guerard's succinct distinction, Hardy vras primarily concerned that 

people be happy, whereas George Eliot, like Conrad, wanted them to 

be good. 52 This gives her a much surer basis for judgement. 

Hardy is placed in a dilemma when the happiness of two sympathetic 

characters (for example Tho-n1. a..sin and Eustacia) conflict. George 

Eliot does not have this problem since she stresses the necessity of 

selfless renunciation. Problems of judgement do arise in her works, 

however, when a character is forced to choose between opposing demands. 

In The Mill on the Floss, Maggie is torn by the rival claims of Stephen 

on the one hand and of Lucy and Philip on the other. Many modern 

readers have expressed dissatisfaction with the author's resolution 

of this conflict. 

Though for George.Eliot, as for Hardy, heroic action is imposs-

ible, the little that can be done is to her worth striving for: 

One must care for sw.all immediate results as well as for great 
and distant ones - ~~a in my mind nothing takes greater em
phasis than the possibility of being certain that our character 
and deeds make a few lives near to us better than they would 
have been without our presence in the world. Scepticism has 
less chance of creeping in here than in relation to larger re
sults. 53 

The seepticism and fatalism apparent in Hardy were just the attitudes 

George Eliot strove so hard to save her contemporaries from falling 

into following their rejection of traditional religious beliefs. 

52 See Thomas Hardy, p.158. This is, of course, a simplistic view. 
George Eliot after all wanted people to be good primarily so that othe~s 
may be made happier. 

53 Letters, V, 76. 



Thus she wrote to Mrs. Charles Bray: 

I cannot quite agree that it is hard to see what has been the 
good of ~our life. It seems to me very clear that you have 
been a good of a kind that would have been sorely missed by 
those who have been nearest to you and also by some who are 
more distant. And it is this kind of good which must recon
cile us to life - not any answer to the question, 'What would 
the universe have been without me?'~ 

Middlemarch, her finest novel and most mature representation of life, 

ends on this note of mutea. optimism in generalizing the significance 

of Dorothea's life: 

Her finely-touched spirit had still its fine issues, though they 
were not widely visible. Her full nature, like that river of 
which Cyrus broke the strength, spent itself in channels which 
had no great name on the earth. But the effect of her being 
on those around her was jncalculably diffusive: for the growing _ 
good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts; and 
that things are not so ill with you and me as they might have 
been, is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden 
life, and rest in unvisited tombs. (896) 

'Life,' George Eliot wrote, 'though a good to men on the whole, is a 

doubtful good to many, and to some not a good at a11.• 55 Hardy, at 

best, would have written, 'Life is a doubtful good to men on the 

whole, and to too many not. a good at all. 1 

Late in her novelistic career George Eliot asserted that 'there 

has been no change in the point of view from which I regard our life 

since I wrote my first fiction - the "Scenes of Cleri,cal Life". •56 

It is true that her view of life is remarkably consistent throughout 

the novels; she began writing with a mature and deeply considered 

54 Letters, VI, 319. 
55 Letters, IV, 183. 
56 ~etters, VI, 318. 
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outlook that mAde~vent little revision or development durD1g her 

career. For this reason, it is perhaps easier (ru1d safer) to gener

alize about the pattern of judgement D1 her novels than it is with 

Hardy, who moves to an increasingly romantic view of human aspiration 

and rebellion. Nevertheless, the general features of her vision 

that have been outlined do not all appear in the same proportions 

and with equal emphases in each work, and the success with which 

she embodied that vision varied Qonsiderably from novel to novel. 

It is important, therefore, to experience and consider each novel 

in its own terms, as well as in relation to the rest of George Eliot's 

fictional and non-fictional writing, in order to appreciate her spec

ific achievements and shortcomings, strengths and weaknesses. 



6. THE MILL CX'T THE FLOSS 

Among George Eliot's novels The Mill on the Floss stano.s alone. 

The book :b.as an emotional intensity not to be found anywhere else 

in her work. It soon becomes obvious to the reader that here the 

author's involvement in the fictional v'Torld is of a singularly per-

sonal nature. As Laurence Lerner points out, 

It is not an autobiographical novel in its events: l:laggie' s 
story is nothing like Marien Eva.n$ s. But in a more import
and sense it is deeply autobiographical: Maggie's struggles 
~ her author's transposed into fiction. Mariam too had a 
brother whom she loved intensely as a child, who grew up con
ventional and self-righteous, and whom she quarrelled and 
broke with. She too went through a phase of violent ascet
icism and was constantly tempted by self-denial. She had 
the same passionate nature, the same need to be lovea., the 
same instability, the same sublimated egoism, the same de
voted loyalty. 1 

From this deeply personal investment in the novel spring the book's 

greatest strengths and major weaknesses. The strength lies in the 

force and vividness with which experience is recreated, in the im-

mediacy and vitality of the novelist's·world. Successive genera-

tions of readers bear witness to the power of the first half of the 

book; it is one of the finest recreations of the child's view. of 

·. 1 Ge9£f~Eliot_an~~er Reader~, ed. Laurence Lerner and John Holm
strom-c-London, 1966T, p. 45. See Barbara Hardy's essay in her anthol
ogy, Cr~_t_9_al__!:~~.Yl' __ on Ge_9_E_g_e E~~ot (London, 1970), pp. 42-58, for a 
valuable analysis of tb;loften indirect) ways in which autobiograph
ical elements shape the novel. 'There is some relation,' she asserts, 
'at each stage i:-'l the novel, betw·een a great personal need and the 
artistic shaping' (p. 50). I have concentrated more on the way per-
sonal pressures affect the distance between narrator and character, 
than on the book's relation to specific episodes in George Eliot's 
life. 
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life in English fiction, ana without equal in the nineteenth cent-

2 ury. But the author not only excels in her phenomenological 

grasp of experience, she also demonstrates a sure understanding of 

it ana an ability to place the characters' view in a broader per-

spective. As Maggie grows older, the intellectual distance between 

author ana character naturally narrows - a fact reflected in their 

increasingly similar vocabularies. And, as most critics have felt, 

there is also a corresponding narrowing of critical distance, so 

that towards the end their two points of view seem indistinguish-

able. George Eliot appears to fully endorse Maggie's subjective 

evaluation of the tangled situation she plays herself into, and to 

accept her way out as the only moral course available. While it 

gives great sensuous and emotive force to the novel, the author's 

personal involvement also leads to a weakening of judgement, a 

blurring of critical perspective. 

This blurring of perspective resulting from over-identifica-

tion with Maggie manifests itself in various ways. It is evident 

in a tendency to sentimentalize the past; in the idealization of 

renunciation as a good in itself; in the idealization of Stephen 

Guest; ana above all in the specious resolution involving both a 

. wish-fulfilment reconciliation between Maggie and brother Tom and 

2 Cf. Leslie Stephen on The Hill on the Floss: 'The first part of 
that novel appears to me to mark the culmination of her genius. So 
far, it is one of the rare books which it is difficult to praise in 
adequate language' ("George Eliot," Cornhil~ (February 1881), in .f:=. 

pentury of _Ge2~ot Crit~2Jsm, ea. Gordon S. Haight[Boston, 1965], 
pp. 143-4). 
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a falsification of George Eliot's vision of life in the reunion of 

Stephen and Lucy Deane. These flaws result from the author's fail-

ure to establish or maintain an external standard by which to judge 

her heroine. Towards the end the novel becomes increasingly sub-

jectivist; Il'iaggie comes to define herself the standards by which 

she is to be judged - with less and less qualification by the om-

niscient narrator. 

II 

Possessed as it is of such a strongly autobiographical strain, 

The Mill on the Floss is naturally very much preoccupied with the 

sense of time, especially of time past. It is an attempt to dis-

cover permanency and value within change, to recreate the past so 

vividly that its reality will be felt in the present. As a pro-

gressive, temporal art form the novel :J.s particularly well sui ted 

to conveying a sense of time passing. The pitifully slow accre-

tion of the Tulliver's savings to pay off their debts, or the dull 

of 
monotony;day following day in 1.m.expectant sameness in Maggie's de-

prived existence are made painfully real in the reader's experience. 

The experience of time's passage is vital to the novel's central 

theme: resignation versus desire. For George Eliot, resignation 

is essential to moral maturity, and it is a lesson that can only 

be learnt over a long period. As Maggie learns through bitter dis-

illusionment, the moral life is a continual battle, not a victory 
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won in a day. The more embittered Philip doubts that '"life is 

long enough tq learn that lesson'" (308). Unhappily, it is one 

of the wealmesses of the novel's ending that G-eorge Eliot fails to 

convince us Maggie has succeeded in learning that lesson either. 

But if the novel successfully conveys the sense of people liv-

ing through time, to establish the lasting value of what passes is 

a more difficult task. Adam Bede affirms the timeless values ------
rooted in the endlessly-repeated s~asonal pattern and the close-

knit community of pastoral life. The Mill on the Floss_, too, 

seeks to establish communal values that will transcend time, but 

fails because no such community as that of the Poysers and the 

Bedes is to be found in St. Oggs. 

Despite her rejection of traditional C~~istianity and subse-

~uent translation of Strauss and Feuerbach, her defiru~ce of con-

ventional morality in living with the undivorcea Lewes, and her 

reviewing ana editorial work on the liberal Westminster ~eview, 

George Eliot was by nature deeply conservative. As Basil Ylilley 

has pointed out, the lifelong 'conservative-reforming' tension in 

George Eliot was very much a conflict between 'the heart ana the 

heaa.' 3 The superb balance and s&~ity of outlook that gives George 

Eliot's best works great moral authority depended upon a reconcilia-

tion of this conflict. Paradoxically, balance was achieved by 

subjecting one element of the conflict to the other, by subordinat-

ing intellect to feeling; 

3 ~inete~th-Centurz~ (London, 1949), p. 217 (Penguin paper
back edition}. 
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The first impulse'of a young and ingenuous mind is to with
hold the slightest sanction from all that contains even a 
mixture of supposed ~rror •••• But a year or two of reflection 
and the experience of our ovm miserable wealmess, which will 
ill afford to part even with the crutch of superstition, 
must, I think, effect a change. Speculative truth begins 
to appear but a shadow of individual minds, agreement between 
intellects seems unattainable, and vre turn to the j;r~th of 
feeli:r:E as the only universal bond of union )t-

The predominance of the conservative instinct is especially 

marked in The Mill on t~~. The book is thoroughly pervaded 

by a deep reverence for the past that amounts to a natural piety. 

It is dominated by the view that personal identity and morality are 

rootad in the past. In George Eliot's conception, character is a 

process, and 'Our deeds determine us, as much as we determine our 

deeds.' 5 Therefore a man is the evolved product of all his pre-

~ous actions; we are what our past has made us. Faithfulness 

to the past is the principle upon which Maggie bases her crucial 

moral decision: '"If the past is not to bind us, '11 she pleads with 

Stephen, '"where can duty lie? We should have no law but the in-

cli..TJ.ation of the moment 111 (448). Continuity of life is seen as 

absolutely essential to emotional and spiritual wholeness. For 

Maggie, the most appalling prospect arising from her father's bank-

ruptcy and the sale of the family's possessions is that '"the end 

of our lives will have nothing in it like the beginning'" (223). 6 

4 Letters, I, 162. 
5 Adam Be de, Ch. xxix. 
6 This theme recurs in J'.Iiddle~a.:r._c;:h in the relationship of Mary 

Garth and Fred Viney. They both feel that because their love is so 
deep-rooted L~ the past it has become part of their individual iden
tity. As Fred puts it, to give up Kary tlfwould be like beginning 
to live on wooden legs1

" (550). 
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Continuity li~volves not just a strong loyalty to the past, 

but also a sense of attachment to a particular place, a familiar 

locality in which one's being has its roots. As in Hardy, man is 

seen as an organic part of the nattwal world, and the healthy life 

is one well-rooted in its environment. (In Aa_arg__~ede the index of 

Hetty Sorrel's emotional crippledom is that she feels no affection 

for the people and objects among whom she has been brought up). 

A recurrent theme in George Eliot's early fiction is the personally 

disastrous effect of being deracinated. Silas Marner's ejection 

from his native community alienates him from himself and other 

people. For the Poysers, the need to leave the farm that has been 

passed down from father to son is equivalent to a death sentence: 

'"We should leave our roots behind us, I doubt, and niver thrive 

again.'" 7 Similarly, in The !.~ill on the Floss, Er. Tulliver, 

after he has been sold up, is constrained to stay on at the mill 

as tenant to the hated Vla.kem by his inseparability from the 'old 

home' that is 

part of his life, part of himself. He couldn't bear to think 
of himself living on any other spot than this, where he knew 
the sound of every gate and door, and felt that the shape and 
colour of every roof and weather-stain and broken hillock was 
good, because his gro~dng senses had been fed on them. Our 
instructed vagrancy, which has hardly time to linger by the 
hedgerows, but runs away early to the tropics, and is at home 
with palms and banya.s.'1s - which is nourished on books of travel, 
and stretches the theatre of its i~agination to the Zambesi -
can hardly get a dim notion of what an old-fashioned man like 
Tulliver felt for this spot, where all his memories centred, 
and where life seemed lL~e a familiar smooth-ha~dled tool that 
the fingers clutch with loving ease. ( 2lt-5) 

7 Adam Bed~, Ch. xxxii. 
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Ylhat gives old objects and plac.es their value, t._l-}en, is simply 

their familiarity, the fact that long association has L~tertwined 

our affections inextricably round them. Since affectionate feel-

ing is the only possible moral guide in the baffling world of van

is 
ished absolutes, what the affections attach themselves to ~ nee-

essarily good. \Vhile old objects and associations are hallowed 

by our feeling for them, these familiar things become in turn a· 

well-spring of future feeling, a source of moral sustenance and 

stability. The idea is closely akin to Wordsworth's, 'So feeling 

comes in aid I Of feeling and diversity of strength I Attends us, 

if but once we have been strong.' 8 

The dangers of such a view of the past are obvious. It can 

lead to a quite uncritical outlook whereby unworthy objects are 

reverenced because of their long-association. If things are good 

simply because they are familiar and loved, then the powers of dis-

crimination are paralyzed. Maggie feels strongly the wrongness of 

her father's hatred of Yrakem, yet out of filial love she submits to 

his unjust feeling in agreeing to renounce Wakem' s son Philip. lmd 

George Eliot, as we shall see, supports Maggie's judgement. The 

uncritical estimate of the past in passages like this reflects the 

subjectivism embodied in the author's attitude towards :Maggie: 

There is no sense of ease like the ease we felt in those scenes 
where we were born, where objects became dear to us before we 
had kn~7n the labour of choice, and where the outer world seem
ed only an extension of OtU' own personality: we accepted and 
loved it as we accepted our ovm sense of existence and our own 

(!~so) 
8 The Prelud~ XII, 11. 269-71. 
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limbs •••• is not the striving after something better and 
better in our surroundings, the grand characteristic that 
distinguishes maD from the brute ••• ? But Heaven knows 
where t~~t strivifffi might lead us, if our affections had not 
a trick of tvl'fn.,/.~und those old inferior things - if the 
loves and sanctities of our life had no deep immovable roots 
in memory. One's delight in an elderberry bush overhanging 
the confused leafage of a hedgerow bank, as a more gladden
ing sight than the finest cistus or fuchsia spreading itself 
on the softest undulating turf, is an entirely unjustifiable 
preference to a landscape-gardener, or to any of those sev
erely regulated minds who are free from the weakness of any 
attachment that does not rest on a demonstrable superiority 
of qualities. And there is no better reason for preferring 
this elderberry bush than that it stirs an early memory -
that it is no novelty in my life, spea}~ng to me merely 
through my present sensibilities to form and colotu~, but 
the long companion of my existence, that wove itself into 
my joys when joys were vivid. (141) 

The infle.ted phrase, 'the grand characteristic that distinguishes 

man from the brute,' is obviously tongue-in-cheek as is the use of 

'weakness' in relation to the 'severely regulated minds' -in 

George Eliot's view such sentimental weakness is strength, the lack 

of it serious deficiency. The strength of the conservative bias 

apparent here is typical of the novel as a whole, and necessarily 

raises doubts about the book's balance.9 In Hiddlemarch the pro-

jection of value outwards on to the world is seen to be the result 

of blind egoism and leads to disastrous results, lD(e Dorothea's 

unhappy marriage to Casaubon. Yet this passage presents projec-

tion as the way in which the past attains its value; objective 

standards based on 'the demonstrable superiority of qualities' are 

9 Middlemarch, it seems to me, exhibits a surer critical balance 
in judging objects of affection upon their merits. Dorothea right
fully refuses to be bound by Casaubon 1 s wishes after his death; no 
amou:l'lt of wifely loyalty, in George Eliot 1 s view, justifies the 
waste of her life in a profitless task. 
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rejected in favour of a subjective estimate. Moreover, the orig-

ins of the process in childhood when 'the outer world seemed only 

an extension of our own personality' unconsciously implies an inher-

·ent immaturity in such an attitude. 

The assertion of the past's authority is not just a moral em-

phasis in The :Mill on the Floss. Commitment to the past springs, 

too, from the artist's desire to burrow back to the sources of in-

spiration. Just as the novel derives its extraordinary immediacy 

from the recreation of a particular place and time, so the author's 

imagination must have its roots deep in a specific locality: 

The wood I waLk in on this mild May day, with the young yellow
brov.'Tl foliage of the oal·cs between me and the blue sky, the 
white star-flovrers and. the blue-eyed speedwell and the ground 
ivy at my feet - what grove of tropic palms, what strange 
ferns or splendid broad-petalled blossoms, could ever thrill 
such deep and delicate fibres withL~ me as this home-scene? 
These familiar flowers, these ·well-remembered bird notes, 
this sky with its fitful brightness, these furrovred and grassy 
fields, each with a sort of personality given to it by the 
capricious hedgerows - such things as these are the mother 
tongue of our imagination, the language that is laden with 
all the subtle inextricable associations the fleeting hours 
of our childhood left behind them. Our delight in the sun
shine on the deep-bladed grass to-clay might be no more than 
the faint perception of wearied souls, if it were not for 
the sunshine and the grass in the far-off years, which still 
live in us, and transform our perception into love. (36) 

But George Eliot is doing more than investigating the well-

springs of the artistic imagination. Her personal investment in 

the past is much broader than that. She is deeply involved in the 

retrospective narrative, in the life and situation of the main char-

acter. The unusual first chapter sets the book's tone and drama-

tises the author's attitude towards the past. 
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The chapter is a reverie of an ., afternoon many years ago, 1 

but the reader is not made aware it is a aream till the chapter's 

end; the scene is presented as though happening before our eyes. 

As in the opening of Bleak House, the present tense produces a par-

adoxical sense of immediacy ana detachment. The chapter opens in 

the habitual present, which conveys the timeless sweep of the coun-

tryside, 10 but soon moves to a specific time and place. From the 

indefiniteness of the f:i.rst sentence -which, with its lack of a 

main verb, reads lD(e the stage direction of a play -the narrator 

passes through more precise references to the season and month to 

her present situation on the banks of the Floss. The present 

of action and narration are now identical as she pauses in her 

wanderings to gaze at Dorloote Mill. 

But for all her closeness to the scene, the narrator remains 
' 

outside it looking on. She is apparently a stranger returning to 

once familiar scenes. Omniscience denied, the narrator becomes a 

human observer, herself within the fictional frame, yet not of it. 

As we learn at the end of the chapter, the clock has been turned 

back many years; yet the narrator, in her personal span, has been 

unable to reverse time's relentless march- even in a dream. 

10 The description of the countryside around St. Oggs is echoed 
in the begim1ing of the final chapter. The do~~ant features of 
the autumnal scene, the 'golden' corn-stacks and the hedgerows, are 
rei teratea. The emphasis (not unli.1.::e Hardy's) is on the cyclic 
pattern of nature con-tinuing in its eternal rhythm indifferent to 
individue,l fa tali ties. 
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The dream cannot be fully entered into. 11 She is divided from 

the scene by the passage of fime; it is a place where she dwells 

only in memory: 'I remember those large dipping willows. I re-

member the stone bridge.' .And memorytoo is fleeting, the length 

of the sojourn in the past strictly limitecJ .• Throughout the chap-

ter there is a strong emphasis on the passing away of time: 'I must 

stand a minute or two here on the bridge and look at it, though the 

clouds are threatening, and it is far on in the afternoon' ; the 

waggoner returns 'at this late hour'; the little girl has been 

standing on the same spot 'ever since- I paused on the bridge'; 

it is 'time, too, for me to leave off resting my arrr.son the cold 

stone of this bridge ••• ' The chapter, then, demonstrates a poig-

nant nostalgia, a strong yearning after the vanished past, a fleet-

ing revelling in memory which cannot be sustained. Jl~t the end 

comes the wakening into present reality that has all the numbing, 

chilling quality of literal physical sensation. As a narrative 

strategy, a way of introducing the story, the chapter may seem con-

trived and artificial; but vrlth great immediacy and economy it 

captures the author's emotional relation to her world, even though 

it plays havoc with the technical consistency of her relation to 

her materials. 

11 Even before the narrator 'awakes' there is a hint that this is 
but a dream, a suggestion of the real world impinging upon the con
sciousness: 'The rush of the water, and the booming of the mill, 
bring a dreamy deafness which seems to heighten the peacefLliness of 
the scene. They are lD(e a great curtain of sound, shutting one 
out from the world beyond.' 
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Throughout the chapter the narrator's strong attachment to 

this particular scene is apparent. The text abounds with terms 

of endearment and personal feeling. 'How lovely the little river 

is, with its dark, changing wavelets~ It seems to me like a liv-

ing companion while I wander along the ban~ and listen to its low 

placid voice, as to the voice of one who is deaf and loving.' The 

scene is 'pleasant to look at,' full of 'charm,' making the narrat-

or 'in love with moistness.' The tone of sympathetic, almost 

sentimental, identification extends to all the scene, inclua_ing 

even the waggoner's horses: 

the strong, submissive, meek-eyea_ beasts, who, I fancy, are 
looking mild reproach at him from between their blinkers, 
that he should crack his whip at them in that awful manner, 
as if they needed that hint~ ••• Look at their gr~~d shaggy 
feet that seem to grasp the firm earth, at the patient 
strength of their necks bowed under the heavy collar, at 
the mighty muscles of their struggling haunches~ 

The scene is obviously one with which the narrator is quite familiar; 

what she cannot see she imagines from past experience: 'I should 

like well to hear them neigh over their hardly-earned feed of corn, 

and see them, with their moist necks freed from the harness, a.ip-

ping their eager nostrils into the muddy pond.' The personal tone 

deepens to one of solicitude: 'It is time the little playfellow 

went in, I thiru(; and there is a very bright fire to tempt her.' 

All in all, the feeling is irresistible that the author is return-
I 

ing to her ovm childhood, to the picture of the little playfellow' 

that is her early self. (Note how child and adult are paralleled 

in their like motionless absorption in the action of the mill 
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12 wheel). The book is obviously going to be chargee!. with strong 

feelings of personal identification with the characters, ana. of 

nostalgia f'or a past recoverable only in the imagination. The 

dangers that attend these qualities - loss of' critical perspective 

and sentimentality - scarcely need to be mentioned. 

Since morality anafidenti ty e..re, in George Eliot 1 s viev;, rooted 

in the past, memory is a vital moral sense. It is emphasized that 

'Memory was excluded' (437) when Haggie temporarily succtunbed to 

'The Great Temptation.' P~d she finds the strength to resist her 

final temptation only with the return of 'the memories that no 

passion could long quench:. the long past came back to her, and 

with it the fountains of self-renouncing pity and af'fection, of 

faithfulness and resolve' (485). But memory is a notoriously de-

ceptive faculty; it is so easy to falsify the past, especially 

when the present is harsh and the future bleak. The universally 

praised presentation of Maggie and Tom's childhood is remarkable 

for its accuracy and understanding of the child's outlook. George 

Eliot's superiority to most of Dickens' portrayals of childhood is 

due largely to her lack of condescension; whereas Dickens' child-

ren so often appear as tiny adults, George Eliot, like twentieth-
A 

· century novelist Richard Hughes iA High Find in Jamaica, sees 

12 It is significant that Maggie's attachment to the locale of her 
upbringing was paralleled by George Eliot's sense of deracination from 
a similar locale in actual life. As Gordon S. Haight, her most 
authoritative biographer, remarks, 'Throughout thirty years in London 
her yearning for blue sky, orc}l.ards full of' old trees and rough grass, 
hedgerow :paths among end1ess f'ields, haunted her always' (G_e_orge Eliot: 
ABiograE_h_,y[London, 1968], p. 3). 
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childhood as an essentially different order of experience that must 

be rendered in its own terms. (Hardy, it has been noted with much 

attendant speculation, hardly ever gave any attention to the child 

in his fiction). 

Only when she moves away from the close rendering of o.ay-to-

day experience to take a more distant view·, does George Eliot tend 

to sentimentalize childhood. As Maggie and Tom leave Stellings 

for home, where their father lies bankrupt and dangerously ill, 

the indistinctness of the scene is indicative of a nostalgic haze 

settling over the past: 

The two slight youthful figures soon grew indistinct on 
the distant road - were soon lost behind the projecting 
hedgerow. 

They had gone forth together into their new life of 
sorrow, and they ·would never more see the sunshine undimmed 
by remembered cares. They had entered the thorny wilder
ness, and the golden gates of their childhood had for ever 
closed behind them. (178) 

The Miltonic echo of Adam and Eve leaving Eden is, of course, a 

rhetorical pl0.y to heighten the climax, to emphasize the blighting 

effect their father's sudden financial disaster will have on their 

lives. But such rhetoric distorts the view of Maggie's early life 

which has been far from paradisical. 

The central tragic fact of Eaggie's existence is the incongru-

ity of her nature and her environment, an incongruity apparent from 

the beginning when she is ironically introduced by the narrator as 

'this small mistake of nature' (9), 13 and her father fears that 

13 The irony here is primarily directed at the adults who see 1~aggie 
as a mistru(e of nature; but this only heightens the sense of the in
congrui~of her nature and environment. 
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the 'little un' is 'tod •cute for a woman' (8). The consequent 

inner and outer conflict attends Maggie throughout her life; the 

troubles of her adolescence ana_ adulthood are essentially contin-

uous with those,of her childhood. 

The distant sentimental view of childhood appears again at 

the novel's end: 

The boat reappeared - but brother and sister had gone do\vn in 
an embrace never to be parted: living through again in one 
supreme moment, the days when-they had clasped their little 
hands in love, and roamed the daisied fields together. (491) 

The style itself (especially the sentimental diminutive in 'clasped 

tl1eir little hands in love,' and the romantic haziness of 'roamed 

the daisied fields') betrays the softness of George Eliot's vision 

at this point. The passage is false not because Maggie and Tom 

never knew times of happiness and love, but because, purporting as 

it does to be representative, this distorts the general character 

of their childhood relationship (as shown in the earlier part of 

the book), which was much more marked by bitter strife than by 

loving union. 

If the various episodes of Maggie's childhood are considered 

individually, a repeated pattern emerges of initial hope or joy 

quashed each time by later developments. During Mr. Riley's visit, 

her triumph in her father's praise of her extraordinary ability ends 

in disgrace over the dubious nature of her reading. Her joyful 

expectation of Tom's home-coming is doused by the memory that his 

rabbits have died through her neglect; his longed-for arrival is, 
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therefore, spoiled by 4is anger when he hears the news and deserts 

Maggie for the day. The wonderfully true-to-life jam puff incid-

ent results in Maggie being left in misery while Tom goes off with 

Bob Ja."k:in, a common occurrence, for 'every holiday-time Maggie was 

sure to have days of grief because he had gone off with Bob' (42). 

On the visit to Garum Firs, Maggie's sudden rapture at the so~~d of 

Uncle Pullet's musical snuff-box leads to further alienation of Tom 

and general disparagement of her unruly behaviour. Her expecta-

tions of being honoured by the gypsies to whom she has fled soon 

fade, and she beg~ns to fear for her life. The fishing expedition 

is 'one of their happy mornings,' clearly a rare episode in Maggie's 

painful childhood: when Tom rushes up to inform her that she has 

caught a fish she is 'frightened lest she had been doing something 

wrong, as usual' (34-35; my italics). 14 

For the most part, then, Maggie's childhood is characterized 

by an oppressive sense of blame, a constant need for Tom's love 

~what use was an~rthing, if Tom didn't love her?'· [ 31] ) , and repeat-

ed estrangement from him. 15 Her childhood is very much more a 

14 The closeness of the book to George Eliot's own chil~~ood is in
dicated by the appearance of an almost identical incident in the 
"Brother and Sister" poems (1869), nos. VII and VIII. This whole s-e-
quence reveals a much grosser sentimentalization of the past than 
an;y-thing in the novel, and indicates how enormously important the 
childhood relationship with her brother was to George Eliot. 

15 Cf. John Hagan, "A Reinterpretation of The Mill on the Floss, 11 

PHLA, k'CXXVII (Jan.1972), 53-63, who sees the p~rallef.episodes-:fn 
which the relationship of brother and sister is defined in Bk.I as 
always culminating in reconciliation and the satisfaction of Maggie's 
need to be loved (p. 58). Such a view seems to me to misread the 
evidence of the text. 
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'tho"'::'ny wilderness' than a gold:en time. She therefore retreats 

into a private fantasy world where she refashions everything after 

her own desires, for 'Maggie's was a troublous life, and this was 

the form in which she took her opium' (42). Here the author re-

veals the understanding and critical perspective which for the most 

part distinguish her portrayal of l\1aggie 1 s early life. 

The omniscient point of view is essential to this balanced 

perspective in the first part of the novel. The owniscient nar-

rator is able to see childhood experience in its own terms as well 

as through the adult's eyes, and also·to step back and see why the 

adult fails in sympathy towards it: 

Very trivial, perhaps, this anguish seems to weather-worn mor
tals who have to think of Christmas bills, dead loves a..11d 
broken friendships; but it vTas not less bitter to ~i~a.ggie -
perhaps it was even more bitter - than what Tie are fond of call:
ing a..11tithetically the real troubles of mature life •••• 
Is there anyone who can recover the experience of his child
hood, not merely with a memory of what he did and what happen
ed to him, of what he liked and disliked when he was in frock 
and trousers, but with an intimate penetration, a revived con
sciousness of what he felt then - when it was so long from one 
:Midsummer to another? ••. Surely if we could recall that early 
bitterness, and the dim guesses, the strangely perspectiveless 
conception of life that gave the bitterness its :L.'1.tensi ty, we 
should not pooh-pooh the griefs of our children. (58-9) 

The narrator, trueing both past and future into her purview, 

gives perspective on this strangely perspectiveless outlook of the 

child who cannot see far before or after. To live only in the pres-

I ent is a mark of immaturity, and the tovmspeople of St. Oggs are 

judged by the juxtaposition of the narrator's retrospective vision 

(which sees the tovm as so steeped in history that it appears 
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'a continuation and outgrowth of nature' [106]) with their blinker

ea. view: 'The mind of St. Ogg$ oi.d not look extensively before or 

after. It inherited a long past without thinking of it, and had 

no eyes for the spirits that walked the streets' (108). But the 

child is by nature bound to the present: 'Childhood has no fore-

bodings; but then, it is soothed by no memories of outlived sor-

row' (77). This, as the narrator with 'intimate penetration' ob-

serves, is what makes the child's or adolescent's grief so painful: 

There is no hopelessness so sad as that of early youth, when 
the soul is made up of wants, and has no long memories, no 
superadded life in the life of others; though we who look on 
thivk lightly of such premature despair, as if our vision of 
the future lightened the blind sufferer's present. (219) 

:Much of the poignance of the early books results from the en-

capsuling of the children's belief in a timeless world within the 

narrator's wider consciousness of impending change: 

They trotted along and sat down together, with no thought that 
life would ever change much for them; they would only get 
bigger and not go to school, and it wo1..lld always be like the 
holidays; they would always live together and be fond of each 
other. (35) 

III 

As the narrative moves beyond the world of childhood, the fo-

cus of attention is less evenly balanced between brother and sister, 

coming to centre increasingly on Maggie alone till she dominates the 

book. Sister Maggie was one of the many possible titles George El-

iot considered before accepting Blackwood's s~~gestion, and it 
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certainly would not have been inappropriate. One of the book's 

earliest reviewers, writing just three days after its publication, 

commented: 

We do not remember any novel where the interest so clearly 
centres round the one character, where every fact - the sw.al1-
est - is read with deep attention, because it may affect her -
as in real life the very name of a tovm or street, or even 
shop, remembered in connexion with some one person much be
loved,has at once a new vivid life. 16 

Like all George Eliot's (ana Hardy's) gifted characters, :M:tg-

gie is frustrated by the cramping circumstances of her life. As a 

little girl she is seen to be 'full of unsatisfied intelligence, 

and unsatisfied, beseeching affection' (165). As she grows up the 

clash between her needs ana her situation becomes increasingly 

intense: 

l·Iaggie ••• was a creature full of eager, passionate longings 
for all that was beautiful and glaa.; thirsty for all know
ledge; with an ear strainil1.g after dreamy musfc that died 
away ana would not come near to her; with a blind, uncon
scious yearni;·1g for something that ·would link together the 
wonderful impressions of this mysterious life, ana. give her 
soul a sense of home in it. (219) 

Maggie's life becomes a quest for fulfilment and meaning, an at-

tempt to find a principle by which she can live and resolve her 

inner conflict: 

She wanted some explanation of this hard, real life: the un
happy-looking father, seated at the breru<fast-table; the 
childish, bewildered mother; the little sordid tasks that 
filled the hours, or the more oppressive emptiness of weary, 
joyless leisUl~e; the need of some tender demonstrative love 
,. •• the privation of all pleasant things that had come to her 

16 Sp2_ctat.2E. (7 April 1860), in Georae Eliot': The Critical Herit
~' ea. David Carroll (London, 19/'1-},:..Q;p. ·-11,3-:----··-----------------
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her to ~mderstand, and, in understanding, endure, the heavy 
weight that had fallen on her young heart. (267) 

Through the particular career of £:T.aggie, then, the novel examines 

the general questions of how one should live, by what standarcts, 

to what ends. Much of the strength and sense of contemporary 

relevance of The J.1ill OJ:?:_Jhe Floss lies in the subtlety ana. matur-

ity with which these universal issues are probed; and its major 

failing is the way in which they are dropped at the end, and an 

unreal fantasy conclusion adopted. 

All recent criticism of George Eliot is greatly indebted to 

and must come to terms vrith the provocative and trenchant crit-

ique of F.R. Leavis in The Great Trad~ti~. ·while much of his dis-

cussion of The Mill on the Floss carries great weight, it does in 

parts exhibit a characteristic tendency to sacrifice accuracy to 

pungency. At the centre of his criticism of the novel is the view 

that George Eliot's portrait of I.Iaggie is throughout a case of un-

critical and immature self-idealization: 

the soulful side of J,iaggie, her hunger for ideal exaltations •••• 
is offered by George Eliot herself - and this of course is the 
majn point - with a remarkable absence of criticism. There 
is, somewhere, a discordance, a discrepancy, a failure to re
duce things to a due relevance: it is a characteristic and 
significant failure in George Eliot. 17 

George Eliot's deep feeling for I.:aggie, apparent in sympath-

etic inside views of her solitary suffering, has been noted. But 

it is not till towards the end that the narrator's vision is con-

17 The Great Tra~itiq~ (London, 1948), pp. 53-4. 
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sistently blurred by sympathy; along with the vision of her needs 

and the oft-repeated 'poor child' or 'poor Maggie' there rtms a 

careful analysis of Maggie's illusions and deficiencies. Her 

egoism is emphasized in her continual desire for recognition of 

her cleverness - an egoism apparent even in her love, for she 'put 

forth large claims for herself where she loved strongly' (190), and 

her sorrow· at her father's affliction is tempered by happiness at 

being given such an opportnnity to shoH her affection. The fine 

balance in the presentation of Maggie is evident in this passage 

of analysis: 

Poor child~ as she leaned her head against the nindow-fram.e, 
with her hands clasped tighter and tighter, and her foot 
beating the ground, she was as lonely in her trouble as if 
she had been the only girl in the civilised world of that 
day who had come out of her school-life with a soul 1l1'1train
ed for inevitable struggles ••• with much futile information 
about Saxon and other kings of doubtful exa!llple - but unhap
pily quite without that knowledge of the irreversible laws 
within and without her, which, governing the habits, becomes 
morality, and, developing the feelings of submission and de
pendence, becomes religion. (269) 

The s;ympathetic response to Maggie's lot is sharpened, but not 

destroyed, by the awareness that she is not the only girl so depriv-

ed, and she is critically placed in relation to the novel's central 

moral norm- selfless resignation to one's subordinate place in the 

.. scheme of things. 

The centre of values in the novel is found in the long quota-

tions from Thomas a Kempis wherein Maggie believes she has discover-

ed the clue to life that she so ~esperately craved. Irony is dir-

ected at Maggie's immature reaction to Kempis, .. but not at the writ-

ings themselves. In isolation a phrase like 'the old monk's out-
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pourings' may seem faiRtly satirical, but not in the context of 

'the inmost truth of the old monk's outpourings' (271). Again 

Maggie 1 s need is shovm to be representative of a universal crav-

ing for meaning: 

This wic1e national life is based entirely on emphasis - the 
emphasis of want, Yihich urges it into all the activities 
necessary for the maintenance of good society and light 
irony: it spends its heavy years often in a chill, uncar
peted fashion, amidst family discord unsoftened by long 
corridors. Under such circumstances, there are many 
among its myriao.s of souls who have absolutely needed an 
emphatic belief: life in this unpleasurable shape demand
ing some solution even to unspeculative min<ls; just as 
you inquire into the stuffing of your couch when anythi..>1g 
galls you there, whereas eider-dovm and perfect F-.cench 
springs excite no question. (272~3) 

For George Eliot, the answer to t:b.is fundamental human need 

±s to be found in a life of self-denial which gives the individ-

ua1 a secure sta.>1dpoint outside of himself and frees him from the 

tyranny of selfish desires and discontent: 

Some have an emphatic belief in alcohol, e~d seek their 
ekstasis or outside standing-ground in gin; but the rest 
require-SOmething that good SOCiety Calls "enthusiasm, II 
something that will present motives in an entire absence 
of high prizes, something that will give patience and feed 
human love vrhen the limbs ache with weariness, and human 
looks are hard upon us - something, clearly, that lies out
side personal desires, that includes resignation for our
selves and active love for what is not ourselves. (273) 

'Resignation for ourselves and active lo~e for what is not oursel-

ves' - here is the key to moral action, the principle by which 

Maggie must act and be judged. The term "enthusiasm11 may seem 

loaded, especially when used by an author who has rejected her 

evangelical upbringing, but here the irony is clearly directed at 

'good society' which uses such terms to denigrate a basic human 
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need that it is too superficial to feel. Such good society with 

'its claret and its velvet carpets, its dinner-engagements six 

weeks deep, its opera and its faery ball-rooms' and with 'its sci-

ence done by Faraday, and its religion by the superior clergy' (27~ 

·has just been disposed of in a passage of heavy irony. "Enthusi-

asm" is something 'that will present motives in an entire absence 

of high prizes' which, as has been seen, is precisely what George 

Eliot sought to do through fiction in a society that had lost the 

moral motive of religious faith. 

Kempis' teaching has such unquestioned authority because it 

springs directly from intense personal experience, experience 

that is universal: 

It was written dovm by a hand that waited for the heart's 
prompting; it is the chronicle of a solitary, hidden an
guish, struggle, trust and triumph -not written on velvet 
cushions to teach endurance to those who are treaa.ing with 
bleeding feet on the stones. -~d so it remains to all 
time a lasting record of human needs and human consola
tions: the voice of a brother who, ages ago, felt and 
suffered and renounced - in the cloister, perhaps, with 
serge gmm and tonsured head, with much chanting ana. long 
fasts, and with a fashion of speech different from ours -
but under the same silent far-off heavens, and with the 
same passionate desires, the same strivings, the same fail-
ures, the same weariness. (272) 

Finally, the validity of Maggie's new-found philosophy is judged 

by its effect: 

it was by being brought within the long lingering vibra
tions of such a voice that Maggie, vii th her girl's face and 
unnoted sorrows, found an effort and a hope that helped her 
through years of loneliness, making out a faith for herself 
without the aid of established authorities and appointed 
guides - for they were not at hand, and her need was press-
ing. (273) . 
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But if Maggie has here found the answer to her need, there is 

no sudden idealization of her. Her immaturity is still carefully 

placed: 'She had not perceived - hmv could she until she had liv-

ed longer? -the inmost truth of the old monk's outpourings, that 

renunciation remains sorrow, though a sorrow borne willingly' (271). 

Her renunciation is by no means yet complete: 

She threw some exaggeration and wilfulness, some pride and im
petuosity even into her self-renunciation: her own life was 
still a drama for her, in which she demanded of herself that 
her part should be playea. with intensity. P.nc1 so it came to 
pass that she often lost the spirit of humility by being ex
cessive in the outward act. (273) 

With keen perception the narrator points out that for Maggie renun-

ciation of egoism is often just a subtler form of the same thing: 

Tom was very hard to her, she used to think, in her long 
night-watchings - to her who had always loved him so; and 
then she strove to be contented with that hardness, and to 
require nothing. That is the path we all like when we set 
out on our abandonment of egoism - the path of martyrdom and 
endurance, where the palm-branches grow, rather than the 
steep highway of tolerance, just allowance, and self-blame, 
where there are no leafy honours to be gathered and worn.(274) 

While these shortcomings are given due weight in a balanced apprais-

al, the final judgement of Maggie's Kempis-inspired renunciation is 

deeply sympathetic: 

That new inward life of hers, notwithstanding some volcanic up
heavings of imprisoned passions, yet shone out in her face with 
a tender soft light that mingled itself as added loveliness 
with the gradually enriched colour and outline of her blossom
ing youth. Her mother felt the change in her vri th a sort of 
puzzled wonder that Haggie should be "growing up so good;" it 
was amazing that this once 11 contrairy" child was become so sub
missive, so backward to assert her own will. (274) 

But clearly the issue of renunciation ver.~us desire is not 

settled yet; we are alerted to future possibilities by the ominous 
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ring of 'notwithstanding some volcanic upheavings of imprisoned 

passions.' Maggie's resolve awaits serious testing. This test-

ing comes when she encounters Philip in the Red Deeps. .And here 

doubts about the validity of r.Iaggie' s renunciation first arise. 

Despite Philip's argument that '"it is not right to sacrifice 

everything to other people' s unreasonable feelings 111 
( 283) , Maggie 

bows to her father's irrational hatred of Wakem and refuses to a-

gree to meet Philip. Maggie is not yet in love with Philip, but 

her action is almost equivalent to Juliet rejecting Romeo because 

of the hatred between their houses. .George Eliot fully supports 

Maggie's action, seeing her as following a 1 true prompting' (310). 

Philip's view that he is acting for ~f:aggie' s good in introducing 

her to a wider life is judged as a rationalization to excuse his 

own selfishness: 'If we only look far enough off for the conse-

quence of our actions, we can always find some point in the com-

bination of results by which those actions can be justified' (310). 

From this point onwards there is a failure in the novel to 

distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate resignation, be-

tween true and false devotion to others. A perverse, life-deny-

ing note begins to appear in Maggie 1 s renunciation. She refuses 

Philip's offer of a novel because it '"would make me in love with 

this world again, as I used to be - it would make me long to see 

and know many things - it would make me long for a full life 11 1 
( 288 ). 

She refuses the legitimate pleasUres of '"Poetry and art and know-

" 
ledge" 1 because she should '"want too much" 1 (288): 1 "I was never 

satisfied with a little of anything. That is why it is better for 
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me to do without earthly happiness altogether'" (308). This is 

exactly the view of the fervid, ascetic George Eliot in her evan-

gelical youth: 

I do not deny that there may be many who can partake with a 
high degree of zest of all the lawful enjoyments the world 
can offer ana yet live in near communion with their God; 
who can warmly love the creature, and yet be careful that 
their Creator maintains supremity in their hearts; but I 
confess that in my short experience ana narrow sphere of 
action I have never been able to attain this; I find, as 
Dr. Johnson said respecting his wine, total abstinence much 
easier than moderation. 18 

The author herself outgrew this 'narrow asceticism,' yet she im-

poses the same regimen upon her heroine. Philip pleads passion-

ately with Maggie: 

'you are shutting yourself up in a narrow self-delusive fan
aticism, which is only a way of escaping pain by star:ving 
into dulness all the highest powers of your nature. Joy and 
peace are not resignation: resignation is the willing en
durance of a pain that is not allayed -that you don't ex
pect to be allayed. Stupefaction is not resignation: ana 
it is stupefaction to remain in ignorance - to shut up all 
the avenues by which the life of your fellow-men might be
come known to you.' (308) 

Despite the force of this argument, Maggie has a 'deeper con-

sciousness that, for any immediate application it had to her con-

duct, it was no better than falsity' (308). Into her resignation 

there enters something very close to a death wish: '"I must wait-

this life will not last long"' (288). 

18 Letters, I, 6. 
... 
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If Philip's arguments are discredited, at least one of his 

statements is proved correct by future events: '"You vrill be 

throvm into the world some day, 11
' he tells Maggie, "'and then 

every rational satisfaction of your nature that you deny now, 

will assault you like a savage appetite'" (309). Many contemp-

orary critics of the novel were less far-sighted; they were scan

dalizea. by Haggie' s succumbing to a passion for Stephen Guest. 19 

Swinburne was almost apoplectic with outrage: 

If we are really to take it on t~1st, to confront it as a 
contingent or conceivable possibility, resting our reluct
ant faith on the authority of so great a female writer, 
that a woman of Maggie Tulliver's kind can be moved to any 
sense but that of bitter disgust and sickening disdain by 
a thing- I will not write, a rna~- of Stephen Guest's; 
if we are to accept as truth and fact, however astonishing 
and revolting, so shameful an avowal, so vile a revelation 
as this; in that ugly and lamentable case, our only re
mark, as oUl~ only comfort, must be that now at least the 
last word of realism has surely been spoken, the last abyss 
of cynicism has surely been sounded and laid bare. 20 

Such vehemence testifies to the book's power in· drawing the reader 

into sympathetic identification with the heroine, but it stems 

from a blindly idealized view of Maggie, a view that George Eliot 

did not share. In response to such criticism, she wrote to her 

·publisher, Blackwood: 'If the ethics of art do not admit the 

truthful presentation of a character essentially noble but liable 

19 See, for exampl~, The Guardiag (25 April 1860) and The Nation
al Review (July 1860), George Eliot and Eer Re.~ders, pp. 33, 37. 

20 A Note q_~...Qh_arlo~~-~-Brontg (London, 1877), in A Century of 
~liot Criticism, p. 127. 
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to great error - error that is anguish to its ovm nobleness -

th?~' it seems to me, the ethics of art are too narrow, and must 

21 be widenea. to correspond with a widening psychology.' 

Despite the dismay of these highminded early critics, Mag-

gie's surrender to sexual passion seems entirely probable in view 

of her intense, passionate nature and her severely repressed state. 

We remember the 'volcanic upheavings of imprisoned passions.' And 

even more ominous is the present tense summary of Maggie's qualit-

ies and potentialities at a particular epoch in her life (just be-

fore she meets Philip in the Red Deeps): 

One has a sense of uneasiness in looking at her - a sense of 
opposing elements, of which a fie~ce collision is imminent: 
surely there is a hushed expression, such as one often sees 
in older faces QDder borderless caps, out of keeping with the 
resistant youth, which one expects to flash out in a sudden, 
passionate glance, that will dissipate all the quietude, like 
a damp fire leaping out again when all seemed safe. (281) 

It is this suffocated, but not extinguished, fire of passion which 

leaps out with startling suddenness when Maggie meets Stephen. 
of 

Her sudden release from a life/deprived drudgery into one of seduc-

tive ease prepares the way for temptation: 

This new sense of leisure and Q~checked enjoyment amidst the 
soft-breathing airs and garden-scents of advancing spring -
amidst the new abunda,.~ce of· music, and lingering strolls in 
the sunshine, and delicious dreaminess of gliding on the 
river - cou~d hardly be without some intoxicating effect on 
her, after years of privation. (377) 

The sensuous images forcefully capture the almost unconscious 

yielding to a life of easefUl indulgence. The passionate response 

21 Letters, III, 318. 
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Stephen arouses in her as opposed to. her pitylng affection for 

Philip is neatly captured in her reaction to their singing. \'Then 

Philip sang she 'was touched, not thrilled, by the song: it sug-

gested distinct memories and thoughts, and brought quiet regret in 

the place of excitement.' But with the 'saucy energy' of Ste.phen's 

song 'Maggie in spite of her resistance to the spirit of the song 

and to the singer, was taken hold of and sha..\:en by the invisible 

influence -was borne along by a wave too strong for her' (393). 

The real critical problem, however, is not the credibility of 

Eaggie 1 s falling in love vri th Stephen, but the way that George El-

iot judges this. There is, as Leslie. Stephen comments, 'nothL~g 

contrary to experience in the supposition that the imagination of 

an impulsive girl may transfig~~e a very second-rate yom1g trades-

man into a lover worthy of her; 

f h . th "11 . 122 or or s arlng e l uslon. 

but this does not excuse the auth-

George Eliot is apparently blind 

to the universally acknowledged inadequacy of Stephen as Maggie's 

lover. In her view Maggie's great error is not that she falls in 

love with Stephen, but that she yields to her passion for him re-

gardless of the claims of Lucy and Philip. There is no denying 

Le~vis this point: 'There is no hint that, if·Fate had allowed them 

to come together innocently, she wouldn't have found him a pretty 

satisfactory soulmate; there, for George Eliot, lies the tragedy -

it is conscience that opposes.' 23 

22 O:Q.cit!~' P• 141!-• 

23 The G~~at Traditio~, p. 56. 
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The author's sympathetic involvement in :Maggie's situation 

is intense: 

Such things, uttered in low broken tones by the one voice 
that has first stirred the fibre of yoQDg passion, have only 
a feeble effect - on experienced minds at a dist~Dce from 
them. To poor Maggie they were very near: they vrere like 
nectar held close to thirsty lips: there was, there mus~ be, 
then, a life for mortals here below which was not hard and 
chill- in which affection would no longer be self-sacrifice. 
Stephen's passionate words made the vision of such a life 
more fully present to her than it had ever been before; and 
the vision for the time excluded all realities - all except 
the returning su:.r1gleams which broke out on the waters as the 
evening approached, and mingled with the visionary sunlight 
of promised happiness - all except the h~Dd that pressed 
hers, and the voice that spoke to her, ana. the eyes that 
looked at her with grave, unspe~l<:able love. (442) 

Ian Milner, in attempting to rebut Lea:vis's criticism, quotes this 

passage, then cornments, 'Is there any confusion here of point of 

view? On the contrary, it is :Maggie we see caught in an exper-

ience that is shown with utter clarity as her experience, and !I1.ade 

compellingly natural. To 11experienced minds at a distance from 

them" such things may not only have a "feeble effect n but seem a 

distasteful squandering of moral resources. 124 It is true that 

there is here no confusion of point of view: George Eliot's view 

is distinct from ~~aggie 1 s. Maggie's vision of a life in which 

'affection would no longer be self-sacrifice' is clearly placed 

as unrealistic, but she is not judged for this; it is seen as the 

inevitable resu~t of her pressing need and lack of distance from 

the experience. The author enters into her deprived state and 

24. The Structure of Valu~~--in_Geo~ Elj.o~ (.Prague, 1968) p. 26. 
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the importunity of her·longing- unlike other 'experienced minds,' 

George Eliot does not remain at a detached oistance. There is no 

suggestion that for George Eliot this is a 'distasteful squander-

ing of moral resources.' There may be a squandering of emotional 

resources, but it is not distasteful to the author; she fully un-

derstands and sympathizes with Maggie's apprehension of the clash 

between duty and self-fulfilment that comprises the tragedy of her 

experience. There are suggestions that Maggie is projecting qual-

ities on to Stephen under the pressure of her need (especially 'the 

eyes that looked at her with grave, unspeakable love'), but George 

Eliot shows no clear av1areness that he is unworthy of her; the 

projection may be excessive but it is not placed in the way that 

Dorothea's projection on to Casaubon is. In presenting Stephen as 

a not improbable source of forbidden fulfilment, George Eliot lapses 

from the fine critical sense which distinguished her earlier treat-

ment of Maggie. It is a failure of discrimination that recurs 

with the portrait of Ladislaw in Middlemarch. 

But for all his inadequacy, Stephen has been treated over-

harshly by most critics (especially the early reviewers) in their 

loyalty to }:Iaggie. Even a modern critic can write: 'he is a vul-

garian, ••• a coxcomb and an insensitive egotist, ••• a man vdthout 

chivalry and without perception ••• a man without conscience or prin

. 1 ,25 
c~p e. No doubt, for many readers, he never recovers from the 

25 Joan Bennett, ~.J~liot: He_~(;in~nd Hey ~~~..rt (Cambridge, 
1 948 ) ' p. 11 7 • 
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iron;v of his introduction: 'Mr. Stephen Guest, whose diamond ring, 

attar of roses, and air of nonchalant leisure, at twelve o'clock 

in the day, are the graceful and odoriferous result of the largest 

oil-mill and the most extensive wharf in St. Ogg's' (341). George 

Eliot obviously does not intend the initial irony to cut too deep, 

but she provides nothing to counter-balance this devastating pic-

ture of the indolent, conceited dilettante. The shallow, patron-

izing nature of his feeling for Lucy is very neatly placed: 'A 

man lD<:es his wife to be pretty: well, Lucy was pretty, but not to 

a maddening extent. A man likes his.wife to be accomplished, 

gentle, affectionate, and not stupid; and Lucy ha,d all these· qual-

ifications. Stephen was not surprised to find himself in love with 

her, and was conscious of excellent judgement in preferring her to 

}.1iss Leyburn ••• ' (348). How much this tells against Stephen de

pends largely on how much we are made to value and care for I,ucy. 

Lucy is a very slight figure compared to Maggie, and early in the 

book appears as the disgustingly model child - vie cheer when Maggie 

pushes her into the mud. The adult Lucy gains in stature through

out the final volume, and Stephen is palpably blind to her real 

qualities. Nonetheless, she remains in many ways a conventional 

'pretty' creature to whom Stephen responds in the conventional man-

ner. 

To label Stephen 'an insensitive egotist' and 'a man without 

conscience' is to do him serious·injustice. His befriending of the 

deformed and embittered Philip is seen as admirable, and he shows 
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considerable sensitivity towards Philip's susceptible nature. 

Unlike his trifling dalliance with Lucy, his love for Maggie is 

genuine and deep. He is seen to be possessed of much 'native 

honour' (445) in his behaviour towards her. Like Maggie he 

gains force and honour from the determination with which he strug-

gles against his passion. Before the boating trip he has re-

nounced her, and the drifting with the tide is initially as un-

intentional with him as it is with her. Through all this an im-

perfectly-realized intention is discen1ible. As Joan Bennett con-

vincingly argues, 

The author 's intention is that, in total contrast to his de
liberate choosing of Lucy, he shall be mastered by passionate 
love for a woman he would never have thought of choosing, and 
that the experience shall shatter his complacency, humble his 
masculine vanity and give a new depth to his character which 
will become capable of tragic suffering. There is not space 
enough for her to convince us of this development of Stephen's 
character, nor does she achieve for the reader sufficient ~n
timacy with him to establish compassionate understanding.2 

There is, one can't help feeling, a large element of female 

chauvinism in George Eliot's portrayal of the I.raggie-Stephen rela-

tionship. The arrogant male must be humbled and made to see the 

once-scorned heroine's surpassing value. Stephen's earlier 

26 Ibid., u. 119. Cf. George Eliot's acceptance of the criticism 
'that-the tr~gedy is not adequately prepared. This is a defect which 
I felt even ·while writing the third volume, ano. have felt ever since 
the MS. left me. The n§J1:.~~]le _Brei te' into which I was beguiled by 
love of my subject in the tvm first volumes, caused a want of pro
portionate fullness in the treatment of the third, which I shall al
ways regret' (Letters, III, 317). In fact, she felt that the thirc1 
volume had 'th~aterial of a novel compressed into it' (Letters, 
III, 285). 
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trifling and patronizing attitude not so much towards Lucy as to-

wards women in general is avenge<l through IV,aggie. 27 The saucy 

defiance of his song, '"Shall I, wasting in despair,/ Die because 

a woillan 1 s fair? 111 (393), is highly ironic in view of later develop-

. ments: he does find himself 'wastir1g in despair' because of Mag-

gie' s fairness. It is hard to resist the feeling that, in Mag-

gie's conquest of the handsome young buck and of St. Oggs' society, 

George Eliot is enjoying somethirlg of a vicarious triumph. F.R. 

Leavis has scored a sharp hit: 

T'nat l.':aggie Tulli ver is essentially identical with the young 
Mary Ann Evans we all know. She has the intellectual poten
tiality for which the environment into v.rhich she is born does
n't provide much encouragement; she has the desperate need for 
affection and intimate personal relations; and above all she 
has the need for an emotional exaltation, a religious enthus
iasm, that shall transfigure the ordinariness of daily life and 
sweep her up in a."l inspired devotion of self to some ideal pur-· 
pose. There is, hovrever, a difference between Eaggie Tulliver 
and l,Iary P.nn Evans: Maggie is beautiful. She is triumphantly 
beautiful, after having been the ugly duckling. The exper
ience of a sensitive child in this latter role among insensit
ive adults is evoked with great poignancy: George Eliot had 
only to remember. The glow that comes ci th imagining the 
duckling turned swan hardly needs analyzing ••• 2d 

v 

As the book sweeps to its climax, authorial identification 

with J>.Iaggie intensifies; George Eliot, as much as her heroine, . 

27 To a lesser degree, this female chauvinism enters into the port
rait of Dorothea in J.liddlemarch;" Lydgate's superficial judgement of 
her is avenged by his8e8ing--:tO'o late her true., ·worth. 

28 .Qp.cJ-.1:.~-' p. 52. 
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seems "Borne Along by the Tide" of feeling. There is considerable 

exterDal testimony to her extraordinary involvement in the book's 

ending. The last volume was completed in eight weeks, and George 

Eliot says the last pages were written 'in a furo~' 29 Lewes wrote 

to Blackwood at this time that 'Mrs. Lewes is getting her eyes red-

der and ~wollener every morning as she lives through her tragic 

story. 1 Even a month after publication, George Eliot writes from 

Italy, 1 I thin..'k Rome will at last chase away Maggie and the Mill 

from my thoughts: I hope it will, for she and her sorrows have 

clung to me painfully.' 30 Such emotional pressure need not weaken 

the book; it can and does produce a vivid and moving climax to 

Maggie's moral struggles; but it also leads to a distortion of 

judgement, a failure of perspective •. 

The tangle of relationships in the final volume of The Mill 

on the Floss constitutes perhaps the most complex moral dilemma 

George Eliot portrays in all her fiction. Consequently the prob-

lems of judgement are extreme - for characters, author, and reader 

alike. George Eliot is trying to resolve the issue of how a per-

son should live, by what standards, to what ends. The principle 

she attempts to discover and affirm is altruism; the only fixed 

guideline in a godless universe is the happiness of others. 

29 George Eliot: ~· B_iog.§.P,ki:, p. 319 and Letters, III, 278. 

30 Letters, III, 269, 285. 
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Man must live by 'the recognition of a binding belief or spiritual 

law which is to lift us into willing obedience and save us f".com the 

slavery of unregulated passion or impulse.'31 This yardstick of 

judgement is successfully applied in J.:iddlemar_9h, where all the 

characters are placed according to their individual degree of ego-

tism and their ability to overcome it. But in judging Maggie's 

renunciation of Stephen, this principle eludes George Eliot because 

(as Joan Bennett points out) once Maggie has drifted dovm the river, 

whatever deci3ion she makes on the follo>ving morning, she cannot 

avert the suffering that her yielding.has caused. 32 The situation 

is changed; there is no longer a clear-cut distinction between 

the desires of self and the needs of.others. 

It would seem that George Eliot has been betrayed here by a 

desire to maintain the utmost suspense through keeping the issue 

of Maggie's moral conflict in abeyance for as long as possible. 

The struggle within Maggie is prolonged to the point where we, 

with Stephen, feel she cannot possibly turn back. But memories 

of her past life come to her aid 'in the last moments of possible 

rescue' (lWJ-). Perhaps George Eliot is also seeking to emphasize 

the remarkable strength of lviaggie 1 s moral nature - that she can re

sist temptation when, of all moments, it is most difficult to do. 

31 Letter~, V, lt11-8. 

32 OE.cit., pp. 1~-5. 

... 
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In resisting Stephen, Maggie is kept from an otherwise desir-

able union by her selfle9s concern for Lucy and Philip. It is 

'the deep pity for another's pain' and 'the divine presentiment of 

something higher than mere personal enjoyment' (4-32) which combats 

desire. The 'moral basis of her resistance' is 'the sense of 

others' claims' (4-4-0). Yllien she comes to herself after drifting 

w'ith the tide, I.Taggie attempts to assert this same moral basis in 

rejecting Stephen. In their passionate debate climaxing Bk. VI, 

George Eliot works out in dialectic form the central issues of the 

novel. 1\faggie argues that they must avoid '"whatever would cause 

misery to those whom the course of our lives has made dependent on 

us'" (4-4-8). VThen she is forced by Stephen to admit that it is now 

too late to avoid causing misery, she falls back on a subjective 

moral sense: '"We can't choose happiness either for ourselves or 

for another: we can't tell where that will lie. We can only 

choose whether we will indulge ourselves in the present moment, or 

whether we will renounce that, for the sake of obeying the divine 

voice within us " ' ( 4-50) • .And again: ' "I don' t Jmow what is wise; 

but my heart will not let me do it"' (4-51). Maggie's major moral 

decision is, then, not determined by reason or a 'spiritual law' but 

. by impulse, by her heart' s needs. 33 A quite romantic notion of mor-

ality begins to dominate. She is drawn back from Stephen by the 

ties of the past - not because she ce~ do anything to help those whom 

33 It is significant that r,!aggie 1 s resolution to return comes not 
after a perioa of reflection, but stems from a" dree .. m which is a re
surgence of past claims welling up within her subconscious. 
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the past has made dependent on her, but because to deny those past 

ties would be to deny her own identity. II' she were to submit to 

her feeling for Stephen, she would feel self-alienated, deracine, 

adrift in an alien world: '"it would rend me away from all that 

my past life has made dear and holy to me. I can't set out on a 

fresh life, and forget that: I must go back to it, and cling to it, 

else I shall feel as if there were nothing firm beneath my feet"' (4.51). 

That Maggie should play herself into an impossible position by 

drifting down the river past the point of no return, and then act 

impulsively, quixotically, to escape, seems entirely consistent with 

the detailed picture the book has presentea. of her youthful character. 

Her childhood is one of continual mistakes and consequent regret -

'Maggie was always ·wishing she had done something different' (4.6). 

She evinces a seemingly congenital heedlessness of physical things 

(her failure to feed Tom's rabbits or to recognize when she has a 

fish on the line prepare for her oblivion on the river) and an im-

petuous perversity (seen in such acts as the cutting of her hair and 

mutilating her doll). .As she grows up, she has the same uncon-

scious other-worldliness that George Eliot portrays with greater 

assurance in the character of Dorothea. It therefore seems just 

··right that she should act as she does to arrive in the worst poss-

ible situation - if she had eloped with Stephen she would not have 

been nearly so harshly condemned. Her decision to return is more 

fully 'in character' than George·Eliot realizes. 

says, 'The choice is :Maggie's supreme heroic folly; 

As R.T. Jones 

to -
it is ;such a 

consummation as this, we see now, that her entire life has been lead-
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ing.34 George Eliot, however, fails to see the folly, the quix-

otic nature of Maggie's act; for her, the return to St. Oggs is 

simply noble ana heroic. Maggie's struggle and resolution are re-

counted with complete sympathy; nowhere in the text is there any 

suggestion that she is misguided. 

To convey Maggie's movement to the point of decision, George 

Eliot employs the technique of free indirect speech,or 'erlebte 

Rede,' which, while not as immediate as interior monologue, recap-

tures more of the actual diction, form, and rhythm of the charac-

ter's thought-life than does formal indirect speech.35 While in-

terior monologue renders the character's ana indirect speech the 

narrator's distinct voice, free indirect speech tends often to 

merge the two points of view, as here: 

The irrevocable wrong that must blot her life had been commit
tea: she had brought sorrow into the lives of others - into 
the lives that r1ere lmit up with hers by trust ana love. The 
feeling of a few short weeks had hurried her into the sins her 
nature had most recoiled from - breach of faith and cruel 
selfishness; she had rent the ties that had given meaning to 
duty, and had made herself &~ outlawed soul, with no guide but 
the wayward choice of her ovm passion. .And where would that 
lead her? -where had it led her now? She had said that she 
would rather die then fall into that temptation. She felt 
it now - now that the consequence of such a fall had come be
fore the outvTard act was coBpletea. There was at least this 
fruit from all her years of striving after the highest and 
best - that her soul, though betrayed, beguiled, ensnared, 
could never deliberately consent to a choice of the lower.(4lJ4) 

34 George Efiot (Cambridge, 1970), p. 29. 

35 For the differentiation of this technique in George Eliot, I am 
indebted to Derek Oldfield's essay, "The Language of the Novel: The 
Character of Dorothea," in nuiddlemarchn: Critical Approaches to the 
Novel, ed. Barbara Hara.y (London-, f§67r,-pp.-6_3_:86--( see' .e.sp. pp. s1-: 
4), Oldfield, in tu..YTI, traces his indebtedness to Lisa Glauser, 
Schweizer anglistische .Arbeiten (Berne, 1948). 
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This diminishing of distance between narrator and character is 

characteristic of the latter part of the book. Throughout these 

last sections the author relies more on ch~acters as mouthpieces 

(particularly Dr. K~ru~, Philip, and Lucy) rather than on ownis-

cient comment to express her judgement of Maggie. The decrease 

in commentary is a direct reflection of the decrease in authorial 

distance. Occasionally the narrator does stand back to make ex-

plicit her judgement, but even the generalizations reveal her close 

involvement with both the conflict and the decision of her heroine: 

Did she lie down in the gloomy bedroom of the old inn that 
night with her will bent unwaveringly on th'e path of peni
tent sacrifice? The great struggles of life are not so 
easy as that; the great problems of life are not so clear. 
In the darkness of that night she savr Stephen's face turn
ed towards her in passionate, reproachful misery; she liv
ed through again all the tremulous delights of his presence 
with her that made existence an easy floating in a stream 
of joy, instead of a quiet resolved endurance and effort.(452) 

There is revealed the novel's characteristic patteYn of judgement: 

the dichotomy between indulgence, associated with drifting, moving 

unconsciously with the current, and renunciation, which means fol-

lowing a willed and resolved course. 

Dr. Kenn is used as a spokesman to articulate more fully the 

author's judgement of Maggie's return: 

the actual relations of all the persons conceYned, forced upon 
him powerftllly the idea of an ultimate marriage between Steph
en and J.;Iaggie as the least evil. ••• On the other hand, he en
tered with all the comprehension of a man who had kno'l'm spir
itual conflict, and lived through years of devoted. service to 
his fellow-men, into that state of Maggie's heart and con
science which maae the consent to the marriage a desecration 
to her: her conscience must not be tampered with: the prin
ciple on which she had acted was a safer guide than any bal
ancing of consequences. (468) 
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Dr. Kenn's authority is established by the omniscient commentary. 

As with Thomas a Kempis, it is personal experience (he 'had known 

spiritual conflict') which gives him the necessary sJ~pathetic in-

sight: the man qualified to judge others is he who has 'the in-

sight that comes from a hardly-ear-ned estimate of temptation, or 

from a life vivid and intense enough to have created a wide fel-

low-feeling with all that is human' (469). 

At first sight it appears paradoxical that George Eliot should 

endorse :Maggie's impulsive action when so much of the emphasis of 

her fiction is on the value of clear-sighted awareness and ration-

al control. Dorothea and Lydgate fall into ~~fo1~w1ate marriages 

through subordinating reason to dreams or feeling. It is by 

yielding to impulse and suppressing thought that Maggie and Stephen 

fall into temptation initially: 

Neither of them had begun to reflect on the matter, or silently 
to ask, "To what does all this tend?" Maggie only felt that 
life was revealing something quite new to her; and she was ab
sorbed in the direct, immediate experience, without any energy 
left for taking account of it, and reasoning about it. Steph
en wilfully abstained from self-questioning, and vrould not ad
mit to himself that he felt an influence which was to have any 
determining effect on his conduct. (379-80) 

There is an ironic similarity between Maggie's trance-like state as 

she deserts Stephen (':Maggie was not conscious of a decision as she 

turned away from that gloomy averted face, and walked out of the 

room: it was like an automatic action that fulfils a forgotten in-

tention. What came after? A sense of stairs descended as if in 

a dream ••• ' [451-2]) and the day-dreaming which results in their 

being borne along by the tide in the first place: 'they spoke no 
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word; for what could words have been but an inlet to thought? 

and thought did not belong to that enchanted haze L~ which they 

were enveloped - it belonged to the past and the future that lay 

outside the haze. Maggie was only dimly conscious ••• ' (Lf-37-8). 

The answer to this seelJl.ing paradox is that, as much as she 

valued rational control, George Eliot saw reason as less import-

ant to moral action tl~n spontaneous sympathetic feeling. In 

Joan Bennett's view, George Eliot's intention was to set a diffi-

cult moral problem the solution of which 'was to depend on the 

rational conception of virtue - the weighing of foreseeable con-

sequences.·' 36 But it is precisely this utilitarian approach to 

ethics that George Eliot rejects. The evaluation implicit in the 

ending of The Mill on tl?;~~oss is made explicit in "Leaves from a 

Note-Book": 

determining energy in human sympathy ••• where it has only a 
magnificent futility, is more adorable, or as we say divine, 
thanjp3_-tying force, or th&'l a prudent calc1..1lation of results. 
Perhaps it is an implicit joy in the resources of our human 
nature which has stimulated admiration for acts of self-sacri
fice which are vain as to their immediate end. 37 

36 ~it., p. 129. 

37Essa:vs, p. 451. Cf. George Eliot's COilli-nent onJa.."le~,;yr~: '.All 
self-sacrifice is good - but one would like it to be in a somewhat 
nobler cause than that of a diabolical law which chali1s a man soul 
and body to a putrefying carcase' (Le~~' I, 268). Here there is 
some concern for the end, but there remains the absolute assertion, 
'All self-sacrifice is good.' In light of such comments it might seem 
a moot point whether George Eliot's excessive identification with her 
heroine has distorted her moral judgement, or whether her moral scheme 
has dictated the course of the action and imposed a false evaluation 
on it. I feel the fo1~er view holds in light of the greater stress on 
the positive standard of altruism rather than ·the merely negative one 
of self-denie.l throushout George Eliot's fiction anct non-fictional 
writings (arH3. also in view of the stress on impulse, not principle, 
in Haggie 1 s decision). Still, the frequency of such passages as t.'"lat 
just quoted might suggest that Geor·ge Eliot 1 s outlook was less of a 
piece than is sometimes recognized. 
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In recounting her sense of release after renouncing evangelical 

Christianity, George Eliot stressed spontaneous feeling rather 

than 'the weighing of foreseeable consequences' as the source of 

morality: 

I confess to you that I feel it an inexpressible relief to be 
freed from the apprehension ••• that at each moment I tread 
on chords that will vibrate for weal or woe to all eternity •••• 
It seems to me that the awful anticipations entailed by a 
reception of all the dogmas in the New Testament operate un
favourably on moral beauty by disturbing that spontaneity, 
that choice of the good for its own s~~e, tl1at ru~swers my 
ideal. 38 

Maggie's action is, then, to be seen as admirable because it is 

inspired by spontaneous selfless feeling; the end achieved is of 

secondary importance. Fine feeling is celebrated as a good in 

itself. Of the myth of I:!arcus Curtius, George Eliot wrote, 'The 

impulse ana act made the heroism, not the correctness of adapta

tion.' 39 

The inadequacy of this view is only too apparent. The enas 

achievea as well as the motives involved must be taken into con-

sicleration in judging any action. The difficulty of acquiescing 

in the author's evaluation of };~aggie is that her action, however 

selfless her feelings, aoes no one any good; in fact it only aoub-

. les the amount of unhappiness, since nothing can now save Lucy ana 

Philip from the pain of realizing they ~e not lovea. Her decis-

ion seems perverse, negative, a following of renunciation for its 

38 Letters, I, 143-4 (3 August 1842). 

39 Essay~, p. 451 • 
... 
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O'l'm sake. The only pu.rpose it serves is to clear her in the eyes 

of Lucy and Philip. 

At times Maggie even appears to be acting, not under altru-

istic impulse, but from an egotistic desire to preserve the purity 

of her own conscience. She tells Stephen, '"I coulcLn't live in 

peace if I put the shadow of a wilful sin between myself and Goa_. 

I have caused so~~ow already - I know - I feel it; but I have nev-

er deliberately consented to i t 111 (LI-49). It is too late to avert 

others' pain, but not too late to preserve her own conscience, 

since she never consciously chose to cause that pain. She appears 

not to be fleeing from hurting others, but from moral taint:"'Dear, 

dear Stephen, let me go~ - don't drag me into deeper remorse. My 

whole soul has never consented- it does not consent nown' (451). 

The text makes plain that :Maggie's feeling for Stephen is more 

than mere infatuation; yet she attempts to kill this feeling: 'She 

must wait - she must pray - the light that had forsaken her would 

come again: she should feel again what she had·felt, when she had 

fled away, under an inspiration strong enough to conquer agony -

to conquer love' (485). Stephen's letter affirms that his feeling, 

too, is no mere superficial passion from which he will recover in 

the cold light of reason and separation; it is a love of intensity, 

quality, and duration. The imagery used to describe Maggiefs pos-

ition is high~y significant: 

When Maggie first read this-letter she felt as if her real 
temptation had only just begun. At the entrance of the chill 
dark cavern, we turn with unworn courage from the warm light; 
but how, when we have trodden far in the damp darkness, and 
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have begun to be faint and weary- how, if there is a sudden 
opening above 1m, and we are invited back again to the life
nourishing day? The leap of natural longing from under the 
pressure of pain is so strong, that all less immediate mo
tives are likely to be forgotten - till the pain has been 
escaped from. (484) 

As Ian Hilner justly remarks, 'Images of darkened and dank enclosed 

space - caves, vatlits, passage-ways, tombs - are habitually used by 

George Eliot to suggest life-denying states of being or experienc-

es, as contrasted with images of light and warmth that denote what 

is 11life-nourishing. 111 40 In Middlemarch the former type of imag-

ery surrounds the lifeless Casaubon, while Dorothea sees her rela-

tionship with Will Ladislaw as 'a lunette opened in the wall of her 

prison, eiving her a glimpse of the sunny air' (386). Despite the 

author's intention, the imagery used here places the perversity of 

Maggie's renunciation. 

A vital part of the scheme of judgement at this point is the 

way in which Lucy and Philip react to l\~aggie 1 s return to St. Ogg's. 

Their forgiveness is used to vindicate Maggie 1 s decision by show-

ing that it leads to restoration of old and valued relationships. 

But there is no evidence that meaning and fulfilment for :Maggie 

lie in these relationships. The final scene in the Red Deeps be-

fore Tom intervenes (Bk. V, Ch. iv) prese~ts the height of Maggies 

involvement with Philip before she meets Stephen. This is the 

first time she even considers the possibility of being in love with 

40 Op.cit., P• 28. 
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Philip, and the narrator makes clear. the tenuous nature of her 

feeling: 'It was one of those dangerous moments when speech is 

at once sincere al'ld deceptive - when feeling, rising high above 

its average depth, leaves flood-marks which are never reached 

again' ( 31 6) • Altogether the scene is far too slight and equiv-

ocal to create a convincing sense of a real commitment that would 

militate against an attachment to Stephen. Philip himself real-

izes he is not 'in the position of Maggie's accepted, aclmowledged 

lover' (402) and admits 1 11I have no just claim on you for more than 

affectionate remembrance 11
' (474). It is pity above all that dom-

inates in Maggie's affection for Philip; he can help satisfy her 

cultural and intellectual hunger, but there is no question of him 

fulfilling her need for passionate love as Stephen does. Stephen's 

cogent argument against Maggie's return is never effectively an-

swered: 111 even if we could go back, and both fulfil our engage-

ments -if that were possible now -it would be hateful -horrible, 

to think of your ever being Philip's wife - of your ever being the 

wife of a man you didn't love'" (449). 

Amidst the turmoil of her attraction to Stephen, l'laggie looks 

back on her relationship with Philip as a refuge of peace: 

the fact that in him the appeal was more strongly to her pity 
and womanly devotedness than to her vanity or other egoistic 
excitability of her nature, seemed now to make a sort Of sac
red place, a sanctuary where she could find refuge from an 
alluring influence which the best part of herself must resist, 
which must bring horrible tumult within, wretchedness v.rithout. 
(386) . 

But this is another example of the trickery of"memory, of the 
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falsifying retrospective view; for,. far from being a haven of 

peace and tranquility, her earlier relationship with Philip only 

served to quicken her latent discontent and resulted in bitter 

strife with Tom: 

the pleasure which had ended in today's misery had perturbed 
the clearness and simplicity of her life. She used to think 
in that time that she had made great conquests, and won a 
lasting stand on serene heights above vvorldly temptations 
and conflict. And here she was dovm again in the thick of 
a hot strife with her OV'vn and others' passions. (327) 

Perb.aps part of the reason why the bond between Maggie and 

Philip isn't made definite lies in George Eliot's desire to avoid 

too harsh a judgement of Maggie by contemporary readers. A 

strongly-felt sense of her attacl~ent to Philip would have made 

her succumbing to Stephen seem especially treacherous. Likewise 

the tie between Stephen and Lucy is made tenuous: that they are 

not actually engaged (though this is expected) is twice emphasized 

(344, 349) •41 In seeking to secure a sympathetic response to Mag-

gie and to ma~e her tragedy as poignant as possible (tPzt is, to 

present her as not merely under the sway of sensual desire, but as 

having to renounce what, in other circumstances, would have been a 

fulfilling love), George Eliot has tipped the balance too far so 

that the strongest moral claims seem (at least to a modern reader) 

41 Note too how the ornniscient narrator, in the interests of a 
sympathetic juCJ.gement of J'Ea,ggie, avoids a direct presentation of 
the impact of the elopement on Lucy. We are only given Tom's 
brief report: "'she's ill - 1.mable to speak -my mother can't go 
near her, lest she should remind her of you'" (457). 
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to be on Stephen's side. One cannot help feeling that the con-

ventional morality, which George Eliot disregarded in real life, 

here took its revenge in her art. }flaggie is made to appear to be 

giving up an intense, life-giving relationship for ties that are 

weak or non-existent. 

Accora_ing to the author's estimation, :Maggie 1 s desertion of 

Stephen is an act of heroic renunciation, a moral triumph in the 

face of almost insuperable odds. Having lived through deeply-felt 

temptation she now knows the true meaning of renunciation; she has 

won ~hrough to 'that sad patient living strength which holds the 

clue of life' (4-4-4-) that she had sought. It is difficult to find 

support for this evaluation in the aftermath. Ins teaa_ of finding 

satisfaction and fulfilment, this becomes her time of greatest 

despair and alienation: 

She must be a lonely wanderer; she must go out among fresh 
faces, that would look at her wonderingly, because :the days 
did not seem joyful to her; she must begin a new life, in 
which she would have to rouse herself to receive new im
pressions - and she was so unspeakably, sickeningly weary! 
There was no home, no help for the erring: even those who 
pitied were constrained to har~Dess. (4-83) 

It becomes obvious, too, t!J_at Maggie's inner conflict is still un-

resolved, the future is still uncertain: 'her own weakness haunted 

her like a vision of hideous possibilities' (4-64-). She is still 

'battling vrith the old shadowy enemies that were for ever slain and 

rising again' (4-81). Her overcoming the second temptation of 

Stephen's letter is meant to be taken as guaranteeing final 
... 
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victory;42 but the delicacy of the balance, and the power the 

letter has to move her (how would she react in Stephen's pres-

ence?) undermine that assurance. 

Nor is there any suggestion that Maggie wins through to a 

greater lmowledge of human nature or a wider vision of life by 

her suffering. She herself craves and asserts such a vision, 

but it is not shovm: 'Surely there was something being taught 

her by this experience of great need; and she must be lea~ning 

a secret of human tenderness and long-suffering, that the less 

erring coLlid hardly know?' (485-6) •. She doesn't have that cath-

artie rebirth through suffering into enlarged life that is the 

traditional pattern of tragedy, and climaxes Dorothea's experience 

in r:Iiddlemarch. Increasingly she comes to evince a despairing 

death wish. Having received Stephen's letter she sits uncon-

scious, 'with no image of rest coming across her mind, except of 

that far, far off rest, from which there would be no more w~~ing 

for her into this struggling earthly life' (482). The longing 

becomes more pronounced in her soliloquy before the flood: 111I 

will bear it, and bear it till death •••• But how long it will be 

before death comes •••• 0 God, if my life is to be long, let me 

live to bless and comfort ••• "' (485-6). 

42 Note how the letter arrives when Maggie is in her lowest, most 
VQ1nerable state. She has just.been put off as governess at the 
Rectory by Kenn acting under pressure from his parishioners, and is 
overwhelmed by 'a new sense of desolation' (ll-83). There is also a 
hint of the traditional su~reme testing in the letter arriving on 
'the third day' after Kenn1s advice. 
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The suddenness with which the flood follows upon Maggie's pray-

er is quite ludicrous. It appears as though the flood is in immed-

iate answer to Maggie's prayer. Such an affirmation would be un-

convincing in a novelist of orthodox belief, but in the agnostic 

George Eliot it reads like a parody of religious faith. However, 

it is not the timing of the flood so much as the nature of its use 

to which objection must be made. It is not a simple question of 

improbability. The frequent river-imagery, the ma...Tly references to 

death by drovming, the stories ana. legends of past floods, all pre-

pare for the event. But till now the river has played no part in 

the plot -except indirectly through Hr. Tulliver's vexatious pen-

chant fo1· litigation over water-rights.Lt-3 Therefore, as Barbara 

Hardy comments, 'The foreshadowings strike us as artificial because 

they are uninvolved with action. There is the sense of a restless 

preparation in rhetoric which does not move dynamically with events 

and characters.'44 A quite extrinsic element is brought in tore-

solve the central moral conflict; it is patently an escape mech-

anism from the difficulties of author and character alike. 

43 Comparison might be made with the role of Egdon Heath in The 
. Return of the Native which is an inescapable part of the characters' 

lives a...Yld destinies. Man in George Eliot may be closely related to 
a particular environment (which becomes an important element in his 
identity), but he is not, as in Hardy, related to the great imperson
al forces sweeping through all of Nature. In George Eliot there is 
not the same sense of Nature as an indepd.endent entity, as somethjng 
completely other than man - albe~t at times working through him. 

44 "The l'.':ill on the Floss," Critical ~ssa;ys ?~ Geor_g_e Eliot, p. 47. 
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Coupled with the flood is the death's-door reconciliation 

with Tom, which is the final spurious assertion of Maggie's moral 

triumph. Throughout the novel M:aggie' s powerful need for union 

with Tom is apparent, as is the unlikeliness of her ever experienc-

ing it. Tom repeatedly rebuffs her advances, meeting her warm 

outpourings of affection with impatience or harsh, vindictive self-

righteousness. Before she succumbs to Stephen she is estranged 

from Tom because of her refusal to cut Philip. When she returns 

to St. Ogg's he cruelly spurns her and drives her from the family 

home. The ending, then, shows the author acquiescing in Maggie's 

wish - ftufilment. Here is the improbable reconciliation that 

Maggie has dreamt of, and which George Eliot allows her to realize 

3gainst all the dictates of truth to reality that she claimed as 

her aesthetic standard. As in the reconciliations vdth Lucy and 

Philip, George Eliot attempts to justify Maggie's renunciation by 

showing that it leads to the restoration of all old ties. But 

again the true nature of the past is lost in retrospection. Both 

the suddenness and the nature of Tom's conversion betray the tmcrit-

ical impulse to wish-fulfilment. He instantly comes, not only to 

accept Maggie, but also (in a moment of almost religious vision) to 

see her transcendent gooaness, and worships in awe-struck humility: 

It was not till Tom had pushed off and they were on the wide 
water - he face to face >7i th liaggie - that the full meaning 
of what had happened rushed upon his mind. It came with so 
overpowering a force - it was such a new revelation to his 
spirit, of the depths in life that had lain beyond his vision, 
which he had fancied so· keen and clear - that he was unable 
to ask a question. They sat mutely gaz1ng at each other: 
Maggie with eyes of intense life looking out from a weary, 
beaten face - Tom pale with a certain awe and humiliation. 
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Thought was busy though the lips were silent: and though he 
could aak no question, he guessed a story of almost miracu
lous divinely-protected effort. But at last a mist gather
ed over the blue-grey eyes, and the lips found a word they 
could utter: the old childish- "Magsie~ 11 

Here at last is the recognition of her worth that Maggie has always 

craved and always been denied. No wonder she is convulsed with 

'a long deep sob of that mysterious wondrous happiness that is one 

with pain' (490). 

To be successful the novel must resolve not only Haggie's in-

ternal conflict, but also the tensions of the dramatic relation-

ships between the characters. According to Sheldon Sacks's defin-

ition, the br.ganizing principle' of a novel is that 'it introduces 

characters, about whose fates we are made to care, in unstable rela-

tionships which are then further complicated until the complication 

is finally resolved by the removal of the represented instability. ,45 

Despite Lucy's forgiveness and Philip's discovery of self-

renouncing love, the major element of instability in the plot, 

Stephen, remains. Herein lies much of the unsatisfactoriness of 

the novel's conclusion. Stephen is still recalcitrantly committed 

to his passion for Maggie, vehemently denying the validity of renun-

ciation. He claims to love her 'with tP~t single overpowering 

passion, that worship, which a man never gives to a worn~~ more than 

45 Fiction and the Sha~f Belief, p. 26. Adll,li ttedly Sacks 1 s 
definition is inadequate for many purposely open-ended modern novels; 
but it is relevant to The Hill on the Floss, for here George Eliot 
is obviously seeking to achieve resolution at the end. 
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In face of this the final chapter's hint 

that he eventually returns to Lucy ('One of them visited the tomb 

again with a sweet face beside him - but tl>...at was years after' [4-92]), 

is quite unconvincing. A believable reunion of Lucy and Stephen 

was needed to justify Maggie's self-denial, but this is little more 

than a gesture at equilibrium. 

As was seen earlier, at the heart of George Eliot's moral view 

lies a belief in the irrevocability of our actions. It is indica

tive of the falseness of the novel's conclusion that she sweeps 

aside this central doctrine, and tries to convince us that other· 

people's happiness can be salvaged by Maggie's return. The tenta

tiveness with which the ultimate marriage of Lucy ru1d Stephen is 

stated suggests that George Eliot could not really bring herself to 

accept a notion of recoverable happiness. 

Though incontestably of major rank, especially in its power to 

revivify and place childhood and adolescent experience, 'l'he 1Eill on 

the Floss is a flawed novel. Apart from an oc~asional tendency to 

idealize the past, George Eliot maintains a successfully balanced 

perspective on her heroine throughout her childhood and adolescence. 

Skilfully manipulating point of view, she enters with illuminating 

sympathy into J,:aggie's experience without losing the critical de-

tachment that notes her excesses and immaturity. Increasing ident-

if'ication with both :Maggie's attachment to the past and her longing 

for self-fulfilment seems to me to subvert the author's finely-con

trolled perspective in the portrayal of Maggie.~ s adult relationships 

with Philip and Stephen. This is apparent L~ a rather uncritical 
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estimate of the validity of both past ties and renunciation, and 

also of Stephen. After Maggie's return from Mudport, overwhelm-

ing compassion leads to a contrived and sentimental conclusion in 

an attempt to justify her decision. This results in a two-fold 

and allied failure to resolve either the complicated dramatic re

lationships or Maggie's personal quest for meaning •. Jmd, by ex

tention, this involves a failure to resolve the serious universal 

questions the novel has raised about the ends and values of life. 

Or rather, there is imposed a specious resolution that results 

from a false or uncritical estimate of what has gone before. In 

the early part of the book, the characters' inability to see beyond 

their immediate griefs was juxtaposed with the o~~iscient narrat

or's view, which, embracing past and future, revealea_ the trans-

..eience of childhood griefs (and joys). As ltfaggie grows to adult-

hood, the author is able to offer no such compensating view; 

identifying with Eaggie, she is overcome by the prospect of a life-

time of' :b..a.rsh self-abnegation l.L."lalleviated by joy. The tragedy of 

incompatible circumstances t:b~t she has created is too much for 

George Eliot to bear; she recoils, and tries to transmute it into 

unreal triumph. 



7. MIDDLEMARCH 

Midalemarch today enjoys the status o~ an acknowledged master-

piece. It is, in Virginia VTool~'s singular judgement, 1 one o~ the 

few English novels written for grown-up people. 11 For a more recent 

critic, Arnold Kettle, 'it is in some respects the most impressive 

novel in our language and one which it is not ridiculous to compare 

2 with the novels of Tolstoy. 1 In assigning Middlemarch pre-eminence 

among George Eliot's (if not all nineteenth-Century English)novels, 

mid-twentieth-century criticism has largely reversed the late-Victor-

ian view which, taking its cue from Leslie Stephen, saw Romola as 

marking a water-shed between the freshness and vitality o~ George 

Eliot's success~ earlier works and the relative aridity of the 

overly-cerebral later novels.3 While this crude distinction had 

some justice (particularly when applied to Romola and parts o~ Daniel 

Deronda), it was seriously blind to the distinction and strength of 

Midalemarch. 

Most modern criticism o~ the novel su~fers no such deficiency. 

Yet, in such criticism, there is o~ten a marked lessening of intensity, 

an atmosphere o~ measured respect - as in an act of o~~icial homage. 

There is not the felt rigour of a strenuous effort to come to terms 

with a puzzlingly mixed work. Dif~ering evaluations of George Eliot 

1 "George Eliot, 11 TLS, 20 Nov. 1919; reprinted in The Common Reader 
(London, 1925) and in AC~~tur;[ 0~ Geor~ Eliot Crii:!:_cism, ea:--G"ordon -
S. Haight (Boston, 1965},' p. 187. · 

2 .An Introduction to !,he . ..En!Q.~~Eovel, I (London, 1951), 171. 

3 See Leslie Stephen, nGeorge Eliot, 11 .Qornhi=h;h. Uag_azi~ (Feb. 1881), 
152-68; reprinted in A Cenhlr...Y.._<?f George !,Ii"o't vrJ. f'=\:_Cl~, PP• 136-49 

(esp. pp. 145-8). 
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more often reflect differences of taste rather than of interpretation. 

It is interesting, in comparing George Eliot with Hardy, to note how 

the nature of the criticism each attracts reflects the dissimilar 

quality of their art. Precisely because Hardy's art is made up of 

such diverse and often conflicting literary and emotional attitudes, 

there is a continual stimulus (reflected in publishers' lists) to 

reappraisal. Hardy criticism, therefore, tends to be very much con-

cerned with evaluation, while George Eliot critics concentrate more 

on exposition &~d formal analysis. 

Perhaps more daunting for the critic of Middlemarch than the 

novel's lofty status is its sheer bulk. All criticism must, per-

force, be schematic and therefore inadeq_uate to the complexity of 

the experienced work; but with a novel of these dimensions a u..~i-

fied and comprehensive coverage seems well-nigh unobtainable. It 

is not surprising that the most satisfying discussion - that by David 

Daiches in the Studies in English Literature series - is also one of 

the longest and moves in a leisurely sequential manner through the 

book, almost recreating the reader's experience of the novel's mass

ive, interwoven texture and measured movement.4 

Intensifying the problem of its size is the novel's seeming 

diffuseness. Unlike the other novels that have been examined, 

Middlemarch has no one central character or dominant plot line. 

Failing to see any principle of unity at work, some critics have 

4 ~liot: Middlemarch (London, 1963). " 
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concurred with Henry James's judgement that 'Middlemarch is a treas-

ure-house of details, but it is an indifferent whole.'5 James's 

grievance, no doubt, springs from his ovm fictional preoccupation 

with the psychological drama of a central consciousness and his con

sequent wish that the predicament of Dorothea (which has marked af

finities with that of Isabel Archer in The Portrait of a L~~) had 

been given pre-eminence in the novel. 

But, despite the prejudicial view of as authoritative a judge 

as James, l1Iiddlemarch is a well unified whole, and its unity does 

derive from a central consciousness. Various critics, seeking to 

defend George Eliot against James's charges, have made goodc·ases for 

the novel's narrative, thematic, and metaphoric unities. 6 Yet their 

very number indicates that these are but aspects of unity; what 

really binds the novel together is the all-pervasive presence of the 

o~~iscient author. 

The extraordinary quality of Middlemarch is that its enormous 

complexity is under almost complete control. All of the characters 

come into the author's understanding and (with one or two partial 

exceptions) under her judgement. There is not the tendency, often 

apparent in Dickens, for a character to assume an independent vital-

ity quite apart from the design of the whole. No character seduces 

5 "~eorge Eliot's Middle~ch," Galaxy (March, 1873); reprinted in 
Georr~liot: The Critical Heritage, ed. David R. Carroll (London, 1971),. 
p. 353. 

6 See especially David R. Carroll, "Unity Th~ough Analogy: .A.n Interpre
tation of Mid~emarch, 11 Y:hctori?Xl Stud=!:_es., II (JmJ.e 1959), 305-16; vr.J. 
Harve~, Introduction to, t~e Pepguin l~nglish Library edition of Mid~eme.rc!.! 
( 1965), pp. 7-22; e.ncl kark Scnorer, "The Structure of the NoveT:l,,effiOCf; 
Metaphor ancl land, 11 in M,?-dd~emarg_h: C:ri ti£_al AJ2proaches to. the Novel, ed. 
Barbara Hardy (London, 19b7), pp. 12-24. . 
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the author's imagination and runs away with her judgement in the way 

Eustacia does with Hardy in The Return of the Native. Nor does any 

character at times move outside of the author's comprehension as does 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles. That none of the characters manage to 

escape to an inde¥endent life outside the author's understanding in-

dicates not an attenuated, abstract novel but rather the power and 

sensitivity of the mind here at work. After one has read Middle-

march, W.J. Harvey's claim seems no hyperbole: 'of all English novel-

ists, George Eliot has the best mind. 17 Though less fully dramatiz-

ed, the author is here, as in all her novels, the most fully realized 

of her o>v.n creations: 

When we have passed in review the works of that great writer who 
calls herself George Eliot • • • what form, as we move away, per
sists on the field of vision, and remains the chief centre of 
interest for the imagination? The form not of Tj_to, or Maggie, 
or Dinah, or Silas [or even, we might add, of Dorothea or Lyd
gate], but of one who, if not the real George Eliot, is th~t 
"second self" who ·writes her books, and lives and speaks through 
them. Such a second self of an author is perhaps more substan
tial than any mere human personality encumbered vli th the accid
ents of flesh and blood and daily living. It stands at some 
distance from the primary self, and differs considerably from 
its f'9llow. It presents its person to us with fewer reserves; 
it is independent of local end temporary motives of speech or 
of silence; it knows no rnan after the flesh; it is more than 
an individual; it utters secrets, but secrets which all men of 
all ages are to catch; while, behind it, lurks well pleased the 
veritable historical self secure from imnertinent observation 
and criticism.8 ~ 

7 Introduction to the Penguin English Library edition, p. 7. 

8 Edwaro. Dowden, Conte.!!l.J29Far:.Y. Reviejy (August 1872) in A Century of 
George~ __ Eliot Cri_!;i-_<?..~~' pp. &;::5. · 

... 
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This 'second self' or 'implied author' is, for the reader, not 

only the most interesting person in the novel, but also the one with 

whom he tends to identify.9 T~~s may seem self-evident of any om-

niscient novel where the characters, being less informed or less in-

telligent, are subject to the narrator's irony; and it is true of 

noyelists like Fielding and Thackeray. But it is not so with Hardy, 

who adopts an impersonal, detached stance, seeking to keep even his 

fictional 'second self' (and surely more of the actual author is in-

vested in his fictional persona than this term implies) secure from 

the reader's 'impertinent observation' or too easy assumption of 

familiarity. 

By identification here, I mean our tendency to align ourselves 

with the author's scale of values, to agree with his judgements, and 

to accept his concerns as our own. In a more literal sense, of 

course, we identify with Hardy in a way we never do with George Eliot. 

' 
Vlhile sharing George Eliot's moral perspective, we do not wholly merge 

with her emotional response to characters; indeed when her emotional 

response obtrudes too directly (as at times with 'poor Maggie' in The 

Mill on the Floss), we are aliena ted more than we are by Hardy's obt:r:>u-

sions of feeling in Tess, because Maggie is not made as immediate to 

9 Vlayne C. Booth argues that the narrator of a novel is 'seldom if 
ever identical with the implied image of the artist' (The Rhetoric of 
Fiction, p. 73). This may be generally true, "b,ut it seems to me that 
the omniscient narrator of Mio.dlemarch can be taken as identical with 
the implied author sD1ce there is no apparent irony to separate the two. 
What irony does play upon the narrator is self-irony. 
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us as Tess. In Hardy's best novels we id.entify with the author's 

response to his characters, not with the author by himself. In 

other words, Hardy does not allow himself nearly so much independent 

life in his fictional world ar~t from his apprehension of charac-

ters and events. Too much of the man is hidden for us to feel we 

know him in the way we know George Eliot; yet within the limited 

experience of the book, our knowledge has been, in a sense, more 

intimate than it ever is with her. 

This is not to suggest that George Eliot indulges in the seem-

ingly casual chattiness of a Fielding or Trollope. Much as she ad-

mired Fielding's charm when he seemed 'to bring his armchair to the 

proscenium and chat with us in all the lusty ease of his f.ine Eng-

lish,' she felt the dangers of following his digressive example: 

But Fielding lived when the days were longer (for time, like 
money, is measured by our needs), when summer afternoons were 
spacious, and the clock ticked slowly in the winter evenings. 
We belated historians must not linger after his example; and 
if we did so, it is probable that our chat would be thin and 
eager, as if delivered from a camp-stool in a parrot-house. 
(147-8) 

In her earlier fiction George Eliot was prone to make frequent direct 

appeals to the reader of the kind that annoy because they assume an 

intimacy that has not been earne a.. In Middlemarch her tone is much 

better controlled; it is personal, compared to Hardy's, yet dignified 

and authoritative, since she does not need to reassure herself by dir-

ect appeal of the reader's continuing attention. 

The greater narrative poise qf Middlemarch, as compared to The 

Mill on the Floss, involves the relation of the.,narrator both to the 

reader and to her materials. As we have seen, George Eliot wa~ 
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intent on portraying everyday, majority experience rather than the 

unusual or ideal. In The Mill on the Floss she is· still on the 

defensive and feels forced to make a serious and lengthy reply to 

the anticipated criticism of her subject: 

It is a sordid life, you say, this of the Tullivers and Dodsons
irradiated by no sublime pr·inciples, no romantic visions, no 
active, self-renouncing faith - movea_ by none of those wild 1m

controllable passions which create the dark shadows of misery 
and crime -without that primitive rough simplicity of wants, 
that hard, submissive, ill-paid toil, that chila.like spelling
out of what nature has written, which gives it poetry to peas
ant life •••• I share with you this sense of oppressive narrow
ness; but ••• (254) 

In Middlemarch, in contrast, the author has overcome her diffid-

ence; now the assured artist, she has much less need to resort to dir-

ect rhetoric in support of the essential dignity and worth (and there

fore potential tra@Sdy) of common lives; 10 and when she does so she 

is no longer on the defensive. Of Lydgate's monetary problems she 

writes, 

His troubles will perhaps appear miserably sordid, and beneath 
the attention of lofty persons who can know nothing of debt 
except on a magnificent scale. Doubtless theywere sordid; 
and for the majority, who are not lofty, there is no escape 
f'rom sordidness but by bei.YJ.g free from money-craving, with 
all its base hopes and temptations, its watching for death, 
its hinted requests, its horse-dealer's desire to make bad 
work pass for good. (693~) 

George Eliot can now, as in the digression 'on the means of elevating 

a low subject' (363), mock the reader whose false gentility is offen-

ded by the commonness of the lives and deeds represented. But the 

irony here is not one-sided (and this demonstrates the superb balance 

10 One obvious exception is the passage, quoted previously, on the 
'element of tragedy which lies in the very fact of frequency' (207). 
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of the book's point of view) -the narrator includes herself as well 

as the reader in her ironic regard. A particularly fine example of 

this two-edged irony occurs in the introduction of the Raffles-Rigg 

plot complication: 

Having made this rather lofty comparison I am less uneasy in 
calling attention to the existence of low people by whose in
terference, however little we may like it, the course of the 
world is very much determined. It would be well, certainly, 
if we could help to reduce their number, and somet~~ng might 
perhaps be done by not lightly giving occasion to their 
existence. (442) 

The controlled distance in the author-reader relationship in 

Middlemarch is, then, closely connected with the author's more assur-

ed relation to her work. (The control of distance will later be 

examined in more detail in connection with individual c~~acters). 

Conversely, in The Mill on the Floss the direct and familiar address 

to the reader is bound up with the author's unstable relationship 

with her characters. The author seeks to draw the reader into her 

own close involvement with the heroine - 'a £all dark-eyed figure, 

that we know well' (455). Intimacy is assumed both ways, and the 

reader is implicated in the author's lack of distance. In Middle-

march the reader has more freedom because the author is more confid-

ent of his sympathetic response. 

It is this admirably balanced tone and controlled judgement 

which make the reader so ready to identify with the narrator's point 

of view. Henry James, for all his criticism of George Eliot's so-

called moralizing tendencies, could not but admire the authorial voice 

in her fiction: there rises from her novels, he wrote, 'a kind of 
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fragrance ctf moral elevation; a love of justice, truth,and light; 

a larg~ generous way of looking at things; and a constant effort 

t h ld h • h th t h • th d k f I • I 11 o o lg e ore ln e us y spaces o man s consclence • 

The narrator embodies the standard of wisdom and maturity against 

which all the characters are judged; that is, the novel's ethical 

norms are not merely stated abstractly, but are brought alive by be-

ing acted out within the work. What Wayne Booth says of Fielding 

might well be applied to George Eliot: 'the author is always there 

on [her J platform to rem:i..nd us, thDough[her J wisdom and benevolence, 

of what human life ought to be and might be.• 12 

But, unlike Fielding, George Eliot does not flaunt her omnis-

oience, does not draw attention to her ability to control events. 

She is placed above the characters primarily by her moral superior-

i ty; unlike Hardy, she does not look down upon them and dwarf them 

by right of her superior position in time. Even her obvious moral 

superiority does not result in a condescending attitude towards the 

people of her fictional world. If they are not viewed as puppets, 

they are no more seen as mere knaves or fools - a far cry from the 

world of Vanity Fair. The scrupulous care which she t~ces to be 

true to her characters' view of reality, the amount of attention de-

voted to their inner lives, gives them indestructible human dignity. 

Furthermore, the narrator is kept from a condescending pose by being 

involved in the same sphere of action as the characters: like them 

11 Atlantic Monthl;y (May 1885) in George Eliot: 'l'he Critical 
Herita~, pp. 503~. 

12 The Rhetoric of Fiction, p. 217. 
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she is embroiled in the moral con~licts o~ li~e. Here Eliot di~~ers 

most markedly ~om Hardy who, as we have seen, seeks to avoid the emo-

tional pressures and moral con~licts o~ li~e by withdrawing to a re-

mote, ghostly vantage point ~rom which he broods over the spectacle 

o~ human su~~ering. Within her ~ictional world, George Eliot is as 

actively engaged as any o~ her idealistic protagonists in the search 

~or a rational order, a source o~ values, and in the struggle to se-

cure justice and compassion ~or the lives about her. At times the 

author's involvement with her materials appears to be assuming the 

proportions o~ a plot about a plot in a manner that recalls the more 

desperate struggle o~ Tristram Shandy: 

I at least have so much to do in unravelling certain human lots, 
and seeing holY they were woven and interwoven, that all the 
light I can command must be concentrated on this particular web, 
and not dispersed over that tempting range o~ relevancies called 
the universe. (148) 

Most o~ her dramatized e~fort in the ~ictional world, however, 

is directed towards securing a just response to its inhabitants. 

Often this places the narrator in the position o~ advocate m~~ng a 

direct appeal on behalf o~ a character: 

If to Dorothea Mr Casaubon had been the mere occasion which had 
set alight the ~ine in~ammable material of her youth~l illus
ions, does it ~ollow that he was ~airly represented in the minds 
of those less impassioned personages who have hitherto delivered 
their judgements concerning him? I protest against any absolute 
conclusion, any prejudice derived from Mrs Cadwallader's contempt 
~or a neighbouring clergyman's alleged greatness of soul, or Sir 
James Chettam's poor opinion of his rival's legs, -from Mr. 
Brooke's ~ailure to elicit a companion's ideas, or ~rom Celia's 
criticism of a middle~ed scholar's personal appearance. I am 
not sure that the greatest man of his age, i~ ever that solitary 
superlative existed, could es"cape these unfavourable re~lections 
o~ himself in various small mirrors; and even Milton, looking 
for lus portrait in a spoon, must submit to have the ~acial 
angle of a bumpki.11. ( 84-5) 
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It is just this sort of involvement in her fictional world for which 

George Eliot has come under most attack from her own day to the pres-

ent. Her tendency to usurp the centre stage and generalize about 

the dramatic scene is especially deplorable to those critics with a 

doctrinaire bias against authorial 'intrusions.' . Even a sympathet-

ic critic like Walter Allen complains that 'George Eliot ••• lectures 

us and sometimes even hectors us •••• She is too self-conscious, too 

anxious that we should. not misunderstand the point that the incidents 

and episodes of her novels should mru<e themselves. 113 

But this view misses the function of George Eliot's commentary 

and fails to appreciate the essential character of her art. The 

generalizing comments are not (as F. George Steiner would have it) 

'attempts to persuade us of what should be artistically evident•; 14 

nor do they crudely seek to point a moral from the action. Instead 

their function is to universalize the significance of fictional 

events, to place all in the widest possible human context, so that 

the novel illuminates the reader's seemingly disparate experiences 

and the experience of life irradiates the novel - for the comments 

are always rooted in and grow out of the dramatic situation. The 

reader is all the time challenged to judge the validity of the novel's 

picture of life by comparing it with his own experience ana. to recon-

sider his view of reality in light of the novelist's perceptions. 

13 George Eliot, pp. 83~. 

14 "A Preface to Mida.:J.-emarch," Nin~teenth-Centu£Y.: Fiction, IX 
(March 1955), 271. 
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The novel is, therefore, a particularly probing 'criticism of 

life'; it sharpens our awareness of human life and behaviour in 

general and calls for heightened self-awareness: 'Let any lady who 

is inclined to be hard on Mrs Cadwallader inquire into the compre-

hensiveness of her own beautiful views, a~a. be quite sure that they 

afford accommodation for all the lives which have the honour to co-

exist with hers' (59). The challenge to self-exanLtnation is not 

usually as explicit or heavily ironic as this; more often it is 

implicit in the generalizations which bring us to recognize how we 

participate in like illusions and follies with the characters, and 

therefore come under the same judgement. We find ourselves in kin-

ship with even the religious hypocrisy of Bulstrode: 

He was simply a man whose desires had been stronger than his 
theoretic beliefs, and who had gradually explained the grat
ification of his desires into satisfactory agreement with 
those beliefs. If this be h~~ocrisy, it is a process which 
shows itself occasionally in us all, to whatever confession 
we belong •••• This implicit reasoning is essentially no more 
peculiar to evangelical belief' than the use of wide phrases 
for narrow motives is peculiar to Englishmen. There is no 
general doctrine whi..ch is not capable of eating out our mor
ality if unchecked by the deep-seated habit of direct fellow
feelL~g with individual fellow-men. (663-4) 

Hence, paradoxically, the generalizations do not (as many critics 

claim) distance us from the characters, but rather draw reader and 

characters (and narrator) together into a larger community; the 

character's experience is no longer regarded as unique, but as some-

thing we all share • Here George Eliot's omniscient technique so 

amply subserves the moral purpose .of her art: 'Art is the nearest 

thing to life; it is a mode of amplifying experience and extending 

our contact with our fellow-men beyond the bounds of our personal lot.' 

('/he. 1\la'tut-al \+istor-~ CJ-~ Get-Mall\ li+'e /' fs.so.~S; f:Jo X7/ ) . . 
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George Eliot's world remains peculiarly accessible ~or the 

reader even when ~ar separated in time and social custom. It is 

much more accessible than many mOdern novels because the author 

seeks continuously not only to relate the ~ictional to the real, but 

also to discover the universal and abiding amid individual, ephem-

eral experience. Her comments are, as Vf. J. Harvey points out in a 

~ne de~ence o~ her method, 'in the main, the sober, unemphatic and 

mature statement o~ those great commonplaces o~ human nature, those 

basic £acts o~ li~e that underlie all human situations, real or im-

aginary. , 15 Being so just, balanced, and seemingly untendentious, 

her observations readily win the reader's acceptance. Harvey is 

right in seeing George Eliot's use of omniscience as more successful 

than Hardy's because 

his·comments derive ~rom a debatable metaphysic whereas she is 
careful to subdue her ovm brand of determinism so that the var
ious psychological and economic forces moulding her characters 
are submerged in the very texture of the novel and rarely ap
pear in the aggressive directness of an author's comment. Her 
whole bias ••• is ru1ti-dogmatic and anti-doctrinal, and it is 
precisely when Hardy's comn1ents issue in something ~~in to doc
trine that we feel uncomfortable about his novels.1b 

This judgement is an important corrective to the view, beginning 

with Trollope and established by James, that George Eliot is more of 

a philosopher than a novelist. 17 Yet there is still more to be said 

15 The Ar.!_ of George Eliot (London, 1961), p. 83. 

16 Ibid., p. 83. 

17 See Trollope: 'in studying her latter writings, one feels oneself 
to be in company with some philosopher rather than with a novelist' 
(Autobiography [London, 1883, 1946], p. 219). James wrote, 'the novel. •• 
for her, was not primarily a picture of life, capable of' deriving a high 
value from its ~orm, but a moralized fable, the h~st word of' a philoso
ph¥~ endeavouring to teaeh by example' (Atlantic Monthl_;z [May 1885] in 
Geo~ge El~ot: The Critical Herii~~e, p. 497). 



against such a view. It must be recognized that, however general-

izea, the authorial commentary is not the product of the intellect 

alone. George Eliot's comments bear such authority because they 

obviously spring from the direct experience of life. The comment-

ary is of course highly intellectual; it is the product of a very 

fine mind. But the thought is thoroughly grounded in a deep emo-

tional life. 

The richness of the commentary stems not only from this intens

ity of 'felt life1 but also from the extraordinary breadth of the 

author's intuitive understanding. Thoughts and feelings that one 

would expect to lie quite out of her experience she not only presents 

convincingly but also comments upon astutely. Within her fictional 

limits, she does indeed convince us 'that nothL~g in the world was 

alien to her.• 18 She is abundantly possessed of Shakespearian ~eg-

ative capability,' though without the impersonality which that term 

implies. This asto~~ding breadth and subtlety of apprehension more 

than compensates for the limitations in the novel's external scope. 

18 Henry James's praise was without the qualification: 'What is 
remarkable, extraordinary - and the process remains inscrutable ana 
mysterious - is that this quiet, anxious, sedentary, serious, inval
idical English lady, without animal spirits, without adventures, 
without extravagance, assQ~ption, or bravado, should have made us 
believe that nothing in the world was alien to her; should have pro
duced such rich, deep, masterly pictures of the multifold life of man' 
(Review of J.W. Cross's Lire, At=!-_~tic :Month~ [May 1885] in Gear~ 
Eliot:._~~~Qritical Heritage, p. 5C4~J1 'English lady' devoid of 
animal spirits, extravagance, or adventures is hardly the :Marian Evans 
we know today, but the one-sided View is no doubt the f'ault more of 
Cross's biography than of James.· 
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It imbues the narrator with a 'supra-personal' identity, so that 

1 shet seems to have well-nigh onmiscient wisdom in this world as 

. 19 
well as in the world of the novel. 

It should be obvious, then, that to dismiss all authorial com-

ments out of hand as 'intrusions' is absurd. Their success or fail-

ure depends upon their individual content, style, and tone. When 

George Eliot trundles on to centre stage in this manner -

And here I must vindicate a claim to philosophical reflective
ness, by remarking that Mr Brooke on this occasion little 
thought of the Radical speech which, at a later period, he 
was led to make on the incomes of the bishops. Yn1at elegant 
historian would neglect a striking opportunity for pointing 
out that his heroes did not foresee the history of the world, 
or even their ovm actions? - For example, that Henry of Na
varre, when a Protestant baby, little thought of being a 
Catholic monarch; or that Alfred the Great, when he measured 
his laborious nights with burning candles, had no idea of 
future gentlemen measuring their idle a.ays with watches. 
Here is a mine of truth, which, however vigorously it may be 
worked, is likely to outlast our coal. (65) 

- the reader naturally winces. Here the narrator is self-import-

antly and self-consciously thrusting in upon the action. The com-

mentary is not used to enrich our understanding of the character's 

situation or of real life, but to draw attention to the narrator; 

it is merely an opportunity to air her learning and knowingness. 

It is true that the tone is ironic, and much of the irony is directed 

19 It is significant that in her early fiction George Eliot was able 
to preserve ~~e illusion of male authorship implied by the then unre
vealed pseudonym. (One undeceived reader, however, was Dickens). 
The secret of authorship was, of course, out long before the writing 
of Middlemarch, so that 'George Eliot' had no need to strive to create 
a fictitiously w.asculine persona. · But the distinctive quality of the 
narrator's voice in this novel is such that it seems to transcend the 
limitations of either femininity or masculinity. 
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towards the narrator. Sut the self-mockery is irritatingly arch 

and affected. Moreover, George Eliot goes right on to do the very 

thing she mocks - rather like the after-dinner speaker who laments 

the tendency of after-dinner speakers to tell flat jokes before tell-

ing one himself. However self-aware George Eliot may be, there is 

no getting around the fact that the insight advanced is still trite; 

and the ponderous irony of the final sentence does nothing to redeem 

it. 

Happily, such failures are rare, and in Mid~e~arch they stand 

out the more for the general quality of the commentary. Even gen-

eralizations spun from the experience of quite minor characters show 

this quality: 

We mortals, men and women, devour many a disappointment between 
breakfast and dinner-time; keep back the tears and look a lit
tle pale about the lips, and in answer to inquiries say, 'Oh, 
nothingl' Pride helps us; and pride is not a bad thing when 
it only urges us to hide our own hurts- not to hurt others. (61) 

Here the comment does not (as in the previous example) simply state 

the obvious about the dramatic situation, but gives Sir James Chettam's 

experience special po±gnance and resonance. By only hinting at Sir 

James's reaction to Dorothea's refusal, the comment becomes an effect-

ive understatement in place of dramatic presentation. The idea ex-

pressed - that pride can motivate to selfless action - is not platit-

udinous, and yet the fictional experience can be referred to that of 

20 each reader rather than to remote historical parallels. And the 

20Here we see the novelist's characteristic use of the personal pro
nouns, 'we,' 'us,' and 'our' to draw reader, character, and narrator to
gether in ~1 assumed community of shared experience. 
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style has vigour and wit- 'we mortals ••• devour many a disappo:illt-

ment between breakfast and dinner-time ... This is haraly George 

Eliot's commentary at its greatest -for that we must turn to her 

analyses of the major characters -but it does demonstrate the way 

in which her rich and subtle comprehension e~ends to the peripher-

ies of her world, illuminating all its diverse characters and their 

multifarious activities. 

In her use of the omniscient viewpoint, George Eliot has made 

an artistic virtue of a structural necessity. As with Tom Jones or 

Bleak Ho~, no s:illgle character could encompass the broad sweep of 

the novel's action. 21 It is partly this panoramic quality that has 

provoked comparison with Tolstoy. Though Hiddlemarch is too re-

stricted in scope to be an English War and Peace, the novel's sub-

title, 1 A Study of Prov:illcial Life, 1 is no empty boast. The four 

major plot strands, delicately interwoven, involve all strata of a 

prov:illcial world of town and country dvmllers. 

Among English writers, George Eliot is pre-eminent as the novel-

ist of society. No other novelist shows such deep insight into the 

dynamics of society, or succeeds so well :ill its concrete embodiment. 

Her novels superbly demonstrate the intricate interplay of forces 

21 As obvious as it may seem, even this point has been disputed. In 
a peculiarly wrong-headed article, F. George Steiner writes, 'Could a 
single point of vantage lead to vistas as abundact as those offered by 
MiB.dlemarch? Both Flaubert and Proust warrant an affirmative answer. 
It is Emm~:Sovary's partial blindness to life which suffuses the pro
vincial scene in so rich a light ~ •• ' (Ninetee_nth-Ge~j;ur_Y.: F~ction, IX 
[March 1955], p. 278.) A strange world, indeed, where blindness can 

·enrich the view! 
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moulding the life of a community, showing just how the wicter 'land

scape of opinion'
22 

interacts with the individuals that comprise it. 

The density of social life was an integral part of her artistic 

vision from the begi1~ng: 'It is the habit of my imagination,' 

she wrote, 'to strive after as full a vision of the medium in which 

a character moves as of the character itself. 123 The various cross-

currents at work in this medium are finely summarized in a passage 

of anticipatory commentary: 

Old provincial society had its share of this subtle movement: 
had not only its striking downfalls, its brilliant young pro
fessional dandies who ended by liv-ing up an entry with a a.rab 
and six children for their establisr®ent, but also those less 
marked vicissitudes which are constantly shifting the bound
aries of social intercourse, and begetting new consciousness 
of interdependence. Some slipped a little dovmward, some 
got higher footing: people denied aspirates, gained wealth, 
and fastidious gentlemen stood for boroughs; some were caught 
in political currents, some in ecclesiastical, and perhaps 
foLmd themselves surprisingly grouped in consequence; while 
a few personages or families that stood with rocky firmness 
amid all this fluctuation, were slowly presenting new aspects 
in spite of solidity, and altering with the double change of 
self ana. beholder. Mnnicipal town and rural parish gradual
ly made fresh threads of connection ••• while squires and 
baronets, and even lords who had once lived blamelessly afar 
from the civic mind, gathered the faultiness of closer ac
quaintanceship. Settlers, too, c&~e from distant counties, 
some with an alarming novelty of skill, others with an offen
sive advantage in cunning. (97-8) 

As a re-reading reveals, almost every phrase is later acted out in 

the novel's complex narrative. Only the omniscient author could 

cover such a diversity of 'subtle movement' and yet bind it into 

unified wholeness. 

22 The phrase is Quentin .Anderson's, "George Eliot in Eiddlemarch," 
The Pelican Guide to E~h Li teratur~, VI, f!'rom Dickens to He~, 
ed. Boris Ford (London, 1958) p. 280. 

23 Letters, IV, 97. 
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Surveying this multi~arious collection o~ people, the omnis-

cien·b author reveals the inter-relatedness o~ lives and the essen-

tial similarity o~ human experience which make so ironic man's hab-

itual insensitivity to the needs o~ his ~ellows. The ~inely in-

tegrated structure o~ the novel embodies in an especially direct 

way George Eliot's distinctive sense o~ li~e's unity in diversity. 

It is built up in an intricate patte~n o~ comparisons and contrasts, 

a complex network o~ relationships. As W.J. Harvey says, the read-

er's powers o~ psychological and moral discrimination are exercised 

to the ~ullin the perception o~ these subtle connections. 24 Some 

o~ the connections the omniscient narrator makes explicit. Other·s 

are implicit, le~ buried in the narrative texture 0~ the work, so 

that the reader goes through a process o~ expanding awareness. 

Reading becomes not a passive absgrption o~ a static view o~ li~e, 

but a peculiarly active, stimulating exploration o~ what the author's 

stronger 'lens' reveals. 

In the broadest sense almost all the characters are linked by 

their similar areas o~ concern and experience. Every major char-

acter acts out some variation on the common quest ~or a vocation in 

li~e. Lydgate believes his to be the ~inest pro~ession, ~inding in 

medicine the ~ul~ilment o~ both his intellectual and emotional being; 

Dorothea and Rosamond seek ~~ilment and enlarged experience through 

24 The Art o~ George Eliot; see especially Ch. iii, "Structure III: 
Architecture. 11 
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marriage; Casaubon is oppressed by an encroaching sense of failure 

in his research; Farebrother, as a churchman, makes the best of a 

wrong turning, while Fred Viney seeks to avoid the sa.me mistake; 

Ladislaw appears the dilettante because, like Fred, he is at a loss 

over where to apply his talents; Garth, like Lydgate, believes his 

is the grandest vocation, though neither of them finc~their ability 

given its due recognition and recompense; Mary Garth does not share 

her mother's enthusiasm for teaching and hopes to avoid it; Bul-

strode longs for a fresh beginning, feeling he would then follow his 

initial inclination to be a missionary; Brooke, having pursued all 

manner of things in a vague, inconsequential way, seeks to make his 

mark in public life. Likewise, the great number of marital rela-

tionships demonstrate 'that supreme sense of the vastness and var-

iety of human life, under aspects apparently similar 1 which Henry 

James recognized as the strength of Middlemarch. 25 

Some connections are made by the characters ove;rtly commenting 

on each other. Lydgate consciously judges Farebrother for his lack 

of commitment to his calling; Casaubon judges ·will :i:Jadislaw for his 

dilettantism; Ladislaw, in turn, places the futility of Casaubon's 

scholarship; Mary keeps a critical eye on Fred's struggle to find a 

career and self-disciplined maturity. But more important are the 

ways characters unconsciously comment on each other "by their actions. 

25 "George Eliot's Middlemarch,".in George Eliot: The Critical Heri tag!:,, 
p. 357. 
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There is the way in which the differences of attitude and practice 

among men of the one profession reflect upon each other. .An im-

portant part of Lydgate's definition takes place against the back-

ground of his fellow (and rival) medical practitioners. Fare-

brother, despite his weakness for gambling, is shmm to be a much 

better pastor than Tyke, the rigid Evangelical, or the lazily good-

26 natured Cadwallader. These are some of the more obvious means by 

which the novel attains 'unity through analogy,' not that George 

Eliot is particularly interested in aesthetic unity as an end in it-

self; rather the complex wholeness of the novel is intended to re

flect the complex unity of life. 27 

But the narrator's vision in lviiddlemarch leads to much finer 

discriminations than these. The omniscient point of view L~cludes 

access to all the characters' minds and also comment from a position 

above the characters. Both these aspects considerably refine the 

judgements made on characters through comparison and contrast. In-

side views of characters at times reveal the most unexpected simil-

arities. For instance, we find that the altruistic Dorothea and 

the egoistic Rosamond are startlingly alike in their motives for 

26 It is indicative of George Eliot's sharp insight economically ex
tended to quite minor characters that we see how clearly the good nature 
depends upon the laziness. One of the finest lines in the book is his 
wry refusal to see any harm in Casaubon: '"It is a very good quality 
in a man to have a trout-stream"' ( 69). 

27 See "Notes on Form in Art ( 1868) , 11 in E ssa37:s, pp. 431-6, where 
George Eliot outlines her notion of organic form, seeing the 'highest 
Form1 as 'the most varied group of relations bound together in a whole
ness which again has the most varied relations v'ii th all other phenom
ena. 1 Obviously with such a concept of form George Eliot cannot see 
art as something quite discrete and apext from life. For a useful dis
cussion of her theory, see Darrel Mansell Jr., "George Eliot's Conception 
of 1 Form, 111 in Geor_g~_]:l~9_:!;_£_A_ CollectioD; of Critical_ Essays, ed. George 
R. Creeger (Engle·wood Cliffs, N.r,1910), pp. 66-78. 
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Each sees h&r husband-to-be primarily as a means to an 

end, as a way of escape from the choking narrowness of her situa

tion. True, Dorothea's attitude is more idealistic -she desires 

a husband who will provide her with knowledge and the means 'To 

make her life greatly effective 1 (24), whereas Rosamond sees Lyd

gate as a means of attaining superior social status - yet both are 

egocentrically blind to their husbands as they are in themselves. 

Of course, Dorothea's consequent growth to a sympathetic awareness 

of her husband's needs sets her off from the static and impregnable 

egoism of Rosamond. Later in the novel, the difference between 

them is neatly captured in a delicate verbal echo. Lydgate, having 

just recalled the earnest solicitude of Dorothea's '"think what I 

can do"' when told of her husband's illness, is met in his own 

troubles by the 'silvery neutrality' of Rosamond 1 s '"What can I do, 

Tertius?"' ( 633, 635). 

Here Lydgate's experience serves as the synthesizing element. 

Usually, however, the narrator's omniscient commentary is needed to 

clarify the bearing one character has upon another. Mr. Brooke's 

gloriously miscellaneous collection of 'documents' plus his constant 

desire and complete inability to arrange them in some order lightly 

parodies the scholarly Casaubon's volumes of notes out of which he 

is unable to carve his "Key to all Mythologies." Brooke's light

headed prattle about his various pet projects also bears ironically 

on Casaubon's situation. He tel],.s Casaubon: '"I overdid it at one 

time ••• about t~pography, ruins, temples -I thought I had a clue, 

but I saw it would carry me too far, and nothing might have come of 
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it"' (294). The outco~e is equally void, though much more seriously 

so, in Casaubon's case. The reader has been led into making such 

cross-references by the narrator's initial contrast: 'the balanced 

sing·-song neatness of prr Casaubon' s] speech ••• was the more con-

spicuous from its contrast with good Mr Brooke's scr"appy slovenli-

ness' ( 12-13). Similarly, we are alerted to the crucial differences 

between Casaubon and Will Ladislaw: 

Mr Casaubon was less happy than usual, and this perhaps made him 
look all the dimmer and more faded; else, the effect might eas
ily have been produced by the contrast of his young cousin's 
appearance. The first impression on seeing Vfill was one of 
sunny brightness •••• VThen he turned his head quickly his hair 
seemed to shake out light, and sorne persons thought they saw 
decided genius in this coruscation. Mr Casaubon, on the con
trary, stood rayless. (223) 

Other explicit contrasts include those of Casaubon and Lydgate (Ch. 

xi); Dorothea and Rosamond ( Chs. xi and xliii); Mary Garth and 

Rosamond (Ch. xii). 28 

The key quality of these comments is that they aid the reader's 

own powers of discrimination. They do not form a definitive state-

ment of character relationships but establish the initial link, 

leaving the reader free to extend the comparison. Sometimes not 

even the initial link is made. 1m unrelated comparison is drawn, 

leaving the reader to discover its application. In contrast to Mrs. 

Bulstrode's acceptance of her husband after his unmasking, there is, 

the narrator comments, 1 a forsaking which still sits at the same board 

28 Note should be taken, too, of the way in which Book titles and 
chapter epigraphs point up correspondences. 
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and lies on the same couch with the forsaken soul, withering it the more 

by unloving proximity' (805). The reader attuned to George Eliot's 

art of correspondences soon sees how this veiled description applies 

to Rosamond. 

Through such subtle handling, the omniscient point of view not 

only provides indirect comment upon characters but also guides our 

expectations of things to come. In presenting Lydgate's failure of 

resolve in face of Rosamond's inflexible self-will, the narrator sug-

gests that the result might have been different if Lydgate had been 

greater: 

We cannot be sure that any natures, however inflexible or 
peculiar, will resist this effect from a more massive being 
than their own. They may be taken by storm and for the 
moment converted, becoming part of the soul which enwraps 
them in the ardour of its movement. But poor Lydgate had 
a throbbing pain within him, and his energy had fallen 
short of its task. (814-5) 

This anticipates the greater success of Dorothea, who, in the ardour 

of her altruism, does ta~e Rosamond by storm and move her to her one 

brief act of selflessness. 

It is indicative of George Eliot's complex realism that in the 

pattern of comparison and contrast no one character stands in rela-

tion to all the others as ethical norm - as do Squire Allworthy in 

Tom Jones or Mr. Knightley in Emma. It is true that Farebrother 

and the Garths provide important points of reference, especially for 

Fred; but their role as norm is strictly limited, since they do not 

pbssess the aspiration or imagination of the major characters. The 

onJ.y universally applicable stan<lard in Iv1idd~el119}'ch is the narrator 
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herself. The omniscient point of view is, then, doubly necessary 

to the perception of wider, subtler relationships that escape the 

characters, no matter how wise or intelligent. With George Eliot, 

the growth to understanding is a process of moral education until 

the whole book (unlike Gasaubon's scholarship) becomes 'luminous 

with the reflected light of correspondences' (19). 

In a more direct way the interconnectedness of human lives is 

demonstrated through the manipulations of plot. Here we see one of 

the most important ways in which George Eliot's artistic realism and 

moralism are linked. For the causally-linked, chronological narra-

tive of Middlemarch is designed to make concrete George Eliot's vis-

ion of the way the world moves. 29 It is a rational world in which 

effect follows cause with slow, invincible inevitability, in which 

the responsibilities of personal choice are emphasized much more than 

the vagaries of fate. vVhen a coincidence does enter into the plot, 

the narrator is quick to stress that it is but a tiny part of a larg-

er process. The railway incident is a chance event that leads to 

Fred's discovery of a vocation, but circumstances and feelings have 

29 Very occasionally the narrative does depart from chronological 
order. In Ch. xix we are given an external view of Dorothea in Rome 
before being led backwards and inwards to discover the reason for her 
appearance. In Ch. lxxii suspense is built up by presenting Lydgate 
(obviously in unknown trouble) largely through the eyes of his rival 
practitioners and the keener, though inadequate view of Farebrother. 
Then, in the following chapter, a number of retrospective scenes, 
interspersed with summary and a."lalysis, explain his situation and the 
evident deterioration in his relationship with Rosamond. Through 
such slight derangements of chronological sequence, the author centres 
oun attention upon processes and causes - by fitst showing effects 
which arouae our curiosity. 
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already been prepared to make this discovery possible: 'For the 

e~~ective accident is but the touch o~ ~ire where there is oil and 

tow; and it always appeared to Fred that the railway brought the 

needed touch' (598). Contrast might be made with the less realist

ic world o~ Bleak House where Dickens uses ~antastic coincidence to 

place the same moral stress on human interconnectedness. 

The world o~ Middlemarch is also one in which seemingly trivial 

actions have momentous and ~ar-reachjng consequences. Again the 

omniscient point o~ view is necessary to embrace the wide-ranging 

e~~ects o~ individual acts. The will o~ the old miser, Peter 

Featherstone, is an interesting example. The will, by disappoint-

ing his expectations, brings a personal crisis in Fred Viney's li~e -

the need to ~ind a vocation becomes pressing. Because Fred is no 

longer in a ~avoured position, his ~ather takes a much less lenient 

view of his failings, and the consequent domestic unpleasantness 

causes Rosamond to pressure Lydgate into an earlier (and ultimately 

dis~strous) marriage. The Garths, too, are seriously affected 

since Fred can no longer repay his debt to them. Because the land 

is given to Rigg instead of Fred, Bulstrode is soon able to pur

chase it, and this, in turn, leads to Bulstrode' s unmasking through 

R~fles (who, but for Rigg's previous ownership of Stone Court, 

would not have rediscovered Bulstrode) and to Lydgate's associated 

downfall. Thus, ironically, the way is paved for Fred to gain 

Stone Court after all. 

Usually the narrator leaves the reader to trace the ramifications 
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of an action. But, occasionally, the causal lllll{S are made explicit: 

In watching effects, if only of an electric battery, it is often 
necessary to change our place and examine a particular mixture 
or group at some distance from the point where the movement we 
are interested in was set up. The grou~ I am moving towards . 
is at Caleb Garth's breakfast-table ••• (.427) 

Thus the narrator draws our attention to a (humanly) undetectable 

side-effect of Brooke's decision to enter politics. In order to make 

a credible stand on the Reform issue he must up-grade his neglected 

estates - which means he must hire Caleb Garth as his agent. The 

consequent increase in Caleb's income enables Mary to stay at home 

instead of becoming a reluctant school teacher, and so opens the way 

to rivalry between F.red Viney and Farebrother. Moreover, Caleb is 

now able to offer Fred the career that helps him to find his identity 

and prove himself worthy of Mary. So lives are shown to impinge 

incalculably upon one another. Early in the book we are alerted to 

the causal pattern: 

But any one watching keenly the stealthy convergence of human 
lots, sees a slow preparation of effects from one life to an
other, which tells like a calculated irony on the indifference 
or the frozen stare with which we look at our unintroduced 
neighbour. (97) 

As we read on this statement is felt to be not a distracting obtru-

sion of the author's personal philosophy into the fictional world 

but a valid conceptualization of our experience of that world. 

IV 

From this 'passionate belief in the solidarity of mankind' 

(664) spring George Eliot's ethical imperatives. But, for all her 

moral rigour, she is, as we have seen, strongly anti-doctrinal in 



bias because 

There is no general doctrine which is not capable of eating 
out our morality if unchecked by the deep-seated habit of 
direct fellow-feeling with individual fellow-men. (664.) 

This is the clearest, most-telling expression of' the criterion by 

which George Eliot judges her characters - that is, the extent to 
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which they possess 'the deep-seated habit of direct fellow-feeling 

with individual fellow-men.' Every word and phrase in this formu-

lation is deliberately weighted. It is a sense of oneness with 

others, the ability to feel~ our fellows, not right opinions or 

beliefs that make for moral action. Fellow-feeling must be a 

'deep-seated habit' or we lose the faculty altogether. Casaubon 

thinks he can store his emotions like money in a bank, but f:L."lds, 

on engagement to Dorothea, that repression has killed not preserved 

them. This fellow-feeling must be direct, must involve immediate 

contact with the emotional lives of others, for theoretic beliefs 

can lead us to treat our fellows as mere tools - as does Bulstrode. 

Even the lofty idealism of Dorothea is shown to be egoistic because 

it disregards the real situation of' the people f'or whom she seeks to 

act: she is actually disappointed to find the Lowick villagers so 

well of'f, since this denies her a philanthropic role. The primary 

object of fellow-feeling must be the people closest to us rather than 

the distant unkno\vn needy; and these people must be seen in their 

unique individuality, not subsumed under the abstraction of' 1 mankind. 1 30 

30 I have since discovered that a not too dissimilar gloss on this pass
age occurs in John Ragan, "Middle:march: Narrative Unity in the Story of 
DorotheaBl·ooke,tt Nineteenth-CenturyFiction, XVI (June 1961), 17-32. 
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A fRll appreciation of the unique individuality of those who 

people the Middlemarch world is possible only through the inside 

views which omniscience affords. 

For surely all must admit that a man may be puffed and belauded, 
envied, ridiculed, counted upon as a tool and fallen in love 
with, or at least selected as a future husband, and yet remain 
virtually unlmmm - lmovm merely as a cluster of signs for his 
neighbours' false suppositions. (148) 

Such indeed is the fate of Lydgate, and it is only .vli thin the nar-

rator's all-embracing purview that we can see what he is in him-

self and how others, most fatally his wife, are quite ignorant of 

the real man. But Lydgate is not alone in this. The texture cf 

the novel interweaves a multiplicity ofindividual viewpoints, each 

of which is shovm to be quite inadequate to a just apprehension of 

multi-faceted truth. All the protagonists therefore suffer the in-

justice of insufficient (though not necessarily untrue) judgements. 

The narrator alone sees everything in its wholeness and stresses the 

need to look within and without, to consider subjective states and 

motives as well as actions. The reader is guided to the perception 

of the wider truth: 

Suppose we turn from outside estimates of a man, to wonder, with 
keener interest, what is the report of his ovm consciousness 
about his doings or capacity: with what hindraii~she is carrying 
on his daily labours; what fading of hopes, or what deeper fix
ity of self-delusion the years are marking off within him; and 
with what spirit he wrestles against universal pressure, vrhich 
will one day be too heavy for him, and bring his heart to its 
final pause. (85) 

The dramatised action of the novel perfectly bears out the nar-

rator' s contention that 'We are all of us born ~n moral stupiQ!ity, 
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taking the world as an udder to feed our supreme selves,' ana. our 

consequent need 'to conceive with that distinctness which is no 

longer reflection but feeling - an idea wrought back to the direct

ness of sense, like the solidity of objects' that others have each 

'an equivalent centre of self, whence the lights and shadows must 

always fall with a certain difference' (225). .All the characters 

in the novel are placed according to the degree to v1hich they grow 

out of their li1itial egoism. Bulstrode rationalizes his egoism in 

the form of religious belief and falls victim of his self-deception. 

Both Casaubon and Rosamond remain trapped in self-absorption, unable 

to apprehend 'an equivalent centre of self' in another. The Garths 

and Farebrother represent the opposite static pole; they are re

signed to their own insignificance in the scheme of things and seek 

actively to aid their fellows. These static characters serve as 

reference points for the unequal progression of Dorothea, Lydgate, 

Ladislaw, and Fred Viney. 

The ability to concei~ an equivalent centre of self outside of 

oneself is demonstrated par excellence by the narrator - hence her 

role as moral norm. The less creative reader is, through the omni-

scient viewpoint, brought to share this vision. But what of the 

characters (and people in real life) who, of course, cannot have dir

ect access to the consciousness of others? Because such direct ob

servation is impossible, imagination becomes, for George Eliot, an 

essential moral fac~uty. Imagin~tive insight is vital to a true 

appreciation of the subjective state of others and to a just estimate 

of the consequences of our actions. Imagination is, then, implicit 
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in fellow-feeling; that is, feeling Y£..ith others. 

It must be stressed, though, that George Eliot is no romantic. 

She does not follow 'Hordsworth and Coleridge in elevating imagina-

tion to primary status as that fac1..1lty which leads to :profounc1est 

truth. For her, imagination must be closely tied to reason and 

the recognition of objective fact; it can reli~bly illumine the 

unknovm only when rooted in the fullest possible awareness of the 

knovm. Hardy would, no doubt, have agreed with Conraa. that 

'Liberty of the imagination should be the most precious possession 

of a novelist.' 31 But, for G-eorge Eliot, the artistic ana. moral 

(as vvell as scientific) imagination 1 is not mere arbitrariness, 

but the exercise of disciplined power - combining and constructing 

with the clearest eye for probabilitie·s and the fullest obedience 

to knowledge' (173). 

In the sphere of moral action, imagination depends very much 

upon experience. Without lL~e experience it is scarcely possible 

for a character to enter with imaginative feeling into the needs of 

others. Lyt1gate has little s;ympathy for Casaubon' s plight, being 

'at present too ill acquainted with disaster to enter into the 

pathos of a lot where everything is below the level of tragedy ex-

cept the passionate egoism of the sufferer' (454). This problem 

is central to Adam Bede, where the strong hero must b~ brought 

through suffering to sympathize with the weak. He comes to the 

conclusion that 111it's the same w:ith love and happiness as with sor-

row - the more we lmow of it, the better we can .. feel what other 

31 Quoted in :Miriam Allott, :r;Tovelists on the Novel (London, 1959) 
p. 132. 
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people's lives are or might be, and so we shall only be more 

tender to 1 em, and wishf'ul to help 'em. The more knowledge a 

ms.n has the better he 1 11 do 1 s work; and feeling 1 s a sort o 1 know-

ledge."' 32 For the reader of George Eliot, it is the experience 

of the novelist's fictional world which serves to extend his cap-

acity for imaginative fellow-feeling. 

But the notion of fellow-feeling in George Eliot's world 

calls for more rigorous definition. Despite her repeated emphas-

es on 'feeling wit~,' it seems to me that George Eliot ultimately 

only wru1ts us to 'feel f~' her characters and others in real life; 

that is, to sympathize not empathize vdth them. A useful dis-

tinction between sympathy and empathy is made by Oscar Cargill, who 

sees literature as asking for 

the abandonment of self and identification with others. This 
vle cannot do without empathy. Empathy is not sympathy; it 
entails for the term of the engagement a complete surrender 
to other personalities; it means sharing to the fullest ex
tent possible the experience of the author in living with his 
creations; sympathy, on the other hand, means the retention 
of a degree of self-consciousness, aloofness, condescension.33 

George Eliot wishes us to feel with her characters only to the point 

where we can then sympathize with them; 34 once that is achieved, she 

wishes to preserve the detachment to judge. Empathy, in George Eliot, 

32 Adam Bede, Ch, lii. 

33 "The Validity of Literature," College English, XXX (May 1969), 
621-2. 

34 Cf. Janet's ~_P.entan~: 'the only true knowledge of our fellow
man is that which enables us to feel with him ••• 1 (Ch. X; my italics). 
Significantly' George Eliot did not say' I the only true knowledge of 
our fellow-man is that we have in feeling with him. 1 
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is not an end in itself .as it is in Hardy. 35 And vre always main-

tain our separateness, our ability to stand back and evaluate. We 

empathize only to the extent of j;err;tJ?.QFaril.Y suspending judgement; 

we remain open to a character's experience in order to appreciate 
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his way of looking at thinr;s, but ·we never wholly immerse ourselves, 

lose our identity in the object of attention,36 The experience of 

the characters does not become our ovm as it does in Tess. In 

George Eliot we identify only to the extent of seeing what it ~~~ 

be lik:e were we to experience what the characters (f'or example, Cas-

aubon) are experiencinr;. But with Tess we lose the sense of' incle-

pendent selfhoocl, f'orget ourselves in total absorption vdth her 

plight (or rather with Hardy's apprehension of' it- the f'eeling and. 

being we merge with are his). In Hardy, we go through 'feeling with' 

till we a.r-..ci ve at 1 f'eeling f'or' i.l'l another sense: that is, 'feeling 

in the stead. of',' or 'on behalf of'.' 

The very nature of characterization is here closely bound. up 

with our response. The simplicity of Tess's feelings and. of her 

fate aiel our involvement; whereas the subtlety of' George Eliot's jn-

sights makes distinctions - that is, not just refines our sense of' 

character, but enhances too our sense of' how we (reader and. character) 

agree - and. clif'fer. Here too the sensuous immediacy of' Hardy's world. 

is decisive; it acts on our senses in a much stronger more direct way 

35 Cf'. Hardy's comment to Blathwayt, "'I draw no inf'erences, I don't 
even feel them"' (Tho~.liar_cly and H~s Reade~, .. P· 96). 

36 Cf'. W.J. Harvey's comment that George Eliot's 'fictional micro
cosm' is a world. 'designed for our contemplation, not f'or our imagina
tive participation' (Jhe Art of' G~?rge Eliot, p. 79). 
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than George Eliot's -her world appeals more to the intellect. 

Finally, it is only because Hardy has such empathy with Tess that 

the reader, too, can empathize with her. We are relieved to es-

cape (however narrowly) complete identification with George Eliot's 

characters, not because they are repulsive, but because we want to 

elude the author's stringent judgement. 

It becomes apparent, then, that George Eliot's moral criter

ion of fellow-feeling, since it is not an end in itself, is insep-

arable from the quality of action it inspires. The question now 

arises as to the author's success in applying this criterion of 

judgement to individual characters in Middlemarch. Arnold Kettle, 

in his essay on the novel, makes the interesting assertion that 

'her standards of right and wrong ••• are not quite adequate to the 

complexity of her social vision.'37 Now this, as we saw, was just 

·the problem in The Mill on the Floss with the judgement of Maggie 1 s 

renunciation of Stephen: George Eliot had created such a tangled 

dramatic situation that the previously clear-cut "opposition between 

the desires of self and the needs of others was no longer applicable. 

But such a criticism, it seems to me, is not valid for Middlemarch. 

Much of the book's great distinction lies in the justness and subtle

ty of authorial judgements, in the admirably maintained balance of 

irony and sympathy. 

37 Op.cit., p. 187. 
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In comparison with _g.'he Mill on the Floss, the novel demonstrates 

a more mature moral outlook in at least two important ways. Firstly, 

the characters are consistently judged on the basis of their actions; 

right feelli1g is no longer enough in itself. Whereas Maggie's im-

pulsive renunciation of Stephen is seen as good because inspired by 

noble motives despite the fact that it does no one any .good, Doro

thea's spontaneous trust in Lydgate is shown to be better than Fare

brother's 'cautious weighing of consequences' (787) precisely because 

it enables her to help Lydgate. Throughout Middlemarch the same 

standard applies. Fred Viney, in his relations with the Garths, dis-

covers it is not enough to be well-meaning, that the actual impact of 

one 1 s deeds on others must be considered.. Bulstrode is a frighten

ing stu~ of how pious motives can lead to most unholy actions. 

Lydgate has truly noble aims but is judged for his failure to realize 

them, though he is only partially to blame for his downfall. 

Secondly, in Middlemarch George Eliot has got beyond the ideal-

ization of renunciation as a good in itself. Will Ladislaw's be-

lief that 1 "The. best piety is to enjoy - when you can'" is not rejected 

(as is Philip Wakem's similar outlook in The Mill on the Floss), but is 

recognized as a partial truth, the realization of which forms an im

portant part (along vdth the vision of others as they are in themselves) 

in Dorothea's growth to maturity. It is a necessary corrective to 

Dorothea's youthful 'Ufanaticism of sympathy"' (234) which, while 

noble in its idealism, has not yet come to terms with human limita-

ti~. " 

The greater complexity of the social vision of Middlemarch calls 
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for a refined critical ·intelligence, and George Eliot is now more 

than adequate to the task, Consider her comment on Lydgate's 

expensive gift of jewels to Rosamond: 

Opinions may be divided as to his wisdom in making this present: 
some may think that it was a graceful attention to be expected 
from a man like Lydgate, and that the fault of any troublesome 
consequences lay in. the pinched narrovmess of provincial life 
at that time, which offered no conveniences for professional 
people whose fortune was not proportioned to their tastes; 
also, in Lydgate's ridiculous fastidi:ousness about asking his 
friends for money. (630-1) 

A recent critic sees an 'ambiguity of moral tone' here, particularly 

when this passage is compared with the view of society implied in 

the Prelude. 38 But he fails to distinguish between legitimate and 

illegitimate types of 'narrowness' and to see the consistency of 

George Eliot's irony throughout the passage. The play of tone and 

attitude is complex, yet perfectly controlled. Only one side of 

the way in which 'Opinions may be divided' about Lydgate's action 

is presented, and, since she does not associate herself with thiB 

view, we assume the author takes the other side. The opinion pre-

sentea is regarded ironically. The author's attitude implied here 

differs from George Eliot's usual view of 'the pinched narrowness of 

provincial life,' but there is no inconsistency. The deplorable 

narrowness of provincial life consists in its mental habits, not in 

its failure to satisfy the material desires of professional people 

(and here the irony becomes obvious) 'whose fortune was not proper-

tioned to their tastes.' Yet the recognition of a possible alterna-

,,· 

38 See 1-'::ichael York r::ason, 111Jiddlemarch and History, 11 Nineteenth
Century Fiction, X.XV (March 19]1), 428. 
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tive opinion, ana the fact that we are reminded of how the genuine 

narrowness of society has hampered Lydgate in the past, help to 

extenuate the implicit critical judgement of him. This jua.gement 

is then further qualified by the ironic presentation of an unfav-

ourable view of Lydgate's action- some may see his fastidiousness 

about asking friends for money as 'ridiculous,' but George Eliot 

obviously approves his proud independence. His financial troubles 

are thus seen to be the product of his bad and his good qualities 

(extravagance ana a sense of honour), both of which are susceptible 

to other interpretations (gentility ana 'ridiculous fastidiousness') 

by sentimentalists who would indulgently place the weight of the 

blame on society. 

The most impressive quality in George Eliot's ethical judge-

ments is their magnanimous impartiality in face of conflicting de-

mands for sympathy; her ability to see all sides of complex real-

ity and yet hold it in unified perspective. The author's intell-

actual grasp, moral sense, ana emotional life are superbly synthe-

sized in her response to her own creations. Nowhere is this bet-

ter seen than in the two central marriage relationships of the book. 

It might be thought that if ever George Eliot was to indulge 

·in the uncritical self-identification with Dorothea, which F.R. 

Leavis claims is the book's weakness, it would be during the trials 

of her marriage to Casaubon.39 This pitfall is wholly avoided; 

39 See The Great Traditio~, pp. 86-93. Leavis, it seems to me, fails 
to take account of Dorothea 1 s g.cowth from youthful illusion to a mat
ure recognition of her own nature ana place in the world. He also 
seriously plays down the critical irony directed at her before her 
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Casaubon is treated. as ·sympathetically and as much attention given to 

his sense of the world as to Dorothea's. At times the reader finds 

himself slipping into that partiality of which Leavis accuses the 

author, only to be rudely shaken out of it by an abrupt switch in 

authorial point of view: 

One morning, some weeks after her arrival at Lowick, Dorothea -
but why al':'rays Dorothea? Y!as her point of view the only poss
ible one with regard to this marriage? I protest against all 
our interest, all our effort at understanding being given to 
the young skins that look blooming in spite of trouble; for 

. these too will get faded, and will knovr the older and more eat
ing grief's which we are helping to neglect. In spite of the 
blinking eyes and white moles objectionable to Celia, and the 
want of muscular curve which was morally painful to Sir James, 
J!iir Casaubon had an intense consciousness within him, and was 
spiritually a-hungered like the rest of us. (296) 

There follows a brilliant and deeply~syrnpathetic analysis of Casau-

bon's state of mind, particularly of his motives for marrying, that 

ends in this finely-controlled rhetorical plea on his behalf: 

For my part I am very sorry for him. It is an uneasy lot at 
best, to be what we call highly taught and yet not to enjoy: 
to be present at this great spectacle of life and never to be 
liberated from a small hungry shivering self - never to be 
fully possessed by the glory we behold, never to have -our con
sciousness rapturously tr&<sformed into the vividness of a 
thought, the ardour of a passion, the energy of an action, 
but always to be scholarly and uninspired, ambitious and timid, 
scrupulous and dim-sighted. (299) 

-------,-~_, __ _ 
marriage, and quite overlooks its continuance (though on a reduced 
scale owing to Dorothea's growth) after Casaubon's death. For in
stance, Leavis quotes the first sentence of the following passage but 
strategically ignores the second: 'The childlDce grave-eyed earnest
ness with which Dorothea said all this was irresistible - blent into 
an adorable whole with her ready understa~ding of high experience. 
(Of lower experience such as plays a great part in the world, poor 
Mrs Casaubon had a very blurred shortsighted knowledge, little helped 
by her imagination.)' (821). 



The author not only enters fully into Casaubon's view of 

things, but also brings Dorothea under her impartial judgement 

for failing to see her husband as an end in himself: 

She was as blind to his inward troubles as he to hers: she 
had not yet learned those hidden conflicts in her husband 
which claim our pity. She had not yet listened patiently 
to his heartbeats, but only felt that her ovm was beating 
violently. (213-lf-) 

Even when Will Ladislaw (the one character who, as we shall 

see, the author does tend to idealize) enters in to complicate the 

relationship, the same authorial fairness prevails. Casaubon be-

comes almost paranoiac in his suspicion of his young cousin, yet 

the narrator recognises the basis for his feeling: 'Poor ¥~ Cas-

aubon felt (and must not we, being impartial, feel with him a 

little?) that no man had juster cause for disgust and suspicion 

than he ' (402). 

It may be argued that George Eliot shows partiality for Doro-

thea by letting her 'off the hook' through Casaubon's untimely 

death. But his death in no way negates the very real suffering 

that has gone before: Dorothea pays heavily for her 'very child-

like ideas about marriage' (4). And it is repeatedly stressed 

that the memory of the experience will remain with her always. 40 

The inflexible justice with which the Dorothea-Casaubon mar-

riage is treated is perhaps even more noteworthy in its extension 

to the Rosamond-Lydgate relationship. Here the author is probably 

40 See, for example, p. 346. 
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more fair than most readers. \7ith Casaubon there is no discrep-

ancy between the author's and the reader's judgement- George El

iot's sympathy ana the grounds for it are both convincingly real-

izea. But with Rosamond, F.R. Leavis is surely not alone in 

catching himself 'from time to time, wanting to brealc that graceful 

neck.' 41 The difference in response no doubt stems largely from 

the fact that Rosamond has a much more destructive impact upon Lyd-

gate's life than Casaubon has upon Dorothea's. Furthermore, Cas-

aubon has a real degree of humanity - many of his fears, needs, and 

ambitions are seen to be common to most of us; but Rosamond is so 

superficial, so deficient in inner life, such absolute ego that we 

have very little point of contact with her. (Note how through 

continued reiteration her blandness develops strong connotations 

of coldness and blankness). The purity of her egoism m~~es her 

invulnerable; Lydgate has no defence against her deadly 'torpedo-

contact.' Amoral rather than immoral (or, perhaps, as David 

Daiches would have it, 'pre-moral' ) , 42 she is much more frighten-

ing than any number of melodramatic Dickensian villains. But, 

despite all this, she is also pitiable because of her stunted human

ity. She is herself largely a victim - of conventional education 

and of society's attitude to women. There is, then, no real dis-

crepancy between what George Eliot shows of Rosamond and how she 

41 The Great ~a~ion, p. 81.· 

42 ~cit., p. 27. 
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judges her. There is·a discrepancy between the author's judge-

ment and the reader's, but we recognize that our own view is not 

impartial - the reader, unlike George Eliot, tends to be biased 

in Lydgate's favour. 

For all her want of humanity, we do not feel (as we do with 

Hetty Sorrel in Adam Bed~) that Rosamond is non-human. The nar-

rater's view reveals how much she is conditioned by her upbringing. 

In breaking the news of their debt, Lydgate acts unkindly towards 

her because he is unable 'to imagine fully what this sudden trial 

was to a young creature who had known. nothing but indulgence, and 

whose dreams had all been of new indulgence, more exactly to her 

taste' ( 636). The reaJ. tragedy of the marriage is Lydgate's, yet 

Rosamond's disappointment and complete dependence upon outside 

\ 
events to ward off despair are sympathetically portrayed. Her 

despondency is movingly captured in the picture of her listless 

movement through habitual activities: 

she arranged all objects around her with the same nicety as 
ever, only with more slovmess - or sat down to the piano, 
meaning to play, and then desisting, yet lingering on the 
music-stool with her white fingers suspended on the wooden 
front, and looking before her i.11. dreamy ennui. Her melan
choly had become so marked that Lydgate felt a strange tim
idity before it, as a perpetual silent reproach, and the 
strong man, mastered by his keen sensibilities towards this 
fair, fragile creature whose life he seemed somehow to have 
bruised, shrroL~ from her look ••• (826-7) 

Although Lydgate is much the more wronged partner, the author does 

not side uncritically with his view of the relationship: 'They 

lived on from day to day with their thoughts s.~ill apart, Lydgate 

going about what work he had in a mood of despair, and Rosamond 
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feeling, with some justification, that he was behaving cruelly' 

(815). 

The fine balance of judgement shown here is also notable in 

the treatment of Farebrother and the Garths. Though they embody 

many of George Eliot's ethical values, these characters are not 

idealized;43 they attain a real humanity because their failings 

are as carefully delineated as their virtues. In fact, it is one 

of the book's minor triumphs of characterization that we see just 

how their faults derive from their virtues: Farebrother's generous 

tolerance leads him to judge himself too softly:, and Garth's good-

will and admirable enthusiasm for his work often result in im-

provident actions for which his family suffers. 

Yet, finally, even the author declares her human fallibility 

within the novel. Middlemarch is flawed, though not seriously mar-

red, by the partiality with which she treats Will Ladislaw. The 

author's fondness appears repeatedly in description: 'Mr Will Ladis-

law's sense of the ludicrous lit up his features very agreeably: 

it was the pure enjoyment of comicality, and had no mixture of 

sneering and self-exaltation' (81). And again: 1 Vi ill Ladislaw' s 

smile was delightful unless you were angry with him beforehand: it 

· ·was a gush of inward light illuminating the trans parent skin as well 

as the eyes, and playing about every curve and line as if some .Ariel 

were touching them with a new charm, and banishing for ever the 

traces of moodiness,, (219). 'The first impression on seeing Will,' 

... 

43 One brief lanse of tone occurs in the aside 'pardon these de
tails for once - you would have learned to love them if you had 
known Caleb Garth' (24-7). 
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we are told, 'was one of sunny brightness' (223) and his 'merry smile' 

was as 'pleasant to see as the breaking of sunshine on the water' 

(503-4). Through this continual association with sunlight, Ladis

law is idealized, though the function of the imagery is obvious 

when we read that, for Dorothea, 'the mere chance of seeing Will 

occasionally was like a lm!ette opened in the wall of her prison, 

giving her a glimpse of the sunny air' (386). Will plays a crucial 

part in Dorothea's development by bringing freedom and spontaneity 

of life after the intellectual and emotional sterility of Casauhon. 

He is also a useful rhetorical device to place Casaubon's lifeless

ness and futile scholarship. But, as so many readers have felt, 

this dimension of Yiill is asserted and not realized; he remains as 

insubstantial as the sunshine v;i th which he is so often associa tedo 

The indulgent attitude towards Ladislaw contrasts markedly with 

the author's treatment of the other characters. (Note how often 

the familiar 'Ylill' is used, while Lydgate is more distantly refer

red to by his surname). Criticism of Ladislaw's di~antism is 

undercut by being voiced by Casaubon. Not only is Casaubon an in-

adequate judge, but his stilted, pedantic manner, and reference to 

himself as a standard, further undermine his case (82). The key 

passage of authorial commentary on Ladislaw's dilettantism occurs 

at the beginning of Chapter X. George Eliot is surprisingly toler

ant of his follies and excesses. Phrases like 'await those mess-

ages from the universe which sur::nnon it to its peculiar work' ( 83) 

seem mocking; yet his trial of the various 'attitudes of receptivity' 

is treated seriously. Again the dry comment, 'the universe had not yet 
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beckoned,' appears derisory, but there follows a deeply sympathet-

ic discussion of Vlill' s dilemma: 'Even Caesar's fortu."'le at one 

time was but a grand presentiment. We know what a masquerade all 

development is, and what effective shapes may be disguised in help-

less embryos' (~). The comparison with Casaubon, who provides 

an instance of 'long incubation producing no chick,' is (even 

though the thought is Will's, not the author's) an obvious ploy 

to excuse Ladislaw's attitude. What irony is directed at Will 

is no more than the gentle teasing of the infatuated admirer or 

the fond parent. 

Seemingly stronger irony is directed at Ladislav1 1 s Bohemian-

ism in the exposure of his real motive for returning to England: 

It is undeniable that but for the desire to be where Dorothea 
was, and perhaps the want of knowing what else to do, 1,7ill 
would not at this time have been meditating on the needs of 
the English people or criticising English statesmanship: he 
would probably have been rambling in Italy sketching plans 
for several dramas, trying prose and finding it too jejune, 
trying verse and finding it too artificial, beghLning to 
copy 'bits' from old pictures, leaving off because they were 
'no good,' and observing that, after all, self-culture was 
the principal point; while in politics he would have been 
sympathising warmly with liberty and progress in general.(492) 

This in itself is quite damning, but it is immediately followed by 

the comment, 'Our sense of duty must often wait for some work which 

shall take the place of dilettantism and make us feel that the 

quality of our action is not a matter of indifference.' Obviously, 

we are to see '.Till as a dilettante simply because he lacks the op-

portunity not the inclination to. do significant work. 
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When Ladislaw is subjected to criticism, he is judged more 

leniently than Lydgate or Fred Viney. His petulant, almost 

malicious, destruction of Casaubon's reputation is treated light

ly: 'Will was not ·without his intentions to be always generous, 

but our tongues are little triggers which have usually been pull

ed before general intentions can be brought to bear' (390). 

There is a repeated tendency to soften criticism of Ladislaw by 

couching it in general terms. Though his motives for visiting 

Lowick Church (and thus annoying Casaubon), are not exemplary, 

the author suggests that 'most of us are apt to settle within 

ourselves that the man who blocks our ·way is odious, and not to 

mind causing him a little of the disgust which his personality 

excites in ourselves' (504). In his unpitying treatment of 

Rosamond, Ladislaw compares unfavourably with Lydgate, yet his 

behaviour is excused: 'Let it be forgiven to Will that he had no 

such movement of pity. He felt no bond beforehand to this woman 

who had spoiled the ideal treasure of his life, and he held him

self blameless' (836). Usually, for George Eliot, common human

ity is bond enough. 

The partiality for Ladislaw would appear to have a biographic

al root. Ladislaw strikingly resembles George Eliot's des~rip

tion, in a letter to a friend, of George Henry Lewes: 'He is a 

person of the readiest, most facile intercourse - thoroughly ac

quainted with .French literature -and of the most varied tastes •••• 

But he is a very airy, bright, versatile creatuxe - not at all a 
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formidable personage. •44 Perhaps the criticism that Lewes 

attracted caused George Eliot to be excessively sympathetic to 

the character who is in some ways his fictional embodiment. 

For even she had been inclined at first to judge Lewes too harsh-

ly: 'Like a few other people in the world, 1 she later wrote, 'he 

is much better than he seems - ••• a man of heart and conscience 

wearing a mask of flippancy.'45 

The personal pressure is probably most strongly felt in Lad-

islaw's relationship with Dorothea. The heavy stress on the 

ideal, sexless nature of their love is more than the usual con-

cession to Victorian conventions. Quite possibly it reflects 

the way the author wishea. her readers to see her unlawful union 

with Lewes. It is here that the portrait of Dorothea is weakened. 

The problem is net, as F.R. Leavis contends, that George Eliot's 

evaluation of Dorothea is identical with Will's; but the idealiza-

tion of Ladislaw is to some extent reflexive. What gives Will his 

special value in George Eliot's eyes is that he alone understands 

Dorothea and appreciates her worth. In this he is superior to 

Lydgate, who is initially blind to her true quality. In idealiz-

ing Ylill 1 s feeling, the author tends to idealize the object of his 

feeling: 

For effective magic is tr~Dscendent nature; and who shall 
measure the subtlety of those touches which convey the quality 
of soul a.s well as body, and make a man's passion for one woman 
differf'rom his passion for another as joy in the morning light 

44 Letters, III, 231. 

45 Letters, II, 98. 



over valley and river and vrhite mountain-top differs from 
joy among Chinese lanterns and glass panels? (lt-15) 
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Ladislaw further complicates the judgement of Dorothea, since 

ID9.rriage to so insubstantial a character calls in question the 

maturity to which she has so painfully grown through her experience 

with Casaubon and the Lydgates. It seems to me quite wrong to 

suggest, as some critics have, that the inadequacy of Ladislaw is 

part of George Eliot's conscious vision, and that Dorothea there

fore undergoes no real development in the course of the nove1. 46 

Certainly the Finale indicates that marriage to Ladislaw is not 

~n ideal fulfilment for Dorothea, but·this is seen to be because 

of the limitations of marriage itself, not of her husband. George 

Eliot's intention seems similar to that in The Mill on the Floss 

Ladislaw, like Stephen Guest, is to be seen as maturing through 

his love for a noble woman until he becomes worthy of her.· This 

pattern is successfully borne out in the minor key of the Fred 

Vincy:.,.Mary Garth relationship; but such a change in Ladislaw is 

not convincingly realized. The vision i."l the Finale of his later 

life as an 'ardent public man' is vague and sketchy as opposed to 

the particularity and f~llness vdth which the later lives of Fred 

and Mary, Lydga te and Rosamund are imagined. 

The failure of Ladislaw, and the way in which this reflects on 

46 See, for example, Joan Bennett, pp. 175-6, ana. S:p •. Jane MBrie 
Luecke, "Ladislaw and the Middlemarch Vision, 11 Nineteenth-Centll!'.x 
Fiction, XIX (June 1964), 55-64·. ----
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the presentation of Dorothea, does not, however, deny the immense 

stature of Middlemarch. To a rich, concrete social pa~orama, 

George Eliot applies a mature ana consistent pattern of judgement. 

Here,· as not in The Mill on the Floss,, her standards of judgement 

prove thoroughly adequate to the complexity of her created world. 

Individual lives ana everya.ay events attain sharp definition and 

universal resonance in the author's sure perspective. Judgement 

ana rhetoric, vision ana technique are superbly attuned. Among 

George Eliot's novels, !vfiddlemarch is supremely successful in the 

realization of her artistic aims - the imaginative enlargement of 

the reader's experience and the extension of his sympathies. 



8. CCNCLUSI<N 

Though all the ~our novels that have been examined in detail are 

indubitably major works, there is with both George Eliot and Thomas 

Hardy a marked contrast between the seriously flawed early work (The 

Mill on the Floss, The Return of the Native) and the much more succ

ess~, though imper~ect, later masterpiece (Middlemarch, Tess o~ the 

d' Urbervilles). Yet in each of the novels, instances have been ~ound 

where the author's judgement is not ~ully supported by what he has 

shown. There is in each an area o~ discordance, a disharmony between 

assessment and presentation. The seriousness o~ this disharmony var-

ies greatly ~om novel to novel, and some comparative judgements must 

be made o~ the nature and sources of the ~ailures. 

As was noted earlier, the omniscient mode of narration has come 
r 

under attack o~ late on grounds o~ inherent de~ect; the implied auth-

or m nineteenth-century novels (so the argument runs) usually does 

not. know what he is talking about when he judges his characters. But 

in George Eliot and Thomas Hardy inadequacy o~ judgement stems not 

from faulty narrative technique but ~rom co~used or inadequate author-

ial values. 

All four novels ~ail when the omniscient narrator succumbs to a 

subjective evaluation o~ experience, allowing a character to de~ine 

(wholly or partially) the standards by which he or she is to be judged. 

This might seem to indicate a general tendency ~or the omniscient view-

point to be seduced by the subjective, ~or the narrator to sympathize 

279 
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uncritically with the protagonist's view of the world. 1 In fact, 

the danger is much less than in limited, first-person narratives. 

The omniscient point of view has an inherent balance, an objectivity 

of perspective whereby it scrupulously preserves those factors that 

the narrator, in his identification with a character (or characters), 

is apparently ignoring. 2 Thus, despite Hardy's overwhelming sym-

pathy for his heroines, Eustacia's cruel selfishness, tawdry imagina-

tion, and undignified dependence on Wildeve, and Tess's passivity be-

fore Alec and other of her difficulties clearly emerge as parts of 

the total portraits. The self-destructive element in Maggie's re-
-

nunciation and the i~adequacy of Ladislaw are palpably obvious to 

the reader, despite George Eliot's identification with these charac-

ters. Had we been totally immersed in the respective characters' 

points of view, the authors' loss of perspective would not have been 

nearly so apparent, though just as real. 

The omniscient point of view also ensures greater fairness in 

the presentation of characters because they are all seen from the 

one independent vantage point. Of course, as Hardy himself recog-

1 But for the fact that Maggie is so obviously following instinct 
rather than reason, it could be argued that The Mill on the Floss goes 
to the other extreme and presents too objective a standard of judge
ment - that is, with all the emphasis on the needs of others, and self
fulfilment slighted. 

2 Of course, at a deeper level the omniscient point of view. pre
serves the sense of objective reality - by affirming as objectively 
'there' what lies outside a character. In seeking to expunge all 
traces of the controlling author,·much twentieth-century fiction has 
tended to become trapped in the unverifiable s~bjectivity of the pro-· 
tagonist. 
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nized,3 no novel or play can be f'ully just to everyone in it. Con-

centration of attention upon one character will inevitably prejudice 

our view of others, despite the legitimacy of their claims in an im

partial estimate. (Consider how drastically our appreciation of much 

comedy would alter if we were given an inside view of the butt man). 

But it is interesting that, in The Return of the Native and The Mill 

on the Floss, though Hardy and George Eliot are extremely partial, 

the omniscient viewpoint carries an inherent counter-check. The om-

niscient view of Thomasin, Charley, Mrs. Yeobright, and Clym quali-

fies our sympathetic response to Eustacia by disclosing their counter-

claims and the way in which her actions cause them suffering. In 

The Mill on the Floss the objective presentation of Stephen's argu-
-

ment against renunciation strongly modifies our judgement of Maggie. 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles demonstrates how concentration on one char-

acter may be both detrimental and advantageous to the reputation of 

another. Our intense sympathy for Tess leads us to condemn Angel 

when he hurts her. However, our respect for Tess then tempers our 

judgement of Angel because she remains devoted to him and refuses her-

self to condemn him. If we are to reject Angel completely, we must 

regard Tess as either weakly infatuated or foolishly misguided -

·something most readers cannot do. To maintain the degree of sympathy 

3 See Tess, p.11: 'In a true view, perhaps, there was more to be 
gathered and told of each anxious and experienced one, to whom the 
years were drawing nigh when she should say, "I have no pleasure in 
them, 11 than of her juvenile comrades. But let the elder be passed 
over here for those 1.mder whose bodices the life throbbed quick and 
warm. u 
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for Tess that he desires, Hardy must show Angel as a worthy partner 

and one with whom she might have achieved fulfilment and happiness. 

Angel would have been judged much more harshly by the reader had he 

been seen only through Tess's uncomprehending vision. The narrator's 

explanations, albeit cursory, make his deeds understandable, if not 

excusable. 

However, in commending the built-in objectivity of the omnis

cient viewpoint, I might seem to have merely reinforced Paris's 

criticism of its inherent confusion. Omniscience in The Return of 

the Native and The Mill on the Floss, in particular, reveal strong 

internal tensions. In each case authorial judgements are inadequate 

to the complexity of the dramatic situation; they cannot cope with 

the conflicting demands of the various characters. Yet resolution 

of the conflicts does not depend upon a change in narrative tech-

nigue .. 

First-person narration might, it is true, have resolved the ten

sion in The Return of the Native by obscuring Eustacia's shortcomings; 

as Wayne Booth points out, 'a prolonged intimate view of a character 

works against our capacity for judgement. ,4- But if all of The Re-

turn of the Native were told from Eustacia's point of view, while we 

might Sympathize more fully With her, We WOuld lose the bOOk I S rich, 

detached perspective on the irony of events, since the narrator alone 

can show how good intentions are twisted by fate and how close the 

4 The Rhetoric of Fiction, p. 322. 
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characters often are to·happiness unawares. What is at fault in the 

novel is not the technique but the authorial values that lead to a 

confused pattern of judgement. 

It would seem that Hardy could not write a successful pathetic 

tragedy with a protagonist like Eustacia. He is eminently success-

ful in Tess of the d'Urbervilles because Tess is such a worthy char-

acter, meriting our sympathy but not her fate. The Return of the 

Native fails to be such a moving work of pathos because there is not 

such tension between our sense of the characters' necessary doom and 
-

our sympathy for them. To a large extent our sympathy depends upon 

the doom and the way in which it is brought about. It would be dif

ficult to feel much for Eustacia content in the gay frivolity of the 

Parisian beau monde. The greater success of Tess to a large extent 

stems simply from Tess's more attractive character, which easily 

elicits a sympathetic response despite her failings. As Irving 

Howe says, 

Tess demands nothing that can be regarded as the consequence of 
deracination or an overwrought will; she is not gratuitously 
restless or neurotically bored; she is spontaneously committed 
to the most f\mdamental needs of human existence. Indeed, she 
provides a standard of wha\is right and essential for human 
beings to demand from life. 

Despite Tess's outrage of Victorian conventions, Eustacia really of-

:fers Hardy a much more difficult rhetorical problem, because she is 

'gratuitously restless' and 'neurotically bored,' because to a great 

extent her demands are the product of deracination and an overwrought 

5 Thomas Hard~, p. 111. 
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will. 

Tess of' the d'Urbervilles has been criticized f'or f'ailing to 

show clearly on each occasion why Tess must succumb to Alec. This, 

however, is a f'ailure not in Hardy's technique but in its applica-

tion. When the critical point in the narrative is reached, he cuts 

and the necessary motivation is obscured. There is no reason to 

believe that, had he resisted contemporary pressures to gloss over 

sexual experience, he could not have presented convincing motiva-

tion for Tess's actions. 

In The Mill on the Floss George Eliot's narrative technique is 
-

beautifUlly adequate, indeed essential, to a controlled perspective 

on Maggie early in the book. The f'ailure at the end is not the pro-

duct of this technique but of' the author's identification with her 

heroine. George Eliot's characteristic, balanced assessment is swept 

aside in a flood. of uncritical involvement in 'poor Maggie's' plight. 

If George Eliot had adhered to the guideline for moral action upheld 

in Middlemarch - an objective appreciation, informed by fellow-feel-

ing, of the needs of others - she would have had a standard by which 

she (and Maggie) would have coped adequately with the extremely com-

plex dilemma of the Maggie-Philip, Stephen-Lucy foursome. 

Despite the f'ailure of' the ending, The Mill on the Floss demon

strates in another relationship - that of Maggie and her brother Tom -

the admirable balance that characterizes George Eliot's handling of' 

omniscience in her master-work, Middlemarch. The reviewer for 

MacMillan's Magazine objected to what he considered George Eliot's 
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favouritism for Maggie over Tom. 6 George Eliot replied that it was 

in fact her respect for Tom which had infused the reader, and that 

'the exhibition of the right on both sides' was the very soul of her 

intention.? That intention, it seems to me, is faithfully carried 

out. Take, for instance, this passage describing Maggie' s new-fotmd 

renunciation: 

she often strove after too high a flight and came down with her 
poor little half-fledged wings dabbled in the mud. For example, 
she not only determined to work at plain sewing, that she might 
contribute something towards the fund in the tin box, but she 
went, in the first instance, in her zeal for self-mortificati~ 
to ask for itj~ linen-shop in St. Ogg's, instead of getting it 
in a more quiet and indirect way; and could see nothing but 
what was entirely wrong and tmkind, nay, persecuting, in Tom's 
reproof of her for this unnecessary act. "I don't like !!,l;i 
sister to do such things," said Tom; ni' 11 take care that the 
debts are paid without your lowering yourself in that way." 
Surely there was some tenderness &ld bravery mingled with the 
worldliness and self-assertion of that little speech; but Mag
gie held it as dross, overlooking the grains of gold, and took 
Tom's rebuke as one of her outward crosses. (273~) 

The author might well have identified wholly with her heroine, seeing 

all that opposed her wishes as harsh and unjust. Instead she sees 

the streak of altruism in Tom's egoism, and points out the self-

righteousness in Maggie's self-renunciation. 

In the course of the plot, Tom is allowed his moment of triumph 

(in the repayment of his father's debts), and Maggie is forced at this 

point to acknowledge his worth. Furthermore, despite his insensitiv-

ity, his criticism of Maggie is seen to contain an element of justness 

6 See George Eliot: The Critieal Heritage, p. 157. 
7 Letters, III, 397. 
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which even Maggie must later recognize: 8 

"At one time you take pleasure in a sort of perverse self
denial, and at another you have not resolution to resist a 
thing that you lmow to be wrong." 

There was a terrible cutting truth in Tom's words - that 
hard rind of truth which is discerned by unimaginative, un
sympathetic minds. (370) 

The omniscient inner views of 'Our good upright Tom Tulli ver' s mind' 

reflect this fine balance between sympathy and judgement: 

But to minds strongly marked by the positive and negative qual
ities that create severity - strength of will, conscious recti
tude of purpose, narrowness of imagination :a.11.d intellect, great 
power of self-control, and a disposition to exert control over 
others - prejudices come as the natural food of tendencies 
which can get no sustenance out of that complex, fragmentary, 
doubt-provoking knowledge which we call truth. (430) 

In an odd way, George Eliot's very identification with Maggie makes 

her sympathetic to Tom, since Maggie herself is so deeply attached to 

him and dependent upon his love. It is as though George Eliot were 

presenting, through Maggie, her own case and plea for acceptance to 

her brother Isaac, who rejected her after her union with Lewes; but 

she. could hope to win him over only by being thoroughly just to his 

side of their relationship (as represented in Tom). 

Here lies an essential difference between George Eliot and Hardy. 

Hardy's concentration on a central figure causes him to do less than 

justice to the secondary figures, whereas George Eliot is scrupulously 

just to all characters (except for her over-indulgent treatment of 

8 Note how the growth of Maggie herself is reflected in this. She 
has Tom in better perspective now-than she did earlier when she re
jected his words entirely. Now she sees both the justice and the in
adequacy of Tom's criticism. 
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Stephen Guest, Will Ladislaw, and, latterly, o~ Maggie), even when 

the pressure not to be is very strong, as in the Tom-Maggie or 

Dorothea-Casaubon relationships. The imbalance in Hardy is o~en 

despite his intentions. Heilman probably sees Alec and Angel 

pretty much as Hardy wished us to, but not as the book lets us see 

them. The enormous compassion with which the portrait o~ Tess is 

weighted tells heavily against those characters that hurt her, and 

all actions and people tend to be judged as they impinge upon her. 

Most readers probably judge Angel, in particular, more severely than 

the author intended. Hardy was unable. to strike quite the balance 

he wanted in relation to Angel because of his concern that we do not 

condemn Tess. Because Hardy worked so hard to excuse Tess's fail-

ure to disclose her past, we cannot accept Angel's harsh judgement 

of her concealment. We forget that Tess's prolonged and agonized 
~ 

struggles o~ conscience and the strength of her impulse towards con-

~ession have not been witnessed by Angel; or rather we feel that 

her goodness is so palpable as to make his grievous misjudgement in-

excusable. And the way in which Hardy encourages this view (espec-

ially in his comment on Tess as the embodiment of 'Apostolic Charity' 

[202]) reveals, perhaps, the essential incompatibility of his rhetor-

·ical aims at this point in the Angel-Tess relationship. In any case, 

the result is that Hardy draws a more intense, though less balanced, 

response than George Eliot. I~ George Eliot had written Tess o~ the 

d'Urbervilles, more justice would-probably have been done to Alec and 

Angel, but the corresponding weakening of sympathy for Tess would have 

resulted in a much less moving book. 
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This difference in judgement springs inevitably from a differ-

ence in authorial values. George Eliot has a surer basis than 

Hardy for the judgement of her fictional characters because her mor-

ality rests upon a more objective outlook - the recognition of oth-

ers as separate autonomous beings, as 'equivalent centres of self' 

with like feelings and desires as ourselves. The selfish dictates 

of the heart must be overcome and the needs of others put first in 

our living. Hardy, desiring everybody to be happy, judges those 

who cause others pain, but is obviously placed in a dilemma when the 

needs or desires of his sympathetic characters conflict (as in the 

case of Eustacia and Thomasin, or Eustacia a:na: Clym). .An additional 

reason for the greater success of Tess of the d'Urbervilles, as op-

posed to The Return of the Native, is that there is not the same de-

gree of conflict in worthy characters competing for the reader's sym-
.~ 

pathy. The fact that the balance of sympathy between Tess and .Angel 

is almost wholly weighted on Tess's sid& preserves the pathos and 
-

does not seriously weaken the book. But in the Clym-Eustacia rela-

tionship the conflict is irreconcilable; both characters must be 

judged for entering into an obviously incompatible union. .And, 

since they are seen to be responsible for their unhappiness, the 

simple pathos Hardy strove for is destroyed. In his later fiction, 

Hardy adopts an increasingly subjective standard of judgement; that 

is, actions and events are seen largely from the perspective of the 

central character, and judged predominantly on the basis of their 

impact upon that character. The desires of his protagonists become 

so importunate that he acquiesces in their quest for satisfaction 
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even (as in the case of Eustacia) when they seek it at the expense 

of others. .Altruistic standards of judgement predominate in Hardy's 

most important novel before The Return of the Native, Far from the 

Madding Crowd; but as his tragic outlook darkens, he is so overcome 

with indignation at the injustice of man's lot and pity for the in-

dividual that he cannot disengage himself for long and detachedly 

consider the good of the community. 

George Eliot's values prove wholly adequate to the complexity 

of her social vision in Middlemarch. She fails with Ladislaw only 

because she does not apply the same standards to him as rigorously 

as she does to the other characters. In The Mill on the Floss the 

failure o:f' the ending stems from a distortion of George Eliot's usu-

al standard: self-denial is uncritically idealized as a good in it-

self and separated from a just consideration of the needs of others. 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles succeeds wonderfully because Tess for 

the most part justifies Hardy's one-sided emphasis. However, in 

The Return of the Native Hardy's technique betrays the inadequacy of 

his values. The subjectivism of his moral outloOk ill-assorts with 

the relative objectivity of the omniscient point of view. The se-

ductiveness of the subjective viewpoint in eliciting sympathy for the 

most vicious characters is obvious ~ much modern fiction. If The 

Return of the Native had been written from Eustacia's point of view 

we probably could not have resisted her, but, as we have seen, this 

would have meant the loss of some of the most distinctive qualities 

of Hardy's fiction. The omniscient point of View brings to our 
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attention the conflicting claims of other characters and sheds a crit-

ical light on Eustacia's actions. The result is unresolved tension 

between authorial assessment and dramatized action. Moreover, there 

is <inherent conflict in the book's pattern of judgement because Hardy 

himself remains ambivalent in his r-esponse to his heroine. 

Failure to apply adequate standards of judgement can lead to an-

other sort of confusion within the work. When an author uncritic-

ally identifies with a character he often tends to faslsify his 

essential vision of the conditions of life in order to elicit a fav-

curable response to that character. That is, the author's rhetoric-

al and mimetic aims clash. With Tess there is an internal contra-

diction in the book's view of nature because at two or three places 

Hardy uses nature as a moral norm (for the sake of a sharp rhetor

ical point about society's judgement of Tess), whereas his char

acteristic emphasis is on nature's indifference to man. However, 

the inconsistencies are minor, and Hardy's case for Tess is not de

pendent upon them. 

It is indicative of the more serious failure of The Mill on the 

Floss that George Eliot's case for Maggie is dependent upon a quite 

uncharacteristic notion of recoverable happiness. One of the strong

est strains throughout George Eliot's fiction is the uncompromising 

view that men reap whatsoever they sow, that, while virtue must often 

be its own reward, wrong-doing inevitably brings miBBry in the lives 

of the doer and those around him. Yet in order to persuade us that 

Maggie has made the right decision in returning to St. Ogg's, the 
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author is forced to assert that Lucy and Stephen can (and do) some-

how put the pieces together again and achieve a happy union despite 

shattered illusions. The very tentativeness with which this con-

elusion is put suggests that George Eliot was conscious of its pal-

pable falsity. It is part of the greater maturity of Middlemarch 

that it does not succumb to distorting pressures in this way. 

Though Dorothea is ultimately freed by Casaubon's death, she does 

have to bear the consequences of her rui}guided marriage; there is 

no hollow pretence that a wrong choice can be redeemed without 

suffering. 

Perhaps the most continuous disharmony between rhetorical and 

mimetic impulses exists in The Return of the Native. Here Hardy's 
- -

excessive sympathy for his characters causes him to make chance and 

circumstance, not the characters' flaws, responsible for their fates, 

so producing a seemingly malignant world that contradicts the new of 

nature (as indifferent and impartial) conveyed through imagery and 

generalized commentary. 9 Moreover, despite this distortion, Hardy's 

rhetorical problem is not fully overcome since we remain painfully 

aware of the characters' faults even though the intervention of chance 
.• 

short-circuits their inevitable course to disaster. To place the 

9 Tess, too, is prey to unfortunate coincidences, but these are not 
incredibly numerous, nor are they crusia.l to her fate - social conven
tions and human imperfect~ons are at least as much to blame as mis
chance. As for the problem of The Return of the Native, it might be 
conceded that at an unconscious level Hardy does believe the world to 
be m.tllign - as J .I.M.Stewart argues (see Tho'iii:aSHardy: A Critical Bio
graphz, pp. 40-1, 112-4). Be that as it may, it remains true that 
the excessive use of chance for rhetorical purposes produces a con
flict in the book's conscious attitudes. 
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blame on the universe is to ignore what has been revealed of human 

culpability. 

In order to support his thesis that there is a positive rela-

tionship between character judgements and the novelist's beliefs, 

Sheldon Sacks rules out 'the possibility that any particular local 

value judgment will be ~xclusively dictated by the artistic end of 

the work, though all such judgments must help to accomplish that end. 

The artistic end of his work exerts no pressure on a writer to make 

. . . d t t 10 :msmcere JU gmen s. However, all these instances indicate that 

at times the rhetorical or artistic ends of a work do force the 

author to make insincere judgements, to evaluate in a way incompat-

ible with his considered beliefs. 

Though Hardy's values at times prove inadequate to the complex-

ities of his fictional world, one must not therefore imitate T.S. El-

iot and dismiss the whole character of his art. One can admire 

George Eliot's moral stringency and applaud her in the terms of v.s. 

Pritchett: 'George Eliot's pity flows from her moral sense, from 

the very seat of justice, and not from a sentimental heart.• 11 This 

is just praise, but it would be quite unjust to suggest the converse 

is that Hardy's pity flows only from a sentimental heart. At times 

·he is sentimental (as in his uncritical identification with Eustacia), 

but only at times. The point that must be kept steadily in view is. 

10 Fiction and the Shape of Belief, p. 250. 

11 The Living Novel (London, 1946), p. 91. 
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that, while Hardy judges less severely than George Eliot, his softer 

judgements stem not from a deficient moral sense but from the intens-

ity of his compassionate feeling. The individual reader ma.y poss-

ibly feel that this strong feeling betrays Hardy into moral slack- · 

ness and prefer the greater stringency of George Eliot, but it must 

be recognized that the lack of moral rigour is the result not the 

cause of Hardy's view of life. That is, his acute awareness of suf-

fering and his fatalistic estimate of human possibilities lead him 

to regard judgement as largely iiTelevant. 

In a bigoted, splenetic attack, T.S.Eliot wrote of Hardy: 

The work of the late Thomas Hardy represents an interesting ex
ample of a powerful personality uncurbed by any institutional 
attachment or by submission to any objective beliefs; unhamp
ered by any ideas, or even by what sometimes acts as a partial 
restraint upon inferior writers, the desire to please a large 
public. He seems to me to have written as nearly for the sake 
of "self-expressionu as a man well can; and the self which he 
had to express does not strike me as a particularly wholesome 
or edifying matter of communication. 12 

Stressing as he is the value of tradition and orthodoxy, Eliot is 

obviously as much upset by the philosophy as by the man implied in 

the works. And, no doubt, aspects of Hardy's conscious philosophy 

are depressing and unedifying; but it is only the crudest criticism 

that would reduce a novel's vision of life to a few dull concepts. 

As for the man, the implied author of Hardy's novels, it seems to me 

-
that he is a particularly wholesome and edifying matter of communica-

tion. And this despite (sometimes even partly because of) his love 

12 After Strange Gods: A Primer of Modern Heresy (London, 1934), 
P• 54. 



of the strange and macabre that Eliot finds so objectionable 

(what Eliot sees as 'diabolic' most readers would term simply 

1 gothic' ) • 13 
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The distinctive quality of Hardy's voice that pervades all his 

novels and rises from them as the transcending spirit of the man 

living on, is his anguished, imperfectly-resigned grief over the 

human lot. The novels assert as their major positive the dignity 

and supreme worth of man; they pay homage to his stoic fortitude, 

his unconquerable spirit in face of crushing forces arrayed against 

him. Hardy is ultimately baffled as to why things should be as 

they are and powerless to make them better; therein lies the deep 

poignance of his works. The passages of commentary serve not so 

much to express his conceptual view of life as his emotive atti-

tude; they are lyrical laments on the su£ferings of his characters 

as humanity's representatives. Hardy's vision finally evokes the 

passionate cry of King Lear, whom personal suffering had taught the 

supreme irrelevance of judgement in face of man' s commnni ty in suf-

fering: "'None does offend, none, I say, none."• 14 All have 

13 For a thorough defence of Hardy in face of T.S.Eliot's attack, 
·see J.I.M.Stewart, "The Integrity of Hardy," English Studies, I 
(1948), 1-27. See,~too, Stewart's book, Thomas Hardy: A Critical 
Biography, pp. 37-41. .And witne::;s the testimony of Q.D. Leavis,who, 
though not an admirer of Hardy's art, can yet write: 'We can only be 
grateful for having a body of fiction that proceeds from so honest, 
worthy and compassionate a nature, so sensitive to human misery and 
so powerful to record its distres.ses at the spectacle of suffering, 
so disinterested, unworldly and unfailingly tender' ("Hardy and Crit
icism," Scrutiny, XI [Spring, 1943J, 236). 

14 King Lear, IV. vi. 170. 
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sinned and all suffered, so what man dare judge? Only a just God 

may judge, and in Hardy's world there is· not only no God but the 

ruling powers, in so far as they are conscious, are even less moral 

than men. Hence, Hardy, as the only authoritative voice for his 

world, acts as supreme advocate for his characters, echoing that 

earlier ruler of the Wessex domain: ••'I'll able 'em: /Take that 

of me, my :f'riend, who have the power /To seal th1 accuser's lips."• 15 

It is the misfortune of The Return of the Native that there the 

accuser's lips are not as well sealed as they are in Tess. 

The nature of a writer's character judgements determines the 

very type of fiction he can write. Because he does not hold his 

characters truly responsible for their fate, blaming instead the 

unjust arrangement of the world, Hardy could never write high tragedy. 

Conversely, George Eliot could never produce Hardyan pathetic tragedy 

since she does hold her people responsible for their destinies, even 

when (as in the case of Lydgate) the fate they bring down upon them-

selves is much worse than they deserve. 

There is, though, more to the narrator-character relationship 

than the question of judgement. One can distinguish between a 

writer's attitude towards his characters and his tone. George Eliot 

is usually more detached in attitude towards her creatures than 

Hardy is to his. 16 Yet George Eliot is more personal and less 

15 Ibid., IV. vi. 170-3. 

16 Maggie Tulliver is an exception, but then"only towards the end 
of The Mill on the Floss. Early in the book, the author's perspect
ive on her heroine evinces considerable critical detachment. 
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restrained in tone than Hardy, who conveys his feeling for his r har

acters more through lengthy, loving description and the rhetoric of 

plot than by direct statement. George Eliot's feeling is more 

directly expressed- very common is the formula, 'poor Maggie,' 

'poor Dorothea,' 'poor Rosamond,' 'poor Lydgate' (though that i poor' 

can range in tone from nnqualified compassion to heavy irony). 

Despite the greater degree of commentary in George Eliot, hers is a 

more public world than Hardy's since she places less stress on the 

personal idiosyncrasy of the artist's vision. Comparatively speak

ing, George Eliot's art is objective in outlook and personal in tone, 

while Hardy's is subjective in outlook and impersonal in tone. 

It is interesting to note how George Eliot's less intense feel

ing :ror her characters is revealed in the relative cursoriness of 

her physical description. An instructive contrast is that between 

the description of Dorothea in the Vatican (Middlemarch, Ch.xix, 

p. 201) and the much more fUlly realized picture of Tess in the har

vesting scene (Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Ch. xiv, pp. 74-5). There 

is point to the comparison in that the two heroines are at equival

ent stages in their careers: each,having just become acquainted 

wiph suffering, is in a state of shock and disillusionment - Tess 

after her seduction by d 1 Urberville, Dorothea after her marriage to 

Caaaubon. The vividness and immediacy with which a character is 

presented is, of course, a vital factor in influencing judgement. 

We are much more inclined to overlook Tess's shortcomings than we 

are Dorothea's, or even Maggie's, because Tess"is more strongly 
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visuelized, more fully ·,there' in the reader's experience. 

Finally, no matter how fully realized or comprehended, it is 

not the characters in themselves that the reader vaJ.ues most in 

George Eliot and Thomas Hardy. In both authors (as with most om-

niscient novelists) it is the character and vision of the implied 

author that constitutes the richest, most rewarding aspect of the 

work. 17 Many twentieth-century novels are suffocating and unen-

lightening because the author has eschewed the 'unreality' of om-
- ~ 

niscience, and the reader is imprisoned within the consciousness 

of a sick or limited cha.l."'acter. With George Eliot and Thomas Hardy 

it is the broad, contemplative wisdom, the deep reservoir of exper-

ience, embraced by the omniscient author that makes the reading of 

the novels a liberating, inspiriting experience. In the fullness 

of their humanity they transcend the limitations of their characters 

and of their own conceptual views. 'The presence of a noble nature,' 

wrote George Eliot, 1 ch8l1ges the lights for us: we begin to see 

things again in their larger, quieter masses ••• .'' 18 Hardy's aim 

in fiction was, he said, to make 'old incidents and things seem as 

new.' Through the power of their omniscient vision, both George 

Eliot and Thomas Hardy, at their best, succeed in making us see the 

world afresh or in new perspective, as though for the first time. 

17 The poverty of a recent BBC TV dramatization of Vanity Fair re
vealed just how much of the inte~est and life of that book resides 
in the narrator, the 'showmro1' of the Fair. Note too, how flat and 
colourless is Esther Summerson's portion of Bleak House compared 
with that of the omniscient narrator. · 

18 Middlemarch, p. 818. 
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